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ABSTRACT

During the years 1960 through 1971, a period generally known in publishing
history as the era of the "mimeograph revolution," husband and wife team of Jon Edgar
Webb and Louise "Gypsy Lou" Webb owned and operated the Loujon Press. Loujon
published four issues of a literary journal, The Outsider, and two books each by poet
Charles Bukowski and novelist Henry Miller. Though Loujon published many of the
Beat Generation, Black Mountain, and other avant-garde poets and writers whose work
appeared in the scores of cheaply produced mimeograph publications of the era, Jon and
Louise Webb published The Outsider and their four books in high quality, labor-intensive
editions. These publications received at least as much praise for their quality as physical
artifacts as they did for the poems and prose that made up their editorial matter. As such,
the Loujon Press stands as an exemplar for the small press and little magazines of its era.
The arc of the Loujon Press's functional existence is shown through extensive
correspondence between Jon Edgar Webb and dozens of friends, acquaintances and
advisors. As many of Webb's correspondents were fellow small press editors and
publishers, and many others were frequent contributors to small press publications, this
correspondence reveals the prevalence and function of networking within small press
publishing during the decade of the 1960s. This cooperative model stands in contrast to
the profit-based model of commercial publishing houses. Finally, the failure of the
Loujon Press to survive the 1971 death of Jon Edgar Webb suggests an inherent flaw in
Loujon's business model, that of failing to distribute assets, liabilities, skills and duties
among a broader range of individuals. The day-to-day responsibilities of maintaining the
Loujon Press were difficult for two people to maintain. They proved impossible for one
person.
Loujon, which has been chiefly remembered as a publisher of Bukowski's early
books, was instead a broadly based publishing enterprise. This press? s ambitions,
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struggles, achievements and failures help to illuminate the broader small press world of
the 1960s.
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Introduction

This project is the result of an intense fascination with the American literary small
press that has held me in thrall for more than twenty years. Not only am I a longtime
reader of small press books and little magazines, I am also well published in little
magazines. I have been published approximately one hundred times in such publications,
in a mix of reviews, essays, short stories and poems. Finally, I am a former small press
and little magazine editor and publisher. During the early 1990s, a colleague and I
published four issues of a little magazine we called misnomer and a series of chapbooks
under the imprint of Creeker Press. My immersion in this publishing genre is deep.
My first encounter with the small press came in the late 1970s when I began
reading the Black Sparrow Press editions of Charles Bukowski's poetry, short fiction and
novels. In those early days, it was simply the content of the books that mattered to me. I
loved Bukowski's work and I wanted to read as much of it as I could find. This led me,
over time, to read all of Bukowski's Black Sparrow editions, then move to Bukowski's
City Lights editions and, finally, to the little magazines where his work was published
before being collected by the book publishers. When I began reading little magazines, I
became acquainted with many other writers whose work I enjoyed, but who would
otherwise have been forever invisible to me because this work was unavailable
elsewhere. It became obvious that little magazines and the small press were aspects of a
fundamentally different publishing endeavor than was commercial literary publishing.
What I quickly learned, upon delving into the world of little magazines, is that
these publications vary greatly. This variation is most evident in the areas of content,
design and longevity. The content of any given little magazine is generally determined
by its editor or, in some cases, editorial board. The personal taste of these individuals
usually provides the only criteria for what is accepted and published. As such, the
content of little magazines may be wildly idiosyncratic and may vary greatly in style and
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tone from issue to issue, or even within the pages of a single number. Design, likewise,
is largely determined by one or, at most, a handful of editors, often the same people who
selected the magazine's editorial content. Design is generally constrained by the talent,
skill, time and financial resources available to the magazine's editors and publishers. As
to longevity, the rule seems generally to be that little magazines come and go with
breathtaking speed.
It took me a more than a decade to come to the Loujon Press and its little
magazine, The Outsider. When I did become aware of this press, it was again through
my love of Bukowski. I found, through reading Neeli Cherkovski's biography, Hank:
The Life of Charles Bukowski, that Loujon had been an early and enthusiastic publisher
of Bukowski's work. What I didn't learn from this book, or from the other pieces of
scholarship on Bukowski that began to appear with greater frequency over the past
decade, is that Loujon's achievements were far more impressive than simply giving
Bukowski his first major exposure. This dissertation is designed to explore these
achievements and make evident Loujon's place in the publishing history of the United
States.
The study which follows would not have been possible without the aid and
support of a variety of individuals and institutions. First among this group is Louise
Webb, widow of Jon Edgar Webb and sole surviving primary link to the inner workings
of the Loujon Press. Mrs. Webb was gracious enough to provide otherwise unavailable
information through multiple telephone interviews and correspondence. Jon Edgar
Webb's son from his first marriage, Dr. Jon Edgar Webb, Jr. also provided invaluable
information about his father, stepmother, and their various business ventures, including,
but not limited to, the Loujon Press. Dr. Webb made available his extensive personal
archive of correspondence, personal notes between Jon and Louise Webb and other
memorabilia. This material, which provides a rich and deep background to the Loujon
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story, would have otherwise been unknown and unavailable.
Two university archives were crucial to my research. The Indiana University's
Lilly Library made available its substantial collection of Loujon correspondence.
Likewise, Northwestern University's Deering Library provided extraordinary access to its
exhaustive Loujon archives. Other university libraries have afforded me the opportunity
to examine a number of Loujon publications. At the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, I was able to closely examine a copy of Henry Miller's second Loujon book,
Insomnia or the Devil at Large. I examined copies of Miller's Order and Chaos chez
Hans Reichel and Bukowski' s It Catches My Heart in Its Hands at Mississippi State
University. Special Collections at the University of Tennessee has both the complete run
of The Outsider and Bukowski's Crucifix in a Deathhand among its holdings, and I had
the opportunity to examine these items on several occasions.
The members of my dissertation committee have provided support and assistance
at every step of my research and writing. Drs. Elizabeth Aversa, Edward Caudill, Allen
Dunn and Douglas Raber have enthusiastically supported this project from its inception.
In fact, the idea for this dissertation occurred in Dr. Caudill's Historical Research
Methods course during the summer 2000 term. Dr. Caudill has shown enthusiasm for
this project at every step of its research and composition. His thoughtful, demanding
criticism has been invaluable.
I must also thank my family for their lifelong record oflove, respect,
encouragement and support. My parents, Leo and Laura Weddle of Somerset, Kentucky,
and my sister, Lynn Weddle, of Lexington, Kentucky, have always been my anchor. My
wife, Jill Grogg, has my heart and my eternal love and gratitude. She continues to be my
inspiration. My son, Leo Augustus Weddle, who came to us in the midst of this project,
is our hope for the future.
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Take this as flattery ifyou wish, but from being in touch w/many small press editors I've
learned just what an impact your books have had--going all the way back to The Outsider
# 1. Everyone seems to intimately know all of your work, the type of paper, press,
troubles etc. you've used and had; & everyone wants to publish beautiful books just like
yours--but of course they lack the equipment, dedication, patience, etc. It's easy to see
you'll go down in literary history. 1
-- Fellow small press editor-publisher Douglas Blazek to Jon Edgar Webb, January 23,
1968

Chapter One: Context

Douglas Blazek, himself an important and influential editor and publisher in the
literary small press, was in a reasonable position to make the claims noted above.
Inspection of any copy of a Loujon Press publication will show a fair observer that
Blazek was correct in his assessment of the quality of Loujon publications. Loujon books
and the magazine, The Outsider, were crafted with care and skill by Jon and Louise
Webb, who, though living in poverty, skillfully published their work using the highest
quality materials available to them. Blazek was also correct in his assessment of the
impact Loujon publications had on the small press literary community of the 1960s. The
mass of correspondence Jon Webb maintained with other publishers, readers and literary
aficionados stands in testament to the highly enthusiastic reception Loujon publications
received.
So far, Blazek was half correct in his prediction that Loujon would "go down in
literary history." Loujon, though not forgotten, has chiefly been remembered in recent
years as the press responsible for giving poet Charles Bukowski his first major
1

Doug Blazek to Jon Edgar Webb, Jan�ary 23, 1968, Charles Deering Memorial Library of Special
Collections, Northwestern University Library, Series XV, Box A-D.
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publications. Among Loujon's other achievements is the publication of two fine press
editions of previously unpublished Henry Miller prose volumes, each considered
collectors editions from their dates of publication forward. The other Loujon
achievements, and they are considerable, have been largely ignored or forgotten. It is the
intent of this study to offer an account of Loujon's history and its accomplishments and
to thus shed light on a mostly unheralded chapter in American publishing history and, at
last, to prove Blazek correct on all counts.
Near the end of Loujon's productive and difficult ten-year lifetime, Bukowski
wrote Jon and Louise Webb to ask about a poem he had submitted for publication in The
Outsider. In the course of his letter, Bukowski spoke to the importance and drama of the
Loujon story. (In the following passage, Bukowski's idiosyncratic use of lower case
letters to begin sentences is retained):
every man's life has its particular misery, but I would like to see you both
write a book, yes, a BOOK about THE ADVENTURES OF LOUJON IN
A LOW-DOWN CLIME, or something like that. all the times the press
went in and out the window, sometimes the same window, out, in, out
again. the time of the attempted robbery. the time Bukowski tried to gas
you. the bed up in the air. the bathtub filled with pages. that ugly and
cold Santa Fe scene. the crazy and dull visitors. the madmen. the
gangersters [sic] who push their bad work almost with threat. the pests.
the sickness again and again. flood, fire. old papa with his beer.
Bukowski vomiting in the University trashcan. the old handpress. the
madness and agony of everything. all the things I do not know. Lou on
the comer trying to sell paintings. the deaf and dumb guy in the bar. city
after city. all the odd benefactors with strings attached. the whole crazy
wild story. I'm sure that there has never been a press and a time like
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yours, and I think that it would be a shame and an error if it were not
recorded, because someday somebody is going to do it and they'll get it all
WRONG. well, it's a thought anyhow.2
Insofar as the evidence has been identified, collected and put into proper context,
it is the hope of this researcher that this study, while imperfect, is not "all wrong." One
cannot help but acknowledge that there will be omissions of detail and, of course, some
elements of the Loujon story are simply open to interpretation. What can be said, with
little fear of contradiction, is that the Loujon story is of a small publishing house with
vision, with drive, and with determination to succeed against great odds. Sometimes that
determination paid off, other times it did not. Jon and Louise Webb had great plans and
saw many of their hopes for their press realized. Other times, their plans failed. It is in
the balance of their victories and their defeats, measured against the context of their
aspirations, where the importance of their work lies.
There is probably some justification for Bukowski's assertion that any attempt to
chronicle Loujon's history by an "outsider" is doomed to miss the mark, simply because
many small and important details of the press's operation may well have gone unrecorded
or are otherwise lost. Still, there is much to be gained by an examination of the press by
an objective observer. Bukowski was certainly correct that the creation of such a history
was important because ofLoujon's specific achievements and because of the part it
played in the broader context of l 960s-era small press publishing.
To understand Loujon Press history, one must understand the press in the context
of its place, time and situation, as well as in the context of its achievements and failures.
Though Loujon ended its lifetime in a skid through the American west, with stops in New
Mexico, Arizona and Nevada, the press was primarily a New Orleans entity and it carried
2

Charles Bukowski to Jon and Louise Webb, February 5, 1969, Charles Deering Memorial Library of
Special Collections, Northwestern University Library, Series XV, Box A-D.
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with it the New Orleans bohemian flair. Loujon was like the genteel, albeit flamboyant
poor: It combined high style with poverty. Even more important than place, perhaps,
was the time in which Loujon existed. The press flourished during 1960s little magazine
and small press explosion. While Loujon and The Outsider were not alone as examples
of ambitious and meritorious publishing efforts, the Webbs' efforts do stand in strong
relief against the broader background of the mass of cheaply and quickly produced small
press publications.
The most significant element of Loujon's situation was its existence as part of the
marriage of Jon and Louise Webb. While it cannot be asserted that Jon Webb, had he
never met Louise Madaio, would not have become a small press publisher, or that Louise
would not herself have become a publisher, the fact remains that their union was the
crucible within which the Loujon publications were conceived of and made real. They
had much outside help, to be sure, but the Webbs were a team. Louise provided much of
their operating capital by selling her paintings on the streets of New Orleans. Jon sought
and received editorial help and advice--as well as poetry and prose submissions--from
small press veterans around the world. The Webbs shared equally in the demanding
physical labor of producing the Loujon publications.
Loujon's achievements are easy to document. On an artistic level, they are the
publications, tangible and lasting. On a business level, a major Loujon achievement was
the establishment of a limited international presence through Webb's personal and
professional networking and the aggressive distribution efforts of a variety of "agents"-
some paid, some volunteer. The press's failures, as might be expected, are less well
defined. They represent missed opportunities and unrealized ambitions. One such failure
was that of a proposed Kenneth Patchen book from Loujon, which Jon and Louise
intended to publish in the mid-1960s. Also, despite a strong effort to do so, Loujon failed
to achieve a broad enough distribution of its products to become a viable financial
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enterprise. The combination of low cover prices for most Loujon publications, cheap
annual subscriptions, and the quick fix, but ultimate burden, of lifetime subscription sales
made for a weak cash flow. Slow press work and the impossibility of reprinting high
demand, sold-out publications, due to the fact that the type of each page, once printed
was broken down to make way for setting the next page, added to the press's financial
woes. The press's most obvious business failure, though, was its inability to survive the
death of Jon Edgar Webb.

The Little Magazine in America: A Symposium

Loujon is part of a greater continuum of small press activity, a time-honored
tradition of literary publishing. Small press publishing is responsible, in a significant but
largely unremarked -- at least in the broader world -- way for helping to shape the
development of American literature. That is not to say that the small press itself has not
grappled with its place in American publishing history. In the early 1960s, amid what
was a boom in small press publishing, Mainstream magazine published a series, "Little
Magazines: A Symposium," which served as a forum for little magazine editors, and
other people associated with little magazines, to communicate their impressions of the
history of the movement. The series concerned itself with things the little magazine
movement in the United States was achieving, and how it was going about achieving
these things. According to Mainstream, the "Symposium" was an open forum of little
magazine personnel, to the extent that each response to a questionnaire created and
distributed by contributing editor Walter Lowenfels was published. The "Symposium"
was organized by Lowenfels, himself a poet and writer associated with leftist politics,
who seemed to have had a complicated opinion of the small press. Though he clearly
was interested in its status and potential effects on literature and culture, lines from his
poem "Good-Bye Jargon" suggest a resignation that the poetry published through the
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masses of American literary magazines far outstripped its potential readers:
When you consider there are 400,000 of us turning out the stuff
these days and several hundred of us proclaimed the "Greatest
Poets of our Generation," you can realize what a huge vacuum
our non-readers are creating. 3
Still, Lowenfels was unwilling to disregard little magazines, even if the masses of readers
failed to appear for the masses of poets whose work appeared in them. In fact, Lowenfels
was a strong little magazine supporter, at least in the case of The Outsider. He played a
large part in helping Jon Edgar Webb shape The Outsider when the magazine was in its
planning stages and through its early years.
The Outsider and its friends were well represented in this "Symposium." This
representation took the form of entries from Webb; from poet and novelist Millen Brand,
whose work appeared both in The Outsider and in Webb's first publication, the prison
newspaper, The New Day: from The Outsider contributor Leslie Woolf Hedley; from
Loujon supporter and collaborator John William Corrington; and from Bukowski.
Brand spoke directly to Webb's impact and influence. According to Brand,
Webb's importance as a literary publisher pre-dated his contributions via The Outsider.
Brand argued that Webb's much earlier work with The New Day was important in
developing and fostering a community of writers beyond the walls of the Mansfield
(Ohio) State Reformatory, where the newspaper was published:
Years ago, so long ago I shiver to think of it, Jon Edgar Webb edited a
prison paper published in some Ohio State Penitentiary and called The
New Day. Some of the young writers of the Thirties would send poetry to
this paper and the paper circulated exclusively in the prison and among
this group of writers. In that way, with an audience of nonconformists,
3

Walter Lowenfels, "Good-Bye Jargon," Mainstream 1 3 , no. 2 (February 1 960): 36.
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thieves, murderers, and each other we got things out that we might not
have got out otherwise and had a sense of print audience and
.

.

commumcatton.4
Pointing out that Webb had moved on to editing and publishing The Outsider, Brand
played upon the newer magazine' s title to make a point about the nature of little
magazine culture and publishing. For Brand, the notion of being an "outsider" had much
to do with being outside of what he saw as social injustice. Brand wrote that:
A dark and radiant thought breaks in my mind, that perhaps the only good
thing to be is an outsider until white can eat with black, until black can
travel with white, and until we don't have to go to prison to be insiders.
Admitting that such a definition might be limiting, Brand offered that "Outsiders are
against all forms of alienation and distortion and to put it simply, they have to stick with
it until things can be turned inside out."5
For his part, Webb suggested that the then-current state of American little
magazine was poor, indeed. In Webb's view, the economic poverty of most little
magazines of the period was matched by an impoverished view of what a little magazine
might be able to accomplish. Webb wrote that what he viewed as the poor and
conservative editorial policies of the little magazines had the potential to discourage
talented new writers:
Little mag editors afraid to 'let go' in any creative direction they wish to,
afraid to denounce anything they believe needs denouncing, who go on
publishing the same old cliche rot of the academy they sprang from
(playing safe and decent) ought to be lined up and shot--into immediate

4

Millen Brand , "Little Magazines in America: A Symposium," (Part One) Mainstream 1 5, no. 1 1
�ovember 1 962): 33.
Ibid., 33.
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obscurity. 6
Webb's comments suggest a rebellious spirit, not unlike that championed by some
who looked fondly back at little magazines of the 1920s and 1930s as exemplars of the
genre. Book collector Philip Kaplan described his impressions of how some of these
jazz-age publications came into being and what importance they held:
How did one start a little Mag? They were started in prison cells, speak
easy joints, colleges, universities, any place where there were a few rebels.
The most popular subjects were Sacco-Vanzetti, Eugene O'Neill, Picasso,
Russia, Freud, Birth Control and hundreds of injustices. However, poetry
was the mainstay of the Little Mags. The poets took the lead; they were
the most vociferous and articulate. If a poet had any hopes of having a
book published, a credo of his work in Little Mags was important.

7

Kaplan briefly sketched out the progression of little magazines from the 1920s through
the early 1960s, noting that a new type of little magazine arose in response to "a
desperate need" of new, young poets in the post-World War II period. "Now the
language was more daring; no subject was taboo, and this new freedom attracted new
converts everywhere."8
John William Corrington, a poet, novelist and Louisiana State University English
professor who published repeatedly in The Outsider and who would work closely with
Webb in the development of Bukowski's first Loujon Press book, argued that little
magazines held value in that they "remain the breeding ground of much significant
contemporary talent--and almost the only ground upon which the poet (as distinguished
from the novelist, essayist or short story-writer) can set his feet with any degree of
6

Jon Edgar Webb, "Little Magazines in America: A Symposium," (Part One) Mainstream 1 5 , no. 1 1
�ovember 1 962): 36.
Philip Kaplan, "Little Magazines in America: A Symposium," (Part One) Mainstream 15, no. 1 1
�ovember 1 962): 3 1 .
Ibid., 32.
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assurance."9 Corrington also saw potential dangers for little magazines, which
necessitated a constant vigilance from their editors and publishers. Corrington suggested
that these publications were "eternally trapped in the slim ground between two
destructive forces," which he identified, respectively, as "becoming a kind of esthetic
curiosity," and becoming "for better or worse, ' totally committed. "' 1 0
Those little magazines that suffered from being "esthetic curiosities" were ones
that championed obscure, exclusive literary movements, and were unwilling to engage
the broader world outside their own "charmed circle" of adherents. Among this group,
Corrington included The Chicago Review, Big Table, The Partisan Review, and The
Sewanee Review, and damned them with a term which was also a favorite epithet of
Webb's. These magazines, Corrington wrote, "smack of clique." The little magazines
Corrington judged to suffer from the malady of "total commitment" were those which
picked a political or literary cause and chose their content based upon its usefulness in
furthering that cause. 1 1
Corrington wrote of this second category that "one must lump those magazines
and editors which have found anti-war propaganda, racial injustice or internecine battle
with other poetic factions to be proper matter for literary quarterlies," a position which he
felt was "beyond the scope of a magazine," though perhaps the proper function of an
individual writer. As an example of such a little magazine, Corrington offered Mutiny.
which had recently engaged in a deliberate attack on Beat Generation poets, organizing a
petition drive whose aim was to declare that the Beats were not actually poets. 12
Bukowski, already a small press stalwart, having published his poetry in dozens
of little magazines and, with then-wife Barbara Fry, served as editor of the little magazine
9

John William Corrington, "Little Magazines in America: Conclusion of a Symposium," Mainstream 16,
no. 6 (June 1963): 38.
io
Ibid., 39.
11
Ibid., 39.
12
Ibid., 39-40.
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Harlequin, offered that "the little magazines, on the whole, are a xxxxx mess." 1 3
Bukowski ' s primary complaint was that little magazine editors were apt to give in to
external pressures which compromised their artistic vision:
Little magazines (and I wish to god they wouldn't call themselves "little"
but literary; it is a mind state that builds smallness--let's use the good
words) tend to start well if they are going to start at all, but it is not long
before they begin to be formed by pressures, the pressures of opinions and
other editors, critics, readers, writers, printers, street car conductors, lady
friends, university libraries, enuchs [sic], soothsayers, subscribers, punks,
dilettantes, clowns, fame-seekers, and the steam and stench and grip and
strappade of going down to the heavy Voice of the Thing Outside telling
us what to do. 1 4
As was perhaps befitting prime movers of an enterprise which, on its face,
rejected conformity, the little magazine editors Lowenfels brought together for the
"Symposium" did not speak in one voice regarding the role and impact of their
endeavors. Carl Larson, editor of Rongroad, Brand X, and 7 Poets Press, for example,
wrote that, while "little magazines fill a need," and that need had more to do with
amateur writers finding a place to publish their work than it did with providing serious
literature to readers. 1 5
Curtis Zahn, associate editor of Trace, likewise suggested that much of what
passed for literature in the little magazines was an attempt to break from the literary craft
and ideology found in mainstream publications, though he argued little magazine fare

3

Charles Bukowski, "Little Magazines in America: Conclusion of a Symposium," Mainstream 1 6, no. 6
(June 1 963): 45. Mainstream editors explained that "xxxxx" here, and in other places in Bukowski's entry,
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was often of inferior quality. "Generally, the littles are 'protesting' the status quo," Zahn
observed, "and it is sorely needed. But 'Protest' requires more than words like, fuck, or
sadistic violence, or erotic sex." Readers searching for important new writing in the little
magazines might instead be faced with writing that was "nothing more than the other side
of the coin--no more truthful, accurate, artistic, realistic" than material found in
mainstream, commercial publications. 1 6
Inferno Press editor Leslie Wolfe Hedley likewise took a cautious stance in regard
to his contemporaries. Hedley, at odds with Kaplan's enthusiasm for the perceived
taboo-free content of many post war magazines, argued that the little magazines of the
1960s were not publishing vibrant, diversified literature in amounts comparable to their
1920s-1930s-era counterparts:
In perusing the older periodicals we notice that most writers and editors
were deeply concerned with their time and the task of honestly rendering
that changing reality into vibrantly authentic language, a communication
not just limited to provincial life in New York City or some university
faculty, but made of and from the mainstream speech and conditions of the
American continent. 1 7
For Hedley, it was important to examine the role and history of the little magazine in
America with a dispassionate and objective eye if any truth about it were to be
discovered. Hedley asked, "Ifthere is a literary and philosophical Resistance and
Underground in this country, what are their intentions ? Resistance to what ?
Underground for what purpose ? In what direction are they going? 1 8 While not
providing any final answers to his own questions, Hedley did make the useful observation
16
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that: "Such movements, like a good poem, must mean as well as be, and we should
thoroughly comprehend its meaning." 1 9
Whetstone editor Jack Lindeman concerned himself more directly with the
mundane realities of little magazine production, though he also made clear the benefits he
felt that he had accrued as a little magazine editor. Lindeman spoke to the irony that little
magazines both created communities and had serious limitations as to whom they could
reach beyond those communities. He wrote that, because of the "hundreds of personal
contacts and friendships I formed through the pages of Whetstone with writers
throughout the English-speaking world," that he could "travel almost anywhere in this
world and be welcomed by friends of Whetstone. Lindeman also argued that, because of
the limited audiences most little magazines could hope to reach, "Economics probably
more than any other factor determines what is and what is not a little magazine."20
Lindeman further noted that little magazine publishers frequently also edited and,
in large part, financed their own magazines.2 1 Beyond the financial realities associated
with budget and circulation, the biggest difference between the little magazines and their
commercial counterparts, Lindeman argued, lay in editorial policy. While, in commercial
magazines, the reader is given exactly what he expects," the little magazine "operates
strictly according to the personal tastes and prejudices of the editor or editors implying a
'take it or leave it' concern for the audience."22
The continued development of literature, Lindeman argued, is in part dependent
upon the aesthetic judgment of little magazine editors who give unknown writers a
chance to publish unconventional literature. "Without the little magazine the young
writer of unconventional style and content would be terribly handicapped in serving his
19
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apprenticeship, learning his craft, and testing his ideas alongside those of his
colleagues."23

Hoffman, Allen, and Ulrich

Lindeman's observations echo those made in one of the few significant historical
studies of the American literary small press. The standard history of the first decades of
the little magazine movement in the United States, Hoffman, Allen, and Ulrich's The
Little Magazine: A History and a Bibliography, argues that little magazines are worthy of
serious study because, among other reasons, they have served as vehicles for the
development and propagation of the major trends in twentieth century literature. 24
Though some audience clearly existed for the work that appeared in these pages,
Hoffman, et al. observe that the poetry and prose published in these magazines was not,
for whatever reason, acceptable for publication in the mainstream press.
Hoffman, Allen, and Ulrich argue that early twentieth century little magazines
often based their editorial philosophy around a single literary school or method. The little
magazines thus served as a proving ground for emerging literary methods and ideas. This
willingness to champion or provide a means for the development of demonstrably non
commercial literature provides one of the most compelling arguments for the importance
of the small press and for little magazines. It is arguable that Western literature would
have developed along much different tracks if the majority of literature published
throughout the last century was selected primarily upon the basis of its potential for
economic return and for its likelihood not to offend mainstream audiences, two traits
associated with commercial publishers. 25
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Little magazines are differentiated from commercial literary magazines and
academic quarterlies in a number of ways, most of which are manifested in their content,
format, the economic resources and distribution opportunities available to them. While
little magazines are traditionally at a great disadvantage to their commercial and
academic counterparts in terms of resources and distribution opportunities, they are also
far less restricted in their content. Little magazine editors have traditionally been more
interested in the artistic value of the work they publish than with its potential to return a
profit. 26 Little magazines, also, are under no constraint to publish "name" contributors
who will attract a mass audience. With this freedom, the little magazines have nurtured
countless unknown writers, many of whom have later found success in commercial and
academic publications. A large number of twentieth century authors now considered
members of the canon were first published as unknowns in the little magazines. Among
the more celebrated examples of this phenomenon is the serialized Little Review
publication of James Joyce's Ulysses.27 Other major twentieth century figures who found
initial or early publication in the "littles" include Ernest Hemingway, William Faulkner,
Sherwood Anderson, Erskine Caldwell and T. S. Eliot. 2 8 Among writers emerging in the
second half of the twentieth century, both Allen Ginsberg and Charles Bukowski began
their publishing careers in the small press and are now moving toward solid canonical
status. Ginsberg has been widely acknowledged for decades, and Bukowski, the subject
of a Twain volume and several major biographies, is likewise becoming entrenched.
A comprehensive list of writers who began their careers in the small press and
later gained great notoriety would be much longer. Hoffman, et al., suggest that fully 80
percent of major American authors (through 1945) were initially published in little
26
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magazines. They further argue that the majority of these writers were initially published
in the smaller and more obscure of these magazines. 29
The American literary small press, thus, has a long, distinguished and, often,
colorful history. Among its more prominent roots is Ralph Waldo Emerson's 19th
century magazine, The Dial. While setting a high standard for quality, The Dial also set
the precedent for the precarious nature of such magazines' existence, folding after a brief
run during the years of 184 7-1848. 30 By contrast, the 1912 founding of Poetry, A
Magazine of Verse set the standard for many of the "little" literary magazines which have
since appeared. Unlike The Dial and the vast majority of little magazines which have
since come and gone, Poetry remains in publication more than eighty years after its
founding.
Well-regarded titles of the mid-20th century include, among others, The Black
Mountain Review, Quixote, The Evergreen Review, Origin, and The Outsider. This
study is concerned with The Outsider, with the Loujon Press, which published it, and Jon
and Louise Webb, who ran the operation, and with the many official and unofficial
collaborators who helped Loujon grow and, after its fashion, prosper. This study will
show that Loujon possessed a combination of elements that made it an exemplar among
small press and little magazine publishers and an important player in the avant-garde
literary subculture of its day, with that importance still manifesting itself at the dawn of
the 21st century.
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The Loujon Press and the Mimeograph Revolution

The Loujon Press was in business for roughly a decade, existing in the turbulent
years between 196 1 and 197 1. The press was at best a precarious business venture, but
nonetheless published its seminal literary journal, The Outsider, and fine, limited edition,
hardcover books of avant-garde writing. The Outsider was described by the catalog
issued for the 1995 Whitney Museum exhibition, "Beat Culture and the New America,"
as one of the most important periodicals of 196 1. 3 1
The years in which Loujon operated have been characterized by many authors as
the "mimeograph revolution," so-called because, with the advent of cheap mimeograph
machines, and other easily accessible printing technologies, literary magazines began to
be produced in great numbers in the United States. Though unquestionably a small press
venture, Loujon was far removed from the shoddy production values of mimeograph
production technology. Jon and Louise Webb initially produced their books and journal
with meticulous craftsmanship on an antique, hand operated letterpress, using high
quality materials, before acquiring a used motorized press, and later a high quality
Heidelberg press upon which they produced their final works. While Loujon books cost
only a few dollars upon publication, their current value illustrates the literary substance
and craft which characterized all Loujon publications. Loujon's first book, Bukowski's,
poetry collection It Catches My Heart in Its Hands, for example, was available for pre
publication order for $2.00. Rare book dealers now offer the same book at prices varying
from $600.00 to $2,000.00, depending upon its condition.
As to the lasting value of It Catches My Heart in Its Hands' contents, the work
has at the very least continued to resonate among a certain population of readers. The
majority of the poems in this volume were collected with a large selection of poems from
Bukowski's second Loujon volume, Crucifix in a Deathhand, and republished by Black
31
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Sparrow Press in 1 974, under the title Burning in Water Drowning inFlame: Selected
Poems 1 955-1 973. This book has remained in print since its initial publication and has
gone through dozens of printings.

The Literature in the Grey Flannel Suit

The literary atmosphere in the decades leading up to the emergence of The
Outsider and other 1 950s and 1 960s-era journals has been described as less than
adventuresome. Responding to Ulrich and his colleagues' assessment of little magazine
history, one prominent observer noted what he seemed to consider a stultifying trend in
little magazine publishing during the 1 940s. That observer was Malcolm Cowley, one
time New Republic editor and later editor of The PortableFaulkner and, more closely
related to the subject of this study, an early editor for Jack Kerouac's breakthrough novel,
On the Road. Cowley wrote that, while material in the little magazines of the 1 940s was
more skillfully written and edited than was material in magazines of the 1 920s, he had
observed a strong tendency toward "critical inbreeding carried almost to the point of
incest. "32 Cowley implied that the little magazines of the 1 940s were too polished and
safe, but encouraged people to read them, because "they are the best and almost the only
literary magazines we now possess."33 Cowley's essay ended with the hope for what
amounted to a sea change in little magazine production which might bring back some of
the adventurous spirit which, in his view, had characterized the little magazines of the
1 920s. In retrospect, Cowley's words seem prophetic:
Some day the fire may be rekindled. When printing and paper are a little
cheaper, or when it once more becomes possible to print little magazines
abroad at a ridiculously low price (with a dozen typographical errors on
32
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every page) and when the veterans now in college are graduated and begin
to make their way in literature, then we may once again see informal and
impertinent and wildly venturesome reviews, like those which flourished
after the other war. 34
What actually occurred in little magazine production, not much more than a decade later,
was very similar to what Cowley had hoped for. It was hailed as a revolution.
This "mimeograph revolution" is typically traced to the 1960 publication of New
American Poetry 1945-1960, an anthology which showcased the poetry of forty-four
emerging poets. Donald Allen, editor of this anthology, constructed a forum for poets
whose work veered sharply from the "academic" verse celebrated in the 1957 collection,
New Poets of England and America. 3 5 Allen sought to highlight poets in the emerging
traditions of Ezra Pound and William Carlos Williams: "They are our avant-garde," he
wrote, "the true continuers of the modern movement in American poetry"36
The appearance of New American Poetry galvanized groups of American poets
existing at the cultural margins. 37 It has been suggested that this book "may well be the
'flash point' for the renaissance in literary writing and small press publishing that would
flourish within a few short years of its publication."3 8 Early examples of mimeograph
revolution publications include poet Jack Spicer's I, "a little newsletter of the poetic
spirit,"3 9 which had a run of eight issues between 1 959- 1 96 1 ; Yugen, LeRoi Jones '
journal which was meant to be "a new consciousness in arts and letters," which also
enjoyed an eight-issue run; andFuck You, a Magazine of the Arts, edited and published
for thirteen issues by New York Poet Edward Sanders.
34
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Sanders' magazine enjoyed one of the more colorful histories of the period.
Drunken and enervated after watching the art film, Guns of the Trees, Sanders reportedly
proclaimed to a group of doubting friends that he was going to start a magazine. Within a
week he had purchased a mimeograph machine, typed poems onto stencils, and published
his first issue in five hundred copies, which he distributed for free, also mailing copies to
his "heroes around the world, from Charles Olson, to T. S. Eliot to Marianne Moore,
from Castro to Samuel Beckett, from Picasso to Lawrence Ferlinghetti and Allen
,,
Ginsberg. 4o
The emergence of publications such as these was not lost on the broader literary
world. In a 1960 Library Journal essay on the value of "little" literary magazines, Felix
Pollack, Curator of Rare Books at the University of Wisconsin's Memorial Library,
declared that such publications served a vital function in the workings of American
literature. In an argument similar to Hoffman's more than a decade earlier, Pollack
observed that:
The "littles" are "not merely springboards, means to the end of
emancipation from themselves, detours to the final haven - the
commercial journals and publishing houses. They are, quite on the
contrary, also ends in themselves: they are the vials and test tubes for vital
literary experimentation and the repositories of writing of permanent
,
value.' 4 1
This view, at least as it refers to the little magazines of the "mimeograph revolution" era,
still has currency.
As did Pollack, Marvin Bell, a former National Book Award nominee and holder
of the Flannery O'Connor Chair in Creative Writing at the University of Iowa, regularly
40
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published his poetry in the little magazines of the 1 950s and 1 960s. Bell, too, described
the place of little magazines during that era as a worthy publishing venue for serious
poets and poetry:
The fifties and sixties were a rich time for individualistic editors and
unusual magazines. The "littles" were where the action was. Well-known
poets such as William Carlos Williams and e. e. cummings published
regularly in the littles. They weren't so much looked upon as a stepping
stone to more prestigious magazines but as a world unto themselves. It
had a wonderful, and irreplaceable, mix of eccentricity and integrity,
perhaps because the editors were amateurs, paying out of their own
pockets, enthusiastic and alert. And after all, there were many fewer
writers then. One could read it all.42
If Pollack and Bell--both of whom were witness to, and participants in, the little
magazine subculture of the 1 950s and 1 960s--are correct, the history of little magazines
must be considered a significant part of the history of American literature and publishing.
It follows that such magazines are therefore worthy of scholarly examination.

As suggested by Mainstream' s "symposium," this area of independent publishing
has a tradition of self-examination, at least in regard to itself as a publishing genre. This
self-examination was particularly acute during the pivotal decades of the 1 950s and
1 960s and its most consistent venue was James Boyer May's journal of criticism, art,
photography, poetry and fiction, Trace. The struggle for poets and editors to make sense
of their efforts and their place in the broader culture--literary and otherwise--made up a
large portion of Trace's content. While this magazine was aware of the Loujon Press and
42
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The Outsider and clearly appreciated their contributions to publishing, the enduring value
of Trace lies in its determined focus on the evolving nature of the middle twentieth
century small press in which Loujon found itself situated. 43 William Margolis, editor of
the little magazine, Beatitude, wrote in 1962 of the general value of Trace for the little
magazine subculture: "I think it important to note also that the binding force, the common
ground where all these magazines are met together, is Trace magazine." Along with the
emergence of Beat Generation poetry, Margolis believed:
Trace is the other main force I see behind the growth of little magazine
influence in the U.S. For Trace, guided by James Boyer May, has been
the one place where usually accurate information about the little
magazines can be found; and where the various editors and publishers and
contributors could express themselves to each other about the trends and
problems and controversies of the little magazines and of poetry in the
English speaking world. By making such internal communication possible
Trace made, is making, possible the growth of little magazines and of
·

•
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Trace set the tone for its role as the conscience and arbiter of value--or at least as
a forum for such arbitration--of the literary magazine world in its premier issue. In
addition to its "Directory'' feature, a listing of the names and addresses of those literary
magazines of which Trace's editors were aware, the only other material was an essay
which attempted to come to terms with the state of the then-contemporary literary
magazine. Admitting that literary magazine editors whose journals printed only the work
of poets of a given "school" could be guilty of a serious and unfortunate lack of
43
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spontaneity, Trace came down, more or less firmly, on the side of these editors, rather
than those who published poems emerging from a variety of schools or traditions.45
Such a reluctance to adhere to the politics or style of a given school in large part
defines Jon Webb and The Outsider's editorial stance. Even so, Trace, in the final
analysis, was a friend of The Outsider. The contradiction, if one is present in such a
circumstance, seems to lie in the fact that Trace editor James Boyer May, perversely,
perhaps, considering the sentiment he expressed in the above-mentioned essay, opened
his pages to all manner of idea and argument concerning literature and the small press.
Trace, when all was said and done, did not champion a single type of literary
magazine. By the second issue, Cid Corman, editor of Origin magazine, contributed an
essay in which he advocated those little magazines which consciously avoided
advocating a particular literary creed:
My central concern for the little magazine is that, in a strictly non-physical
sense, it has become--with few exceptions--little. The literary element has
become a closed circuit. The point is that writing these days must stay
alive to the scope of current awarenesses as well as the fundamental and
inextricable immediacies of self. These awarenesses reach back toward
comparatively untouched, but living, potential creative stimuli. Art must
accommodate this world and be open to it. It isn't a matter of writing
down or up; it is a matter of growing into the openness of event. The little
magazine is not to be the retreat of professional individualists. It is to be
the explicitly open emotional and intellectual coherence of persons
reacting to self and the breadth of human condition. 46
The argument here is for little magazines to recognize their role as the repository for new
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and unexpected literary forms and expressions. Corman argues that even the most
bedrock, canonical texts were once fresh and in need of open minds willing to consider
their value. If such willingness were not forthcoming, then literary history would have
followed a different path: "You could not have imagined Homer, with any exactness,
,
before he existed, unless you were Homer. But you might have been ready for him.' 4 7
Corman's point is clear. An educated openness to revolt is a necessary condition for the
evolution of literature.

Enter The Outsider

Such openness to revolt was soon to manifest itself in dramatic fashion in little
magazines and, to a lesser extent, in the broader world of American letters. Among the
periodicals that demonstrated this openness was The Outsider, which shared the spirit of
literary revolt and courage with many of its peers. Like most of them, it also shared a run
of only a handful of issues, its sporadic 10-year lifetime notwithstanding. What set The
Outsider apart from the majority of other little magazines that sprang up and disappeared
so quickly during the 1960s was the craftsmanship of the publications themselves and the
Webbs' clear intent to market their publications broadly. In 2002, Iowa Poet Laureate
Marvin Bell observed one reason that The Outsider is still worthy of study today. Bell
described The Outsider as "thicker, livelier, much brasher, and much more inventive in
design than most" other little magazines of its day. 48
Though the Webbs received, and seem generally to have followed, a great deal of
advice from other people with small press and literary magazine experience, The
Outsider, by definition, owed its content and style ultimately to Jon and Louise Webb,
who made the final decisions regarding what to accept and how to present this material
47
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between the covers of their publications. This responsibility for content and style, it will
be argued, was held by Jon to a much greater extent than it was for Louise. His greater
degree of responsibility makes sense when it is understood the backgrounds each of the
couple brought into the enterprise. Louise was a gifted artist and, like Jon, a free spirit
willing to take on new adventures and challenges, especially if these adventures and
challenges were encouraged by Jon. While Louise had no publishing experience before
the creation of Loujon, she was an avid reader of modem fiction and a skilled typist.
Jon's background prior to the founding of Loujon, conversely, included measures
of success as a writer of commercial fiction, via his well-received novel,Four Steps to
the Wall; literary fiction, as defined by its publication in literary little magazines; and
small press publishing, in the form of his prison newspaper and literary publication, The
New Day. Jon also had experienced the taste of literary failure, as, after the initial
promise of success, and a great deal of work on his part crafting a screenplay, a proposed
motion picture adaptation of his novel failed to be produced. Jon Webb, then, clearly had
experience with both the profit and loss aspects of commercial publishing and with the
art-for-art's sake world of literary publishing. It seems likely that this dichotomy
informed many of the decisions that shaped the lifetime of the Loujon Press and,
arguably, helped to fashion Loujon into the unique enterprise it became.
As a result of his lifetime of experience with publishing ventures, Jon was able to
acquire the professional knowledge necessary to do the actual work of publishing a little
magazine and, later, fine-press books. Though Louise became a skilled, award-winning
typesetter through the financial necessity of limiting production work to just she and Jon,
Jon seems to have possessed a greater overall understanding of the broader needs of their
business. Even so, Jon never failed to acknowledge Louise's part in his success and in
the success of their press. An illustration of this appears in a note from Jon to Louise,
probably written in or around 1948, as it speaks directly to Jon's completion of his novel,
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Four Steps to the Wall. The note acknowledges Louise's support. Beginning "Dearest
Lou," Jon wrote:
I've said it many times, but I want it down here in writing, that: Without
your constant encouragement, and absolute confidence in me, and your
intelligent advice and patience, and your devotion and cooperation, and
your going out to work so that I could sit home and write, and your
integrity as a backbone to keep me on guard against myself (I'd have
disintegrated long ago without you), this book positively would never
have been completed. I want to say, too, that every word of this book
came out only because of your stimulation and it is therefore OUR book,
written by both of us. And we're going to write some more, too, together.
All the books that I have in me. After twelve short years with you -- I
ought to know how much I need you -- and how helpless and barren I'd be
without you. But these words are cold and flat compared to the way I feel
inside about you, loving you as I do.49
Jon wrote many such notes over the years, declaring his love for Louise. Such notes
provide a wealth of evidence demonstrating the close personal and working relationship
the two shared.
Still, Jon seems to have been the partner more responsible for seeing to the
technical aspects of the Loujon Press. In a late 1960s note to Louise, discussing a
proposed move to Nashville, Tennessee, which the couple was considering, Jon wrote:
You can be sure I'll not grab just any place, but even if we went together
I'd have to be the one to locate the right place for all our needs -- with the
printing, the press, the need away from too many kids, etc. 50
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Beyond the life and professional experiences Jon and Louise brought to Loujon,
their personality types seem to have played a large role in the birth, life and death of their
press. Ironically, the willingness of both Jon and Louise to take risks, and to move
frequently, during the Loujon years probably had much to do both with their success and
with the limited growth Loujon endured. Without this risk-taking behavior, Loujon
would probably never have existed, and, if it had, the types of writers, and the formats
their work was presented in, would likely have been far more mainstream. On the other
hand, it seems likely that the emotional, physical and financial resources expended in the
Webbs' various moves might have been applied to their publishing projects, had they
elected to remain in New Orleans after-they began publishing The Outsider.

Loujon 's Achievements

While it is beyond the scope of this study to judge or debate the literary merit of
the work of the writers and poets published in The Outsider or the Loujon Press books, it
is a simple fact that among these writers and poets were a number of figures who were
then prominent literary figures or who have achieved literary prominence in the ensuing
years. Jon Webb, through his personal correspondence with these writers--and with other
more marginal figures in and around the literary world--and also through his publication
of many of these writers in Loujon books and The Outsider, participated in and helped to
create an as-yet under-examined network of small press publishers and writers. The
association of these writers with The Outsider and the Loujon Press thus represents a
previously unexamined area of American literary and publishing history.
Loujon, however, was perhaps more significant to publishing history than to
literary history. The extraordinary physical characteristics of these publications represent
a major publishing achievement on its face. This achievement is all the more remarkable
when considered in the context of the impoverished and difficult working conditions
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which the Webbs endured to publish Loujon Press material. It is the high quality of the
physical nature of these publications, along with the "name" authors whose work appears
within, which brought early attention to the Loujon Press and has allowed Loujon
publications to remain highly-valued by collectors through the decades. The double
elements of exciting content and exquisite style make for dynamic books and a potent
magazme.
While the fact that Loujon published work from "name" writers is important to
understanding Jon and Louise Webb's appreciation of their contemporaneous literary
landscape, Loujon was less important to these writers' careers than was their work
appearing in The Outsider's pages to Loujon. More to the point, it was Loujon's
association with Miller and Bukowski that has occasioned the majority of praise afforded
this press. As with the work of a number of writers whose work Webb admired, material
by Miller and Bukowski appeared in several issues of The Outsider, but Loujon also
published two books each by Miller and Bukowski. Loujon was the first publisher to
aggressively promote Bukowski' s poetic career beyond the ghetto of extremely short
press run, poorly produced, avant garde little magazines. Arguably, without Loujon's
interest in, and promotion of, Bukowski' s early career, the poet might never have
achieved the considerable, worldwide success that he did. In an ironic twist, most current
consideration of Loujon is in the context of Bukowski studies, their other achievements
going mostly unremarked.
Though the Webbs continue to be remembered in relation to Bukowski's career,
with their work receiving significant notice in both major Bukowski biographies, there
have been no significant studies focusing specifically upon the Webbs or the Loujon
Press. 5 1 As editor Dennis Formento noted in the introduction to an interview with Louise
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Webb in his New Orleans-based literary-cultural-historical journal, Mesechabe, "The
literary history of the fifties through the seventies in New Orleans remains unwritten."
That history, in no small measure, is bound up with the history of the Loujon Press. It is
the intent of this study, in some small way, to begin to rectify this situation. The goal is
to develop, to the extent that it is feasible, a picture of the Webbs' accomplishments in
the context of their time, place, motivations and goals. To do this, a certain amount of
biographical detail will necessarily be involved. This study, however, does not seek to be
a biography of Jon Edgar and Louise Webb, nor does it seek to simply to focus upon their
work with Bukowski. Rather, this study could more appropriately be described as a
biography of the Loujon Press itself. Every attempt will be made to place the Loujon
Press in its proper cultural context, both as an exemplar of what a small press can be, as a
successor to previous New Orleans small but vital literary publishing ventures, such as
the famed Double Dealer, and as a representative of New Orleans literary and avant garde
culture in the 1 960s.
At its core, this dissertation seeks to answer two rather cut and dry questions. The
first of these concerns the Loujon Press's ultimate success: How did this press emerge as
an exemplar of independent literary publishing and bookmaking? Of course, embedded
within this question is the assumption that Loujon actually, at some point, became an
exemplar of independent literary publishing and bookmaking. There is evidence in
support of this assumption, primarily in the critical reception afforded Loujon materials
upon their publication and the value still placed upon Loujon materials by collectors. The
second question is no less important in understanding the function and significance of the
Loujon Press in the context of its independent literary publishing peers. This is the
question of how Loujon failed to establish itself as a going concern which could maintain
historical material on the Webbs and their press, as does Jim Christy, The Buk Book: Musings on Charles
Bukowski, (Toronto: ECW Press, 1 997).
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itself beyond Jon Webb's lifetime. The answer, it will be shown, is that, while Louise
Webb expressed the desire to continue publication on her own, the necessary know-how
and professional contacts were Jon's. The professional contacts were more important
than they might seem at first glance. Not only did Jon Webb's network of contacts help
with practical and literary advice, but they also were a significant source of operating
capital.
The chapters which follow will show that the answers to both of these questions
are bound up in the personality and professional strategies native to Jon Edgar Webb.
Webb was a determined publisher and a skilled networker. He showed a consistent
willingness to ask for advice and help from a broad range of peers and benefactors.
Webb's networking strategies helped him to determine the content, design and
distribution plan for Loujon publications and, at times, to acquire production materials
and equipment at no cost. In a sense, his wife, Louise, was a part of the network
constructed by Jon Webb. She worked long hours typesetting pages and doing other
printing tasks for The Outsider and other Loujon publications. When Jon died, Louise
had aspirations to publish another issue of the magazine, though she was unable to do so.
The reason for this is that, while Jon and Louise were truly partners who shared equally
in the physical production duties of the Loujon press, Jon was the driving force, the
vision behind the enterprise.
Still, all evidence points to the fact that in no way could the Loujon Press have
functioned without the full and devoted efforts of Louise Webb. The substantial help and
advice Jon solicited and received from elsewhere would not have been useful if Louise
had not been a primary breadwinner and present as an equal hand in the production of the
press's publications. The historical record shows that the Loujon Press lived and died
within the boundaries of the Webbs' marriage. Decisions about domestic issues and
decisions about publishing issues were often likely knotted together in such a way that
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neither can be fully understood in isolation.

Methodology
This dissertation is the product of extensive primary and secondary research, and
is designed to provide as clear and comprehensive picture of the Loujon Press, its
activities and influence as can reasonably be achieved. The material uncovered in this
research has been used to create a broad outline of the lives and professional activities of
Jon Edgar and Louise Webb and to evaluate their contributions to American literary
small press publishing within the context of their time and their objectives.
Archival research and personal interviews comprise the bulk of the primary
research done for this project. The researcher conducted four formal telephone interviews
with Louise Webb and one formal telephone interview with Jon Webb's son from a
previous marriage, Dr. Jon Edgar Webb, Jr. The interview with Dr. Webb was
supplemented with numerous informal conversations and dozens of electronic mail
transactions. Both Mrs. Webb and Dr. Webb also generously answered questions and
offered suggestions via traditional postal correspondence. In addition to examining the
collections of Loujon Press materials at both Northwestern University and Indiana
University, which yielded approximately one thousand pieces of correspondence between
Jon Edgar Webb and the poets, prose writers and others who had a stake in the success of
the Loujon Press, the researcher was fortunate enough to be granted access to a large and
otherwise unavailable archive of correspondence, tape recorded conversations with Jon
and Louise Webb, and other Loujon-related materials held in the private collection of Dr.
Jon Edgar Webb, Jr.
These primary resources, and in particular the correspondence between Jon Edgar
Webb and his many associates have provided, by far, the most bountiful and rich areas of
research upon which this study is based.
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Secondary sources upon which the researcher has relied include newspaper
accounts of the Webbs' professional achievements and difficulties; small press journals
contemporaneous with the Loujon Press; and biographies of poet Charles Bukowski, who
was closely associated with this press. Bukowski's collected letters, published in four
volumes by Black Sparrow Press, have also provided valuable information.
The chief research problem has not been overcoming a lack of information.
Rather, the problem has been in deciding what material, from the large store of material
in the researcher's files, should be used and what should be saved for later research
projects. As a general principle, the materials that were selected were those that most
specifically elucidate the development of the Loujon Press and demonstrate the ways in
which the arc of Jon and Louise Webb's lives and professional and personal contacts with
the broader literary and publishing community contributed to the arc of life for the
Loujon Press and the broader literary publishing world of their day.
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I was very pleased with the various brochures and prospectuses which accompanied the
books. They make a wonderful addition to our collection.

-- William R. Cagle to Jon Edgar Webb, June 27, 196752

Chapter Two: The Literary Small Press and Libraries

The issue of small press materials in American libraries has been of professional
concern at least since the 1960s, mentioned earlier as the era of the "mimeograph
revolution." During that decade, an explosion of small press publications began
appearing, at least in part the result of the availability of relatively inexpensive printing
technologies such as offset, letterpress and mimeograph machines. While it is likely that
this phenomenon went unnoticed by the majority of Americans, during the early part of
the 1960s, librarians began a professional discourse attempting to make sense of things
and decide on the best ways to deal with small press materials. Articles debating the
utility and desirability of small press materials began appearing in Library Journal around
1963. Felix Pollack, curator of the University of Wisconsin's Sukov collection of literary
magazines, contributed, for example, a spirited article advising librarians that "little
magazines" were worth consideration for many collections because they were a
significant part of the cultural record. A few years later, however, poet Karl Shapiro
wrote a scathing article for LJ condemning the type of poetry appearing in these "littles,"
suggesting that such poems were, more or less, the death knell for serious literature. For
librarians seriously following the debate, there must have been more questions raised
than answered regarding just what, if any, small press materials should be collected.
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Perhaps the biggest problems facing librarians and scholars regarding this issue
are in the areas of reviewing and indexing. 53 By their very nature, small press materials
resist inclusion in most standard reviewing tools. 54 In addition to the ephemeral nature
many share, and their small press runs, the sheer number of little magazines being
published means that most will never be reviewed anywhere. The probable lack of savvy
on the part of their publishers, too, means that most of them, in fact, will never even be
known to potential reviewers.
A partial solution to the reviewing problem exists in the form of the reviewing
tool, Small Press Review. Also, Bill Katz includes reviews of a few little magazines in
his annual Magazines for Libraries. While these publications do a good job of reviewing
small press materials, they are unable, of course, to review the vast majority of
publications. There are simply too many.
If the lack of proper reviewing tools results in many small press materials not
even being considered for library acquisition, the lack of a comprehensive index makes it
very difficult for scholars or other potential users to fully access small press materials
which may be on library shelves. While a number of small press indexes exist, none are
in any way comprehensive. Sheehy's indexes of 1 940 - 1 970-era publications typically
include only a relative handful of magazines for a given year. Good's Comprehensive
Index likewise suffers from the inclusion of a small fraction of available publications. 55
The same problem plagues the currently most useful indexing tool, the Index of
53
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American Periodical Verse.
The problem is that publications that are not reviewed and not indexed become,
essentially, invisible. Thus, the work which appears in their pages is, for all practical
purposes, unavailable to interested end users, including, but not limited to, scholars. This
is not to suggest that intrepid scholarship or serendipity might not lead interested parties
to finding a given poem in a given little magazine, but the task becomes much more
difficult if the searcher does not have a comprehensive index of the literature.
The most obvious solution is to increase the number of reviews of small press
materials and to make indexes much more comprehensive. A comprehensive digital
index of all the materials included in the Sukov collection would be, perhaps, a near
perfect solution, though the sheer volume of these materials makes this an unlikely
proposition.
We are left, then, with what may be an inadequate but workable solution: proper
education of library school students in the importance, nature, and particular problems of
small press materials. This could take the form of a particular emphasis on small press
materials in a required collection development class. Such issues could also be addressed
in a library history course, perhaps as a corollary to lectures on the post-WWII explosion
of scientific literature. The old saying has it that "forewarned is forearmed." If librarians
are trained in the importance and slippery nature of small press materials, perhaps they
might be more likely to acquire these materials and devise ever more effective ways of
making them available to their patrons and to develop more universal criteria for what is
worth including and excluding.
In the realm of little magazines and the small press, lack of critical attention is not
a problem unique to Loujon. The sheer number of small press publications which have
appeared over the course of the last century makes it impossible for most to receive even
cursory consideration. It can be argued that many of these publications do not merit
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scrutiny. Others may be deemed worthy of study as part of the aggregate of small press
production. In truth, there is no clear consensus as to which publications are most
important. This becomes evident when indexing tools are consulted. The major indexes
show wide variation not only in the titles they index, but also in the types of publication
chosen. Typically, the more stable and commercially viable publications are picked for
indexing, while less stable, less profitable publications are not. Still, the decision on
whether to index a particular magazine seems, more than anything, to rest on the aesthetic
judgment of a given indexer.
A case in point is Pollak, the long-time curator of the Martin Sukov collection of
little magazines at the University of Wisconsin, who chose which little magazines would
be indexed in the Comprehensive Index to Literary Magazines in English. He described
his methods of selection as follows:
Above all, one had to pick not necessarily 'the best,' but the most
characteristic. Nor could the factors determining inclusion be the renown
of contributors' names, the length of a magazine's existence, or the place
of its origin. In the end, the decision always hinged on that undefinable
quality known as the "little-magazine spirit" that emanated from the pages
before me. Many more titles were considered than were finally chosen,
much less was overlooked than the suspicious eye of an excluded
publisher/editor may willingly believe. 5 6
Such vague criteria are problematic on their face. It is likely that no two individuals
would identify the same "undefinable" qualities in a large list of magazines, and the
personal bias of a single indexer, especially when that indexer is as respected a figure as
Pollak, therefore frames the field of inquiry for future researchers. A charge of bias is not
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simple speculation. Pollak seems to have demonstrated a clear bias against Bukowski in
his satirical attack on the poet, "A Letter from Chuck Buck," which plays on several of
the major themes of Bukowski's poetry: drinking, gambling, womanizing, violence and
the act of writing. In addition to charges that Bukowski wrote too much poetry and too
many letters, the piece essentially portrays the poet as a fraud. The tone here is vicious:
Seems like that sonabitching bastard Jack musta roughed me up some, the
ruffian, for I was spitting parts of my dentures into the puddle of blood
that was gushing outa my nose and my piles were burning like fire - why
don't those gangsters pick on somebody their size, everybody knows I'm
puny and a sensitive poet. And want be a Bad Man & a He Man so bad it
hurts. 5 7
While it would be unwise to declare from this evidence that Pollak was biased not only
against Bukowski but against the type of little magazine which tended to publish his
work, a check of the publications he chose for indexing reveals a bias toward academic
quarterlies and well-heeled independent journals.
The Outsider was omitted from the Comprehensive Index to Literary Magazines
in English, but was fortunate enough to be included in the Index to Little Magazines.
Since most little magazines are never indexed, reviewed or critically scrutinized,
however, being indexed in even one source is an important event.
Though Loujon Press and The Outsider have received significant notice in both
major Bukowski biographies, there have been no studies which focus specifically upon
their activities or place in literary or publishing history. There is clear evidence,
however, that Loujon and The Outsider are held in some esteem by the little magazine
cognoscenti. Such evidence includes the fact that the Webbs' endeavors are occasionally
mentioned in historical treatments of the little magazine movement. Loujon was clearly
57
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considered significant by some observers during the lifetime of the press. This is
demonstrated by Loujon materials being routinely selected from the hundreds of little
magazines available for consideration for enthusiastic review in Library Journal during
the 1960s. Loujon materials were widely purchased by academic libraries, as is shown by
Jon Webb's personal correspondence with a number of academic librarians and by
surviving invoices. These publications remain widely disseminated of among the special
collections departments of major American university libraries. The Outsider, the four
Loujon books, and ephemeral items such as advertising media and correspondence are
also valued by collectors, commanding high prices when they are placed on the market.

Loujon Press and the Lilly Library

The Loujon Press enjoyed a close relationship with a number of academic
libraries, in particular the Special Collections departments of these libraries. Chief
among these were the Lilly Library, the Special Collections library at the Indiana
University. In addition to purchasing Loujon materials as they were published, this
library seems to have recognized the value of Loujon publications and made a special
effort to support the press and to acquire all possible Loujon materials.
The Lilly Library maintained a standing order for all Loujon materials. In
response to what seems to have been Webb's query as to whether the Lilly Library
wished to purchase a particular Loujon item, Librarian William Cagle responded
enthusiastically in the affirmative. Cagle wrote that "We want them all and hope that you
will send them on our standing order. In the same letter, Cagle made clear his intentions
toward collecting the Webbs' output:
We do not have one of the special copies of Bukowski's book, only one of
the 3100. Of course we want one, so if one of your four is still about,
please send it. As I said when we began this idea of a standing order, we
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want one copy of each printed work in every format. The difference
between collection [sic] the work of a press and the work of a writer is that
it is printing rather than text one is primarily concerned with. Thus, we
want brochures, announcements, and even stationary. All of it forms part
of the collection of Loujon Press printing. In a sense, we have made
ourselves a self-proclaimed and unofficial archive for your work. Why?
Because the quality of both book design and printing of your first book,
Bukowski's Crucifix in a Deathhand caught my fancy. It was an
interesting choice of type and paper, colorful but in good taste. 58
Webb responded to Cagle's support with a generous gesture of his own, sending, along
with a copy the library had apparently purchased, a gift copy of Bukowski's Crucifix in a
Deathhand. In his letter thanking Webb for the Bukowski volumes, Cagle told Webb that
he would soon "have to draw up a list of all of the Loujon Press volumes and all other
ephemera we have in the Lilly Collection and send this on to you." In this way, Cagle
wrote, ''you will know what items we still need to complete the archive."59
Cagle's support of the Loujon Press was so firm that he was willing to enter into a
"creative" subscription agreement with a group of Chicago investors who took it upon
themselves to raise money to purchase a Heidelberg press, which was larger, faster and
more efficient than the antiquated and temperamental Chandler and Price press the
Webbs had been using for years. Donald Borzak, organizer of the Chicago group, wrote
Cagle asking that the library make a donation to the fund. The plan had obvious benefits
for a library interested in collecting Loujon materials, because each benefactor who
joined with the Chicago group was guaranteed to receive copies of each new Loujon
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publication in perpetuity. Though admitting that Borzak's plan to help the Webbs
"delights me," Cagle noted that, as an arm of a tax-supported state university, the Lilly
Library could not make a donation to the fund.
Instead, Cagle agreed to send money, which Borzak would count as a donation to
the group, but which Cagle would list in his records as a second subscription for Loujon
materials. Cagle was at first concerned that his entering into this agreement with Borzak
would deprive Loujon of Lilly's regular standing order. He resolved this dilemma by
charging the new "subscription" to Indiana University's main library and allowing the
Loujon materials that arrived as part of the new arrangement to stay on the main library's
shelves.
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IfAmerican literature is preeminent in this century, the little magazine has certainly a
claim to having made it so.
-- John William Corrington6 1

Chapter Three: Literature Review
Bonn applies Kurt Lewin's gatekeeper theory to book publishing. In Lewin's
construct, "information travels through particular communication channels and . . .
specific areas within these channels function as gates, governed either by impartial rules
or by individuals empowered to make the decision of whether information should be let
'in' or remain 'out. "'62 Gatekeeper concerns for book publishers revolve around the
"conflicting goals of literary contribution and profit making," the problem of the
competing values of "luster and lucre."63 Dennis, et al. echo this observation, situating
book publishing "along with the recording industry, the art market and the theatre" at
"the cross streets - Culture Lane and Commerce Avenue."64
These competing values have a potentially detrimental effect on the growth and
development of literature, and for this reason alternative literary publishing is an
important counterweight to the commercial publishing industry. McLaughlin argues that
the profit motive and cultural agenda of commercial publishers have put commercial
publishers "generally at odds with (the agendas) of serious authors. The result is that,
despite some notable exceptions, the commercial publishing industry for over 200 years
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has privileged profit over art and has served literature well only when it could do so while
making money. "65
McLaughlin identifies several movements in the evolution of alternative literary
publishing in the United States, each of which is actively in opposition to the status quo
practices of commercial publishers. The first movement involved self publishing by
intellectuals and artists interested in exploring aspects of the American experience. 66
Emerson's The Dial is a primary example of this movement. The second movement, also
a product of the 19th century, is sometimes identified as the fine press movement. This
movement is a specific precursor to the Loujon Press. Fine press publishers were
concerned not only with making noncommercial literature available to readers, but
,
wanted also to "return the book to the status of artwork.' 67 Fine presses were as
concerned with superior book design, paper quality, and binding as with the quality of the
writing on the pages. 68 As with Loujon, unfortunately, the fine presses of the 19th century
were ultimately unable to prove economically viable.
McLaughlin notes that the alternative literary publishing movement has grown
dramatically since World War II because of the failure of commercial publishing houses
to pursue serious literature, and the development of inexpensive printing technologies. 69
This growth has resulted in positive and negative consequences. While more voices are
being published, there is a strong likelihood that most of these voices will be drowned out
by the sheer number of competing publications. The impact of a given magazine may be
judged on any one or combination of a number of factors. Circulation, awards, or, less
quantifiably, the potency of the words of the authors contained in its pages, or even the
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presence of canonized or "important" names may each be used to determine the relative
place of a journal.
Any of these standards, however, may prove less than stable. Beach argues, for
example, that there is no universally recognized method of determining the "dominance"
of a given poet. He notes, however, that "If we were to measure poetic dominance by
popularity and book sales - as we would do if poetry were measured by the same criteria
as forms of popular culture - the most successful poets of the past twenty-five years have
been Rod McKuen, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Allen Ginsberg, Charles Bukowski and Maya
Angelou."70
Beach suggests a number of other measures for gauging poetic success. These
include, in addition to writing poetry and publishing it in establishment-sanctioned
journals, being included in The Norton Anthology of Modern Poetry: gaining critical
acceptance within the academy; writing and publishing criticism; winning prizes such as
the Pulitzer or the National Book Award; creating "important" avant garde work;
reaching diverse and multicultural audiences; and commanding popular media
exposure. 7 1
This lack of clarity is also seen in the history of little magazines. Hoffinan, Allen
and Ulrich, generally recognized as the first to critically examine the history of American
little magazines, argue that "the little magazines (are) in a sense partner to the confusion
which puzzles the historian and the critic alike."
They argue, perhaps too grandly, that "the little magazine functions as a 'mirror
of its age,' reflecting all that goes on within it."72 They also observe the little magazines
were responsible for most literary production through the first half of the twentieth
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century. Hoffman et al. primarily employ a chronological approach, dividing little
magazines by the decade in which they appeared or were published. In addition, they
examine the various literary schools which were begun or nurtured in the pages of these
magazines, arguing that the types of literature published in these magazines would not
have existed or flourished if only commercial concerns were considered.
Anderson and Kinzie also allude to the cultural value of little magazines. They
note the "commonplace" assumption to which they ascribe, "that commercial magazines
and publishers no longer offer the ful_l range of literary services that they once did, and
that as a result the little magazines offer new writers - as well as more difficult or
'literary' authors - their only publishing opportunity."7 3 This is so, they add, because of
the non-existent expectation of financial return on their efforts. This freedom from the
need to make money by catering to public taste means that "little magazines generally put
experiment before ease, and art before comment."74
Douglas Blazek, an acquaintance of Jon and Louise Webb, and himself the editor
publisher of a well-known 1 960s-era journal, Ole, offers prescient commentary on the
context and influence of the literary small-press movement. Blazek notes that:
Most of the littlemags of the '60s had distinct personalities, probably
acquired from the rapscallion nature of their editor and his divergent
means of loading the larder. The best editors were impassioned true
believers, crusaders to reassert the value of such societal discards as truth
and vision. They opened out-ward [sic] toward possibility, scoffed at the
idea of publishing merely competent writing, writing that was a
summation of standard influences . . . . A newer and larger audience for
poetry was being cultivated. If it wasn't for the vitality of the littlemag in
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the '50s/'60s, I don't believe poetry and short prose would be prospering
as it is currently. 7 5
Blazek's observations come both from his experience as an editor-publisher and as one
who read widely in small-press journals and was acquainted with many of the major
figures involved in the movement, including the Webbs and Bukowski. In addition to
attesting to the historical importance of the literary small press, Blazek's assertions are a
cogent assessment of the attitudes and motivations valued within the small-press culture
of the 1960s.
Librarians have long been involved in the collection and evaluation of little
magazines and small press materials. By far, the greatest concern with small press issues
in professional library literature during the 1960s was shown by Library Journal. Felix
Pollak, who served as Curator of Rare Books at the University of Wisconsin's Memorial
Library, provided an overview of the university's Marvin Sukov Collection of Little
Magazines. Noting that this collection had been praised by Hoffman, et al. as "the best
collection I have ever seen," Pollak discussed both the relative anonymity of little
magazines in American culture and their function in the literary landscape:
For the initiated, the term "little magazine" has an aura of excitement and
a flavor of avant-garde; the average citizen, however, accustomed to the
fare of predigested digest from the bigs, the slicks, and the pulps, is either
unaware of little magazines or views them as crazy unimportant ventures,
read only by those who write in them.76
Insisting that little magazines are "the vials and test tubes for vital literary
experimentation and the repositories of writing of permanent value," Pollak determined
that, at least in part, this value exists because:
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The littles . . . are ideologically and economically free from outside
influence and interference, free even of concerns for the tastes and
sensibilities of their readers: these they form, and for every reader lost,
they gain another. Taboos exist here only as targets for attack. The very
multitude of little mags existing -- and usually feudingly co-existing -- at
any given time, and their very diversity, guarantee an outlet for any idea,
theory, experiment, style, fad. Perhaps the primary characteristic of the
littles is that they're wide open, and the motto on the masthead of The
Little Review, MAKING NO COMPROMISE WITH THE PUBLIC
TASTE, is still the key word for the genre's best. 77
Pollak's admiration for non-mainstream literature was not a universal attribute of Library
Journal's 1960s correspondents, however; nor was it whole-heartedly embraced within
the little magazine subculture.
In 1962, Poet Louis Untermeyer, Consultant in Poetry in English to the Library of
Congress, and a longtime contributor to better established little magazines, offered
"Modern American Poetry: A Selected List for the Medium Size Library." Untermeyer
suggested collections by fifty-three poets, all of whom were published by academic or
large, commercial publishing houses. Untermeyer dismissed the need for most libraries
to collect emerging counter-culture poetry: "I have also left out the Beatniks (Ginsberg,
Corso, Ferlinghetti, etc.) not because they lack vigor but because they lack (at least in my
book) staying power. They should, however, be in a library that has a place for poetry as
documentaries."78 At the beginning of the next decade, poet Karl Shapiro, who had
earlier attempted to demonstrate Henry Miller's literary value in brief prefatory remarks
to the Loujon Press book, Order and Chaos chez Hans Reichel, wrote far less generously
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of "The Poetry Wreck." Shapiro found no positive features at all in the new poetry,
suggesting that "for the first time in history the illiterates have a literature of their own:
op-pop-camp-kitsch-existential-occult-nihilist sweepings and swill."79
Poet Curtis Zahn, who regularly published his work in little magazines of the
1 960s and beyond, wrote with barely restrained sarcasm of what he saw as the implicit
censorship underlying all literary journals, from the commercial publications which he
deridingly referred to as the "slix" to the little magazines. Zahn argued that most of those
who published in little magazines were simply writers, not little magazine writers. Those
who were most free with their words and ideas, however, were more likely to find a place
for their work in "certain Little Magazines." He felt that, ultimately, such work would
have little impact upon the larger society, however. In addition to being unavailable to
most readers, Zahn argued that little magazine content tended to fail as competent and
engaging writing. "Protest writing continues to fail in its social role; and 90 percent of
what's in the independent Little Magazines reports strictly-subjective cultural illness."80
By far the most prolific Library Journal commentator on the small press during
the decade of the 1 960s and beyond was Bill Katz, a professor of Library Science at the
State University of New York, Albany. Katz' primary contribution to library awareness
of small press issues was 'in the form of his regular column, "Magazines," which
premiered in 1 966. This column usually took the form of a brief introduction and then a
list of periodicals which Katz deemed of value to library collections. Katz made clear that
the purpose of this column was to assist librarians in materials selection. He also made
clear his belief that such selection should include more than just mainstream publications.
Indeed, his first series of reviews was devoted to small press publications:
A meaningful library collection must include not only the accepted
79
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magazines; it must be open to categories and hierarchies of every aspect of
discontent and hope. Otherwise, the librarian mocks the real values which
he claims judiciously to guard. With this notion in mind, here is a list of
magazines which are bound together, for the most part, by the term
"littles. "8 1
Among the publications Katz chose for his first column was what he identified as issue
number four of The Outsider. 82 Katz noted that issues one through three were already
collectors' items and that this was "a magazine of outstanding quality." In the great
majority of "Magazines" columns Katz published during the 1960s, he found space to
review one or more little magazines. In addition to its mention in his first column, Katz
offered favorable reviews of the Loujon Press and The Outsider in several subsequent
issues through 1970. The lead review in his December 15, 1968 column was "a plug for a
yet-to-be-published, yet-to-be-read" upcoming issue of The Outsider. Katz writes:
Jon and Lou Webb of The Outsider (once issued in New Orleans, and now
coming from Tucson) established such a noteworthy reputation with only
three issues of their child that promise of a fourth is reason enough to enter
an order sight unseen. Going to an annual publication schedule, the next
issue is due late in the winter and will feature Br. Antoninus, Rexroth,
Bukowski, Ginsberg, McCord, Ferlinghetti, Henry Miller, Purdy and
others. And you can be sure the whole will be beautifully printed. 83
He noted that the New Orleans-based Fidelis Foundation had recently awarded the
Webbs a thousand-dollar grant to ·aid them in their work and urged librarians to show
similar support by ordering copies of the magazine. When the double issue (numbers
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four and five) of The Outsider was actually available, Katz heralded its arrival with a
prominent review, calling the magazine "the bargain of the year," noting both its physical
beauty and the literary prominence of many of that issue's contributors. 84 These writers
included Kenneth Patchen, Kenneth Rexroth, Henry Miller, Charles Bukowski and
others.
In December, 1970, Katz began his column with a notice of Loujon's upcoming
publication of Henry Miller's Insomnia, or the Devil at Large. Katz offered a brief
overview of many of the difficulties the Webbs had experienced -- " . . . press
breakdowns, a ceiling collapse that tattered stacks of printed pages & a mountain wind
gust that blew in windows next day sprinkling glass particles everywhere just prior to
insurance coverage" and so on -- during the book's production. Katz nonetheless
described Insomnia as "what promises to be one of the most interesting books of the
,
year_ , ss
Katz made no attempt to hide the fact that most of his reviews of "the littles" were
positive. Admitting that his column was designed more for "judicious enlightenment"
than traditional criticism, Katz said that he did not review magazines which he found to
be unworthy. He described the efforts of small press publishers in terms which might
best be described as heroic and urged librarians to consider taking a chance on adding
titles to their collections:
(The little magaz�ne editor) is trying to defy a system which has little
sympathy for innovation or new ideas. Once more, he is working against
post office regulations, high costs of printing or offset, and distribution
problems; and usually, working with authors who are more involved with
the message than the medium. Granted, the average library budget is too
84
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tight to leave much space for experiment or charity, yet it seems to most of
us that a few dollars (and that's usually all that is involved) might be
risked on new magazines. 86
Katz' "Magazines" column and his efforts on behalf of the small press continued well
into the 1 990s. 87
As the 1 960s progressed, professional library literature began taking greater
notice of the literary small press. Perennial library issues such as collection development,
intellectual freedom and censorship were sometimes framed in relation to the literary
small press, and the small press also proved worthy of mention simply in its own right.
The bulk of articles dealing with small press issues in the 1 960s appeared in Library
Journal, but The Library Quarterly and Choice did not completely ignore the genre.
Writing in the Library Quarterly, Smith noted that for the years 1 959 through 1 961 , only
one volume of poetry was included on the American Library Association's (ALA) list of
Notable Books, a standard collection development tool used by public librarians. Smith
argued for the inclusion of "problem fiction" and poetry in library collections, noting that
"imaginative books induce not conformity but questioning; lifting us from habitual
modes, they reveal 'the arbitrariness of the usual.' They open other avenues of awareness
and exploration." Smith further alluded to the importance of "little magazines" in this
regard, suggesting that the "vigorous" small press journal, The Sixties, was among those
providing "new creative voices."88
Choice was launched in March of 1 964 with the stated purpose of assisting "the
college librarian and his faculty in the selection of current books." It remains a journal
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whose editorial matter i s primarily reviews o f scholarly and high culture publications.
During the 1 960s, each issue of Choice began with an unsigned column, "In the
Balance," which highlighted a particular collection development issue. The October,
1 966, issue's topic was "Americ�n Poetry in the 1 960's: New Orthodoxies." While
Choice did not identify small press publishers in this co�umn, the author made note of
non-mainstream poets such as Gary Snyder, Lawrence Ferlinghetti and Gil Orlovitz, and
observed that "today's poets deserve shelf space as well as any piece of revisionist history
because the poet still speaks, still objectifies for his contemporaries."89
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I offer you my everything I what little I possess
-- From a poem by Jon Edgar Webb to Louise Webb, January 6 , 1953 90

Oh, we were soul mates.
-- Louise Webb to Jeff Weddle, speaking on her marriage to Jon Edgar Webb, March 8,
2002 9 1

Chapter Four: Jon and Louise Webb Before the Loujon Press
Careful readers of the September 11, 1969 edition of The New York Review of
Books received notice that a unique American small publisher was in serious trouble.
Richard Morris, member of the Committee of Small Magazine Editors and Publishers
(COSMEP) detailed the health and financial disasters which had befallen Jon Edgar and
Louise Webb and their Loujon Press. Morris' letter to the editor noted that "books
published by Jon and 'Gypsy Lou' have won a number of awards for typography, type
direction and design. Every one of the volumes that they have produced are now valued
by rare book dealers at several times the original cost. Yet it seems likely that they will
have to cease publishing."92 Morris told readers that the only chance the Webbs had to
continue their work was with the reception of a "substantial grant." He urged people to
provide aid to the Webbs by purchasing the newest issue of Loujon's literary magazine,
The Outsider.
Morris' letter echoed the February 9, 1969 "Editor's Bit and Obit," which Webb
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wrote for the combined issue four and five of The Outsider. 93 While Webb had never
been shy about imploring readers for more money to keep The Outsider in print, this time
the plea was grim indeed. According to Webb's column, disaster had struck in the course
of printing pages for the magazine. Jon had collapsed from exhaustion and spent time in a
hospital, the result of ''two eight hour shifts, seven days a week" laboring to produce the
magazine. Upon Jon's return home, Louise put a record on the stereo and began dancing
in celebration, only to suddenly collapse and strike her head on the floor, the victim of a
"strangulated intestine." Either from the intestinal problem or from the fall, Louise Webb
entered a coma and lingered near death for a week before her eventual recovery. Told of
the seriousness of Louise's condition, Henry Miller wrote Jon "I do hope Lou pulls
through. What an ordeal!"94 The Webbs, all but destitute before their medical troubles
began, now faced around $1,000 in medical bills, accrued at an approximate rate, Jon
wrote, of $130.00 per day. Compounding this problem was the fact that they had no
adequate health insurance, though some of the pressure was relieved when Henry Miller
sent a check for $309.76 to cover a portion of the cost of Louise's hospital stay. 95 Jon
and Louise's health problems, however, were only part of their troubles. 96
There was also the precarious situation of their business. While both Webbs were
still suffering the effects of their medical collapses, a flood engulfed their Tucson,
Arizona, home, destroying a portion of the house and damaging or destroying a good deal
of their work and assets. 97 This flood cost the Loujon Press "a quarter ton of paper stock,
a file of manuscripts wrapped for mailing to a university whose bid had been $650, our
clothes, typecases & type, a dozen stacks of printed #4/5 pages, and $ 1500 in mint copies
93
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of Henry Miller's Order and Chaos chez Hans Reichel, a previously unpublished first
edition we'd printed shortly before starting Outsider 4/5."98
Even this was not the extent of the Webbs' difficulties. The couple had sunk all
of their money into their publishing ventures, which also included a second Miller book,
which they were working on simultaneously with The Outsider 4/5, and even before their
medical problems and the flood, they were living on a precarious budget. Now, with no
way to recoup their investment or, Webb claimed, to even pay for postage to send copies
of the new issue of The Outsider to its eight hundred paid subscribers, they were in
serious financial difficulty. The couple had sold their house, and they apparently had no
idea where they might move or how they might afford to do so. As the Webbs completed
production of The Outsider #4/5, Jon and Louise had four months to vacate their home. 99
In the short run, things worked out. Thanks in part to patrons and small grants
from the Coordinating Council on Literary Magazines, this final issue of The Outsider
was completed and mailed to subscribers. The second Miller book, likewise, was
finished and the copies sold. These were the last items Jon and Louise Webb were to
publish. The Loujon Press had run its course.
The run had been remarkable. Along with its magazine, Loujon published a total
of four limited edition books, which remain highly valued by collectors for their contents,
physical beauty, and important status in avant-garde literary history. These books were
authored by two truly "outsider" American authors: Henry Miller and Charles Bukowski,
who were at widely divergent stages of their careers when their work was published by
Loujon. Miller was already an established novelist when Loujon published his books.
Bukowski, on the other hand, was almost completely unknown outside of the tiny
confines of the fringe small press. Nevertheless, Loujon published all four books in
98
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editions which befitted literary royalty. Each was innovative in design, beautifully and
opulently printed. As for their magazine, The Outsider's pages included the work of
some of the most vital writers of the 1960s. Many of the Beat Generation writers who
appeared in the first and subsequent issues of the magazine were literary icons in the
making. Several of these writers, including Jack Kerouac, Allen Ginsberg and Mike
McClure had been readers at SanFrancisco's celebrated October 1 3, 1 955, "Six Poets at
the Six Gallery'' reading which, by most accounts, marked the beginning of the Beat
Generation as a literary movement. 1 00
Apart from brief sketches in newspaper articles and examinations of the ways in
which their lives intersected with Bukowski's included in the various Bukowski
biographies, no substantial biographical account of the Webbs has been published. Such
an account is necessary, however, if interested parties are to achieve a reasonable
understanding of Jon and Louise's achievement as literary publishers. It seems almost
impossible, in fact, to separate the Webbs' personal lives from their professional lives. In
this and subsequent chapters, the history of the Loujon press, then, will be told as it must,
bound up in the lives of Jon and Louise Webb. This narrative has been constructed from
personal interviews, some of which were conducted specifically for the current project;
newspaper accounts; letters; personal notes from Jon to Louise; and tape recordings, from
the private collection of Jon Edgar Webb, Jr., of conversations which included, variously,
the Webbs, Charles Bukowski and Henry Miller. While it would be disingenuous to
suggest that the account which follows is by any means complete, it hopefully provides
context to the publishing activities of the Loujon Press by illustrating the life that Jon and
Louise Webb shared, their struggles and their triumphs. It is meant to suggest ways in
which their other experiences, examined as holistically as is reasonably possible for this
1 00
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project, inform their careers as literary publishers.

Webb's Beginnings

Webb's path to the status ofNew Orleans bohemian, fine printer and celebrated
editor-publisher of avant-garde literature was, in many ways, unlikely. He was a mid
westerner, the eldest son of an unremarkable family from an unremarkable city. Jon
Edgar Webb was born on February 1, 1905 in Cleveland, Ohio, the first child of Louis
Webb and the former Ella Neely. The family eventually numbered five children, with the
addition of brothers Harry, Tom, and Bill and a sister, Mary. The Webbs were land
owners, possessing a number of houses and a total of perhaps seventeen pieces of real
estate. Sometime before Louis Webb's death in the late 1950s, the family sold this
property. Ella then moved to Florida, where she remained until her death in 1968. 1 0 1
Webb reportedly began writing at a young age and, as a youth, became the editor
of his high school newspaper. Later, he attended Cleveland's Western Reserve
University, with the intention of studying medicine, though he later switched to a
journalism curriculum. 1 02 Less illustriously, perhaps, though important to his subsequent
development as a literary journal editor, he later labored as an editor while serving three
years in the Ohio State Reformatory at Mansfield for his part in the armed robbery of a
Cleveland jewelry store. 1 03
According to former inmates, Mansfield was a tough and dangerous prison with
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inmates at risk from abuse both from guards and their fellow prisoners. During his
incarceration at this foreboding institution, designed in 1896 by architect Levi T. Scofield
to resemble medieval chateaux and castles, Webb taught elementary education to his
fellow prisoners 1 04 and edited the prison newspaper, The New Day. 1 05 It was during his
prison years that Webb began writing crime stories, which he submitted, apparently
without immediate success, to literary magazines. After his parole, Webb had stints as a
reporter for both the Cleveland News and the Toronto Star newspapers. 1 06 His first
literary publication in a nationally distributed magazine came with the May-June 1935
issue of Manuscript, an Athens, Ohio-based literary journal specializing in fiction and
poetry. Webb's story, "All Prickles--No Petals," an examination of the misfit proclivities
and loneliness of men serving time in a penitentiary, was excerpted from his then
unpublished novel, Four Steps to the Wall. 1 07
A photograph of the dapper young writer appeared on the journal's "Discovered
by Manuscript" page, a section devoted to providing brief biographical sketches of
authors whose work was appearing in the magazine for the first time. 1 08 In the striking
head and shoulders photograph, Webb is nattily attired and clearly posed for dramatic
effect. He is wearing a dark suit coat, white shirt and dark tie and his head is turned so
that, while his body is angled roughly one hundred eighty degrees from the camera,
104
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Webb stares over his shoulder, directly at the viewer. His dark, wavy hair, parted in the
middle and combed straight back, neatly trimmed moustache and, perhaps, hint of a grin,
work with the rest of the image to show what appears to be the very essence of an intense
young writer. The photograph also captures Webb's flair and style. With its obvious
intent of holding the viewer's eye and presenting its subject in dramatic fashion, the
picture could, perhaps as easily, be a publicity photograph for a 1930s-era film actor.
This polished image hardly matched the "outsider'' subject matter of his story.
Already, the dichotomy which would characterize much of Jon Webb's professional life
was developing: the merger of outre literature--his story deals with such themes as
sexual obsession, fetishism, voyeurism, misogyny, poverty and death--with high style
presentation. The biographical sketch also hinted at another facet of Webb's character,
literary ambition. Accompanying the photograph was a biographical note which read, in
part: "Mr. Webb's story in this issue is his first work published in a magazine with
national distribution, however, he has seven stories placed with various magazines for
early publication."
"All Prickles--No Petals" was the opening story for the May-June 1935 issue of
Manuscript. Though some of Webb's companions in that issue never achieved literary
success or are else long forgotten, an examination of Manuscript's table of contents
reveals that this journal published the work of both beginning and well-established
writers. It seems, clearly, to have been a "good" place for an aspiring author to showcase
his talent. Though the cadence of Manuscript-contributor names such as Fleet Munson
and Dorothea Spieth arguably bear a certain literary pretension, their work has not
withstood the test of time. Still, the author list did contain writers who were to achieve
varying degrees of success or, at least, minor notoriety. Among Webb's fellow
contributors were Irving Shulman, who would later write West Side Story and The
Amboy Dukes, who contributed a short story. Poet and editor of the important and long-
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lived (1925- 1970) little magazine, Pagany. Richard Johns contributed a poem, as did
well-known fantasy author August W. Derleth. Novelist, poet and Iowa Writers'
Workshop faculty member Hubert Creekmore was represented by a short story. 1 09
In short, Webb's appearance i n Manuscript seems to have been at least a
moderately successful entry into the world of literary publishing. Though he is not today
generally remembered as an author, Webb continued to publish short fiction throughout
his career, sometimes appearing in prestigious publications. As would Bukowski, years
later, Webb's short fiction also appeared in Whit Burnett's famed Story magazine. 1 1 0
Indeed, filill:y_also assumed a distinct claim to being the first nationally distributed
magazine to publish Webb's fiction. His story, "Night after Night" appeared in the
August, 1935 issue of the journal. Publication dates being somewhat capricious, it
remains unclear if, perhaps, Story's August issue somehow hit the streets before the May
June issue of Manuscript, but obviously each magazine published very early work of
Webb's. The more important element of these claims may be the very fact that each
makes the assertion that they were the first to publish his work. This claim, though
generally innocuous, may suggest a faith that Webb's fiction was in some way
noteworthy. This assumption is further bolstered by the fact that Story laid claim to
Webb's initial publication in the February 1936 issue, which contained the magazine's
second Jon Edgar Webb short story, "The Key in the Lock." This issue of Story. further,
devoted two pages to correspondence from Webb to the magazine's editors.
The correspondence reproduced by Story is noteworthy in and of itself, in that
here Webb talks candidly about his time as a prisoner at Mansfield, something he seems
to have avoided later on. The letters may provide an explanation of Webb's later
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reluctance to be forthcoming about his history:
Before leaving the reformatory I decided to drop all the old friends and
make new ones. I would keep my past a secret and start all over again in a
different community. Well, it hasn't worked out. I made new friends and
for a while got along fine. Then whispers began and presently the new
friends were avoiding me. I had been discovered. I was an ex-convict. It
would be very unwise to associate with me. I found that it is impossible to
run away from the past. 1 1 1
The magazine published a series of Webb's letters to editors Martha Foley and Whitt
Burnett in which Webb described the consequences of repeatedly being found out as an
ex-convict by his new neighbors. Webb described five moves within the space of
approximately one year, taking his family from bad to progressively worse
neighborhoods as his past became known and he became unwelcome.
The approbation of his neighbors seems to have had a profound effect upon the
young writer. Arguably, this may have been responsible for the cultivation of what might
be termed Webb's overt "outsider" orientation:
I cannot censure all these "good American neighbors" I've had to run
away from. They are both right and wrong in their persecution of an ex
felon. They are not shocked so much--they're afraid. They fear my
influence. And, unconsciously, they hate me because I let go--and got
away with it. Oh, I did get away with it. Am I not walking the streets, a
free man? Served a few measly years, and out--free--a menace. Avoid
him! 1 1 2
Such avoidance might not be unusual for many working-class Americans who were faced
111
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with living near an ex-convict, especially if he in any way resembled the individuals
described in Webb's stories in Story and Manuscript. While it would be ill advised to
assume that these stories were autobiographical, beyond the fact that Webb's protagonists
seem to be the same man--like Webb, a convicted felon serving prison time--they do
depict an individual with definite anti-social tendencies. In addition to the obvious fact
that these men are convicts, they also share an element of sexual obsession and apparent
maladjustment, along with a suspicion and anger directed toward women. The unnamed
protagonist of "The Key in the Lock"--the title of which, itself, is perhaps a thinly-veiled
sexual metaphor--concerns himself with pornography and thoughts of masturbation,
along with conjugal visits from his wife, whom he assumes to be unfaithful to him.
As did Manuscript, Story published a photograph of the author. The difference
between the two pictures is striking and together they offer a glimpse into the two major
aspects of Webb's life to that point. The Manuscript photograph, showing the well
groomed and ambitious young author, is in stark contrast to the Story photo, showing
Webb lying on a bunk in his Mansfield cell, a photograph which Webb alleged to be the
"first snap of an individual cell ever taken in this dump, and it was hard taking." 1 1 3

Jon Webb as Showman

By the time his work was published in Manuscript and Story_ Webb had already
determined that telling the whole truth about his past often resulted in negative reactions.
Years later, as a beginning editor-publisher faced with promoting his products, Webb
needed to find a way to publicize himself and his press without alienating potential
customers. Clearly, the capacity to attract attention and help from major and emerging
authors and critics--Loujon materials were often reviewed and championed in journals
and newspapers of national stature--requires a certain degree of bravado, talent and flair,
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an understanding of what frame will make a story most appealing to a particular
audience. Judging from the earliest known accounts of his literary activities, Jon Webb
understood this concept and was always something of a showman. A good example of
this ability to shade or embellish the presentation of fact to its most effective end can be
found in Webb's handling of information about the time he spent in jail. As was his
practice in many areas of his life, Jon Webb seems to have had a tendency to alter or
embellish the facts regarding his jail time, if it meant for a better story. While failing to
mention his arrest for armed robbery and subsequent three years in the Ohio State
Reformatory, Webb told a newspaper reporter that, while he was working as a journalist,
he had also become a prison escape artist. The exchange between the reporter and Webb
reveals a touch of the bravado and showmanship which marked Webb's career: "There
were a lot of jail breaks in Ohio. My editor said find out. I got arrested, got put into jail,
and got out." When the reporter asked Webb how he managed to get out of jail, Webb
replied that he "slipped the right people money." 1 1 4
In truth, Webb was paroled from the Ohio State Reformatory after serving three
years as a prisoner there. 1 1 5 More to the point of Webb's proclivities for self-promotion
and marketing, it becomes apparent that Webb was probably using this story as a hook to
interest the reporter and his readers in the upcoming first issue of The Outsider. This
motive becomes apparent as the reporter notes that:
Webb has done all kinds of writing and editing, been chief editor of many
big publishing houses, written crime and other stories for the magazines
and edited so-called "little magazines," the kind that don't have an appeal
to the general public because they try to break away from usual literary
standards. Right now he's working on the job of getting one out here, and
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ought to have it ready in a month, he said. 1 1 6
While the possibility remains that the departures from fact in the above paragraph may be
attributed to errors on the part of the reporter, they are consistent with the types of
exaggerated claims Webb occasionally made in support of his business endeavors.
This observation is not meant to suggest, certainly, that the story is completely false.
There is no doubt that Webb, by this time, had "done all kinds of writing and editing."
After all, he had published a novel, short fiction and short true crime stories, as well as
editing The New Day at the Ohio State Reformatory. There is no known evidence,
however, that he was ever "chief editor'' for any "big publishing house" or for any little
magazine before The Outsider, The New Day notwithstanding. The likelihood that these
assertions are false is increased by the fact that neither specific publishing houses nor
little magazines with which Webb may have been associated are named.
Another significant fact related to this news story is Webb's clear intent from the
earliest days of the Loujon Press to make certain that he and Louise received public
recognition in equal measure. That is, there is no evidence suggesting that Webb ever
had any desire to keep attention focused upon himself to the exclusion of his wife. While
"Loujon" is never mentioned in the story and Louise is not mentioned as co-editor (again,
it is impossible to determine whether this is because Webb failed to mention Louise's
participation or the reporter simply did not include this information in the story) the
purported facts of Jon and Louise's first meeting serve as the story's frame. To whatever
extent Jon was leading the interviewer, he seems to have been making certain that Louise
was going to be mentioned prominently in the story. Their highly symbiotic marriage,
from all available evidence, was a necessary condition of the success of the Loujon Press.
It is clear that Jon Webb understood Loujon to be an equal partnership, albeit one in
which each of the two participants had distinct responsibilities.
1 16
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It is ironic that, in what seems to have been an effort on Webb's part to create a
useful fiction from the half-truth of his initial meeting with Louise, he failed to publicize
the more compelling truth. As the newspaper story fails to mention the facts of Webb's
release from prison, the reader is left without a clear understanding of the dramatic nature
of Jon and Louise's meeting. Webb didn't just happen to move, prosaically, into a house
next to the Madaio family. He came home to a bad marriage after being paroled from jail
and ended up next door to the Madaio family after the series of conflicts with other
neighbors described in his letters to Story. The fact is that, after being paroled, Webb
returned to Cleveland where he met Louise Madaio, then a young woman still living at
home with her parents. The actual events of Jon and Louise's meeting, arguably, are
more in keeping with the "outsider" image.
Louise has said that Webb's first marriage was rocky because his wife, Opal, was
sexually promiscuous, and that Jon robbed the Cleveland jewelry store because he
wanted to go to prison and, therefore, be taken away from Opal. 1 1 7 Dr. Jon Edgar Webb,
Jr., 1 1 8 a product of Webb's first marriage, has written an unpublished memoir in which
his mother's promiscuity and alcoholism are vividly portrayed. Though the home life Dr.
Webb describes in his memoir is both sordid and brutal, he rejects the suggestion that his
father wanted to go to prison. 1 1 9 "I think he just did it because we were all starving and he
wanted to get some money in the house," Webb has said.

1 20

The younger Webb offers

his explanation of his father's motivations for robbery and describes his capture:
We were in the bread line and had hard tack bread and oranges. That's
how bad it was. And then he, the way he was caught was very crazy. He
got this little one room flophouse place, rented it for a couple of weeks,
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went inside, pulled up one of the boards, put the jewelry in there and
covered it up, put a rug over it. And damned if the housecleaner didn't
find it. Called the cops, and the next time he came there they were waiting
for him. 1 2 1
There was no mention of any of these events in the newspaper account of Jon and
Louise's meeting.
It is likely impossible to verify the fine points of truth of Webb's assertions
relating to how Jon and Louise met. Still, Webb provided newspaper readers with a
suitably compelling beginning to his life with Louise, one which even the story's
headline trumpeted as sounding akin to fiction. 1 22 The story, which mentions nothing of
Opal, has it that in the late 1930s Webb was employed as an editor in a WP A writers'
project and Louise, his new neighbor, was a fledgling songwriter. According to the story,
Webb first laid eyes on Louise Madaio one day when he was stoking the furnace in his
home. He looked out his window and there, across his yard and the next, was Louise,
washing the windows in her parents' house. Sometime later, Webb said, he was
unhappily distracted from his writing by a barking dog, an animal which turned out to
belong to Louise. Webb's anger at being interrupted turned quickly to interest when he
realized to whom the dog belonged. "I looked up and I could see her washing windows in
her house across the way. Then her dog barked one day, and we became friends." 1 23

Louise

Louise Dorothy Madaio, who later would be described as "the artist, so multi
faceted that without her ideas and taste Jon would have possibly remained a newspaper
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man and never risked venturing into this work he really loves," 1 24 was born April 29,
1916, in Cleveland, Ohio to Rosina and Lucido Madaio. 1 25 Louise's mother was a
homemaker, her father a cement finisher. Louise was the second of the �adaio's three
children, between an older sister, Lee, and younger brother, Tony. 1 26 Louise recalls that
she was still of high school age when Jon and his family moved in next door to her
family's Cleveland home. The young woman was already a book lover, savoring modern
novelists such as William Faulkner and Sherwood Anderson. "It was easy for us to get
along, since I was a writer and she had read the great writers of the day," Webb said,
adding, "She amazed me." 12 7 In addition to being an avid reader, Louise was also a
skilled typist. Hearing the clacking of typewriter keys from next door, she became
interested in meeting the new neighbors. Jon Edgar Webb, Jr. recalled meeting Louise
while he was a young boy in his parents' home and that, before long, Louise was
essentially living in the Webbs' home:
It was way back in West Cleveland, Ohio. We were in a run down
neighborhood, Italian belt, they called it, and they lived right next door to
us. And I used to look over the fence and watch her father make these
cement water fountains. He had a hell of a temper. And Lou would come
out there and prance around and we'd talk over the fence every now and
then. And then, the first thing you know, she was living with us. I was
really too young to comprehend what was going on. My mother was
drinking quite a bit and she moved in with us and it seemed like a normal
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thing. You know, a kid doesn't think about those ramifications and what
this means.

128

In love with Louise, Jon eventually divorced Opal. Jon and Louise were married
in Cleveland in a civil ceremony on June 1 5, 1 939. 129 Later that year, they moved to St.
Louis. It was perhaps on their way to St. Louise that the newlyweds found themselves on
July 1 1 at Louisville, Kentucky's Omar Hotel. Jon watched Louise as she slept and
wrote a long poem admiring her beauty and marveling at his love for her. Beginning,
"Sweetheart, I gazed upon your open I sleeping face / just now," the poem covered two
handwritten pages and concluded:
Yes, sweet lovely sleeping face
Alluring, mysteriously still,
Like ageless gold,
Ancient, rare and thrillingly enchanting
Has opened in me (a)
Little door -One I never knew was there
Always shut, I guess, before! 1 30
Their sojourn to St. Louis was the result of an invitation by an acquaintance, a
fellow pulp crime writer by the name of Harold Zimmer. Webb was by then making his
living writing true crime stories for True Detective and Official Detective magazines, and
Zimmer was reportedly interested in learning more about Webb's technique for writing
successful articles. Louise Webb recalls that, after about a month in St. Louis, the couple
decided that Zimmer was ''using" Webb to learn more about successful writing strategies
1 28
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for detective magazines and giving back nothing to him in return. Even though the
newlyweds had almost no money and lacked any plan as to what they would do next,
they determined it was time to change their situation. With only seventeen dollars in their
pockets, Jon and Louise decided to move. Louise Webb recalled the almost whimsical
nature of their move:
What happened was, we went to the bus station. Jon said, "We've got to
get out of this place." And just then, a bus came by� called "New Orleans
Express." We had never been to New Orleans. This was 1939. Jon said,
"Do you want to go there?" I said, "Sure, how much is it?" We had
enough to get a cheap room on Cleveland Avenue in New Orleans. With
that 17 bucks, we got the busfare and room-rent for a week. 1 3 1
Coincidently, a writer with whom the Webbs would strike a New Orleans friendship,
Tennessee Williams, had made a similar journey just one year earlier, coming to the
Crescent City from St. Louis, also by bus. But the comfort of friendship with Williams
and other French Quarter denizens they would soon meet was still part of an uncertain
future when the Webbs arrived in Louisiana. After their cross-country trip, the couple
found themselves in a New Orleans bus terminal, unemployed, almost penniless,
knowing no one and in need of a home. Jon went in search of an apartment, leaving
Louise to wait for him at the bus station. Jon was successful, quickly finding a rooming
house near the bus station. The rooming house was far from fancy, but it did fit nicely
with the couple's budget. Their new address provided them with shelter, though it only
had "one bathroom at the end of a hall. Everybody in the place used it. And it was three
dollars a week. So, he took it. That's all." 1 32
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The French Quarter

The Webbs were by no means ensconced in the lap of luxury. Still, their new
hometown, as it turned out, fit well with both of their artistic temperaments. The New
Orleans that Jon and Louise found themselves in had long been a haven for bohemian
literati and other artistic souls. In the 19th century, for example, George Washington
Cable ( 1844- 1925) was the first New Orleans novelist to achieve national acclaim for his
fictive examinations of Creole culture. Ironically, the city's first established literary
figure was himself considered an "outsider" for his progressive stance on American race
relations and civil rights. 1 33 Among the many other acclaimed writers who had called
New Orleans home, at least temporarily, were Walt Whitman, William Faulkner, Nelson
Algren, Edna St. Vincent Milay and Tennessee Williams.
According to Louise Webb, it was not difficult to form friendships in the French
Quarter in the early days. Shortly after arriving in New Orleans, in fact, the Webbs met
two established writers who would become part of their circle. Pat O'Donnell, author of
The Great Big Doorstep and Green Margins, and his girlfriend, writer Mary King, noticed
Jon and Louise walking together through the narrow streets of the French Quarter and
initiated a conversation with the couple. Louise Webb recalled that:
We went into the Quarter. This was on the other side of the Quarter, and
we were walking through the Quarter and I got scared 'cause everything
seemed so closed in, narrow, you know, 'cause I was used to wide-open
spaces. And as we were walking along there was a fella and a girl sitting
on the, near the, near the river on a mound, grass. And the man, I don't
know why, but he just, maybe a sixth sense. He said "Hello, why don't
you all come sit down?" I guess we looked tired or something. And it
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turned out that was Pat O'Donnell.

1 34

O'Donnell and King invited the newcomers to their home and offered them the use of a
room off of their patio. 1 35 The Webbs developed a friendship with O'Donnell and King
which lasted for at least a decade, as Louise Webb recalled that the four were together for
a late-1940s photo shoot for a Look magazine story on New Orleans writers. 1 36
The French Quarter is divided into upper and lower sections and the Webbs lived
in each during The Outsider's lifetime. Working on issue one, they lived at 638 Rue
Royal in the Upper Quarter, a neighborhood which occupies the area from Canal Street to
the St. Louis Cathedral, with the Quarter proper officially ending at Iberville. 1 3 7 As does
the Quarter generally, the Upper Quarter has an illustrious literary history. Mark Twain
visited his friend Cable in the Upper Quarter in 1882 and was favorably impressed with
the area, although he found Canal Street's architecture objectionable. Twain singled out
one structure in particular for his approbation, the Customs House, which he said
reminded him of a state prison. 1 38 Rue Royal itself was home to an assortment of literary
personages and events over the decades, including the Monteleone Hotel at 214 Royal,
where Tennessee Williams lived for a time with his aged grandfather, and there
composed a portion of Camino Real. Williams had earlier lived for a brief period in a
house at 429 Royal, just after his arrival from St. Louis. Williams also enjoyed visiting
the patio bar of The Court of the Two Sisters at 613 Royal. 1 39 Mollie E. Moore Davis'
19th century home at 406 Royal was a well-known literary salon of its day, serving as a
meeting place for such New Orleans authors such as Cable and Kate Chopin. 1 40
By the time the second issue of The Outsider was published, the Webbs had
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moved from the Upper Quarter to 618 Rue Ursulines in the Lower Quarter, a
neighborhood which encompasses an area downriver from the St. Louis Cathedral to
Esplanade Street. This area, too, had a long and varied history of literary residents. A
number of important figures either lived in or were otherwise associated with the Lower
Quarter over the years, including John James Audubon, John Dos Passos, Truman Capote
and Tennessee Williams, who moved various times during his years as a New Orleans
resident. In 1943, the neighborhood hosted the nuptials of a major author, when John
Steinbeck married singer Gwyndolyn Conger in the Madison Street home of novelist
Lyle Saxon. 1 4 1

The Loujon Press as Part of New Orleans' Publishing Tradition

As regards literary tradition, a parallel continuum, of sorts, developed in New
Orleans, this one involving publishers rather than writers. Though not nearly as
pervasive as writers in the city, a tradition exists there of worthy literary publications
making an impact upon the literature of their day. Though other small magazines have
likely come and gone more or less anonymously in New Orleans throughout the years, as
they have certainly done in many American cities, three significant publications existed
there which form the basis of a strong tradition of independent literary publishing. Of
these, The Double Dealer came first, followed by The Outsider and, soon after, the
NOLA Express.
The Double Dealer (1920-1926) enjoyed its run during the first golden age of
American Literary publishing. With a heavy emphasis upon experimental writing, The
Double Dealer cultivated a reputation for publishing emerging writers and daring poetry
and fiction. Two young, unknown writers whose prose styles would eventually influence
American and world literature, one at that time a poet and the other already a fiction
141
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writer, William Faulkner and Ernest Hemingway, were published together in an early1920s issue of the magazine. Decades later, The Outsider would begin its life in a Royal
Street apartment across the street from the location of the old Double Dealer offices. As
did The Double Dealer, so too would The Outsider be able eventually to claim credit for
nurturing and encouraging the development of literary talent on the cusp of great acclaim.
Much more nearly contemporaneous with The Outsider, though it began
publishing a little later and ceased publication a few years after the death of the Loujon
Press, was the NOLA Express (1968-1974), a bi-weekly publication that existed in a
middle ground between the world of underground newspapers and literary magazines.
Underscoring the mixed nature of her publication, Darlene Fife, one of NOLA Express's
founding editors, has said that, to her knowledge this was the only publication which
belonged to both the Underground Press Syndicate (UPS) news organization, and the
Committee of Small Magazine Editors and Publishers (COSMEP) literary magazine
•

•
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The NOLA Express had its offices at 710 Rue Ursulines, not far from the Webbs'
home and workshop. Though close neighbors, the two publications were quite different in
look, style and substance. NOLA Express was much more similar in format to the
standard mimeograph publications of the sixties, and its concerns ranged from political
protest to fiction, poetry and art. Among the literary writers who published in NOLA
Express were many of the well-known figures of the mimeograph revolution, most
notably Bukowski, whose provocative contributions--stories with titles, for example, like
"The Fuck Machine" --served as a lightning rod for reader response. Bukowski's writing
served to elicit more letters to the editor, both pro and con, than did any other NOLA
Express contributor. 143
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Darlene Fife, one of NOLA Express' founding editors, was a close neighbor of
the Webbs, but moved in different social and cultural circles than did the Loujon editors.
She did not know Jon and Louise Webb, but knew of their work, later referring to
Loujon's Bukowski volumes as "lovely hand-set editions." She also recalled that
folklorist Gershon Legman described the Webbs as "super-annuated hippies." 1 44 During
the time NOLA Express and The Outsider shared the French Quarter as home territory,
Fife seems to have held the Webbs in mild disdain:
In my view at the time, they were part of an art-literary crowd, people with
mild eccentricities, which in the Vietnam war years held no interest for
me. The Webbs, as I perceived them, lived in a literary timeless realm, the
realm I had previously lived in.

1 45

Though there was overlap in the self-perceived missions of NOLA Express and The
Outsider, it is not difficult to imagine that the two publications, and their editor
publishers, lived in essentially different worlds.
Just as their notions of appropriate content differed, so too did NOLA Express and
The Outsider differ in their physical qualities. NOLA Express co-founders Fife and
Robert Head were strongly influenced by the quick and easy publication possibilities of
the mimeograph revolution. Fife recalled that "a typewriter and a mimeograph machine
were as important to us as they were to the poets of the US and England." 146 Loujon's
fine printing and meticulous craftsmanship represented a competing tradition. Loujon,
also, clearly wished to promote emerging literature as art, while NOLA Express seems to
have had, as a primary goal, the radicalization of its readers and the end of the war in
Vietnam. The different spheres within which Loujon and NOLA Express operated are
most clearly observed in the fact that, while the Webbs were focused primarily on
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publishing their materials and acquiring the resources to survive, NOLA Express editors
had to contend with overt government interference, finding themselves under FBI
surveillance for their anti-war stance. 1 47 They also faced obscenity charges for printing
allegedly lewd images in their magazine. 1 48
The Webbs were aware of the NOLA Express, though Jon was not overly
impressed with its mimeograph-revolution standards. "He didn't like (mimeograph
publications)," Louise has said. "They were just fast, quick, you know. There was no
work really put into it." 1 49 Though Fife never met Jon or Louise Webb, she later recalled
the occasional brushes with Loujon's world, including a single encounter with Jon during
the days when they both labored in the French Quarter to produce their publications:
I only remember seeing Jon Webb once. I was walking by a Quarter
restaurant where he sat at a window table and I recall his look of friendly
curiosity. I did frequently see their friend, the artist, Noel Rockmore,
whose art was on the cover of Bukowski' s Crucifix in a Deathhand.
Rockmore would be walking fast around the Quarter, leading by the hand
some young woman of changing identity. I gave up nodding to him after
the first few times since he never acknowledged my existence. I found it
hard to believe he didn't know who I was, but this is certainly possible. 1 50

Life in New Orleans

The Webbs were in New Orleans for more than twenty years before they
published the first issue of The Outsider. During this time, Jon Webb continued with his
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writing, and Louise found work. 1 5 1 Her jobs included a stint as a clerk typist for New
Orleans Office of Property Traffic, a position in a drapery factory, and another job in a
stamp dealer's shop before she eventually began selling paintings on the streets of the
French Quarter. I 52 When she first began selling art, Louise was not herself a painter. She
worked for a local artist, Charles Campbell, selling his work. As she hawked Campbell's
paintings to tourists, she observed the painting technique of the street artists. Louise's
keen observation of New Orleans' street artists allowed her to learn their technique,
which she soon developed on her own. Louise began her painting career in 1 952, and, in
fact, sold the first painting that she ever did, a street scene of the French Quarter. The
buyer was a tourist:
Some man came by and bought the first ones I did. I thought they were
terrible. He said, "These are nice. I'll buy 'em." (laughing) So I told Jon.
And it turned out, first I asked him what he did, this guy, and he said he
was a, he taught psychiatry. So when I told Jon and he says, "Oh, no
wonder he bought 'em." Oh, and it made me feel bad. But, you know. So
then I continued. I, you know, I got better and better and then finally I
quit selling for these other people and went on my own.
Louise continued her career as a street artist during the years she and Jon remained in
New Orleans. In these years, her paintings were the couple's primary source of
income. 1 53 "I paid the rent and I paid the bills and bought the food. Then about 1 960,
Jon started The Outsider. I bought all the furniture for the press and the type and the
paper, and the whole works." 1 54
During the years she worked as a street artist, Louise acquired the distinctive
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nickname which has stuck with her to the present day. A newspaper columnist writing
about the young artist who was becoming a Pirate's Alley fixture, influenced by Louise's
dark hair and penchant for colorful clothes, dubbed her "Gypsy Lou." According to the
writer, Louise cut a striking figure:
She is perhaps the most startling of all the artists in the Quarter, with her
full black cape, her beret or perhaps a gold-flecked bandana, and her
metallic threaded slippers 1 55
A photograph accompanying the article showed Louise in a long, dark dress and black
scarf, wide, leather wristband with large, triangular metal studs on her left wrist, and,
though the picture is in black and white, an apparently dark red lipstick, surrounded by
her watercolor street scenes. The effect was dramatic, and not greatly different from a
stereotypical "gypsy'' image of 1 940s-era motion pictures. In addition to describing her
clothing, the article gives what may be the best surviving, though brief, general
description of Louise Webb during her early days as a New Orleans street painter. The
reporter noted that Louise spoke "in a low, clear voice which rises almost to a question as
she finishes a sentence" and had "very wide, very black eyes." 1 5 6 The striking image she
cultivated and her status as one of the few female street painters in Pirates' Alley
probably contributed to her popularity as a model for the other painters. "Every artist I
know in the Quarter has painted me," she told the reporter. 1 5 7
Whether through wishful thinking on Louise's part or because a book deal had
been made which eventually vanished, the article said Louise's novel of her childhood,
Black Olives, had been sold to the Dial Press. It further indicated, whimsically, that she
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was working on a second book, this one being dictated to her by one of her cats. She
playfully described the latter project:
Princess Bambi Loo Toy Webb -- she's a Siamese -- is writing it, as told
to me. Don't laugh, but it's good, and it's almost done. It's in diary form
-how to feed cats, how to get along with humans, and Bambi's love affair
with one of my other cats, Prince Myshkin. (I named him after the hero of
Dostoevsky's book The Idiot. He sort of looks like an idiot.) 1 58
Another newspaper piece, which apparently was published sometime prior to The
Outsider's first issue, as it does not allude to the magazine's existence, provides further
evidence of Louise's flamboyant style. The story included two photographs of Louise in
a long skirt, headscarf, jewelry, blouse and cape. One of the photographs showed Louise
standing in front of her outdoor studio. A sign hanging above a doorway identifies the
location as "Gypsy Lou's Little Studio." Another sign hanging amid her paintings read,
"Watercolors with a charm By Gypsy Lou Webb." The brief text of the article, which
both echoed and reinforced the description earlier given of Louise, describes the artist:
One of the most colorful inhabitants of theFrench Quarter of New
Orleans--itself a picturesque spot--is Lou Webb, a black-haired artist with
gold hoop earrings, gold-flecked bandana and black cape. She is an artist
who's part gypsy. One of the few women in Pirates Alley, she paints water
colors, writes books, tends her four cats and poses for other artists. She
and her husband, writer Jon Webb, live in an apartment where, after a day
at work, she helps her cat write a book. 1 5 9
A close examination of the photographs accompanying this text reveals not only Louise's
distinctive dress, but also provides a glimpse of her art. Most of the visible paintings are
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of French Quarter street scenes, though a placard to her left advertises, "Clowns $3.00 ea.
2 for $5."

Four Steps to the Wall
By the time Louise was beginning her work as a painter, Jon had already become
a published novelist, but not before the couple took a break from New Orleans, relocating
to New York's Greenwich Village so that Jon could finish his first novel in close
proximity to his literary agent. While they were in New York, Jon worked as a freelance
editor for the John Day Company and other publishing houses, while Louise typed books
from manuscript. 1 60
In 1948 Jon's book, Four Steps to the Wall, 1 6 1 was published by the Dial Press
with a dedication reading "For Louise Madaio Webb." The novel, which sold for three
dollars in a hardcover edition, was a bleak and gritty look at life inside a penitentiary. The
book was inspired by Webb's experiences as a prisoner at Mansfield, and it received
positive reviews. One reviewer wrote of the novel that "It is a grim tale, and the author,
in this, his first book, has told it well." 1 62 An even more enthusiastic review was
published by novelist David Davidson in the New York Herald Tribune:
In Jon Edgar Webb's first novel, "Four Steps to the Wall," not one shot is
fired. Yet it is hard, for me impossible, to recall anything in American
prison fiction which matches this book for excitement. Mr. Webb
succeeds in communicating the convict's feelings of confinement,
aggressiveness and subjugation with such force and freshness that one
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might imagine him to be the first writer to take up such materials. 1 63
While pointing out some problems caused by Webb's terse, understated, economical
prose, which, Davidson noted, sometimes could lend itself to confusion for the reader, he
concluded that "these flaws are minor. 'Four Steps to the Wall ' is the work of a serious
craftsman who has made a distinguished contribution to American writing." 1 64 For her
part, Louise also offered a ringing endorsement of Jon's literary efforts. Inside a copy of
the book, she wrote: "To my darling husband--more like this to follow--Your wife, Lou."
To the side of this note, Louise added, "Really terrific!" a phrase she underlined. 1 65
Four Steps to the Wall 's main character, John Ditto--the name a likely play on
Webb's own name, "Ditto" being common slang for agreement or a perfect copy--runs a
prison newspaper and keeps his fellow convicts in line. It is unclear how closely the
story reflects Webb's prison experience beyond the fact that both he and Ditto were
prison newspaper editors. Certainly their crimes were different, as Ditto is serving a life
sentence for a sex-related double murder. Hints of Webb's personal history clearly
appear, though, as when, during Ditto's parole hearing at the book's climax, the convict's
wife is accused of drunkenness and infidelity. Even more revealing, perhaps, is a speech
made to Ditto by a member of his parole board. Perhaps here, Webb was struggling with
both his actual crime and with his literary attempts to use it as a springboard to create art:
You are lying. You're lying out of a stupid holding on to some kind of
fear of being what you are, or of some kind of emotional integrity that
isn't worth a capsule of air. But don't answer, don't try to answer. You're
here out of a tawdry little, commonplace, and really stupid and quite an
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unnecessary act of rebellion, and try as you will you'll never make it a
bigger crime than it was. You'll never make it something monumental, so
that possibly in its very hugeness you may find surcease from the shame
you feel, from the humiliation of viewing inside you the hackneyed
triviality and ordinariness of why you are in here--for life.

1 66

A few pages earlier, Ditto is asked what he will do when he leaves prison, should his
parole be granted. Ditto indicates he will be a writer, first for newspapers and later a
writer of fiction. In what could be construed as a wink to the reader suggesting that
elements of the narrative have a strong element of truth, Ditto tells the parole board that
he would like to write a novel about prison. 1 6 7 As he later did with his various newspaper
interviews, Webb here seems to be skillfully combining fact and fiction.
The book was well received, garnering positive notices in the Saturday Review
and the New York Herald Tribune. The book's positive reviews were accompanied, it
seems, by at least respectable sales. Four Steps to the Wall sold well enough in
hardcover to be re-issued five years later by Bantam in a paperback edition. Though such
praise and success speak to the author's potential to grow as a novelist, this was the only
novel Jon Edgar Webb was to complete. He continued to write and publish sho� stories,
however and, before his death in 1 970, had written much of a draft of a second novel, Go
Lieth Down South, Oh, Lover. 1 68

Hollywood
After the publication of Four Steps to the Wall, Jon and Louise tried their hand at
achieving Hollywood success. On the advice of Look magazine photographer Sam
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Shaw; 69 in New Orleans for an article on the city's literary scene, Jon decided to explore
the possibility of selling Four Steps to the Wall to a movie studio. According to Louise
Webb, Shaw introduced Jon to Monte Prosser, a would-be movie producer who was
connected with New York's famed Copacabana nightclub, and to reputed gangster Frank
Costello, a potential backer for the project. The meeting was successful and plans were
made to begin pre-production work on the film.
Jon and Louise relocated to Hollywood and accomplished crime novelist David
Goodis was hired to translate Four Steps to the Wall into a film script. Goodis' script,
however, proved unsatisfactory. According to Louise:
(The producers) didn't like the script that David Goodis (wrote). He was
getting a thousand dollars a week to write the screenplay. So then, the
fellow there, Prosser, he said to Jon, "Do you think you could write the
screenplay?" and Jon said, "Well, of course I could. I wrote the book." So
then he said, "Okay, go ahead, try." So, they paid him $75.00 a week. 1 70
The difference in pay scale, according to Louise, was owed to the fact that Goodis was a
member of the Screen Writers' Guild, while Jon was not. 1 7 1 Nevertheless, Louise's
recollection is that Prosser and his associates were pleased with Jon's screenplay and
were in negotiations with character actor Dan Duryea, who had appeared in such films as
The Little Foxes and Scarlet Street, to play the role of John Ditto when the deal fell
through. 1 72 The Webbs moved again, this time to Portal, Arizona, where Jon began his
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version of the screenplay. 1 73
The move to Portal appears to have been brief, and the Webbs were soon back in
Hollywood, with Jon working on the script. Their time in Hollywood was difficult. Jon
and Louise were no strangers to financial hardship, but now they were faced with living
in a strange city and surviving on the seventy-five dollars per week Jon was making as a
scriptwriter. Prosser was connected with General Service Studios, a small contract studio
located at 1 040 North Las Palmas. 1 74 Louise recalled that she was forced to go to the
studio regularly to ask for grocery money. Typically, the studio gave her "three or four
bucks a day." She recalled one particular time when she encountered Prosser at the
studio:
So one day I walk in and this Monte Proser's sitting in the office with a
whole bunch of--1 thought they were a bunch of thugs, myself--they were
all negotiating something. He had his feet up on the table, and he says,
"Yeah?" I said, "I came to get some money. We have to buy food." And
he gave me fifteen dollars, right out of his pocket. See? That's the way
the treated us. 1 7 5
Louise said that she and Jon "had to weather a hard time" in California, which ultimately
resulted in the couple getting frustrated with the movie project and leaving once again for
New Orleans. The last straw came when Jon asked for and was refused a share of the
producer's profits to be generated by the film.
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They took Jon out to a nightclub or someplace. I didn't go with him. They
got him drunk, this whole bunch of crazy thugs. Anyway, so then the
contract was Jon was supposed, wanted, five percent of the producer's
share, plus, so much up front. You know. I don't know what it was.
Fifteen thousand, or something like that, which was nothing, you know
what I mean? But anyway. The way they pay 'em now it's terrible. And
they didn't want to give him the five percent of the producer's share. So,
nothing came of that. 1 76

Back to New Orleans : Birth of The Outsider
When the deal finally fell through, the Webbs decided to cut their losses and
return to New Orleans. Once there, they put into motion a plan to publish a literary
magazine and Jon sought out an acquaintance of his, poet Walter Lowenfels, to solicit
advice and material for what would become The Outsider. "Webb stated his objective
of publishing 'the emerging younger poets and prose writers' and asked Lowenfels who
in his opinion, 'the younger new poets who were growing in stature ' were." 1 77 Lowenfels
agreed and gave Webb addresses for a number of authors to contact, though not all were
"new," "younger," or even poets. Included in this number was Henry Miller, a longtime
friend of Lowenfels, who agreed to allow the publication of his letters to his old friend.
The Miller letters were the cornerstone of the first issue, which hit the stands in the fall of
1 961 , just after the initial U.S. publication of Miller' s widely celebrated and controversial
novel, Tropic of Cancer. 1 78
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Webb solicited writing through an advertisement in The Village Voice and by
sending a prospectus to writers he hoped would contribute to the magazine. This proved a
successful strategy and the submissions began arriving. Webb claimed in a letter to
acquaintance Grant Roman that he was highly selective in the work he accepted, having
rejected work from "Ferlinghetti, Ginsberg, Burroughs, McClure, Corso, Kaja, and a lot
of others of stature. And I'm returning a prose bit from Kerouac too." These rejections
aside, other work from each of these writers was published in the pages of The Outsider.
According to Louise Webb, for subsequent issues, contributors were gathered through a
combination of solicitation and word of mouth:
Jon was a great letter writer. He'd write letters to the writers. He had
subscribers who were interested in little magazines and a couple of writers
that they liked, say, Ginsberg. And they would buy the magazine. One
thing would go to another, and pretty soon he had a lot of (contributors). 1 7 9
There was apparently no shortage of contributors for future issues. Throughout its
lifetime, each issue of The Outsider was substantial both in pages and in the number and
quality of writers whose work appeared there. Some, such as Bukowski and Kaja, were
contributors to each issue of the magazine.
Jon Edgar Webb 's talent for promotion is underscored by Lowenfels' comment
that Webb should write of how he achieved success in an article to be titled "How to Start
an Outsider." 1 80 The final product reflected the care and effort with which the Webbs
shepherded their magazine into the world. Bukowski 's friend and biographer, Neeli
Cherkovski, assessed the Webbs ' achievement:
Over two years in the making, it showed a breathtaking level of care and
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was a triumph of quality printing as well as an editorial masterwork.
Poems by Gregory Corso, Gary Snyder, Allen Ginsberg, and Lawrence
Ferlinghetti, along with prose by Henry Miller and William Burroughs,
gave the magazine an aura of importance. Webb had gone beyond the
little-magazine ghetto, seeking contributions from the well-known Beat
poets, whom he very much admired, along with plenty of work from
lesser-known writers. 1 8 1
Thus were the beginnings of the Loujon Press legacy formed. Further, there seems to be
general agreement among observers of the literary small press that the quality of Loujon
Press materials remained high as the years wore on. A 1 966 New York Times Book
Review cover story on "The Littles" singled out The Outsider as a "handsome"
publication, with "the printing quality of fine books." 1 82
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There were a whole bunch of OUTSIDERS down at the newsstand at Hollywd and
LasPalmas, then it went down to one, and now you are sold out. The other mags still
there, covered with dust. Thought you might be interested in this oddity because as
editor, they are your babies.
--Charles Bukowski to Jon Edgar Webb, September, 1 96 1 1 8 3

Chapter Five: The Outsider Issue One
In the spring of 1 960, Jon Edgar Webb seems still to have been in a transitional
phase between his earlier career as a writer and the life of a little magazine editor upon
which he was about to embark. A letter from Norman Mailer to Webb seems to
demonstrate that Webb was donning his "author" persona in dealing with Mailer, even
while Webb was otherwise aligning himself with the little magazine world with which he
would soon become so closely identified. Mailer's letter was short and terse, though at
least moderately collegial. Beginning "Dear Webb," Mailer continued: "Good to hear
from you again. If you've written anything new about prisons, drop me a line about it
letting me know where I can find the book." 1 8 4 Mailer wrote this brief letter to Webb in
care of Mainstream magazine, a New York City-based leftist, small press journal which
was the literary home base of Walter Lowenfels, a man who would play a pivotal role in
shaping the magazine Webb was then beginning to craft in his imagination.
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Prospectus
On October 8, 1 960, Jon Webb printed the first page of his "Prospectus" for the
initial issue of The Outsider . In the upper left comer, beneath the date he wrote, "To
Honey Lou -- This is the first approved copy of page one of the prospectus off the little
pilot C & P press -- on the magazine Lou & I are going to make famous in 1 961 -- Love
,,
Jon _ 1 s s
Many potential readers, subscribers and contributors probably found their initial
exposure to The Outsider via this "Prospectus for Number One Winter 1 960-6 1 Issue" of
the magazine, wherein Webb not only provided a partial listing of contributors for issues
one and two, but also provided Webb' s editorial stance on contemporary writing. Webb
described his magazine as a "vigorous new, no-taboo Quarterly going to press now in
oldest New Orleans with the newest in new poetry and prose, from writers in seven
countries." 1 86 Already demonstrating a strategy of marketing his product as the marriage
of avant-garde literature and fine art printing, Webb 's prospectus listed such contributors
as Corso, Ginsberg and Burroughs, while making a direct pitch to collectors of high
quality literary artifacts. Webb stressed that The Outsider would have a limited press run
of 3,000 issues, sold globally. He urged collectors to pre-order copies of the magazine,
as it was certain, he said, to sell out.
Webb described The Outsider's editorial stance in terms that left no doubt that it
favored fresh and experimental writing over established literary tradition. Admitting that
the magazine would be printing more poetry than prose, Webb told his potential readers
that "an ever hopeful eye is being kept open for the new in all creative prose submitted.
Prose, we believe, will never die--but ways of using it will." Webb admitted to being
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"bored to nausea by the prose of today, particularly the academic forms." He added,
"new forms, new approaches, new creative uses by individual styles, new writing of any
kind--all shall alertly and gratefully be appraised by OUTSIDER editors." Webb offered
his opinion that what passed for "avant garde" within academic literary circles read as
though it were "being written by English majors seemingly cut off from their privates,"
and very much lacking in "fresh pitch" and ''vitality."

1 87

When issue one of The Outsider was finally published, it was clear that Webb had
not exaggerated his claims. The thick, beautifully designed magazine contained work by
a mixture of well-known and emerging writers, most of whom deserved of an "outsider"
designation. The contributors' list was heavily weighted in favor of two new and
competing literary schools, the Beat Generation and Black Mountain College.

Copyright
On July 1 0, 1 96 1 , Jon Webb wrote to the United States Register of Copyrights,
asking that he be sent forms requesting copyright protection for The Outsider. On the
form, Webb asserted that The Outsider was published in the United States of America by
Loujon Press, 63 8 Royal Street, New Orleans, Louisiana on July 1 , 1 96 1 , with volume
one, number one carrying the publication date of Fall, 1 961. 1 8 8 Webb sent two copies of
his magazine to the Register of Copyrights, along with the completed form. With this
protection assured, The Outsider was officially launched.
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The Editor's Bit

Jon Edgar Webb introduced himself, obliquely, to his readers in issue one of The
Outsider through his "Editor's Bit," a column which, in future issues, he would use to
give readers a running account of the troubles and triumphs he and Louise had
experienced in ushering the current issue from planning through printing. In this first
issue, however, he used the space for a piece of what seems to be highly autobiographical
fiction, a short story, told in the first person, about the first impressions of a man upon his
release from prison. The man finds himself in Cleveland, Ohio, falling into conversation
with, among others, a wise, cynical blind man and a pretty young woman. Other than
being free, the story's protagonist seems to be at loose ends. He has no job, nowhere to
go and compares himself to a bird with a broken wing. He is a double "outsider," out of
jail and out of step with the society he has rejoined.
Webb provided nothing else which might connect him, in readers' minds, with the
newly released convict of the story, and anyone lacking personal knowledge of Webb 's
past would have little reason to believe the story to be more than a complete fiction. Still,
the argument could be made that Webb was revisiting the days he described in his letters
to Story magazine in the mid- 1 93 0s -- not just the simple fact of being free, but the
dangers of letting people know about the jail time.
More than twenty-five years had passed since Webb's release from prison,
though, and his life had changed dramatically. He had a longtime marriage to a woman
he loved, a successful, critically praised novel, and a number of stories published in
respected journals. By most any measure of artistic and domestic success, Webb had
made it. With all that was riding upon the acceptance of the magazine, perhaps he was
using this venue to--quietly--say to his readers, "this is who I am."
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Walter Lowenfels

It would be wrong to assume that the editorial content, the political nature of the
selection process, was simply a product of Webb's own taste or even that of Louise. In
forming his ideas on how The Outsider would take shape, what sort of poets might be
included, and even particular individuals who would be solicited to contribute material,
Webb relied heavily on his friend, Walter Lowenfels.
Lowenfels was an important leftist literary figure and a member of the "revolution
of the word" movement, which sought to modernize American writing in the early years
of the twentieth century. He was also a surrealist and political poet who had been part of
the Parisian literary scene inhabited by Miller and Anais Nin during the 1 920s and 1 930s.
In addition to his own work as a writer, editor and poet, Lowenfels served as the basis for
the character "Cronstadt" in Henry Miller's novel, Black Spring. 1 89 After he returned to
the United States, Lowenfels became editor of The Daily Worker and a committed
member of the American Communist Party. 1 90 Lowenfels later became a contributing
editor the Mainstream, a journal of leftist politics and literature.
Like Webb, Lowenfels had been to prison, though, unlike Webb, Lowenfels'
arrest derived solely from his politics. Ten years after his arrest and trial on Smith Act
charges for participating in Communist Party activities, Lowenfels published an account
of his ordeal in Mainstream. Though the trial dragged on for four and a half months -
and the time elapsed between Lowenfels' July 3, 1 953 arrest and his eventual exoneration
lasted four years, Lowenfels spent only about a month actually in jail. 1 9 1 He busied
himself during his jail time writing poetry and translating sonnets from Baudelaire, Dante
and Guillevic into English, and made the observation that the prison population was made
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up of "insiders, outsiders. Guilt or innocence, assault or robbery, frame-ups or caught in
the act--we all have one goal: to get out." 1 92 Lowenfels wryly suggested the claim to
fame his incarceration had afforded him:
An anthologist has estimated that there are 400,000 poets in the U.S.A.
Each one of them has been judged by at least one critic to be "the
outstanding poet of his generation." I am the only one with a court record
and conviction to prove I am really dangerous. What an indictment of our
craft. 1 93
Lowenfels had strong feelings about the nature of art, and poetry in particular, in society.
For Lowenfels, a leftist or progressive political stance was a welcome trait for writers and
artists, though he did not advocate didactic writing aimed at the working class.
Lowenfels believed that "we're writing for everybody who will read. The thing is to
have the confidence that the working class will lead and, eventually, read us." 1 94
Further, Lowenfels adamantly refused to engage in nostalgia for the outsider or
avant garde art of the past, preferring instead to look to new writers and to the future.
Lowenfels believed that the poets of the 1950s and early 1960s had embraced a "voice of
alienation" which was unavailable to the poets of 1935 through the mid-1950s. 1 9 5 He
was also concerned with the emerging audience for poetry, and believed that successful
poets would do well to share his concern. "It's the new audience the writer must identify
with--in the U.S. this audience is still in the process of being born." 1 96
Lowenfels believed that literary magazines played an important role in what he
described as "a period of the greatest upsurge of poets and creativity in general -- but
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particularly of poets -- that there has been in this country since the poetry renaissance of
1915-1925." 1 97 He took the burgeoning popularity of these magazines as a hopeful sign
for progressive culture:
There are more poetry magazines being published here today than at any
time in our history: there are at least 200, ranging in circulation from 300
to 3,000. I consider this part of the new Resistance, the new underground
movement. It doesn't have the audience of millions that TV gets, but it's a
very significant development. 1 98
The passion with which Jon Webb was to develop The Outsider and Loujon Press, while
not overtly political, would echo Lowenfels' own passion for emerging literature and
literary magazines.

Seeking Advice
When The Outsider was still in the early planning stages, Webb wrote to
Lowenfels, describing to him the kind of magazine he hoped to publish. Webb's
ambition for the magazine, both in format and content, was already apparent. He also
had an ambitious production schedule in mind. Already mid-July 1960, Webb wrote that
he planned to have the first issue of The Outsider published by the end of the year. In
Webb's original plan, the magazine was to be six by nine inches in format and contain at
least 32 pages, perhaps 48, done on "good paper" with "a good cover." While it would
be made up of "more poetry than prose," Webb's idea was for a journal which also
included critical reviews of then-current poetry collections. Webb hoped that Lowenfels
would agree to review "a group of such books by some of the younger poets." In
addition to this request, Webb also hoped to have a regular "Lowenfels page" in his
1 97
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magazine, "such as is in Trace." While admitting that he had no money to pay
Lowenfels, or anybody else, for that matter, who contributed to his magazine, Webb
declared that he nevertheless intended to publish a quality product:
I promise a magazine that won't be amateurish, and of course not slick
either. I want to publish the emerging younger poets and prose writers,
from here and abroad, and will accept name writers if they send something
I like and is not a practice piece, nor for the wastebasket. 1 99
Apparently valuing Lowenfels' grasp of contemporary literature more than his own,
Webb asked his friend, in confidence, to name the "younger new poets" who were
gaining in stature and likely to become important voices. Webb was then in the process
of putting together the prospectus he would send to potential contributors and,
presumably, he planned to use Lowenfels' advice to broaden the scope of poets to whom
he would send it.
Webb admitted to Lowenfels that there were not a great many poets in New
Orleans with whom he was acquainted or for whom he held a great deal of admiration.
He called the poets he knew there "passing-through 'beatnik' types" and questioned
whether they were really poets at all. Indeed, the Webb personified in this letter sounds
less like a would-be publisher of avant garde literature and more like a man unhappy with
the mass of emerging "beatnik poetry" but still open to the possibility of individual talent
among that group. Webb, it seems, was trying to identify good new poets and writers of
any stripe:
I know none of the scenery poets in clubs here, and probably never will. I
don't go out looking up poets, and after a few visits to the espresso poetry
reading hangouts here, with blues or jazz accompaniment, found I could
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not get "with it" -- and really felt embarrassed listening to some of the
stuff read, obviously being delivered to shock or mangle even
experimentation. But there is some genuine interest in poetry among the
shockers, which I appreciate whenever I find it.... 200
Webb finished the letter with news that he had allowed a friend to read aloud a recent
letter Webb had received from Lowenfels on the subject of writing poetry. 201 In this
letter, Lowenfels had suggested, referring to the then-nascent movement to include in the
literary canon anarchist Bartolomeo Vanzetti's speech to the court which sentenced him
to death, that "all you have to do is get burned alive and the poems float right off your
teeth." He also observed, among other techniques for crafting poetry, that "one has to
learn about iambics in order to learn how not to write them."202 Webb wrote that
Lowenfels' advice had produced a "genuine reaction" within the small gathering, with
some of the listeners offering exclamations in positive reaction to Lowenfels' words.
As was the custom with these men, Lowenfels responded quickly to Webb's
letter, pledging his help with the magazine, though he was firm in his refusal to
contribute any reviews. Lowenfels wrote that, if Webb were located in New York, a
sympathetic friend of Lowenfels' with a linotype machine might be able to solve some of
Webb's printing problems. That not being the case, Lowenfels turned to the other half of
Webb's dilemma, identifying promising new poetic voices. The first recommendation
Lowenfels made was for Webb to consider the work of Leslie Woolf Hedley, a former
American soldier who now wrote poetry and ran his own small publishing house, Inferno
Press, in San Francisco. Hedley's work was apparently to Webb's liking, as his poem
"Naked in My Century" appeared in The Outsider number one. Likewise, Webb later
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accepted work from Harland Ristau, second on Lowenfels' list of suggested poets.
Lowenfels suggested that, for a prose submission, Webb might contact "the best beat
writer of them all," Hugh Selby, Jr. While it is unclear whether or not Webb contacted
Selby, his work did not appear in any issue of the magazine. The same was not true for
Brooklyn poet Gilbert Sorrentino, of whom Lowenfels had written in his poem,
"Welcome Home to Cubby" in the February, 1 960, issue of Mainstream. Sorrentino's
surrealist poem, "ave atque vale" appeared in The Outsider one.
Webb and Lowenfels' epistolary relationship was nothing if not fast paced, and
the day after writing to suggest Hedley and the others, Lowenfels wrote again, this time
to thank Webb for telling him about the response his letter received among Webb's
friends when they read it aloud. "The way you and your friends respond to my stuff is as
close to the Nobel Prize as I'll get. So I accept."203 The rest of the letter illustrates very
clearly the teacher-student relationship between Lowenfels and Webb, at least as it
related to an understanding of poetic creation. Hearkening back to his days as a young
poet in circa 1 930 Paris, Lowenfels wrote that he, Michael Frankel and Henry Miller had
mused that they had created their "own particular death school" of writing. They were
writing, the three agreed, "for an audience that doesn't exist," because "the world is dead
and the only way to be alive is to say it." Lowenfels said that Miller "cheated a little" in
regard to their joint observation. "His books say 'everybody is dead but me. "'
Continuing the advice on writing poetry which he had been offering Webb
through their correspondence, Lowenfels suggested, "The quick way to a mass audience
is to write something a hundred years old," that "if you're a good reader you'll tell me
how lousy I am and what I have to do to get better," and that one's influences must be
overcome and absorbed. "You have to love (a poet) enough to bum him inside you so
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deep nobody ever finds a trace of his particular rhythm in you."204
Such advice aside, the majority of Webb's and Lowenfels' correspondence for the
next year seems to have focused mainly upon editorial decisions and other nuts and bolts
matters dealing with publishing a literary magazine. By early August, Lowenfels was
counseling Webb on submissions from Lawrence Ferlinghetti and Allen Ginsberg.
Lowenfels had reservations about Ferlinghetti's submission. "The F. Haiku is n.g. Ask
him for something more representative," wrote Lowenfels, adding, "don't hesitate with
Gin-sberg to ask him for something else." Lowenfels suggested Webb contact two
writers, Sarah Wright, described as "a very gifted Negro writer" and Francoise Hugot, a
bi-lingual French student of American literature who was engaged in translating
Lowenfels' work, presumably into French. Neither of these writers, however, appeared
in any issue of The Outsider. Lowenfels cautioned Webb to "be choosy with everyone,
including me. Names do not make a mag- but content."205 Webb acknowledged his debt
to Lowenfels in the first issue of The Outsider, listing him on the masthead as
"Consultant.''
Fifty-six contributors, most of them poets, would finally be chosen for inclusion
in this inaugural issue. Lowenfels' advice notwithstanding, listed among these
contributors were a number of names which, in 1961, were causing a buzz in the literary
counterculture. Among the more prominent of these emerging figures was a writer of
non-fiction prose, Colin Wilson, whose best-selling book, also titled The Outsider,
described the pathological social status held by those inhabiting a world outside
mainstream society. 206 Wilson contributed an article critiquing Beat Generation writers
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as revolutionaries lacking vision and mental discipline. As if to demonstrate the catholic
nature of The Outsider' s selection policies, issue one also featured at least ten Beat
Generation poets and writers.
Other emerging little magazine figures were present, notably Marvin Bell, who
would later become a National Book Award finalist and recipient of the American Poetry
Review Award; and Bukowski, already an emerging counter-culture figure. Bukowski's
work was featured prominently in the eleven-poem "Charles Bukowski Album." In
1 96 1 , neither of these poets had achieved a great deal of success, though they would
eventually reach exalted status in two very different poetic traditions. Today, Bell 's
entrenchment as a celebrated mainstream poet is sharply contrasted by Bukowski ' s iconic
status as a literary voice of the underclass. The nascent styles and poetic concerns which
these men embodied were already present in 1 961 , lending support to the veracity of
Webb's stated agenda to publish good writing, regardless of the school or tradition from
which it sprang.

The Henry Miller and Walter Lowenfels Correspondence

The cornerstone for issue one was a series of letters between Miller and
Lowenfels. Lowenfels was Miller's friend from his early days in Paris, and in 1 934, had
enough faith in the unpublished Miller to "advance" him one hundred dollars toward the
publication of his first book in the United States. As Lowenfels had no hand in
publishing Miller, the "advance" was actually a loan, one which Miller and New
Directions, his American publishers, eventually repaid. 207 The "advance" was not a
completely empty gesture, however. Lowenfels was part owner of a curious enterprise
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known as Carrefour Press, which he had founded in 1930 with partner Michael Fraenkel
as part of the "anonymous" movement, designed to publish works of art without giving
attribution to their creators.

208

The closeness of Lowenfels' relationship with Miller is

also suggested by the fact that Lowenfels wrote a preface for Miller's Tropic of Cancer,
though this preface was not published. 209
If Webb had had his way, Miller would also have been represented in the
magazine with a piece of original writing, but Miller, after agreeing to his
correspondence being published, wrote Webb a short note indicating that "everything
I've written to date is placed and no time to do a new piece."2 1 0 As to the Miller and
Lowenfels letters themselves, Miller had earlier written to Webb that "I have no objection
to your printing Walter's letters to me, but would like to see mine to him before going to
print -- primarily to avoid hurting anyone still alive who might object to being
mentioned."2 1 1 Miller indicated that he was unsure if Lowenfels' letters to him were still
extant, but that Webb should contact the special collections department at the University
of California at Los Angeles to enquire about their holdings of such letters prior to 1940.
As significant as are the Miller and Lowenfels letters to an appreciation of The
Outsider as a literary artifact, so too is an appreciation of the Webb and Lowenfels
correspondence to understanding the genesis of The Outsider itself. Lowenfels was
Webb's confidant, friend and, in some ways, literary conscience in the months leading up
to the appearance of The Outsider number one. Lowenfels was generous with his advice
and praise, at one point writing Webb that "Between us, you are probably the best editor
since Homer (like Twain said--it was really somebody else who wrote the stuff and
208
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Homer just used his name. )2 12 During this time, Webb and Lowenfels carried on a
spirited personal correspondence, much of which had to do with literary matters in
general and with the working out of details to ensure the Miller and Lowenfels
correspondence made its way into The Outsider's pages.
The day Webb received Miller's letter suggesting that he contact UCLA to
possibly secure the Lowenfels letters, Webb wrote to Lowenfels, transcribing Miller's
handwritten note into typescript for Lowenfels. Webb asked Lowenfels if he would check
with the university about the letters. Webb wrote Lowenfels that he hated to burden him
with the task, but he believed that UCLA would be more forthcoming if Lowenfels made
the request. He told Lowenfels that the thought "this letter stuff would be a good
splash."2 1 3
In the same letter, Webb talked about the progress he was making with issue one,
the poets he had accepted--Creeley, Bukowski, Crews, Hedley, Spicer, Ristau, Sherman,
Corso, McClure, Sward, Hitchcock, Jones, Turnbull, Abrams and Zahn--and those whom
he had rejected but still hope� would submit work to his liking.2 1 4 This latter group
included Ginsberg and Ferlinghetti, "so you see I'm not awed by names." The reference
to Webb's rejection of Ginsberg and Ferlinghetti seems likely to be in response to
Lowenfels' letter of August 6, in which Lowenfels cautioned Webb not to accept
Ferlinghetti's haiku and to not hesitate to ask Ginsberg for something else.
With Webb's apparent reliance upon Lowenfels' critical judgment, it is perhaps
not surprising that the editor would ask his friend to help consider other types of
manuscript as well. Webb sought Lowenfels' advice on a critical essay on Shakespeare
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by Louis Zukofsky. 2 1 5 Webb also discussed mutual acquaintance Kay Johnson, a New
Orleans poet and French Quarter resident who also published work under the pseudonym
"Kaja." Webb asked Lowenfels if he might critically appraise work which Johnson had
submitted to The Outsider because he felt he had lost his critical objectivity of her work:
Now, reason I asked you to tell me (in confidence) which poems...you
liked best is because I've known the gal for years, and so have lost any
really good perspective on her poems, for once you know her it's
impossible to disassociate her in person from her poetry -- and as difficult
to reconcile what you read of hers with her in person, so much so you
could doubt she's the writer at times. 2 1 6
Johnson's peculiarities, Webb offered, included a desire to live for a time in a monastery,
though for unexplained commercial reasons, rather than spiritual ones, and a search for a
bathroom she might rent to live in with her dogs and cats. Such eccentricities aside,
Johnson was, like Webb, a networker in the poetry world, and according to Webb, well
known among the avant-garde poets. Though she had not yet met him, Webb wrote,
Johnson was also romantically interested in Beat poet Gregory Corso. Webb described
Johnson in vivid terms:
Is reformed lesbian, but type you couldn't call immoral no matter what she
did; on Corso kick right now and would love to be made gin out of in his
bathtub; is very well-read on poets, and very perceptive, but goes off any
beam you're on in conversation with her in three minutes - way up there
Walter; skinny girl, dresses ultimate beatnik. Corso in letter from Berlin
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yesterday writes, "Do you know Kaja? he [sic] is from N.O., and he has
sent me some very interesting, good, fine poems--- So in her love she
hasn't even told him she's a she. 2 1 7
Webb seems to have taken on Johnson as a special project, in a similar way to other
projects he took on for his magazine--Bukowski, Miller and Patchen--though perhaps to a
lesser extreme. Sometime prior to late December, 1960, Webb contacted Ferlinghetti on
Johnson's behalf, sending him her poetry manuscript, Emerald City, from which
Ferlinghetti advised Webb he would publish a section in his magazine, Beatitude. 2 1 8
Webb was as committed to publishing Johnson himself as he was to exposing her work to
other editors. Her work, some of it dealing with her unrequited love for Corso, appeared
in every issue of The Outsider. Lowenfels, too, became enthusiastic about Johnson's
poetry over the coming weeks.
He also maintained a strong interest in helping to insure The Outsider's success.
To this end, Lowenfels wrote Webb in late August that he would help with the project to
secure _and publish his correspondence with Miller. 2 1 9 A day later, Lowenfels followed up
this rushed note with a longer and much more effusive letter. In addition to asking Webb
to submit fiction to Mainstream, for which Lowenfels served as contributing editor,
Lowenfels told Webb that, with the Miller and Lowenfels correspondence, Webb had "hit
�he jackpot." Lowenfels told his friend that he would contact UCLA to discover what
letters they held in special collections. Lowenfels, himself, still had carbon copies of
some of his own letters to Miller. Lowenfels believed that the letters section would prove
to be a financial windfall for Webb, in that "collectors, libraries, as well as Miller fans
will have to get the stuff." Lowenfels wrote that the correspondence itself should bring in
2 17
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enough interest in The Outsider to provide a solid financial base and suggested that Webb
consider publishing the letters in a book format, possibly in conjunction with another
small press publisher, Jonathan Williams. 220

Getting Started

Though The Outsider enjoyed a great deal of support and encouragement across a
broad range of critics, poets, prose writers, editors and other individuals who were
exposed to its pages, such positive response was neither guaranteed nor was it universal.
Not surprisingly, perhaps, some resistance came from the academy, typically not
regarded as a bastion of "outsider" sensibility. At least one representative of a university
English department took umbrage with Webb's brash claim, made in his prospectus for
issue one of his magazine, that The Outsider was "declaring war" on what Webb
considered to be poor writing. After a salutation of "Dear Outsider," the letter read:
We've declared war, too. On little magazines who feel that English
majors are cut off from their privates, and whose prose is compounded out
of running scatology, bad grammar, and the newest ideas of 1913 . 22 1
Above his signature, author Harvey Gross wrote, perhaps as a witticism, "Academically
and excrementally yours."222 While such a response to Webb's prospectus was
apparently far from common, the editor was unwilling to disregard Gross' comments and
move on. Instead, he sent another letter of his own.
Webb's reply was a chatty, more-or-less good-natured request that Gross rethink
his position and submit work to The Outsider, a publication which Webb insisted was not
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possessed of the negative characteristics to which Gross attributed it, and which, in fact,
was already the home of creative and scholarly work which he seemed to believe Gross
would admire. The letter demonstrates Webb's desire to include a broad spectrum of
ideas, opinions and aesthetic principles into the pages of The Outsider. Webb's response
to Gross is also instructive to anyone seeking to understand the nature of The Outsider as
a literary journal, in that it offers insight into his goals and objectives as a little magazine
editor:
You shouldn't take these things so seriously. Our war is concerned more
with shooting the shhtt [sic] than slinging ( flinging) it. Even Karl Shapiro
was loath to welcome us without a grin, and Howard Nemerov, of
Bennington, just submitte,d poems, same as a lot of others in the enemy
· camp (English Departments, et al) have. In the Colorado Quarterly,
Winter, 1 96 1 , Charles Glicksberg writes somewhat contemptuously of the
Beats & Associates in his "Sex in Contemporary Literature," and we have
Colin Wilson in Outsider No. I writing a piece in rebuttal, in which he
praises Glicksberg' s stand. We are not Beats here, though many who are
considered of the Beats are represented, like Allen Ginsberg, Lawrence
Ferlinghetti, Gregory Corso and Gary Snyder. We belong to no group
here, nor party, nor movement. Our pages are open to all with something
valid to say - and they're open to you. Since you do take our war
seriously, we invite you to knock "little magazines" to your articulate
heart's content. That's all we ask for, that you be articulate objectively. 223
Finally, Webb wrote that he was receiving more submissions originating from university
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English departments than "from the literary scatologists we've inadvertently led you to
presume we represent." He admitted his agreement with Gross that most little magazines
were not very good, "or are just too clique-ish to be of any interest to more than a handful
of clannish fanatics." Webb closed his letter with a plea for Gross to not "be sore" and to
consider sending an essay "knocking the �ell out of the "littles."
As no further correspondence between these men has been uncovered, there is no
way to know whether Webb's comments were well received by Gross. It is, however, a
matter of record that Gross was never published in The Outsider. More significant than
the friction between Webb and Gross, however, is the revealing nature of Webb's
comments about his magazine. There is a conspicuous lack of mention of an avant garde
sensibility or bias. Rather, Webb's claim that The Outsider's pages were open "to all
with something valid to say" resonates with a more generally liberal literary aesthetic
than it does with a purely avant garde aesthetic. Such claims for The Outsider would
soon be echoed by at least one contributor, poet Marvin Bell who would later achieve
great accolades from the "insider" poetry establishment. It is arguable that one reason
The Outsider was considered a successful and important little magazine is that it did,
indeed, incorporate a wide range of literary styles and critical stances.

John William Corrington

One academic who immediately grasped the potential of Webb's new magazine
was Dr. John William Corrington, of Louisiana State University's English Department.
From his earliest correspondence with Webb, Corrington demonstrated an understanding
of America's emerging, non-mainstream literary climate and the place of little magazines
within this climate. In an undated letter, written sometime prior to July 25, 1961,
Corrington wrote to Webb, responding to the editor's plans for issue one. Declaring that
Webb's prospectus was "fantastic," Corrington made it clear that he saw The Outsider as
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a potential boost to the Crescent City's literary community. "New Orleans is coming to
life again," wrote Corrington. "If you can keep it going we'll have another SanFrancisco
right here."224 The allusion to SanFrancisco was high praise, indeed, and reflected
Corrington's impression that Webb was perhaps on the cusp of creating a New Orleans
renaissance, perhaps similar to that which Beat Generation poets like Allen Ginsberg and
Michael McClure had helped to begin in California.
Corrington offered more than just praise. As a faculty member at LSU, he
requisitioned the university library to subscribe to The Outsider and also ordered a copy
of issue one for himself. Corrington told Webb that he awaited issue one "on the verge of
panic," and, by way of asking if work byFerlinghetti would be included, provided
evidence that he was aware of the new trends in poetry and was excited about the
emerging literary scene and its new writers.
Corrington's enthusiasm grew even greater after he actually saw the magazine.
After receiving his copy of issue one, Corrington wrote Webb a strong letter of praise and
encouragement, referencing, too, Jon's ever-insistent plea for help in acquiring a better
press:
I got it and it's too much to talk about: everything: contents,
layout. . .worth every minute of the time it took (though I hope to God you
can get the press . . . for which I will send ten as soon as I get paid by this
dump). If OUTSIDER does not sell out, we all may as well hang our
dream of a literate nation on the nearest American Legion flagpole and
entrain for Brussels.225
It would be easy enough to dismiss Corrington's praise as excessive, were it not for the
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fact that similar comments arrived from all quarters once The Outsider hit the stands.
Another similarity between Corrington's reaction and the reactions of some of Webb's
other more enthusiastic correspondents was the fact that he was willing to offer his
services to help with networking and distribution:
When you've disposed of all the copies already taken, let me know so I
can push a few. I have at least five friends who will absolutely want one,
and I have a very close friend at Wisconsin U. who can get a bookstore to
handle for you. Also a friend at Oklahoma, and possibly one at Kansas U.
who would scour the bookstores for an outlet. This would beat the
distributor out of his unearned pound of flesh, huh? 226
By this point, the relationship between Corrington and Webb seems to have been
cemented. Corrington indicated that he would be visiting Webb two weeks later and
would wait until that time to get Webb's approval to begin pushing his friends to help
distribute The Outsider. Corrington made it clear that he was sure the magazine would be
a success. He wrote, "Man, with a product like this, you can't miss."227
Corrington's enthusiastic support was important, in large part, because of his
academic credentials. While other academics would publish in The Outsider and offer
praise, none of them got behind Webb's project in nearly as energetic or practical ways.
As Loujon and The Outsider grew, Corrington continued to offer help and
encouragement, and he also continued to publish his poetry in The Outsider's pages.

The Village Voice

Before The Outsider could become a reality, Webb had to make his project known
to potential contributors. One way he chose to do this was via an ad in The Village
226
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Voice, a New York-based publication which had itself been in business only since 1955.
The Village Voice styled itself "the newspaper of the trendmakers," and Webb seems to
have had faith that this motto was well founded. In an August 4, 1960, response to
Webb's initial rate inquiry, Voice advertising manager and photography editor Fred W.
McDarrah, who had already garnered a measure of notoriety for his book of photographs,
The Beat Scene, quoted ad rates of "4.90 per column inch cash in advance."228 McDarrah
was clearly taken by Webb's inquiry, remarking, "Your post card is a gas--thanks," and
making a pitch for inclusion of his own photographic contribution to the magazine. "If
you use a photo for your cover or any photos inside I will be glad to supply--just about
anything you need particularly New York scene."229
The contact between Webb and McDarrah quickly intensified, as less than a week
later, Webb received another letter from the Voice, this one again commenting on
Webb's apparently visually striking correspondence and containing a mix of professional
concern that The Outsider's advertisement be as cost effective and useful as possible,
along with an even stronger pitch to be included in the project:
Jon Edgar Man, the next time you send one of those very hip post cards
will you kindly put it in an envelope so it doesn't get chewed all to hell.
Anyway, I have reservations about the ad you sent and herewith enclose a
different version which may be more sedate but baby it's your bread and
why waste it, unless of course you are planning a cooky magazine which it
doesn't sound.23 0
In addition to re-designing The Outsider ad, apparently to make it less cluttered,
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McDarrah also offered Webb the Voice's weekly contract rate, even though he suggested
the ad run only once per month. This amounted to a dollar-an-inch discount. 23 1 The final
third of this letter was devoted, again, to a pitch by McDarrah to have Webb consider
using his photographs in The Outsider. No such deal, apparently was made, as
McDarrah's photographs did not appear in any issue of The Outsider.
The Village Voice strategy seems to have worked well. About a month after the
second McDarrah letter, Webb received a letter from another Voice staff member, Jack
Fine, in response to a new advertisement Webb had submitted for publication. Fine's
response, in addition to information on ad rates and placement within the Voice, was
mostly a comment upon on the positive results the ad was generating. Fine also marveled
at the low price Webb was charging for his magazine. Reacting to the list of prominent
contributors Webb included in his new Voice ad, Fine wrote that he was surprised that
Webb was selling The Outsider for only one dollar per copy.232
While Webb's general ideas for the content of his magazine were in place by mid
July 1960, he was still unsure about the way in which it would be produced. He was
hoping to purchase "a good second-hand 12 x 18 press" and was debating whether or not
to set all of the type by hand. "If I can get printers' rates," he wrote, "may have all the
prose matter linotyped and set only the poems and heads myself." In such a scenario,
Webb assumed, this would mean an extra four or five hours of work for him each day, on
top of his own writing schedule, which at this time included the writing of poetry, which
he was trying unsuccessfully to publish in literary magazines.233
Webb's initial plans for The Outsider's format changed by early October. A letter
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from SanFrancisco poet and The Outsider advisory editor Jory Sherman noted Webb's
plans to change his magazine's format and observed that, from the looks of things, the
first issue was going to be hefty. "From the size of it," Sherman wrote, "this is going to
be the size of Botteghe Oscure or the N.Y. telephone directory."2 34
Though not the size of the New York telephone directory, the first issue of The
Outsider was substantial. Issue one, published by Loujon Press, 638 Rue Royale, New
Orleans, Louisiana, appeared in the fall of 1961. On the cover was a striking, close-up
· photograph of Louise Webb, chin on fist, staring into the camera. As in each of the
following numbers, Jon Edgar Webb was listed as editor and Louise Webb as associate
editor. Along with Lowenfels' mention as "Consultant," a number of "advisory editors"
were listed, including Marvin Bell, Margaret Randall, and Jory Sherman for the United
States; Edwin Morgan for Scotland; Melville Hardiment for England; and Sinclair Beiles
for "France, Etc." Most of these individuals also appeared in the magazine as
contributors. 2 35 Subscriptions were offered for five dollars for six issues within the
United States and six dollars elsewhere. Nationally prominent magazine distributor B.
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DeBoer, of I 02 Beverly Road, Bloomfield, New Jersey was given as distributor. 236

Distribution: B. DeBoer
Webb contacted B. DeBoer sometime prior to October 27, 1960 to request
information on DeBoer distributing The Outsider. He received a positive response.
DeBoer told Webb that his company distributed publications across the United States and
Canada, "and that includes Gilmore's, on Royal St., in your city." The options available
to Webb through DeBoer were flexible, with DeBoer assuring the editor that, even if an
agreement were reached between Loujon and DeBoer, Webb could still conduct city
wide distribution through some other means, if he liked, anywhere in the United States.
DeBoer urged Webb, however, not to make other arrangements for New York City
distribution, as that was the distributor's "front yard."23 7
Less than three weeks later, DeBoer wrote Webb again, this time thanking him
for returning a signed contract authorizing DeBoer to handle national distribution. Some
confusion seems to have existed on Webb's part, as DeBoer noted that, contrary to
Webb's belief, his company was capable of distributing the magazine in the Western
United States. The distributor cautioned Webb not to place an advertisement in The
Village Voice announcing the publication of issue one of The Outsider until two weeks
after Webb had shipped copies to DeBoer. His reasoning was that an ad run any earlier
could result in potential customers being left unable to find the magazine on newsstand
shelves "At least let there be copies in the store to buy when the ad prods them to it,"
wrote DeBoer. 238
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Whether through DeBoer' s efforts or Webb' s, The Outsider was assured of a
certain degree of success, in the form of library subscriptions, as issue one was published.
At least twenty-six university libraries subscribed to the magazine at a cost of five dollars
for a one-and-one-half year subscription. Purchase orders arrived from a diverse mix of
universities, ranging from Ivy League institutions to state universities and small, liberal
arts colleges. The list included Harvard University, Tulane, The University of Oregon,
Waynesburg (Pennsylvania) College, Lafayette College of Easton, Pennsylvania,
Muhlenberg College of Allentown, PA, the University of Buffalo, Duke University, the
University of Arkansas, Radcliff College of Cambridge, Massachusetts, Bennington
College, the University of Hawaii, Louisiana State University , the University of British
Columbia, Southern University (Baton Rouge), Purdue University, the Ohio State
University, Brown University. the University of Connecticut, the University of
Wisconsin, Wabash College, the University of Mississippi, the Carnegie Institute of
Technology (Pittsburgh), the University of Notre Dame, and the University of
Colorado. 239

William S. Burroughs and Others

The magazine was perfect bound and encased in lightweight, but beautifully
designed card covers. The issue ran a hefty I O I pages and was a solid mix of poetry,
fiction and non-fiction prose from both well known and emerging writers. On page two
of the magazine, Webb ran a detailed illustration of a bearded and disheveled man,
apparently a prisoner, welcoming a similarly bearded and ragged fellow "escaping" into
what seems to be the former's darkened cell. The caption to the illustration, set in large,
Collections, Northwestern University Library, Series XV, Box I A.
239
During the course of its existence, The Outsider apparently continued to attract the favorable attention of
university librarians. A 2002 search of the WorldCat database revealed a total of 1 2 1 libraries with full or
partial holdings for the magazine. Northwestern University's Deering Library has among its holdings
invoices which Webb sent to dozens of academic libraries
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bold type read: "Bravo, another escaping Outsider . . . enter, man, and be calmed!"
Clearly, The Outsider was meant to be a place of refuge for writers and readers
who were disaffected by mainstream literature. Mixed in with the poems and stories were
an excerpt from William S. Burroughs soon-to-be-published experimental novel, The
Soft Machine, now considered a classic of avant-garde literature. After apparently being
solicited by Webb for a contribution to The Outsider number one, Burroughs sent Webb a
packet, including a "statement of Out Position from recent press interview. Statement of
and illustrations of The Cut Up Method Of Brion Gysin." Burroughs wrote Webb that he
was soliciting other writers who used the cut up method to send material to Webb, and
suggested Webb might consider an issue made up of only cut up material in the future.240
A week later, Burroughs wrote Webb again, this time sending material from Gysin. 24 1
Webb apparently felt the connection with Burroughs was progressing to the point where
he might call upon Burroughs to help secure distribution for The Outsider in London.
Burroughs wrote Webb in September that he would attempt to help by issuing "a grape
vine."242 Burroughs seems to have been effective. His friend and sometime collaborator,
Sinclair Beiles, soon assumed the duties of European editor.
In November, Burroughs wrote Webb, querying him about the possibility of
Webb publishing a short pamphlet composed of work done in collaboration between
Burroughs and Gysin.243 While Webb's reply, if there was one, has not been uncovered,
the Loujon Press never published such a project.
Webb's ambition for his new magazine, and his knowledge of important and
emerging literary talent, can be seen in his list of correspondents circa 1960 and 196 1.
240
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Not all of the people Webb sought connections with, or literary contributions from, could
necessarily be called avant-garde, but it seems apparent that Webb 's interest was turned
toward obtaining work which met two criteria: it represented a fresh approach to
literature and he personally liked it. He seems to have made a conscious effort to apprise
himself of who was writing the type of literature that fit The Outsider' s needs. In
addition to his discussions with Lowenfels, Webb contacted Noble Savage editor Saul
Bellow, apparently requesting a copy of his magazine. Bellow replied while on a trip to
Tivoli, offering hope that the magazine had made its way to Webb and, if not, offering
his apologies. 244
Webb' s correspondence during this period reveals the substance and tone he
wished to achieve in the first issue of The Outsider. Tirrough associate editor Sinclair
Beiles, Webb sent word to American ex-patriot novelist and short story writer Paul
Bowles, asking for the contribution an essay on the use of kif, a hallucinogen smoked in
the Middle East and India. Webb's idea was for an examination of "kif smoking
abroad ... effects of it on intellectuals, bums, etc." Bowles, considered a spiritual precursor
to Beat Generation writers such as Kerouac, Burroughs and Ginsberg, wrote Webb that
he would not be able to write such a piece because, in the areas he frequented, "Morocco,
the Sahara, Tanganyika, Ceylon, and India," there were few if any bums or intellectuals
smoking kif. "It's just the ordinary citizen who smokes in my territories, not the
exception as in Europe or America."245 Bowles offered, instead, to contribute a type of
"kif dictionary," listing and explaining terms used in conjunction with the drug.246 It is
unclear whether Webb accepted this idea, but three months later, Bowles wrote Webb
thanking him for forwarding a piece Bowles had submitted, but which Webb could not
244
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use, to a different magazine which would be printing it. 247

Sinclair Beiles
Webb's associate editors showed an enthusiasm and care for The Outsider which
belied their unpaid status. 248 The magazine's Continental Europe advisory editor, a South
African expatriate and outspoken critic of Apartheid, Sinclair Beiles was brought on
board after Webb ac�epted a prose piece that Beiles had co-authored with his friend,
Gordon Scott. Writing from his room at the legendary "Beat Hotel," 9 Rue Git le Coeur,
Paris 6, Beiles contacted Webb proposing an advertisement swap with the French literary
magazine, Two Cities. Beiles assured Webb this ad swap would help get the word out
about The Outsider in conservative French circles and in India, where Two Cities was
also distributed. Two Cities editor Jean Franchette, Beiles assured Webb, would also be
helpful in distributing copies of the magazine in France. 249 Still, Beil es showed a
protective attitude about The Outsider. "I don't intend handing distribution here over to
him entirely. Shall do some myself and see how he goes first. Really want to make very
sure Outsider is not ditched in any way."250 Webb apparently had complained about his
health and other problems associated with printing the first issue of the magazine,
because Beiles chided him not to work so hard as to overstrain himself, finishing the
letter with the cryptic exclamation, "Jesus! Sounds like you suffer deliberate
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sabotage! "2 5 1
For all his enthusiasm, however, Beiles seems to have proven somewhat less
useful to Webb than he at first appeared, due to an apparent emotional instability. Four
months after drafting the letter referenced above, he wrote Webb a long letter explaining
that he had not been able to attend to his duties because he had gone "mad due to my
venture of street theatre in Paris. I was also mad in Germany for a week." Beiles plight
seems to have quickly become more dire. In a matter of weeks he wrote to Webb again,
this time hinting broadly that he wished to come to America and, at the very least, pay a
visit to Jon and Louise in New Orleans. 252 Even with this instability, though, Beiles
seems to have kept an unwavering loyalty to The Outsider and to a belief that the
magazine could be an agent of change in the literary world. "I have the feeling that the
'Outsider' marks the end ofliterature and I'm glad you are making a big volume of it and
taking your time to bring it out," Beiles wrote. Later, he added "But you're putting up a
great and real fight Jon and I admire your courage and the 'OUTSIDER' is post-bomb
literature (I hate the word literature). I hope the whole of OUTSIDER is sung by our
post-bomb primitives." Near the end of the letter, Beiles returned to business, asking
Webb if he should contact a business called the English Bookshop about distributing
copies of the magazine. 253
For all of his problems, Beiles managed to persevere and carve out a name for
himself among the poets of the Beat Generation, perhaps most famously for his
collaboration with William S. Burroughs, Brion Gysin, and Gregory Corso on Minutes to
Go, a book which was an early experiment in the cut-up technique which became
Burroughs' signature method. 254 In his native South Africa, Beiles remains a celebrated
251
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Melville Hardiment

Another of Webb's resources for issue one was British poet Melville Hardiment,
who served as advisory editor for England. Hardiment was well connected in literary and
media circles, being an associate of fellow advisory editor Beiles, as well as Burroughs,
Corso, Ginsberg, Gysin, Irwin Shaw, James Jones, Samuel Beckett translator Patrick
Bowles and a number of other less well-known figures of the late 1 950s and early 1 960s.
Hardiment had published a volume of poetry in the middle-1 930s and had later served in
the Second World War. He also published poetry exploring his experiences as a
soldier. 2 56 In a biographical note Hardiment sent Webb to use in The Outsider, he
described himself, using idiosyncratic non-capitalization, as:
retired bum after years as well known failure in tientsin, sinagpore,
calcutta, bombay, marseilles, paris, munchen, london. vol of poems
published 1 937 safely out of print and vanished thank god worked for
unesco courier french and english radios. friend of wyndham lewis.
working on war book and keeping alive. underground name in india
during struggle for independence, "nirghala" presented to him in dehra
dun gaol. keeps free house to bonafide refugees from the american way of
life.2s1
Hardiment, indeed, seems to have had a strong interest in American expatriates, as, in an
earlier letter he informed Webb of a BBC Radio production he was putting together on
255
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that topic. The production, on American expatriate writers, was to be recorded in Paris
and aired on the BBC's Third Programme. 258 Though it remains unclear whether or not
he was able to do so, Hardiment wrote Webb that he would like to include an on-air
review of issue one of The Outsider as part of the show, providing Webb could supply a
copy of the issue prior to the show's deadline.
Hardiment, like Beiles, seems to have become an advisory editor for The Outsider
at the behest of his friend, Burroughs, whom Webb had earlier approached about
performing such duties. Hardiment wrote Webb that Burroughs had contacted him,
suggesting that Hardiment should "rep you in London. (Burroughs) is too busy and is
writing you to that effect." As did his fellow advisory editors, Hardiment wrote Webb
that he would try to help with identifying potential contributors to the magazine and with
"distribution and subs, and advertising." Hardiment noted that he "had some ideas on
subs and distribution" and encouraged Webb to send him written authorization to act on
his behalf.259
Hardiment seems to have taken his charge to help identify potential literary
contributions to The Outsider seriously. In the same letter quoted above, he indicated
that he had already contacted Burroughs regarding a piece Burroughs had read on Third
Programme. Hardiment believed Burroughs ''will let you have it and I expect to post it
off to you next week."2 60 Hardiment also recommended work by Piero Heliczer, a poet
who had , in tum, been recommended to him by Corso. Heliczer was a poet, musician and
filmmaker whom Webb did not publish in The Outsider, but who later achieved some
258
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notoriety for his poetry and for his short film Venus in Furs26 1 ( 1965) a brief examination
of the Velvet Underground, a seminal avant garde rock band of the 1960s.262 Hardiment
also recommended Webb consider work by expatriate American writer Clancy Sigal, who
had already published a novel, Weekend in Dinlock, and later published several other
novels, including one whose theme was "the myth of the road." As was the case with
Heliczer, Webb did not publish work by Sigal in The Outsider.

Marvin Bell

An Outsider advisory editor who went on to achieve great success in the
mainstream poetry world was Midwest representative Marvin Bell. 263 When he began his
association with The Outsider, Bell was a promising young Chicago poet who had "work
accepted/published by some three dozen little magazines, including Arbor, Descant, the
Coercion Review, Odyssey. Quicksilver, Nomad, and Prosidia, and (had) done literary
and photographic reviews for Trace and Contemporary Photographer."264 Bell, at this
time, was also awaiting official word from the University of Iowa regarding the award of
a fellowship to attend the university's prestigious Writers' Workshop. As was the case
with Beil es, Bell became an advisory editor after Webb had accepted several poems
which he had sent for the editor's consideration. The trigger for Bell's involvement
seems to have come at the end of a cover letter he sent with his first batch of poems to
261
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Webb: "I'll be looking forward to The Outsider, and, of course, let me know if I can aid
in some small way. "265
When Bell received a copy of Webb's prospectus listing contributors for the first
issue, he became an enthusiastic, effusive admirer of the yet-to-be-published magazine.
In a letter dated only "Sat.," Bell wrote, "Dear Jon":
Do you realize it? Do you know you're putting out the most significant
and worthwhile collection of contemporary poetry yet? Do you know
your publication is going to give heart to a lot of fine poets, cringing in
obscurity with fears of the groups who threaten to control presses for
contemporary stuff? 266
Bell's praise was based, at least in part, on the catholic nature of Webb's selection
policies. Significantly, Bell argued in this letter that The Outsider's value lay in Webb's
success in presenting a collection of poets more diverse and relevant than those gathered
in Donald Allen's landmark New American Poetry.267 a volume which is generally
considered to have been one of the prime motivations for the beginning of the so-called
"mimeograph revolution." Bell likewise compared The Outsider to issue four of the
controversial but well-known little magazine Big Table which, like Allen's collection,
sought to give respectability to emerging Beat Generation and Black Mountain poets. The
significance of Bell's observation is greater when one realizes that, while many of the
poets which appeared in the first issue of The Outsider also appeared in New American
Poetry, Webb also managed to gather together a number of poets which not only did not
fit in with the Beat and Black Mountain sensibilities of Allen's collection, but, as with
Langston Hughes, G. C. Oden and Robert Sward, represented other traditions entirely.
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Bell went on to explain what he saw as The Outsider's significance:
Now, The Outsider, with a concern not for one or two schools or who
knows who, but for individual voices. With a concern for broad coverage,
irregardless of name-fame, with an appropriate disregard for irrelevancies.
And with a promotional effort that just might help crack thru the
conservative editorial facades of current presses. 268
Bell was clearly willing to back up his praise with action. Already on the staff of the
little magazine, Choice, his letter made clear that he had arranged for an exchange of
advertisements between Choice and The Outsider. 269 It seems likely that the letter quoted
above was probably only the second or third from Bell to Webb, as Webb had not yet,
apparently, asked Bell to serve as an advisory editor, as evidenced by Bell again offering
to do what he could to help with The Outsider. To this end, he sent more of his own
poetry for consideration, recommended the work of a poet he admired, and enclosed two
dollars to cover the cost of two additional copies of The Outsider to be added when Webb
sent him his contributor's copy of issue one.
In yet another undated letter, though almost certainly written in August or
September 1 960, Bell already seemed to be helping, in some measure, with The
Outsider's business. Here, Bell indicated that he had sent Webb copy for the ad
exchange between Choice and The Outsider and that he had received permission to write
a column for Choice which would center, at least in part, on The Outsider. Finally, Bell
offered, with no apparent expectation of payment or other consideration on Webb's
part, to serve as a proof reader for The Outsider.2 70
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By June 1961 , Bell was officially serving as the magazine's advisory editor for
the Midwestern United States. A letter from Bell to Webb on The Outsider letterhead
demonstrates that Webb had sent Bell proof sheets for The Outsider number one. These
proofs included not just Bell's own work, but also, at least, Russell Edson's prose piece,
"A Fable," which Bell said he got "a kick out of.'� Bell's letter shows that he was taking
his role as advisory editor seriously. In it, he discussed the ways in which he planned to
arrange distribution in Iowa City, primarily through sales to friends, before trying to
place copies in retail outlets. This strategy, he explained, would allow for Webb to keep
the full profit from sales, rather than splitting the money with a store for shelf sales.27 1
Bell was still enthusiastic about The Outsider, assuring Webb that "It's going to
be a terrific magazine, Jon." Bell told Webb that he hoped to mention The Outsider in
Choice number two, but, "If not, there will be other issues of both, and plenty of places to
say the name loudly." Bell repeated his earlier praise of the magazine, noting specifically
its place as a venue for diverse voices. He indicated that, if other editors shared Webb's
poetic sensibilities, he would submit his work more broadly:
But it's so terribly hard to find an Outsider, that I generally pile the poems
in the corner--why should I pay 8 (cents) to own a rejection slip from
some academic hole? Or, on the other hand, a nasty note from some
phony clique. Tell me, J on--would they believe that you responded, first
of all, to a sonnet by me? Why are so many editors incapable of seeing
both sides of each fence? Corso writes good poetry; Sward does too; JB
May, Creeley, Crews, Ferlinghetti also; etc.--but yours is the only
magazine to recognize this fact.
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role in literary publishing. While there was an obvious appreciation and acceptance of
the avant-garde at work in Webb's editorial decisions, it is clear that he was guided by a
personal sense of quality in his selection process, not just an avant-garde sensibility.
Bell's commitment to The Outsider was further demonstrated in another letter,
this one dated only "Thurs." but probably written about the same time as was the above
letter, as it appears on The Outsider letterhead. Bell here sought Webb's approval to
enter into discussions with an Iowa City periodical distributor by the name of "Paper ·
Place," which had successfully marketed 200 copies of the most recent issue of
December magazine. Bell, who was already engaged in discussions with Paper Place to
distribute other little magazines with which he was associated, assured Webb that an
equitable deal between Paper Place and The Outsider could probably be arranged. "Am
certain they will distribute for less than the usual 50%, and there are no service fees, and
postage is free. They also hit libraries, etc."2 73

Jory Sherman

Jory Sherman, advisory editor for the Western United States, was the initial
contact between Webb and Bukowski. The 28-year-old Sherman was the poetry editor
for an alternative newspaper, The SanFrancisco Star, for which he once conducted an
exclusive interview with Nobel Laureate Linus Pauling.274 He was also a poet and a
literary translator, having done translations of Spanish poetFederico Garcia Lorca, which
were published in the little magazine, Quixote.2 75 Sherman was well published in the
little magazines of the day and an established figure in the SanFrancisco poetry and art
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community.2 76 He was a member of the North Beach Artists Association and associated
with well-known Beat Generation poets such as Ferlinghetti and Bob Kaufman. Sherman
regularly read his poetry to audiences in such San Francisco venues as The Coffee
Gallery, The Cellar, Millard's Books and Art Gallery, and other locations in the city, as
well as at Hollywood's Unicorn. Sherman's organizational skills were evidenced by his
having "thrown three benefits here and handled the poetry reading at annual GRANT
AVE. STREET FAIR with 40,000 people coming to stare."2 77
Initial contact between Webb and Sherman occurred sometime previous to the
early days of August 1960, when Sherman, answering a letter from Webb, thanked him
for providing information on how the first issue of The Outsider was progressing. This
letter is significant primarily for the information it reveals about Webb's dealings with
Bukowski. In addition to Sherman responding that he is pleased that Bukowski had
submitted material and Webb had accepted it, this letter showed that Webb was already,
even before the first issue of The Outsider was complete, considering publishing a
collection of Bukowski's work:
Chapbook for Buk sounds good. Hearse been sitting on one of his for long
time, and he's getting pretty shook waiting for Griffith to get on the ball.
They're all late this summer, though ... editors slow in reporting, gone on
vacation. . out cold, or something. It is slow slow slow. 278
Though describing what would eventually be published as It Catches My Heart in Its
Hands as a "chapbook" is hardly accurate, there is no apparent reason to assume that
Sherman is using this term for any reason other than Webb used it in a previous letter.
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Whether or not this is the case--and such a letter has not been uncovered--it seems likely
that Webb was already thinking of ways to enhance Bukowski's career and, in so doing,
his own. Further evidence for Webb's ambitions for Bukowski is found in the fact that he
published ''A Charles Bukowski Album" of eleven poems in The Outsider one.
Sherman was also already working to help Webb locate other poets for the
magazine. He suggested that Webb contact New York poet Carl Larsen and San
Franciscan Philip Whalen along with poets Lori Petri, Lenore Kandel and Ron
Lowensohn. 279 By August 20, he was also suggesting that Webb contact poets Cid
Corman and Robert Duncan and suggesting that he had sent, or soon would send, Webb's
address to poets David Wang and Diane Wakoski.
Sherman later wrote Webb that Ferlinghetti told him the haiku that Webb had
rejected for The Outsider on the advice of Walter Lowenfels "was written in a shithouse
in Big Sur."280 Like Lowenfels, Sherman believed the poem was not right for The
Outsider. Sherman wrote that he had suggested that Ferlinghetti send Webb a "good
substantial poem." Perhaps due to Sherman's urging, Ferlinghetti did indeed send a
much longer poem with the irreverent title of "Underwear." Webb's reluctance to accept
second-rate work from Ferlinghetti paid quick dividends. Before work on the issue was
complete, Webb received word from New Directions publisher James Laughlin that
"Underwear" was to be included in Ferlinghetti's next collection, Starting from San
Francisco. 28 1 Webb responded quickly, sending Laughlin proof sheets of Ferlinghetti's
poem and a copy of what Laughlin described as a "fascinating little circular you have
gotten out about your progress on getting out the magazine."282 Already, poems directly
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associated with The Outsider were becoming anthologized. The change seems to have
pleased Ferlinghetti, too. With a poem which he clearly valued included in issue one,
Ferlinghetti wrote Webb an enthusiastic note: "Congratulations on No. 1 . It looks good!
Please send City Lights Bookstore I 00 copies (at 40% discount?) Thanx ! LF."
Perhaps significantly, Sherman mentioned to Webb in his August 20 letter that he
was planning to host a benefit, either at The Coffee Gallery or The Cellar, for ailing poet
and novelist Kenneth Patchen, a cause Webb himself would champion, beginning with
the second issue of The Outsider, and maintain through the life of the magazine.283 While
such evidence is far from conclusive, it is possible that Webb's interest in aiding
Patchen's cause had its beginnings here.
Sherman, like Webb, seems to have had a penchant for creating or participating in
networks within the poetry community. In addition to associating with poets, Sherman
kept up contacts with other little magazine editors, including James Boyer May, of Trace,
Carol Bird, of the International Review and Anthony Linick of Nomad. Sherman seems
to have been less than taken with Linick, however, describing him as a "quiet, young
history professor 23 years old, and think we scared hell out of him talking about greater
things than rich Don Factor and rich Dick Langendorf with their makeup and bread lives
fat."284 Sherman's letters to Webb included gossip about other poets and requests for
information. "Think Ginsberg pulling out of Chile," he wrote to Webb, just after asking
for Corso's address so that he might "drop line" to him.285 Sherman's networking among
poets publishing in the small press was perhaps of benefit to Webb, as many of the names
Sherman mentioned in his letters eventually published their work in The Outsider.
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Sherman's role with The Outsider was not limited to suggesting poets for Webb's
consideration, however. He was also concerned with the nuts and bolts of getting the
magazine into the hands of readers. Sherman told Webb that he would help distribute
The Outsider in San Francisco, getting the magazine into bookstores and "other outlets."
Sherman also commented on a relationship Webb was developing with Trace editor
James Boyer May:
Sounds-like you have a crackerjack of a mag starting out...and that's
always good to see.. there's a lot of good ones, and more bad ones.. but you
seem to have the right idea.. and May knows how to get one off, so glad
he's helping you. 286
In addition to the aid detailed above, Sherman also asked for Webb to send copies of his
prospectus for issue one, which he promised to circulate, both in San Francisco and
through the mail.
A letter from Jon Webb, Jr., to his father, along with offering to help with The
Outsider in any way that he could, details his first meeting with Sherman and Sherman's
wife, and offers a glimpse of Sherman's personal life. The trio had stopped for drinks at
a bar after a trip to Ferlinghetti's City Lights bookstore. The younger Webb liked
Sherman, who drank screwdrivers and wore ''worn out tennis shoes." He described
Sherman as a man who served as rent collector in his apartment building and had an
attractive young wife with "black long hair, dark eyes, sweet disposition" who was
expecting a baby in the coming weeks. Jon, Jr. enjoyed Sherman and his wife's
company and found Sherman to be energetic and open. Jon, Jr. wrote that during their
meeting, Sherman talked a great deal about Jon, Sr. and The Outsider, and that Sherman
was convinced th� elder Webb was "a genius." In an apparent nod to Sherman's help
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with The Outsider, Jon, Jr., himself low on funds, considered giving Sherman money: "I
would have slipped him a few bucks ...but felt there would have been some
embarrassment if l had so didn't."2 87
Some time later, Jon, Jr. and Sherman were scheduled to meet again, this time for
dinner at Sherman's 6 1 6 Broadway apartment in San Francisco. Jon, Jr. was late and
Sherman spent the time waiting for his arrival by writing a letter to Jon, Sr. In addition to
mentioning that he was waiting for Jon, Jr.--who apparently had made a detour to visit his
sister in San Carlos, CA--to arrive, Sherman offered his opinion of the current poetry
scene and gave candid assessments of some of the poets. For the most part, these
assessments were not flattering. Echoing even more forcefully Bell's negative
assessment, Sherman singled Donald Allen's New American Poetry anthology for
disdain, calling it "a daisy chain affair with every snotnosed poet running to him with
hardon, and ms. clutched in crotch."288 Among the poets Sherman discussed were Ron
Lowensohn, with whom he seemed to be engaged in an ongoing feud, and Leslie Woolf
Hedley, who would appear in The Outsider one and was a "great guy, and very hated
here" in San Francisco. 289 Sherman also wrote of with poets Robert Duncan (" ... swelled
head, but I like him and consider him one of the best poets around ...."); Jack Spicer ("... a
cynic, but likeable because he doesn't give a damn . .yet I can't accept him as anything
major. .. he has been sweet to me, since I had some publicity. .but that again, is all that
counts with these creeps.")290
Sherman' s friction with fellow writers was not confined to poets. He also felt
himself to be the victim of unprovoked attacks from San Francisco newspaper columnist
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Herb Caen, who, he claimed, referred to Sherman sarcastically in print as a "Half-Beat
Poet." In Sherman's view, Caen and other unnamed columnists used their newspaper
forums to ridicule him:
These columnists having ball with me, and I am tired of it. Their readers
like it, but I can't see the sense in it. A poet is fairgame [sic] in S. F.
tho... all the notorious ones quiet now, and they have turned their sights on
me. 29 1
While such an attack, real or perceived, is not especially significant in itself, the mention
of him in various newspaper columns speaks to the fact that Sherman was a well-known
figure in San Francisco's artistic subculture, and thus a good contact for The Outsider.
Not all of his publicity was negative, though. Sherman also noted that columnist Dick
Nolan, of the San Francisco Examiner "has been okay with me" and had written nothing
about any San Francisco poet other than Sherman. 292

Networking

The use of networking in the service of little magazine publication is, certainly,
not unique to Jon Edgar Webb and The Outsider. While the contacts Webb made with
and through his advisory editors constitute a good example of this practice, another time
honored custom in little magazine publishing is the building of synergistic networks
through the trading of advertising space and, in some cases, mailing lists.
The Outsider number one included advertisements for a number of its peer
journals, many of which were themselves clearly ambitious, of high status, or now
considered to be of historical importance. Among the magazines with which The
Outsider traded ad space were New Departures, billed as an "international review of
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literature & the lively arts"; statements 4, "a collection of individual voices with looks as
well as brains"; Chicago Choice 1, a little magazine published by "The Poetry Seminar of
Chicago" and with which advisory editor Marvin Bell had been associated; Between
Worlds, "An international magazine of creativity" with enthusiastic endorsements from
William Carlos Williams, Lawrence Durrell and Library Journal; Kulcher 3, whose
author list included a number of Beat Generation luminaries, most of whom also
appeared in Outsider one; Nomad, featuring "The New American Poetry 1 961 thru
Infinity''; Agenda, a magazine from New College, Oxford, England, sporting a cover
illustration by Jean Cocteau; Outburst, another English magazine whose contributor list
carried many of the same names as did The Outsider; Yugen 7, edited and published by
Beat Generation poet LeRoi Jones; Two Cities, "The Bilingual Review from Paris"; Big
Table, a magazine of "Fiction Poems Essays Art"; Epos, "a quarterly of poetry;" which,
like The Outsider, was hand set and printed on an antique press;293 and Satis, "a little
magazine."
Many of the ads Webb received seem to have been a direct result of his sending
copies of his prospectus to other little magazine editors, who sent him advertising copy
along with the suggestions that their two publications exchange ads, and in some cases,
publications as well.294 Advertisements for these journals were not, as a rule, sent already
designed and ready to be printed. Indeed, the technological limitations of Webb's and
most of his colleagues' printing processes precluded "camera ready" copy to be of much
use. The general practice seems to have been similar to that described by Epos editor
Eveyln Thom: "Of course, the arrangement of typography for our ad is for you to decide,
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as we will arrange yours."295
As further evidence of the close working relationship which sometimes existed
between members of the small press, along with the advertising copy for Kulcher, Webb
received thanks for forwarding material he had received from expatriate novelist Paul
Bowles along with assurances that Bowles would write new material specially for The
Outsider.296 In what could be construed as an even greater show of solidarity, Gael
Turnbull, a contributor to The Outsider one and the editor of Migrant, indicated that he
had included, with his advertising copy, a copy of his magazine's mailing list: "The
mailing list enclosed" wrote Turnbull. "I've checked through our card index to bring all
the addresses up to date - I hope it's of some usefulness to you! "297

Into the Future

With the first issue of The Outsider published and distributed, and with his
network of acquaintances and smaJl press writers, editors and publishers in place, Webb
had launched the Loujon Press. The stage was set for Loujon's continued success with
The Outsider number two.
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You have chosen to be with the angels.
-- Walter Lowenfels to Jon Edgar Webb, August 16,
1961298

Chapter Six: The Outsider Issue Two
When the Webbs began work on Outsider two, it was the same hard driven
determination with which they had done issue one, working seven days a week, sixteen
hours a day. The strategy to sell enough $12.90 lifetime subscriptions after issue one hit
the streets to keep The Outsider alive had not been particularly successful, though the
magazine was getting significant response from respected quarters. Among the handful of
individual lifetime subscribers listed in the second issue was the highly regarded poet and
Harlem Renaissance icon Langston Hughes. Webb had greater success with selling
lifetime subscriptions to university libraries and made a point to mention, in his "Editor's
Bit" column the names of several of the more famous of these libraries -- Harvard, Yale,
Duke, Notre Dame, Swarthmore, Chicago, Cornell, Colgate, Brown, Princeton, Oxford -
"and some who said not to mention it."299
The cover illustration for this issue again featured a photograph of Louise Webb.
This time, Louise was in profile, her gaze directed upward at The Outsider logo snaking
around her head, and beyond to a photograph of a clarinet playing jazz man,
representative of an article on New Orleans jazz, "Oldest of the Living Old," which
anchored the issue. Webb's pride in the appearance of The Outsider two was clear from
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the care he took in its construction. In a special note ''to editors," he described the effort
put forth in the printing of the magazine's cover. His description of the process was both
informative and brash:
The outside cover was made with 110-screen plates, took 12 hours to do
on a fast Miehle vertical. I went to Bill Grammer who operates one & told
him the special effect I wanted on my Impact coated cover paper, and Bill,
with incredible patience, stopped & started the press 3,200 times, double
rolling for each impression, and between each wet, very wet, piece coming
off I tossed in 2 sheets of telephone-book paper (slipsheeting). Try to find
the screen. 3 00

The Editor's Bit
As he had done in issue one, Webb spoke directly to his peers, contributors, and
broader readership through his column, "The Editor's Bit." For this second installment,
he adopted a more direct approach than the one he had used in The Outsider one. Rather
than couching his observations in semi-autobiographical fiction, Webb now addressed his
readers in a voice that was unmistakably intended to be read as his own. The concerns he
raised were the economics and mechanics of producing his magazine. The end result was
a clearly articulated response to the demands and pressures inherent in little magazine
publishing. In bringing these issues to bear for his readership, Webb broadened his role
as editor-publisher-pri,nter to include, in a much more overt way than he had done
heretofore, the aspect of public relations manager. It could be argued that, with this
installment of his column, Webb found his voice as a total literary magazine producer.
In the roughly page and a half that he devoted to "The Editor's Bit," Webb set the
precedent for this direct-to-the-reader communication which would continue throughout
300
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the life of the magazine. Webb adopted a matter-of-fact, conversational tone for his
column. He wrote of Loujon's recent acquisition of a new, motorized press, which made
production easier, but still not fast enough for his liking. He also wrote of Loujon's need
for new type to replace the worn type he currently used. Going beyond the level of
magazine production, Webb also wrote that The Outsider needed good prose
submissions.
The economics of publishing were never far from Webb' s mind and he reported
that enough single issues of The Outsider one had been sold on newsstands in the United
States and abroad, and enough five dollar yearly subscriptions arrived, to keep the
magazine going. This combined income enabled Webb to sell Loujon's old hand press
and purchase a motorized, second-hand press from Tulane University. Webb purchased
"the 8 x 1 2 Chandler & Price new series press with a 3-phase motor and a rheostat to
adjust speed--for less than $500." The cost of installation and delivery of the press to the
Webbs' home and workshop at 61 8 Rue Ursulines was another three hundred dollars,
effectively depleting what money the couple had in reserve. The money Louise made
selling her paintings went to promoting the second issue and, presumably, to paying rent
and utilities and buying food. 30 1
Money from sale of the handpress upon which issue one had been printed was
used to purchase eight cartons of 6 x 9 paper, a good amount, though not enough to print
the 3, 1 00 copies of the 1 1 3 page second issue. The Webbs repeatedly ran out of
operating capital, but when new subscriptions arrived, "we'd go over to the paper
companies to scavange [sic] thru the 1 0c-a-lb. scrap heaps until we found the paper we
needed, or its next best facsimile."302 Ink was also a problem, though there was more
than enough on hand to get the second issue started. The Tulane purchase had included
301
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enough ink to complete eighty pages of the complete press run. 303
The greatest difficulty the Webbs faced was in the repeated need to reset pages
which had already been set by hand, a result of much of their type being too worn to
properly ink the pages. They were forced to engage in the labor and time-intensive
practice of finding replacement letters in the case, resetting the type and making new
proof sheets, repeating the process until each piece of type was adequate to the task of
printing a crisp, smudge-free page.
Even with their new press, it was still possible only to print one page of the
magazine at a time, a circumstance which assured that the biggest challenge facing
Loujon still loomed: The problem of time consumption. The time problem really
translated into a volume problem. A slow printing process meant that fewer copies of
The Outsider could be printed, and Webb had much greater ambition for the magazine.
He aspired to increase The Outsider's press run to five-thousand copies by issue four,
ten-thousand by issue five or six. The press Loujon had recently purchased thus had only
lessened production problems, not solved them. Only a new, larger press could make the
dream of dramatically increased circulation a reality.
Along with increased circulation, Webb continued to be concerned with the
quality and variety of work appearing in the magazine. Webb told his readers that The
Outsider had been following a deliberate strategy in content selection for the magazine's
first two issues. Issue one, he wrote, was designed to include a broad sampling of current
literary trends, being "a provocatively divergent assemblage of fifty-some 'voices'
representing interrelated schools of creative action today, chiefly in poetry." For the
current issue, Webb suggested that roughly the same selection process held, though with
fewer contributors there was "less of a hodgepodge," and "rather more from less than a
little from a lot." The names of forty-four contributors graced the table of contents, not
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including the "Jazz Documentary" which was made up of photographs of legendary jazz
musicians and snippets from articles on j azz from various music magazines. The number
of contributors was slightly misleading, however, as Kay Johnson published work under
her own name and pseudonym "Kaja."
Though the contributors ' list was somewhat smaller than that of issue one, it
contained an impressive grouping of poets. Among the names that remain well
remembered at the beginning of the twenty-first century--though many were not
especially famous in the summer of 1 962--are Burroughs, Corso, Nemerov, Bell, Genet,
Kerouac, Miller, Patchen and Bukowski. In a practice not uncommon among little
magazine editors, work by Jon and Louise Webb also appeared in this issue. Louise's
work, a brief section from her still-unpublished novel, Black Olives, appeared under her
maiden name, Louise Madaio. It was, as Webb suggested, an altogether divergent group
of writers and by no means demonstrated allegiance to any poetic school. Burroughs,
Corso and Kerouac were members in good standing of the Beat movement, to be sure,
though their writing styles and concerns were in many ways dissimilar. Nemerov was a
formalist who would go on to become the United States Poet Laureate and win both the
National Book Award and th� Pulitzer Prize. Genet was a celebrated French intellectual,
a nihilist and an existentialist. Patchen was a metaphysical poet and novelist and a long
time peace activist. Divergent approaches could also be found among the rest of the
contributors to The Outsider number two. Jon Webb mixed a stew of poetic voices,
holding true to the goals outlined in his prospectus.

Corrington

Corrington was also on hand for issue two, continuing his strong support of Webb

...

and his magazine. Corringtott�s poem, "surreal for lorca," was an anti-war statement set
'
amid the horrors of the Spanish Civil War. Not only did the poem demonstrate
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Corrington's own power as a poet, but also, perhaps, a sharp eye for good lines in the
poetry of his contemporaries. Near the end of the poem, Corrington speaks of "god I no
taller than a scream," an apparent echo of a line from Bukowski, who had earlier
employed a similar comparison of "god, no taller than a landlady," in his poem, "The
Sunday Artist. "304 Webb later reported to Corrington that "surreal for lorca" was
admired beyond the confines of The Outsider, as he had been contacted by the journal,
Motive, with a reprint request. 305
Corrington made no secret of his admiration of either Webb or Bukowski and
kept up a regular correspondence with each of them. In his letters to Webb, he frequently
mentioned correspondence with Bukowski, and Bukowski frequently mentioned
Corrin�on in his own letters to Webb. 306 In June 1 962, for example, as Webb labored to
print Bukowski ' s book, It Catches My Heart in Its Hands, Bukowski wrote Corrington a
letter comparing notes about their publishing fortunes. Bukowski offered some
consolation to Corrington that a potential publisher, The San Francisco Review, was
changing hands and thus endangering a book deal for Corrington. 307
As Corrington's high regard for Webb and Bukowski appears to have been
genuine, so to do Bukowski and Webb's regard for Corrington. Webb consistently
published Corrington and allowed him to play a strong role in Loujon history. Bukowski
was neither shy nor excessive in praising the Louisiana poet in his letters to Webb,
arguably a sign of his sincerity. In October 1 962, Bukowski wrote Webb a letter in
which he praised Corrington for his potential as a poet, though comparing Corrington' s
poems unfavorably to his letters. "When the letters catch up to the poems (and I think
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they will}--1 mean when the letters become the poems-they can't catch them, being
past them, Corrington will be a poet to listen to." Indeed, Bukowski was so taken with
the style displayed in Corrington's letters as to tell Webb, "They make the Miller letters
look like burnt apple pie."308
Corrington had played a helpful role in distributing Outsider one. Not only had he
actually sold copies and convinced local bookstores to put them on their shelves, but
Corrington worked to get copies of the magazine into the hands of students and faculty at
Louisiana State University, the University of Wisconsin and the University of Oklahoma,
academic markets which might otherwise have eluded Webb. 309 By this time, also,
Corrington was making a point of visiting New Orleans and acquainting himself with the
Webbs, their friends and their working environment. On one trip, he met Louise Webb
and Kay Johnson, and was given a tour of Johnson's apartment, which she would soon
vacate in favor of Paris, and turn over to the Webbs :
Your future apartment is a gas. We dropped by there, and saw Kaja (who
is gassy herself) and tromped on the floor to see if it'd hold the press.
That courtyard will make for fine coffee and genteel talk. 3 1 0
Corrington, likewise, was becoming acquainted with Webb's more far- flung associates,
beginning correspondence with The Outsider one associate editors Sherman and Bell.
While Corrington indicated a positive regard for both Sherman and Bell, his letter seems
to indicate a stronger admiration for Bukowski. Referring to advice Sherman had given
him to "loosen up" in his poetry, after the style of Bukowski, Corrington wrote Webb that
"I dig the neo-romantics, as you know: but I'm not one, and trotting my psyche out as a
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literary artifact in the Bukowski fashion would not only show how good Charlie is at it,
but how stupid I would be to try it."
At this time, Corrington was working with a publisher in getting a collection of
his poems into print. At the end of his letter, Corrington asked Webb's advice on a
technical matter, specifically whether or not he should seek blurbs from poets and editors
to grace the c·over. In a demonstration of how Corrington was coming to consider his
relationship with Webb, he followed the question with the phrase, "Consider it,
mentor."3 1 1
Corrington's emotional and professional investment in The Outsider seems to
have become ever more pronounced, as by late September 1961, he wrote to Webb
saying that "I got a few more angles working for us."3 1 2 His deepening involvement,
though, was surely a positive development for the magazine, as Corrington seems to have
been a man of action, and one who had Webb's best interests at heart. Not only did
Corrington report to Webb that he had sent a copy of The Outsider one to a publisher in
Washington, in hopes that a small distribution outlet might be found there, but he was
also on the lookout for sales and distribution opportunities both close to home and far
afield. Corrington noted that the Shortress Bookshop, a local bookstore, had sold all of
its copies and indicated he would ask if they needed more; he also indicated that he was
attempting to interest a Houston bookstore, Brown Bookshop, in carrying The Outsider.
Corrington was enthusiastic in his quest to help move copies of the magazine: "You don't
sell mags by playing fadeout. We gonna sell 'em all, and sell 'em to people who'll read
' em."313
If Corrington was a booster for The Outsider, he was no less a booster for
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Bukowski. Perhaps as a result of his own machinations, Corrington reported that
Bukowski admiration was developing among LSU students:
0 Lord, a bunch of grad students got hold of OUT # 1, and . . . Bukowski is
getting him a fan club here. I would have figured the Black Mountain
puffs or maybe Hedley could catch on, but Chaz? I guess they're just
making a better class of grad student nowadays. Probably sick to their
guts of KENYON & Co. 3 1 4
Along with these progress reports regarding sales and Bukowski's burgeoning popularity,
Corrington also enclosed poems and playfully argued about particular words being
offensive to Bukowski or other readers, making a point to tell Webb that he could hold
any of the poems for the upcoming or future issues. "I have nothing against your holding
it for #3. I got years, and OUT #3 much later is better than Anybody's Review #
next."3 1 5
Corrington's letters to Webb continued in a steady stream of support for The
Outsider, mixed with strategies to sell more copies and literary talk, verging sometimes
on gossip. Bukowski continued to be a favorite topic, with Corrington commenting
variously on the California poet's verse and personal life. In late September 1961,
Corrington devoted a large section of a letter to Webb to Bukowski's claim of having
won a significant amount of money at the horse races:
Letter from Chaz. I think the Schlitz finally got to his brain: he says he
bet eight races in a row to win . . . and came home on all of 'em. I don't say
you can't do it, but man you can just as quick roll ten passes with the dice.
Of course you can't drop a nag in water to see if it's loaded. No, you got
to test the horse's water. Therefore dice are the opposite of nags.
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Anyway, Chaz says he won so much loot that his wallet wouldn't bend.
Now he never shitted me in all the letters I've gotten from him, but this
sounds awful hairy.3 1 6
Corrington seems to have been in the process of forging a professional relationship with
Bukowski at this time, much as he was also forging a professional relationship with
Webb. Near the end of this letter, Corrington indicated plans were underway for a
chapbook collaboration between himself and Bukowski, to be published by an otherwise
unidentified "Marcus Smith." While no such chapbook appears to have ever been
published, this would not be the only opportunity for Corrington and Bukowski to appear
together in a book. When Loujon published Bukowski's poetry collection, It Catches
My Heart in Its Hands, Corrington provided the introduction.
As much as any of Webb's other advisors or associates, Corrington seems to have
been willing to help in whatever ways he was needed. His letters also seem to show an
almost possessive quality to his feelings about Loujon and The Outsider. In early
February 1962, Corrington wrote Webb a short note, informing him that Bukowski's
chapbook poetry collection, Run with the Hunted, had been accepted by Rob Cuscaden,
editor-publisher of the Midwest chapbook series. Of Bukowski's burgeoning popularity,
Corrington observed:
As each day passes, our judgment is being seconded by slower eyes &
ears. Had we been around, we would doubtless have spotted Mozart's
potential at the moment of his conception. It is no small thing, amidst the
welter of current works & names, to have spotted the genuine article
amongst the pyrites and dung. 3 1 7
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Though Corrington ends the above paragraph with the gracious, "Accept my
congratulations," his identification with Webb's judgment and editorial success seems
clear.
By May, Corrington was considering a move to Europe and asking Webb, perhaps
tongue in cheek, about the possibility of becoming ''your roving European
correspondent."3 1 8 Corrington told Webb that a European stay would allow him to solicit
poetry for the magazine. Apparently in response to a suggestion from Webb that he
might bring out The Outsider more often, Corrington also offered advice to Webb
regarding such a change to his publishing schedule: "Chief, if you go quarterly it'll kill
you. It is a great mag, but not worth your life. Why not twice yearly? Anyhow, as tough
as you are, can you find 400 pages of stuff per year that you like enough to print?"

Continued Success

When, in the summer of 1962, the second issue of The Outsider was finally
published, it was sent to a growing list of individual subscribers and libraries. In
addition, it was being sold by a few well-placed bookstores around the United States, a
few outlets in Europe and, from their little shop on St. Peter Street at Royal, by Jon and
Louise Webb, to tourists and other French Quarter passersby.
As issue two began reaching its readers, congratulations and praise began fil ling
the Webbs' mailbox from around the United States and Europe. Apparently referring to
the magazine's first issue, Burroughs wrote from Paris to offer "congratulations on your
excellent magasine [sic]."3 1 9 On the home front, Bell wrote from Iowa City that the
second issue of The Outsider was "another terrific issue." Bell assured Webb that he had
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heard "nothing but enthusiasm and good words for both issues from all persons I've
shown them to, and from those who have subscribed or bought via newsstands as a result
of my suggestions." Bell's only complaint was with the postal service in Iowa City,
which, he said, took no pains to assure his copies of the magazine reached him in good
condition. 320
The Outsider number two was announced to residents of the French Quarter by
the local newspaper, the Vieux Carre Courier. The notice bore the standard information
about The Outsider being the first literary magazine to be published in New Orleans since
the Double Dealer in the 1920s, the Webbs' long hours at the press and the difficulties
they had regarding finances, but, for all the hand wringing, it ended with hope for the
magazine's future:
The third issue of The Outsider, Mr. Webb asserts, is already being printed
as issue number two is sold. While he indicated that the going is not
exactly smooth, considering the laborious work of editing, typesetting,
printing and distribution, the promise is good and there is reason to believe
that The Outsider may outlive a few life subscribers. 321
The article reiterated Webb's "Editor's Bit" assertions about lifetime subscriptions and
the fact that, bringing all of their financial resources to bear, the Loujon Press had been
able to purchase a new press and buy paper to print the second issue. 322
It is probably fair to conclude that the details touched upon in the article were in
some way emphasized by either Jon or Louise Webb, and as such suggest the elements of
issue number two that they wished to emphasize or with which they were in some way
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most pleased. Among the elements of issue two that were discussed here were the Miller
and Lowenfels correspondence; a photographic essay on the status of New Orleans jazz;
artwork by Patchen; and the work of the Quarter's own Kay Johnson. A list of
contributors was also printed, though none of the remaining names were singled out for
special notice.
The magazine was now published from a different French Quarter address, 6 1 8
Rue Ursulines. The distributor was once again B. DeBoer, now located at 1 88 High
Street, Nutley, New Jersey. Jon and Louise Webb were the only editors listed, the
"advisory editors" having been dropped from the masthead. Forty-four contributors
made up the bulk of this issue, most of them poets. Cultural commentary, in the form of a
"Jazz Documentary," a photo essay on New Orleans jazz performers, rounded out the
issue. Notable contributors to this issue included Bukowski, Corso, Bell, Miller,
Nemerov, Genet, Lamantia, Kerouac, Patchen and Jack Micheline. A Louise Webb
drawing of the French Quarter home of The Outsider and its editors dominated the title
page. Beneath Mrs. Webb 's illustration was a legend, which spoke to The Outsider' s
place in the continuity of New Orleans' literary life:
In building on left(,) above(,) the renowned DOUBLE DEALER, which helped
introduce Hemingway, Faulkner & Sherwood Anderson to a world unlike today's,
was first published in 1 92 1 . In building on r., in a room Whitman wrote in, THE
OUTSIDER was born in 1 96 1 .

Meticulous Editing

Evidence shows that Webb took the idea of being an editor quite seriously.
Beyond simply using his editorial judgment to pick and choose from available
manuscripts, Webb also exercised his power to change the text of those pieces that he
accepted, sometimes changing them radically. Extant manuscripts reveal some aspects of
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Webb's editorial methods. An example of a relatively small change occurs in a poem by
Jack Kerouac. In Kerouac's manuscript for, "Sept. 16, 1961, Poem," for example, a line
read: "This is an attempt at the easy lightness of Chinese poetry." For reasons that have
been lost, Webb circled the word "Chinese" on Kerouac's manuscript and wrote a
notation, ''use alternate word." In print, "Chinese" has been replaced with the word,
"civilized."3 23 This editing seems to have been done over Kerouac's objections. A hand
written note from Kerouac to Webb asks that the poem be printed exactly the way it was
written, down to Kerouac's idiosyncratic line indentations:
Be sure everything is linotyped the way I wrote it -- There are no typos in
my typewriter script -- I mean, the punctuation, fucktuation, capitalization
and non-capitalization & spacing, etc. -- I re-typed the poem twice to
make every last spacing unsmudged as William the Conqueror's Record -
Yr. first issue of OUTSIDER was very valuable -- fuck Colin Wilson & all
anti Christ poets. 324
No evidence has been uncovered to show Kerouac's reaction to the word change, or to a
strangely captioned illustration, which immediately followed his poem. Beneath a
striking woodcut of a sailing ship coming perilously close to a vulture-dominated, rocky
coastline appeared the un-attributed quote: "So what if Kerouac is on board? You can't
believe everything Ciardi says." For whatever reason, the fact remains that Kerouac did
not publish work in The Outsider again.
Though it would not be wise to conclude an overt hostility to Kerouac from
Webb's use of his work and name in The Outsider two, it is perhaps worth noting that
Webb kicked off this issue of his magazine with a brief poem by R. E. L. Masters which
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he introduced with the curious notation: "The OUTSIDER respectfully dedicates its No.
2 editorial by R. E. L. Masters to the dramatic birth, 30 years too late, of a sibling labeled
the Beat Generation." If read as a critique on the Beats, that critique seems harsh, though
it is important to note that Webb here calls his magazine--or perhaps he himself--a
"sibling" to the Beats:
Before going to bed
she said:
I will poem.

Pa saw her:
squatting,
and straining.

Man, she
ain't got to
bed yet. 325
The obvious comparison seems to be the birth of the Beat Generation with excrement,
though such comparison remains somewhat elusive, especially in light of the familial
relationship Webb here suggests with the Beat generation. Still, such a comparison
seems hardly likely to have endeared Webb to poets and writers who identified
themselves as "Beat."
His tampering with Kerouac's poem was not the only instance of Webb exercising
his editorial prerogative on material accepted for The Outsider. Much more invasive was
Webb's editing of a piece he accepted from Burroughs. Burroughs' submission for issue
two originally bore the title, "Cuts from 'Word Line' William Burroughs for Hassan i
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Sabbah." The piece was done using Burroughs' distinctive, jumbled, "cut-up" technique
and had no easily discernible narrative flow or quickly grasped meaning. Perhaps for
these reasons, Webb heavily edited and re-titled the piece, casting it as a poem in The
Outsider number two. Burroughs' manuscript bears a notation, again in Webb's hand,
stating that the piece was "condensed and rearranged into "wilt caught in time," the title
under which it appeared in the magazine. While Webb's version of Burroughs' piece
bears little resemblance to the author's original submission, no record has been
uncovered showing Burroughs' response to Webb's heavy editing ofhis work.326
During this time, Webb remained true to form as a correspondent with many of
the poets and others with whom he had built his network during the planning stages for
The Outsider. Along with Burroughs and Malone, Webb kept up a correspondence with
Kay Johnson, Lowenfels, Bukowski and Jack Micheline, among others.

Kay Johnson and the Beat Hotel

Johnson was, of course, a long-time friend of Jon and Louise Webb and her status
as a legitimateFrench Quarter "character" is confirmed by a newspaper account of her
time there. The article was written as an announcement for a showing and auction of her
paintings, the proceeds going to help Johnson support herself in Europe. In tone and
substance, the article makes a case for readers supporting Johnson's European adventure.
The appeals are not a great deal different from monetary appeals made by or on behalf of
the Webbs during their Loujon Press days.

In

each case, potential supporters are courted

with the idea of supporting the arts. In Johnson's case, the image of the artist is
consistent with the standard image of Beat Generation figures. It becomes easy to picture
the poet as she was during herFrench Quarter days:
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Her hair in a long pony tail hanging down her back, slim hips swinging in
blue jeans as she strode down Royal Street, Kay Johnson, or "Kaja" as she
named herself, is known to all Quarterites. She lived in the 600 block of
Ursuline Street for years with her three dogs. 327
Johnson was both a poet and a self-taught painter, whose paintings were reportedly
influenced by Modigliani and Rouault. Her style tended toward the painting of "big,
strong, startling things," including portraits of many of the local "beatniks."328 Her
paintings were described, cryptically, as breathing "a free air, but not an abstract air, for
above her mantelpiece in her small littered apartment Kaja had scrawled in black chalk
'It's good to be alive. "' 329

Kaja in Paris

Though much of Johnson's Paris correspondence with Webb was preoccupied
with developments she felt she was making in her poetry, she also described the harsh
living conditions that she and the other residents of the Beat Hotel, a name given to the
place by Corso, had to endure. 330 Their rooms were small, cramped and cold, and
residents were limited to the use of only one hundred watts of electricity at a given time.
The dearth of electricity was a problem, Johnson confided, because her radio consumed
60 watts, leaving only 40 watts to power a light bulb . 33 1
The hotel has been described as "one of those legendary addresses, along with the
Hotel Chelsea in New York and the Chateau Marmont in Hollywood--these are the
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addresses of international Bohemia."332 During the years of 1958-1963, the Beat Hotel
was arguably the center of Beat Generation literary activity. Most of the well-known
figures of the movement--with the notable exceptions of On the Road author Jack
Kerouac and his friend Neal Cassady--lived and worked in the tiny, cramped and often
cold confines of the hotel. 333 Many of these people, such as Burroughs, Corso, Gysin,
Norse and Ginsberg, were also contnbutors to The Outsider.
In her poem, ". ..in Heaven at 9 Git-Le-Coeur," from The Outsider number two,
Johnson described her new home as a sort of bohemian paradise. The poem, which
comprises seventeen stanzas describing the day-to-day existence of the writers and artists
residing at the Beat Hotel, began:
In Heaven they have rooms
very much like yours
--perhaps a little shabbier-this one has 3 chairs and an ancient tile floor.
The bulk of the poem described the problems and joys associated with living in the hotel,
from the fact that residents were not allowed to own cats, to the consequences of the "too
much freedom" afforded by this lifestyle: It "makes you tired." Johnson summed up the
Beat Hotel experience in the final three stanzas:
You can do whatever you want.
Nobody thinks you.
Nobody keeps appointments.
Nobody minds!

I can type here any hour.
332
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I can paint without comment.
Everyone eats bread.
Reminds me: I have to have a tooth pulled.

But everyone in this Hotel lives.
Nobody ever dies. 334
Johnson's affection for the hotel is evident not only in her celebration of the place in her
poetry, but also in the persistence of her stay there. In unrequited love with Corso and
living alone in his old attic room, and hobnobbing with a melange of Beat writers,
Johnson remained a resident almost until the end, the hotel's closing in January 1963.335
Johnson's letters from France demonstrate that, at least on a small scale, The
Outsider was a presence among the residents of the Beat Hotel. Johnson, of course, had
strong ties to the Webbs and their magazine, as did sometime residents Ginsberg,
Burroughs, and Corso. Johnson, in fact, wrote Webb in apparent delight that, upon her
arrival at the Beat Hotel, she was given room 28, an address that once belonged to
Corso.336
In ways reminiscent of Webb's own tendency to network with poets and other
artists, Johnson seems to have made a point of keeping Webb abreast of the activities and
whereabouts of literary figures--American expatriates and others--in Europe. Johnson
told Webb of a young Greek poet she had met named "Spiros," suggesting that she might
send samples of his work for Webb to consider. She also wrote that Webb could send
correspondence directed toward Sinclair Beiles to her and she would see that Beiles
received it. 337 Johnson wrote Webb about meeting poet Harold Norse, a figure of
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growing notoriety who had been living in the Beat Hotel but recently moved on to Africa.
Johnson told Webb that she had asked Norse to send Webb poems for consideration in a
future issue of The Outsider. 338
Soon after, Johnson again wrote Webb, this time assuring him that, as she had
seen him on the stairs and "downstairs drinking coffee," Burroughs was currently
residing at the hotel, in the event Webb needed to get in touch with him. While the tone
of her letter was generally upbeat, she complained of Corso, who was still on an
extended trip to England, that "everyone loves what I write for Gregory but Gregory."339
In late spring, Johnson wrote Webb an ecstatic reaction to The Outsider number
two, exclaiming, "i [sic] think you will put New Orleans on the map again." Johnson's
reaction seems mainly to have been touched off by the photographic essay, "Oldest of the
Living Old," which dealt with jazz musicians who regularly performed at New Orleans'
Preservation Hall. Continuing in the tradition of building networks between Webb and
potential contributors, Johnson recommended Webb contact New Orleans poet Bob Cass,
"as he is for the old jazz, and he writes a new old-time ballad anti-poem like in the jzz
[sic] days--it might be just what you need to tie-in poem and old-time-jazz, if you haven't
gotten in touch with him already on it???"340
Webb seems to have considered Johnson an agent of the Loujon Press in much the
same way that he did the "advisory editors" he used for issue one of The Outsider and a
conduit of information about the writers living in the Beat Hotel. In an apparent reply to
a question from Webb about Burroughs, Johnson noted a positive change in Burroughs'
demeanor in early July, 1962:
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Yes, Jon, Burroughs is here...oh what a change--from a sick old man of
last year when he first returned, i look in his face and now see a jubilant
spirit of age 20--he is beautiful in his soul--and young and etemal--he
doesn't like women; well , i don't blame him--so i told him i was Henry
Miller (actually i do think i look like Miller in the mirror a bit...altho some
kids here say i remind them of Allen Ginsberg)--well the next time we
met, he said "HELLO , MILLER . .. and we shook hands warmly--and now
he smiles at me on the stairs... and asked if l'd heard from you ... "34 1
In addition to the report on Miller, Johnson also asked Webb whether he had received any
material from Corso for issue three and assured the editor that she would check with two
Paris bookstores, the Mistral and the American Bookshop , about payments due him for
sales of issue one of The Outsider.
Johnson's infatuation with Corso seems largely to have been carried out by mail,
and Johnson seems to have had a penchant for correspondence. Two of her
correspondents, Bukowski and Lowenfels, were also regular correspondents of Webb's,
and the network of letters that passed between the four of them offer some insight into the
behind-the-scenes developments and decisions which informed the development of The
Outsider. Johnson, for example, was highly enthusiastic in her response to Bukowski's
poetry as it appeared in the second issue of The Outsider, especially regarding a poem
entitled "sick leave":
... how you pull the guts out of Bukowski , i mean , how do you do it? you
are really an editor. how did you get it out of him so whole? So perfect?
Cesarean operation? did it come in a poem or in a letter? .... anyhow you
can sure pull the poems outa him. and this sick leave is right from the
341
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guts. i think i try to make him too lyrical like me. he is really like you a
very gutty guy. 342
While Johnson seems to have kept Bukowski's work in high esteem, the same cannot be
said for Bukowski's appraisal of Johnson's poetry. As each of these poets was, to a
greater or lesser extent, a special project of Webb's, their comments to him regarding one
another's work help to illuminate the creative and critical environment in which Webb
found himself as he worked to develop his magazine.

Bukowski

Bukowski's initial response to Johnson's poetry was entirely positive, appearing
first in Bukowski's letter appraising the material that had appeared in the second issue of
The Outsider. Bukowski assured Webb that, though Johnson admired Corso, she was "far
outdoing" Corso. As to the other poets in the issue, Bukowski wrote:
Oppenheimer, almost. Nemerov too practiced. Edson did not come off,
ran into repetitive gesture without inventive way out. Eigner is Eigner.
Dom, no. Corso. Some good phrasing, but evidently bothered with self
love, the fact the [sic] he is Corso. Bremser rather falsified this time.
Carolyn Stoloff, best poem in magazine. Who is this woman? Is this a
one poem hit? Or is there more? Charles Bukowski: fuck him. Major
seems one thread off. I wonder about him. One thread off. What's
wrong? Tell Oden to stop reading her Shakespeare. Genet poem not
nearly as interesting as his life. I am perhaps another Genet. But being in
France gives him an edge. 343
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Bukowski went on to advise Webb that he had been uneasy about seeing that Louise had
a story in the magazine, but that his fears about the quality of her work, and Webb's
editorial judgment, were put to rest after he read the story.
With Bukowski's clearly critical look at much of the contents of the second issue
of The Outsider, his positive reaction to Johnson's work is difficult to ignore. Still, this
positive regard would be tempered in fairly short order as Bukowski read more of
Johnson's work.
A few weeks later, Bukowski again wrote Webb of his reactions to The Outsider
two, again pointing out the poets he disliked in the magazine while praising Johnson's
work. Though Bukowski did not care for poet Tuli Kupfenberg's contribution, he
"thought kaja one of the best, but then it is always the unknowns who come on while the
others grow fat under their names."344 Twice in letters oflate September 1961, Bukowski
praised Johnson as a "developing" writer. 345 By the middle of October, however, his
estimation of her work had cooled perceptibly. In a three page letter concerned primarily
with Johnson's poetry, Bukowski wrote:
ah, well, I have gazed lightly upon the enclosed kaja and found its temper
did not bid me to cast coins upon the air. I will give it a fuller reading
now, try again. This girl lives in a walkup room in paris, 6 up, and she
watches wharves and tugboats or what on the Seine and she quit working
to become a saint, and all this breathes good intent, but sometimes intent is
disinfected by lack of proper talent. 346
After examining a few lines of Johnson's poem, Bukowski concluded, sadly, that "... I
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know that sitting here sweating this afternoon, naked, October 15th., 1961, that these
words written by a girl who is in Paris and has to walk 6 flights up, are not the words for
me." Bukowski suggested his criticism was simply a matter of being honest. "It is a hard
thing to say because I know kaja from her letters, but she would say the same of me if I
failed her."347
Bukowski was himself represented in The Outsider two, though more than once
he demurred that, since Webb had published "A Bukowski Album" of eleven poems in
issue one, that it would be better if he were not included in issue two. Still, Bukowski
indicated on more than one occasion that he had new poems that he would like Webb to
consider for the second issue. In fairness to Bukowski, Webb seemed intent on including
Bukowski in the second issue. In response to an apparent request from Webb for "love
poetry," Bukowski indicated that he had nothing to submit which fit that description:
All right, if I write anything close to a short "love" poem I will send for
consideration, it it's not too late... I have been trying to stay away from
OUTSIDER since I had the album last time, and I have written a batch of
work lately (might be some I. pomes in them, I don't know) but the 2 or 3
mags I sent them to are putting a very long hold on them, and I have not
written lately.348
Bukowski, indeed, came up with a poem constructed around a "love" theme for a section
which Webb introduced as "An album of definitive anti-poems on love not written with
expectation of being detoured into such unresolved a label via editorial whimsy... "349
Joining Bukows�i in the sixteen-poem album were Genet, Bell, Johnson (as herself and
as "kaja") Jon Edgar Webb, and others.
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Lowenfels

For anyone attempting to understand the goals and aims which informed the
editorial policies of The Outsider, it is instructive to look once again to the exchange of
ideas between Webb and Walter Lowenfels. During the early 1960s, Webb continued his
spirited correspondence with Lowenfels, and this correspondence seems to have
continued informing the content and style of The Outsider. Webb used what was
originally intended as a personal letter sent to him by Lowenfels as "A Letter to the
Editor Editorial."3 50 Lowenfels' letter was in response to a request by Webb that he
elaborate on an earlier statement that, "What is really revolutionary in contemporary art is
a new relationship with a new kind of audience." Webb prefaced Lowenfels' piece with
a statement declaring that the initial idea behind the founding of The Outsider was a
connection with "a new kind of audience." Based upon the clear influence Lowenfels'
ideas had upon Webb, this piece can almost be read as a manifesto for The Outsider.
Lowenfels drew upon ideas from Mexican mural painter, David Alfaro Siqueiros
(1896-1974), a leftist, highly political, social realist artist, who, Lowenfels claimed,
taught him that "Mural art is a relation between a painting on the wall and a moving
audience." 3 5 1 From this observation, Lowenfels extracted the foundation for a theory of
art based upon the movement of an audience in three spheres: space, time and social
class. Not only was a work of art to be judged by its contemporaries, based upon their
experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and so on, but by future audiences existing in different
social structures.
Lowenfels observed, by way of illustration, that "the feudal lords and ladies are
no longer with us; the kind of epics medieval society produced are not being produced
350
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today." In a statement not far removed from the sensibilities of Pierre Bourdieu
regarding the difference between commercial publishing and the avant garde, Lowenfels
said that the "new audience" that the artist should seek is "Not audience in a practical
sense of immediate cash, but the audience you, too, help to create as you write for it." In
Lowenfels' view, artists have the duty to continually seek to express new and genuine,
revolutionary ideas grounded in "the way the world is moving." While admitting that
such a creature did not exist, Lowenfels argued, ''the perfect contemporary artist is the
one who continually kills yesterday's self."3 52
Lowenfels embraced at least two major ideas about the nature of art. One of these
was that what was considered contemporary in one culture would be at odds with what
was considered contemporary in another culture. He explained this concept thusly:
In my country for example, I am exposed to the disintegrating and
corrupting influences--as well as the underground resistance movements-
that surround everyone. I evaluate them within the framework of a world
moving toward a new society. My portrayal of reality, truth, beauty in the
U.S.A will therefore be quite differe�t from that of a Rumanian poet. And
yet we can speak to each other's audiences across national borders-
provided we are each faithful to the laws not only of art but also of
society. 3 5 3
Lowenfels' second major premise is hinted at in the material quoted above. That
premise, taken from the Mexican mural painter Siqueiros, is that, in order for art to be
truly appreciated, it must have a dynamic relationship with its audience, a relationship
which affords the audience the ability to observe and interact with the art through time
and space.3 54
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During a 1951 interview with Lowenfels, Siqueiros provided the insight to this
second premise. That Siqueiros' ideas were very much on Lowenfels' mind as he was
helping to advise Webb on the direction The Outsider might take is suggested by the fact
that Lowenfels first published Siqueiros' comments in 1962. According to Lowenfels,
Siqueiros said that:
Art is made not only by the creator. It is made by the creator and his
audience, his public. It is an interchange. Art is the expression of the
people, of the atmosphere in which it is produced. It is criticism--the
social nature of criticism that a work of art receives--that in the long run
forms the artist's contribution. 355
It could be argued that Webb's highly evolved networking activities with readers and
other supporters created such an interchange.
For all of his support of Webb and The Outsider, Lowenfels was not by any
means a sycophant. In early August, 1961, after not hearing from Webb for a time, he
wrote his friend to apprise him, among other things, of the reactions he was hearing to
The Outsider one. The criticism to which Lowenfels was privy amounted to carping
about "too much insects and secondary stuff." If the reader replaces "insects" with
"incest," this otherwise cryptic comment makes sense: perhaps the critics Lowenfels
encountered were unhappy with too many Beat Generation poets, or maybe too many
Black Mountain poets, among the mix. The criticism also suggests that Lowenfels'
contacts had complained that some of the work they encountered in issue one was not
first rate. For his part, Lowenfels confessed, "I haven't had chance to really judge--but I
did get impression that it wd [sic] have been better with less."
Lowenfels apparently caused Webb some distress by forwarding to him a note he
had received from a critic identified only as "Kaplan." While the substance of Kaplan's
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critique remains undiscovered, Lowenfels' comments to Webb reveal that Webb was hurt
by Lowenfels' self-described "thoughtless" act. He assured Webb that he sent the
critique assuming that Webb would not take it seriously. Lowenfels told Webb that:
There are two classes in the world--those who produce, and those who
don't. You have chosen to be with the angels. So people will spit on you
-not just devils, but even Those Who Mean Well. All I want is to try and
help you achieve whatever you want to do. I don't even want to discuss
the magazine, and haven't. I have a feeling it may be the most since
TRANSITION. Despite all the 200 odd mags--you really have the field to
yourself. 356
Evidence that Webb took Lowenfels' comments to heart, at least in regard to the number
of poets accepted, may be found in the table of contents for issue two, and Webb's
comments about more material from fewer contributors in his "Editor's Bit." Such
evidence may also be found in the inclusion of poetry by Thomas McGrath, which
Lowenfels recommended highly to Webb in a number of letters, in issue two. 3 5 7
Lowenfels' promotion of McGrath to Webb demonstrates that Lowenfels continued to
have faith that The Outsider was a high quality venue for poetry of merit. 35 8 Lowenfels
and McGrath had, at the very least, a professional, working relationship and McGrath had
forwarded Lowenfels a copy of "a major work of his--160 pages," for which Lowenfels
was attempting to find a publisher. Lowenfels offered to send Webb the entire manuscript
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for him to choose work from, or, if this did not suit Webb, Lowenfels assured him that he
had already chosen "a fine passage or passages for you."359
An early hint of Loujon's plans for expanding their publishing interests beyond
The Outsider appeared in a January, 1962, letter from Lowenfels, though there seems to
have been no clear plan yet as to what form such an expansion might take. In the
meandering letter which included Lowenfels' usual recommendation of poets Webb
might consider publishing, Lowenfels referred to a Webb plan to publish "chapbooks"
and seemed to allude to the possibility that Loujon would publish a chapbook of his own
work: "Re yr [sic] chapbook plans--keep me posted. Jonathan Williams has come to life
and says he is doing my SOME DEATHS pronto. He is due in a week--I will let you
know."3 60 The letter also suggested that Jon and Louise were already considering a move
to the West. Apparently responding to an invitation that Lowenfels and his wife pay a
visit, Lowenfels wrote: "Re Arizona--we still hpe [sic] to get down to our first visit to N.
Orleans--but Arizona sounds even better."
Lowenfels good will toward Webb extended beyond his help in identifying poets
for inclusion in The Outsider. In late 1961 or early 1962, Lowenfels was asked, along
with Beat poet Leroi Jones, to be a judge in a lucrative, international short story contest
sponsored by Paris' Olympia Press. Prize money for the winning entry was to be one
thousand dollars. Lowenfels urged Webb to enter, though there does not seem to have
been any hint of collusion or plan to fix the outcome. Lowenfels told Webb that he
should send his submission to the Paris offices of Olympia press and to say that
Lowenfels had suggested he do so.3 61
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This care-taking aspect of the Lowenfels-Webb relationship extended even into
matters of Webb's health. In early 1962, when Webb was apparently trying to quit
smoking, Lowenfels tried to help him concoct a workable strategy to give up tobacco.
Lowenfels was himself a former smoker who, ten years earlier, had published an essay in
The Worker on the topic of smoking cessation. Lowenfels offered advice and
encouragement, telling Webb that he, personally, had been able to give up cigarettes only
after he realized the political and psychological dimensions of smoking. He sympathized
that the smoking habit revolved in large measure around conditioned response, "but the
psychological thing I finally licked by making a study of the rise of the cig industry, its
monopolization, finding the great growth of cig smoking paralleled the rise of US
imperialism, 1900-1950, and arriving at a slogan: DOWN WITH YANQUI
IMPERIALISM and cigarettes.... "362 Two weeks later, Lowenfels wrote Webb another
letter about Webb's health, this time in response to an apparent complaint Webb had
made about his prostate. He wrote whimsically of a plan to subtract decades from one's
age and concluded with the admonition that Webb should "tell yourself every day--old
age is a bouregois [sic] disease!"363
With Webb perhaps in the doldrums over his attempt to quit smoking and the
unnamed problem he was experiencing with his prostate, it is not surprising that his
friend would seek to find ways of cheering him. On Valentines' Day 1962, Lowenfels
wrote Webb a letter filled with his characteristically lavish praise of Webb's publishing
endeavors. First relating a dream in which he flew by private plane to visit Webb in New
Orleans, Lowenfels switched to reality, telling Webb that the promotional materials
Webb had sent Lowenfels had arrived. Lowenfels called the materials themselves
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"poetry," and assured Webb that his work was of substantial value by adding, "I can see
generations of doctorates being written on The Inside Story of the Outsider." Still
thinking of the future, Lowenfels continued:
I don't know how they will rank you among the little mags--but I am
certain that nobody has ever surrounded it with such decor--you could be
selling railroads at five billion each, which is certainly a real treat for poets
who never before have ranked with the stock market pages. 364
The kind words were probably meant to cheer Webb, who was apparently faced with
expensive medical bills he could not easily afford to pay. Writing that he wished he
could help, Lowenfels told Webb of the free care that Lillian, Lowenfels' wife, had
received while the couple was on a visit to Eastern Europe. Lowenfels compared the
experience favorably to a situation in the United States where, after Lillian suffered a
stroke, Lowenfels was forced to borrow ten thousand dollars to pay for her treatment.
Lowenfels concluded the letter with a request that Webb consider printing a note
in the upcoming issue of The Outsider, informing his readers that Mexican artist
Siqueiros had been jailed for several months in his home country, and a reminder that
Lowenfels ' poetry collection, Some Deaths was due from Jargon Press in spring 1 962.
Lowenfels wrote that, if Webb wanted to fill any orders for Lowenfels' book, he would
be entitled to a sixty percent distributor's discount. 365
Lowenfels' concern with Webb ' s well-being seems to have been symptomatic of
a personality trait that sought satisfaction from coming to the aid of others, a trait which
often found expression in efforts to connect poets to other poets, to publishers, and to
receptive readers. In short, like Webb, Lowenfels clearly had a penchant for establishing
networks among his literary friends and acquaintances. Continuing the interest in Kay
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Johnson that Webb had sparked in his letters during the planning stages of issue one,
Lowenfels now was actively working to include Johnson in his sphere of influence and, it
seems, help forward her career. In mid-August 1961, Lowenfels had written Webb that
Carl Larson had visited him and seen Johnson's poem, "Eat Me Drink Me," which he
would include in a "tape anthology" he was then putting together. 366 By early 1962,
Lowenfels was querying Webb for Johnson's address, so that he could arrange a meeting
between Johnson and his "friend and translator--who follows modem US poetry and
wants to meet up with her."367

Moving Forward

With the second issue of The Outsider printed and distributed, Webb now turned
his attention to what would become the final "regular" issue of the magazine, and the last
issue, period, for five years. It seems fitting that this penultimate issue of the magazine is
also the most famous. The Outsider three contained Bukowski' s "Outsider of the Year"
tribute and announced Loujon's addition of book publishing to its repertoire.
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Never such a book! Where? Where?? In all the libraries, in all the cities I have never
seen such a book put together in such a way, inventive creativeness and love. Where
have the publishers been for centuries? You 've done it.
-- Charles Bukowski to Jon and Louise Webb Nov. 26, 1963
Lord, this book is also a poem! I can imagine how the Bible felt after Gutenberg did it.
-- Walter Lowenfels, on It Catches My Heart in Its Hands368

Chapter Seven: The Outsider Issue Three and a Move into Book Publishing
Jon Webb planned to publish issue three of The Outsider on or about January 1,
1963, but by February 7, there were still at least fifteen pages left to typeset and print. 36 9
Depending upon whether or not the pages were set in numerical order, this number could
have been significantly higher, as Webb's update on the printing schedule appeared on
page 96 of the magazine and the issue finally was published at a hefty 13 8 pages.
Regardless, another full month of production work lay ahead before issue three was
completed. On March 6 , page 13 8 was finally set and all that remained to be typeset
were the pages of contributors' notes.
This break from his production schedule could be attributed to one or a
combination of several factors. There was Loujon's chronic cash flow problem, and their
policy of paying for each element of production as it arose, so that the Webbs would not
be in debt on a particular issue of The Outsider when it was eventually published. 370 Then
there was Loujon's one-page-at-a-time Chandler and Price 8 by 12 printing press; there
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were also the enormous demands in sheer physical labor required of Jon and Louise to
design and typeset the magazine once all of the submissions had been received,
evaluated, accepted or rejected. All of these factors likely contributed to the lateness of
this issue. Another factor, however, was heightened ambition. Loujon was now actively
promoting Bukowski's work and reputation, both through a special "Outsider of the
Year" tribute and, adding a new and demanding element to Loujon's professional
mission, through the first Loujon Press book, Bukowski' s poetry collection, It Catches
My Heart in Its Hands.

The Editor's Bit

If Jon Webb began finding his voice as The Outsider editor in issue two's
"Editor's Bit," in issue three that voice became more eloquent, outspoken and firm.
Webb developed the scope of his forum with the clear intent of increasing its persuasive
impact upon any reader who might be able to serve as a benefactor to the press. In
essence, this "Editor's Bit" was a continuation of the column in issue two, building upon
and enlarging the themes Webb introduced there. The "Editor's Bit" was becoming a
public monolog echoing the private discussions, held through correspondence, telephone
conversations and, one supposes, in person, between Webb and the various collaborators,
friends and acquaintances who made up the network of interested parties connected by
the interests and demands of the Loujon Press.
This installment of the "Editor's Bit" mirrored the expanded content of issue three
over issue two. The third issue of the magazine ran a solid 138 pages to issue two's 112.
Webb expanded his column to more than three times the length of the "Bit" from issue
two and demonstrated an even more pronounced willingness to bring readers into the
physical, financial and emotional struggles he and Louise faced in producing the
magazme.
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The "Bit," perhaps so as not to be overlooked, began on the page facing the inside
front cover, in a column situated beside the table of contents. Webb, in seeming total
emersion into his magazine, as suggested by his composing the "Bit" as he typeset it,
wasted no time in getting to the point: "We need help, and on bended knee, compositor's
stick in hand composing as we handset this ragged typeface into spontaneous ( & dizzily
tired) articulation, we're about to beg some."3 7 1 Webb followed this by a detailed litany
of his and Louise's personal and professional difficulties in founding The Outsider and in
bringing the current issue to light. These difficulties were of such magnitude that, even
with the successful publication of a third issue, Webb conceded his failure to accomplish
what had been a primary goal and his decision to abandon further attempts to reach this
goal.
Declaring that Loujon's goal had always been to publish The Outsider as a
quarterly, Webb cited the lack of adequate financial support and return as the reason that,
now, the production schedule had to instead be scaled back. The revised plan called for
the magazine, in its current format, to fold. It would be replaced by a "Biannual Book
Periodical," which would sell for $1.45 per copy, rather than the $1.00 per copy charged
for issues one through three. Subscription prices would rise to $5.00 for four issues.
While Webb admitted that raising prices was a gamble, he assured readers that the
end result would not be more profit for the Loujon press, "just less loss."3 72 He reminded
readers that he and "associate editor" Louise did all of the production work on the
magazine, a task, he claimed, better suited to a staff of between five and twenty workers.
With just the two of them doing the entire job, each devoted between twelve and sixteen
hours daily to the project. Webb suggested a cause and effect relationship between the
long and arduous working schedule necessary to produce the magazine and dizzy spells
371
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he was experiencing after being on his feet for ten hours, feeding pages into the press. 373
Returning to the idea of Louise's role as breadwinner via her Pirate's Alley art
shop, which he had introduced in issue two's "Editor's Bit," Webb now described in far
less uplifting terms the conditions under which Louise operated her art stand:
Before going on, let it be said this is not a statement of complaints but of
facts. We ·1ove what we're doing, or we wouldn't be doing it. But
consider it, please--how long can we last going 12 to 16 hours a day? And
with no pay, no supporters, no foundation grant, no patrons whatever.
And our only survival income (we haven't a cent in reserve) is from a
small sidewalk art gallery (surrounded by competitors) selling $1 to $3
souvenir French Quarter scenes to tourists. Gypsy, who paints them, goes
out each morning at 8:30, 7 days a week, to this outside job, in zero cold
in the winter and 100-degree heat in the summer, sometimes netting as
low as 50 cents in the nine to 14 hours she stays there; then home to hand
set type for me to make into a page for next day's printing--often going to
bed at two or three in the morning.

3 74

Webb made it clear that there was no way the couple and their publishing pursuits could
realistically be expected to survive on what Louise made on her paintings alone. He also
revealed another aspect of their financial survival, and their financing of the magazine.
The Webbs had economized by dramatically changing their lifestyle.
Before founding their magazine, Webb wrote, both he and Louise were drinkers-
he heavier than she--who enjoyed frequenting bars. Webb estimated that the couple had
previously spent about $1,000.00 yearly on alcohol, "not counting the pinball machine,
cab, jukebox & treating-strangers money that goes down the drain along with 'going
373
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out. "' To get The Outsider off the ground, the Webbs not only quit going to bars, but quit
drinking at home, too. The effect of this lifestyle change was two-fold. The Webbs
"reluctantly dropped all our friends," and accumulated $1,000.00 in savings, with which
they published the first issue of the magazine. That first issue, Webb continued, ended up
$500.00 in the red. To make up the difference, they began selling their belongings:
We sold things. Over the years of good income at such lucrative work as
ghost-writing, freelance editing of accepted novels for a half-dozen top N.
Y. publishers, we'd accumulated a lot of expensive stuff--diamond
wristwatches & rings, hi-fi paraphernalia, radios, traveling bags, LP
records, movie & other cameras, one with a $450 lens, and so on. Well,
we sold enough of this stuff to "break even" on #I. 3 7 5
Webb claimed that he and Louise had continued this practice for issue number two,
though that second issue had received a financial boost from subscriptions and from
newsstand sales of issue one. For issue three, "the toughest" one yet to finance, "We had
to part with everything negotiable (or so we thought) left in the house.... " Webb
admitted that, even with the announced price increases, Loujon stood to lose about two
hundred dollars on issue three of The Outsider, a loss which he concluded was "not bad
at all."3 76 The problem, he admitted, was that now Loujon had depleted its assets to the
point where there was no operating capital in reserve with which to begin work on issue
four. "Number 2 brought in another heap of university subs, and a few more Life
Subscribers, but that incoming cash went out for bills fast as it came in."3 77
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The Outsider Three

Issue three, spring 1 963, is probably the most famous issue of The Outsider,
containing as it does Bukowski's "Outsider of the Year'' award, a circumstance which
also accounted for he magazine's new look. The cover art departed from the magazine's
earlier practice of featuring Louise Webb, going instead with a close-up photograph of
Bukowski. 3 78 Though Bukowski's tribute was clearly the centerpiece of the issue, The
Outsider didn't radically change its focus. The poets included in the issue continued to
be "outsiders" when measured against the poets more likely to be embraced by
establishment and academic journals. Many, however, were becoming familiar to readers
of the magazine and, indeed, to readers of many other avant-garde literary magazines of
the day. Among the thirty-three contributors were Kenneth and Miriam Patchen, Kaja,
Genet, Norse, Miller, Snyder, Creeley, Mike McClure, Diane Wakowski, and, of course,
Bukowski.
In addition to a few Bukowski poems and photographs, the tribute section
contained letters of congratulations from the editors of twenty little magazines and
critical appraisal of Bukowski from R. R. Cuscaden, editor of the little magazine
Midwest, and the ever-supportive Corrington.3 79 The issue also included a gallery of
Bukowski's letters to the Webbs, detailing, in much the same way as do his poems, the
minutia of Bukowski's daily life. 380
Bukowski's first knowledge of the impending award seems to have come from a
mid-September 1 962 letter from Webb. Never one to restrain his emotions in the
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voluminous correspondence Bukowski kept up between with a host of friends and
acquaintances, the poet apparently had been giving in to his darker impulses in recent
letters to Webb. Things seems to have come to a head with Webb's receipt of a "special
delivery'' of some sort from Bukowski, in which the poet reinforced the idea of his own
suicide, a topic Bukowski had apparently been broaching regularly in his letters to Webb.
Attempting to help, Webb told Bukowski that suicide ''would be pretty stupid," though
he acknowledged that such feelings were not uncommon. Webb admitted that he, too,
had experienced similar urges in the past, which he attributed to the onslaught of "male
menopause." Webb suggested that Bukowski might be helped by medical treatment in the
form of shots, which, Webb said, had earlier helped him overcome such feelings. Webb
also cautioned Bukowski that his suicide might give license to unscrupulous small press
publishers to rush out inferior collections of "The Best of Bukowski." He cautioned
Bukowski to be more judicious with his demise: "Better wait until you've made
arrangements for the rights to whom of [sic] your estate of poems, and better keep
turning them out so the �state will be bigger."3 8 1
As the letter progressed, Webb made it clear that he was not just offering empty
advice or platitudes. He was offering professional recognition on a scale Bukowski had
never before experienced:
But this is a quick letter this moment to make last mail here--to say it
occurs to me you ought to get our first Outsider Award. We'd been
thinking of starting this: declaring at the end of each year our choice of
OUTSIDER-OF-THE-YEAR. And since we will come out end of 1 962
with issue #3, thinking why not you? 382
Webb made it clear that the award was contingent upon Bukowski's acceptance and
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would include the publication of several photographs of the poet along with a selection
from some of the letters Bukowski had recently sent Webb. Webb concluded with a
description of the upcoming issue and his quick appraisal of how Bukowski's award
would fit into it: "The issue is tragic-comic on the sardonic side, and believe this would
fit with accent on the tragic. More when I hear from you. Best, Jon."383
Bukowski accepted Webb's offer in an undated letter, the bulk of which was
devoted to relating the story of how he began writing poetry after being near death in a
hospital charity ward, only to survive and be thrust back into hard manual labor days after
being released. The letter recounted a hospital visit from a drunken Jane Cooney Baker,
the chronic alcoholic and intense love interest from earlier in life, and a young Mexican
woman who flirted with Bukowski as she changed his bed sheets. 384 Bukowski ended the
letter with his acceptance of the award:
To be named OUTSIDER OF THE YEAR, 1 962, I will take head-on.
Although all the years are together. And the drunk lady who reeled against
my bed, I buried her. And I never did see my little Mexican girl who
changed the sheets. I never saw her again. I saw others, I saw others, but
somehow she would have been right. Today I am alone, almost outside
them now: the buttocks, the breasts, the clean live dresses like unused and
new dishtowels on the rack. Mr. Webb, to close this thing before it runs
into weeks, I kindly accept your award. yrs. Charles Bukowski.
If this response did not fully express Bukowski's gratitude for the honor Webb was
bestowing upon him, Bukowski did not hesitate to offer thanks in subsequent
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correspondence.
In another undated letter, written after Jon had placed a long distance telephone
call to Bukowski, the poet assured Webb of his gratitude. During the telephone
conversation, which Bukowski appears to have cut short out of fear that Jon and Louise
could not easily afford to pay their telephone bill, Webb seems to have discussed some of
the elements of the award which he planned to use in the magazine. These elements
included contacting other little magazine editors, presumably for the brief tributes to
Bukowski that eventually made up a large part of the award in The Outsider's pages, and
the possibility of making reference in the tribute to Bukowski' s checkered past.
Bukowski's letter served as an examination of his own feelings about fame and notoriety,
especially as these things contrasted with the more immediate concerns of life and death.
Bukowski indicated that he was uncomfortable with the idea of personally
contacting the other editors, but that Webb could make mention of Bukowski's past and
its place in his growing reputation. Bukowski indicated, though, that he did not
understand how his life of drifting, occasional jail time and menial jobs could be the basis
for a major reputation, which Webb seems to have referred to in their telephone
conversation as a "legend."
I don't worry about legends. The judge didn't know I was a legend.
Neither did the cops who arrested me. The landlady doesn't know I am a
legend. She wants the rent. My car doesn't know either. It wouldn't start
when I got in it today.385
All of his protestations aside, Bukowski assured Webb that he considered this
award to be a high water mark in his life. Bukowski related his appreciation for the
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honor in his customary, poetic prose, showing Webb that being named "Outsider of the
Year" would be something he would always cherish, though he doubted that it would
affect his station in life:
Don't get me wrong. This OUTSIDER OF THE YEAR thing is the
greatest thing that has ever happened to me, and it still will not actually
dissolve into my brain that it is happening. I can see myself looking at this
magazine in years to come, say in some small room, myself very old,
feeble, sipping on a small glass of port wine, come home from my
dishwasher job, and maybe some old woman across from me, and myself
saying, "See, Helen, that's me, By God, YES, I was ALIVE ONCE, old
woman!" And she will say, "Will you please put that magazine away?
You've shown it to me a thousand times! "386
Though the above letters are undated, evidence from other, dated, correspondence
suggests that they were both written very soon after Webb's initial offer of the award.
Such quick responses, though they seem to have been the norm in Webb's
correspondence with Bukowski and others, offer some additional weight to the already
great evidence that Bukowski was quite pleased to be honored in the pages of The
Outsider. In another letter, Bukowski responded to Webb's apparent mention that he
already had plans for testimonials to Bukowski from 20 small magazine editors and
would include an article on Bukowski written by Corrington. In a section from this letter,
which Webb used to help introduce the "Outsider'' award in issue three, Bukowski wrote:
20 editors in with words is heartening. Yet there will be enemies. This is
normal. I expect when you do come out with this OUTSIDER OF THE
YEAR award, some will say . . . why that fuckoff Bukowski? There may
well be somebody dying of cancer and writing immortal poems on the
386
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backs of pieplates with charcoal. Who the hell knows? Then there's
always Patchen, a great writer and artist, who is smashed everyday, not by
the bottle and foolishness and madness as I am smashed, but by something
he cannot control. Then, there's W. and then there's X. and then there's
M. in New Haven, and don't forget G. Still, I feel pretty much OUTSIDE,
as about as OUTSIDE as you can get. 38 7
Bukowski began the letter with a litany of his personal troubles: "Bad weekend. Face
cut. Suit ripped and tom. Knee smashed. Horses sour. Money gone. Back to bottom."
He closed it with the admonition that "the act of creation is still the important thing,"
telling Webb that the arrangements necessary to getting the "Outsider of the Year" award
in place were intruding upon his creative life: " . . . with all the g.d. photographs I have
written less than a snail."
Still, Bukowski seems clearly to have been pleased with the efforts Webb was
coordinating on his behalf. While professing mystification that any scholar could find
enough in his poems from which to craft a substantial critical article, Bukowski indicated
his pleasure at Corrington's efforts: "That Willie would bother to write about my work is
good enough, however, and shows a selfless, clean gesture on his part. That someone
writes about me as a poet, it's a lift, especially on morning like this . . . when I am beaten,
bereft and worn. "388
As uplifting as the knowledge that a scholarly consideration of his poetry was
forthcoming, Bukowski had far greater news from Webb in short order. Sometime
between Webb's initial offer of the "Outsider" award and late December 1 962, Webb
informed Bukowski that Loujon wished to publish his first major poetry collection.
Webb seems to have planned a hands-on approach to all phases of this project, down to
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helping choose its title. Bukowski, though, was unwilling to fully give over the choice of
the title to Webb. On December 28, the poet wrote his editor rejecting Webb's title
suggestions. Bukowski specifically did not like Webb's suggestion of Naked in the
Womb, nor did he respond well to Webb's proposal of a title which played off of the
prison Alcatraz.For his part, Bukowski was toying with titles such as Beer andFrog
Legs; I Can't Stand the Sunshine When People Walk Around in It; For Jocks,
Chambermaids, Thieves and Bassoon Players; Tonic for the Mole; and Minstrels Would
Go Crazy Singing This. 389 Clearly preoccupied by the quest to hit upon the perfect title
for this book, Bukowski told Webb, "I will strictly be dreaming titles from here on in."3 90
The dreaming did not take long. By the next day, Bukowski had settled on a title
for the book:
Another letter, but, I think, a necessary one. I have been walking around
thinking of titles and either letting my head work with it, and when only
slices there, listening to conversations or reading newspaper headlines and
articles, then going back to titles, mostly to self and writing them down
and then crossing them out. Then, by chance, tiring or what, I picked up
an old collection of Jeffers and began reading and then . . . there was the
title-at least for me: IT CATCHES MY HEART IN ITS HANDS
(selected poems 1955-1963)39 1
The title was a paraphrase from "Hellenistics," a long poem by Robinson Jeffers, the
California poet Bukowski often credited as a primary influence.392 Bukowski was careful
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to note that Jon and Louise were "the editor and the editoress" and that he would defer to
their judgment if they found the title unsuitable. He acknowledged, also, that a title such
as this carried with it a measure of weight. "I realize this is a serious title, but some of
my work is serious in its way, and even when I effect [sic] the comic . .. hell, -! would say
it fits. You know my work. I won't try to pressure you."3 93
Bukowski's mood seems to have been markedly elevated by all of the positive
news from Webb and Corrington. He seemed to be a little concerned that the
photographs of him which were to appear in The Outsider three were not especially
flattering, and that the possibility existed for unhappy readers to complain about the star
treatment being given him by Webb. Still, Bukowski continued to show his gratitude, and
in more tangible ways than before. He told Webb he would send him "50 bucks
Thursday or Friday unless I get run over by a truck and killed." The money was to be a
gift, rather than a loan, with Bukowski hoping that it would take "a little of the pressure
off the book."3 94

Corrington

As meticulously planned and well executed as the Bukowski tribute was to be,
Webb's efforts for both the book and issue three of The Outsider would probably have
carried less weight had it not been for Corrington's participation in this issue of the
magazine. As the holder of a Ph.D. and a member of the Louisiana State University
English Department faculty, Corrington was a bona fide scholar and brought with him the
cachet of critical respectability.
That Corrington was perceived to be part of the inner Loujon circle by himself
and Bukowski at least is suggested by the following transaction: With the "Outsider of
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the Year" tribute, Bukowski received a plaque commemorating his selection. After
receiving the plaque, Bukowski wrote Corrington a card, expressing his pleasure.
Corrington forwarded the card to the Webbs.395
In early November 1962, Corrington sent Webb a brief postcard describing an
article he had already composed on Bukowski's work. He asked if Webb might have
space in his magazine, using the article as a companion to the "Outsider of the Year"
award. The article, Corrington assured Webb, was "damned good," and dealt with "the
theme of damnation and escape" in three of Bukowski's poems, "The Tragedy of the
Leaves," "The Priest and the Matador," and "Old Man Dead in a Room." Corrington
wrote that he had composed the article for his own purposes, mainly "to see if I can still
make the critical bit."396
Webb seems to have responded very quickly with a tentative ''yes" to
Corrington's query, because less than a week later Corrington wrote Webb again, this
time forwarding a copy of the completed article. The finished version was somewhat
shorter than the original ten pages Corrington had promised, because he had omitted
discussion of "Old Man Dead in a Room." In the accompanying letter, Corrington
suggested to Webb that this would be the first truly scholarly examination of Bukowski's
poetry to appear in print, an earlier essay by Satis editor R. R. Cuscaden notwithstanding.
While Corrington criticized Cuscaden's earlier article as being "too general," his own
would be, he felt, of real value. "It might, I hope, be the beginning of a serious
examination of Chas' work. Therefore it seems to fit your tribute to Chas."
Corrington had clearly seen proof sheets of The Outsider three by the time he sent
this letter to Webb, as he mentioned an eviction notice Bukowski had sent the magazine
395
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in lieu of a particularly memorable rejection slip, which Webb had requested. Corrington
noted that the eviction notice was part of a pattern in Bukowski' s work which revolved
around landladies. "I want to do a Buk article on THE POET AND THE LANDLADY.
Chas has a fixation on landladies. They appear over and over again. Like snakes or guns
or falling from high places."397
In a December 3 card to Webb, Corrington reported that not only had Bukowski
endorsed the idea of Corrington' s article, but he had also offered an epigram to
accompany it in The Outsider: '"Old Man, Dead in a Room' is my future, 'The Tragedy
of the Leaves' is my past, and the 'Priest and the Matador' is a dawdling in between. ' ' 398
In his correspondence with Webb, Corrington's praise of Bukowski was clear and
consistent. He was so impressed with Bukowski and so eager to do his work justice in
that Corrington found himself becoming somewhat overwhelmed. "This is the first time
I've had so much to say that I get lost trying to shape it up," he wrote in early January,
"But is so there that you keep remembering things that need saying and that of course
you'll not have room for. We must make an outline of things that have to be said. 399
A week later, as he ruminated over how to structure his Bukowski article,
Corrington wrote Webb, testing the angle with which he intended to approach things:
As I read Chas' stuff, I keep thinking of the real OUTSIDER tradition
from Villon through Rimbaud to Chas. I may lean on that "outlaw"
tradition, because the almost prophetic quality of Buk (which has not the
hysterical mutterings of Ginsberg) fits well with his ancestors: men who
knew the world from having seen it through he portal of its asshole. BUT,
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unlike Ginsberg, again, Chas does not blame classes and institutions and
the rest. (Unlike Rexroth, too) Buk does not know who or what is to
blame for the agony; he suspects that, in Hemingway's phrase, "there are
no remedies for anything in this life." And he lives and writes with the
strength and grace of a condemned man who is too large to try to buy his
freedom by fingering someone else, or shore the agony by spreading it to
others. 400
"How do you like this track, Chief," Corrington added, before moving on to a more
immediately pressing topic of Bukowski's anxiety over the use of the paraphrase from
Jeffers for the title of his book.
Bukowski was concerned that his choice of a title for the upcoming book might
present copyright problems with Random House, publishers of Jeffers' Hellenistics, and
Webb had passed on Bukowski's concern to Corrington. Though writing that he doubted
any trouble would come of using the title, Corrington agreed to contact Random House
editor Bennett Cerf, on LSU stationary, to ask for a decision on allowing the Jeffers
paraphrase as a title for Bukowski's book.
Corrington's participation in this project may have been more pronounced than
merely offering critical support and help in securing rights to the title. He also seems to
have been involved in the selection process for poems to be included in the book, as this
letter indicated that he was combing through Bukowski's earlier chapbooks to find
"Buk's best from three old books. Also from old mags I have." Corrington suggested to
Webb that "a good solid slug of new poems" would be desirable for the project, as long
as the new poems were of the same high quality �s were those that had been previously
published. 40 1
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Corrington was clearly interested in the quality of the poetry to be included in
Bukowski' s book. In his early transactions with Webb over what the book was to
become, however, there was no clear idea that he understood the quality the book as a
physical artifact would embody. It may be that Webb, too, did not yet know how the
book would tum out. This is suggested by Corrington' s allusion to a possible dispute
between Webb and a potential collaborator over the book's design:
I think you could both satisfy yourself and Roman by putting out a special
"deluxe" and signed edition of maybe 25 or 50 copies, and use the same
sheets, etc. with maybe one added for Buk to sign, etc. . . . . But of course
the big thing is to get the bulk of Buk' s work in a form that people can
handle. I don't think you should worry about making it expensive. Just a
good honest book that will hold up.

402

Less than a week later, Corrington wrote Webb again, this time commenting on
Bukowski 's growing reputation in the scholarly community and on the strong sales of his
recent chapbook, Run with the Hunted (Hearse, 1 962). Corrington reported that he was
hearing complaints from "scholar types" that Bukowski 's work was not easily available,
and assured Webb that, on his own, he could sell ten copies of It Catches My Heart in Its
Hands, though he jokingly suggested the alternate title, The Potable Bukowski, an
obvious homage to Bukowski 's deserved reputation as a heavy drinker.403
Corrington clearly maintained a keen interest in the Bukowski's career, and, with
a scholar' s instinct for the importance of minutia and detail, made a concerted effort to
keep all correspondence and other material he received from Bukowski. In a letter in
which he assured Webb that Bukowski ' s chosen title for this first book would "go fine
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with the work," even as he offered his opinion that "Chas cuts Jeffers to pieces,"
Corrington described this tendency to collect correspondence and poems:
Still going through some of the old Bukowski in mags I have. I've got a
couple I'll mention next letter. Also: I have a few small poems Buk wrote
in context of letters that you might wish to see. I'm sure they're off the
cuff and might have gotten dumped in garbage except I hold on to all
things of value like a packrat. I reckon you're [sic] already gone through
your letters looking for such? I expect that between us we have the bulk
of this kind of thing--thank God. I get shakey when I think of the poems
he's mailed out without keeping copies and then never gotten back from
some stinking rag. OLD MAN, DEAD IN A ROOM could have gone that
way. That we lost some Greek tragedies I have finally gotten used to, but
to lose stuff of value today is grotesque. 404
Corrington's appreciation of Bukowski's writing was indicative of a broader appreciation
of the avant garde literature of the early 1960s, a situation which was at least potentially
useful to Webb. During this period, Corrington was also in contact with Ferlinghetti,
working with him on the prospect of Corrington editing a book of Ferlinghetti 's poetry.
Corrington seems to have been functioning more or less as a go-between for Webb and
Ferlinghetti, as there was talk among the principles at that time that the next Loujon
book, after Bukowski, would be this Ferlinghetti collection:
Wrote Ferli. what you said about book. He comes on like a potful of
ancient piss when I try to get answers on simple questions. He holds to his
arty posture like a birddog on a thicketful of quails. Always sad to see in
grown man who clearly has talent.40 5
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Whether because of Ferlinghetti's attitude toward the project, or for other reasons which
have not been uncovered, Loujon did not publish such a book by Ferlinghetti.

Outsider of the Year

Responding to Webb 's requests for testimonials to Bukowski, the little magazine
community came together in force to applaud Webb's decision to honor the poet as
"Outsider of the Year." Editors such as Roy Miller, from the San Francisco Review;
Gene Frumkin, of Coastlines; R. R. Cuscaden, of Mid West; Carl Larson, of 7 Poets
Press; John Bryan, of Renaissance; E. V. Griffith, of Hearse; Margaret Randall, of
Plumed Hom; Norman Winski, of Breakthru; Evelyn Thome and Will Tullos, of Epos;
Marvin Malone and A. Taylor, of Wormwood Review; Edward van Aelstyn, of
Northwest Review; Helen Fowler, of Approach; Joseph Friedman, of Venture; E. R.
Cole, of Experiment, an International Review; James Boyer May, of Trace; Anthony
Linick, of Nomad; Sue Abbot Boyd, of South and West; W. L. Gamer, of Targets;
Matthew Mead, of Satis; and Felix Stefanile, of The Sparrow all sent unqualified
congratulations and praise.
Either because of Webb's exacting editorial standards or because of a desire to
say exactly the right thing in tribute to Bukowski, Renaissance editor Bryan appears to
have tried at least twice before his comments were finally settled for the tribute. Bryan
wrote Webb in mid-October, 1 962, describing his first meeting with Bukowski, going
into some detail about the poet's wretched, dirty apartment, complete with a garbage can
filled with empty condom wrappers, medicines to treat athlete's foot and hemorrhoid
cream containers scattered about the room, and antique plumbing visible along the walls.
All of this, Bryan wrote, left him feeling depressed. The description was leavened with a
portrait of Bukowski as a gentle and generous man, willing and even eager to share his
Collections, Northwestern University Library, Series XV, Box A-D.
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poetry and his beer with the visiting editor.406 In Bryan's published tribute, the allusions
to poverty and filth are gone. In their place is a congratulatory note built around the idea
of Bukowski as prolific poet unconcerned with the details of the publishing business,
even as it related to his own work. Beginning with the congratulatory, "Most tickled to
hear of OUTSIDER'S award to Outsider Bukowski," the tribute concluded with a
prediction for the poet's longevity. Bryan wrote, "[W]e here think he's going to out-burn
most of the magazines who've published him, and those who are going to before and
,
after he kicks off.' 4°7
In a similar fashion, certainly not out of character for Webb, considering that he
had edited the creative work of Kerouac, Burroughs and other poets, the blurb sent in by
Targets editors Garner and Alpaugh underwent mild editing before it made its way into
The Outsider's pages. Though the change was small, the new construction could be read
as being more positive for the magazine itself, if not for Bukowski. In their original text,
the Targets editors wrote, "We are of course delighted to hear that Bukowski is receiving
,
some of the recognition due him.' 4os In The Outsider, the sentence read, " .. . that
,,
Bukowski is receiving this recognition due him_ 4o9 (Emphasis added in both versions.)
The change is minor and not a lot should be made of this observation, to be sure. Still,
the published version of the blurb removes the implied qualified nature of the Targets
endorsement of The Outsider award. Instead of"some of' his deserved recognition,
Bukowski now was receiving "this recognition due him." It would probably be
overreaching to call Webb's editorial change dishonest, but it does point to his
characteristic habit of putting his own activities into their best light, in much the same
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way that he earlier refashioned his personal history when talking to newspaper reporters.
The change also shows Webb's sharp eye as an editor. The published version of the
blurb is tighter and, arguably, more powerful.
Though the Bukowski endorsements from little magazine editors were solicited,
spontaneous praise for the poet and his award also arrived from readers. Diane Wakoski,
then a little known New York City poet struggling to make a name for herself, had kept a
running correspondence with Webb as she tried to interest him in publishing her poetry.
In late 1 962, she answered a letter in which Webb had apparently tried to convince her to
help in sponsoring a New York City benefit for The Outsider, begging off because she
had already done one such benefit for Margaret Randall's magazine, Trobar.4 1 0 This
slight rebuff did not sour whatever connection was developing between Webb and
Wakoski, though, because a few months later she wrote Webb a congratulatory letter
upon seeing The Outsider three. After comparing his "beautiful, fat magazine" favorably
with Trobar and Nomad, which she called "the best on the scene," Wakoski turned her
attention to the Bukowski tribute: "I was also surprised and pleased to see such a spread
on Bukowski. He is making it this year-and well deserves to." Wakoski went on to
admit that she had earlier sent Bukowski a fan letter. "Sometimes his work is
inexpressibly vulgar and I do not like it then. But despite this, when he writes about his
experiences (especially with love) a kind of pure, almost ballad-like tone is set and he
,
achieves beautiful moments. There is something fresh about his poems.' 4 1 1
Another poet who was then struggling to emerge from the mass of new talent,
Harold Norse, also sent Webb a letter congratulating him on The Outsider three and
especially on the Bukowski section. Norse was a resident of the Beat Hotel and friends
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with Kay Johnson, Burroughs, and many of the avant garde literary trendsetters on both
sides of the Atlantic. Knowing of Webb's friendship with Johnson, it was not unusual for
him to write Webb a letter on some unrelated matter and include in it a greeting from
Johnson. In response to The Outsider three, Norse wrote: "The real kick of the issue is
Bukowski-whose letters get me right in the pit of the stomach, even more than his
poems. He comes on powerfully, the martyred poet in isolation (how I identify with
,
that! ), and writes damn well of his personal trials & tribulations.' 4 1 2
Apparently as an afterthought, Norse decided to make a pitch for Webb to
consider him as Loujon's next great discovery. In a handwritten note scrawled along the
margin of his typed letter, Norse wrote: "The Bukowski story can only be matched
eventually by the Norse story. I'm the OUTSIDER of all time, the way I feel." Norse
wrote that he had several book-length manuscripts, which he would be happy to send
Webb for his consideration. While a reply from Webb has not been discovered, Loujon
did not publish any books by Norse.

A Literary Feud

In the only apparent instance of Webb engaging in a literary feud, he and poet
Robert Creeley sparred over Webb's belief that Creeley had insulted The Outsider and its
choice of material. The dispute seems to have arisen as the result of a letter Creeley
wrote Webb in a reluctant attempt to champion--or at least explain--the poetry of Lionel
Kearns, a student and colleague of Creeley's at the University of British Columbia.
Webb published a poem of Kearns' in The Outsider three and, apparently at Webb's
behest-- though this remains unclear--Creeley wrote Webb on Kearns' behalf. Webb
printed Creeley's letter in the pages immediately following Kearns' work and then took
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Creeley to task in "The Editor's Bit" for Creeley' s perceived slights.
Webb took umbrage at his belief that Creeley had insinuated the magazine was
falsely advertising a "new" type of poetry in its pages. Webb declared that the use of the
descriptor "new" as it applied to poetry in The Outsider meant poetry that was freshly
written, as opposed to meaning poetry of a new school or type. For Webb, the main
criterion for good poetry lay not in its adherence to emerging styles or technique, but
simply in his personal reaction to it. In other words, if Webb liked a poem, he took it.
Webb made it clear that he considered Creeley's comments not only wrong, but also
boorishly elitist:
We noted also Creeley's (and he's just one of a number of literary snobs
who've "criticized" us for printing poets they believe "minor" alongside
poets they believe "great" --tho he, himself didn't put this into words)--we
noted also his added dig in the phrase "are not to be misled with any false
issue of a 'school' ." Well, sir, there may not be such "schools" registered
with the Office of Copyrights, but there most certainly are pretensions
toward schools in the multilateral snob-cliques of creative expression
mushrooming over the U.S. today. 4 1 3
Webb continued to lambaste Creeley for almost a full page, referring to him repeatedly as
a snob or as a member of a ·"snob-clique," probably meaning the Black Mountain Poets
group.

Webb chose to single out Creeley for his strongest venom, but he also named
some of the other poets who had, he felt, insulted The Outsider's selection policies:
We hate giving Creeley this treatment, but he deserves it, we feel, if only
because he is one of the most respected & talented in the Club. Among
other clique-elected greats both talented & respected who wrote us voicing
41 3
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disturbance over our giving print to "mediocres" alongside their own
pedestaled members in "idol" standing were: Cid Corman, Paul
Blackbum, Ron Loewinsohn (from the West Coast branch), and Denise
Levertov (from the Home Office). 4 1 4
Creeley seems to have been genuinely mystified and, not surprisingly, angered by
Webb's reaction to his comments on Keam's work, though there is evidence suggesting
that some sort of disagreement between the men had been brewing previous to this
fracture.
Evidence also shows that, prior to Webb's unpleasant response to Creeley there
had been something akin to respect growing between the editor and the poet. Less than a
month before Creeley su�mitted the "offending" piece, he had sent a letter to Webb, in
response to what seems to have been an apology from Webb and a request for material.
Beginning with the salutation, "Dear Mr. Webb," Creeley's brief letter continued:
Thanks for your good letter, and of course no hard feelings at all god
knows about anything. Ok ! I'd like very much to do a short note on
Lionel Keams' poems--1 think a letter would be the simplest and most
relaxed way, so I'll hope to do that shortly and have it off to you. Just
now I'm about to go to San Francisco for the week, but once back I'll
write again, and will send the note, etc. I don't have any poems presently
I'd like to see anyone print--but if anything is possible, I'll send
something. Thanks again for thinking of me, and for the copy of your
second issue which was a pleasure.41 5
Seeing the context in which Creeley' s Keams' letter originated, it becomes easier to
accept his curt response to Webb's attack in the pages of The Outsider. Creeley, in later
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correspondence, demonstrated his belief that he had been ambushed by Webb.
In April, 1 963, perhaps following a continued exchange of letters, though direct
evidence of such correspondence has not been uncovered, Creeley responded bitterly to
Webb:
You are free to misunderstand me again, and again--which I cannot, of
course, do more than object to, as now. But another time I wish you
would pay me the simple courtesy of being open in your own feelings and
of not asking me to contribute to a magazine where I am present only to be
misread by you and to serve as that punching bag for your splenetic
assumptions.4 1 6
At least one poet came to Creeley's defense. Gary Snyder, writing from Japan, where he
was then living in a Buddhist temple, wrote Webb that he could see no justification for
Webb's attack of Creeley. Snyder cautioned Webb that "Editors, etc. should avoid
creating antagonisms and schisms where they needn't exist, or there will never be any
,
hope of a 'community of poets. " 4 1 7
The curious genesis of this confl ict may lie outside the boundaries of the Webb
and Creeley relationship. In the months prior to The Outsider three's appearance, Webb
seems to have engaged in correspondence with Corrington on the topic of taking on
Creeley. Responding to a letter from Webb, Corrington wrote of his own animosity
toward the Black Mountain poets, mentioning Creeley and Denise Levertov by name.
Corrington told Webb that he had already written an article criticizing Levertov:
Well, if we are going to take on the Black Mountain and all its rocks, I
guess I'm ahead of you. The Denise Levertov critique in the next
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MIDWEST is pretty rough; and the Creeley thing in NORTHWEST REV.
is a hard bit, too. In both cases, criticism is easy to sustain: neither of
these people are talented writers. They are better, surely, than the
amateurs like Sherman, Hedley, ect. But they do not make it up against
the best of Ferlinghetti or Corso--not to mention Buk. 4 1 8
Echoing the language Webb would use to criticize Creeley and the others in The Outsider
three, Corrington suggested that engaging in a critical battle with the "cliques" posed no
great danger. From the nature of his statement, it appears that Webb may have suggested
that such an action might be professionally dangerous to Corrington. "I have no concern
about getting hurt by the cliques," Corrington wrote. "The worst they can do is keep you
out, and since I don't want in, what's to lose? I've got fine relations with a dozen editors
of honest magazines, and that's all anyone needs." Corrington added a cogent
commentary on the nature and role little magazines, suggesting that writing for too many
of them could have the effect of making the writer write in a particular style for a
particular editor. "Then the whole'purpose of the little magazine gets perverted, and the
,
writer finds himself a hack after all--and not even making money for it.' 4 1 9

A Change of Focus
Complications and distractions such as the ones described above notwithstanding,
the completion and distribution of The Outsider three was a high-water mark in the life of
the Loujon Press to that point. It also signaled a radical change of direction in Loujon's
publishing activities: The Webbs were now actively engaged in book publishing. Before
another issue of The Outsider appeared _.: five years later -- Loujon would publish, to
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great and sustained acclaim, two books by Charles Bukowski and one by Henry Miller.

The Bukowski Books

Praise for the Loujon Press' s first book, Bukowski ' s It Catches My Heart in Its
Hands, was widespread and enthusiastic, and Webb took advantage of this praise to help
publicize and sell the book. In addition to the Lowenfels and Miller blurbs quoted above,
Webb used blurbs from New Directions editor Roy Miller; Margaret Randall, editor of
the little magazine, Plumed Hom; and Genet, among others. Genet wrote of the book,
"Beau livre, belle poesie!" Ferlinghetti wrote that the book was the "most beautiful
printing of poetry I have ever seen in this country." Kenneth and Miriam Patchen
provided equally lavish praise: "The book is perfection--looks, job, contents. Tell
Bukowski we love his baby." The key element of this lavish praise was its consistency.
While it may be argued that some of the individuals who authored these blurbs are
perhaps less authoritative than others, the preponderance of highly positive reaction
speaks to the book's general success.
Even before the book was published, Webb had sold more than two dozen copies
and Corrington was predicting strong sales, even as he off-handedly noted a major reason
that the book would not be able to produce major revenue for Loujon:
25 of IT CATCHES before you make the stands is pretty damn good. I
would guess that you' ll move at least 300-400 without much trouble.
Maybe you could print up 350 and then run again if the demand makes.
Except you have to break up one page to make the next. I keep
forgetting. 420
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Catches My Heart in Its Hands, and provided the introduction, foresaw the boost to
Bukowski ' s career that the book would provide:
With any luck at all, the Bukowski book will provide Chas with such a
spurt of publicity and prestige that he'll be able to gain plenty of readers
and magazine outlets without much more effort from anyone. The rest is
pretty much up to Chas and his ability to work in the spotlight. 42 1
Corrington's relationship to Loujon in regard to the production of this book seems to
have been very close, indeed. Referring to the book's production schedule in relation to
potential future Loujon projects, Corrington suggested that he would show Webb the
future projects "after we get the Chasbook done." He and Webb apparently met at least
once regarding the project, as he asked the editor to ''write and let me know how things
are and when we should get together again." Corrington also made it clear that he was
available to help, generally, on the project:
Lemme know if you need me, and I'll plan to come down when you've
picked out your mss for the Chas book. I'd like to read it over. Also want
to see if you find anything we should change or rewrite in the introduction.
I felt like it went okay as it is--you get to changing, and it either gets toned
down or gets stilted, and pretty soon all the good juice is gone and you
have left a kind of literary corpse. There are enough of those around
without our adding to them--and hanging one around Chas ' neck. 422
In addition to working closely with Webb in the preparation of his introduction to I1
Catches My Heart in Its Hands, Corrington also kept in touch with Bukowski regarding
the project.
Corrington' s involvement with the production of the book seems to have been
421
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profound. Though inconclusive, there is evidence in a January 1963 note from
Corrington to Webb that Corrington played a major role in the selection of the book's
contents. "Have all poems read," Corrington wrote. "I had to grit teeth to junk many: all
had interest even when not good." The probability that Corrington was referencing poem
selection for It Catches My Heart in Its Hands is increased by the fact that, in the next
sentence, he writes, "Several letters from Chas; he is in good shape and excited about
book (naturally) says he's glad I'm to do intro: he must figure youth and small reputation
offset by depth of friendship. He figures right."423
By late January, Webb had told Corrington that he liked Corrington's introduction
to the book.424 The initial production stage of the first Loujon Press book was well under
way, but as usual, Webb was pushing himself hard enough to worry those around him.
Corrington told Webb that he felt "good about both #3 and the Chas. book." He hinted
strongly, though, that the new Loujon publications might be a mixed blessing: "If you
,
don't put yourself in the hospital or in the ground, you've got it made.' 425
During this period, Corrington was cementing his relationship not only with
Webb, but also with Bukowski, and the Corrington-Bukowski friendship appears to have
been strong in these early months. Not only did they exchange many letters, but also
sometimes talked on the telephone,_occurrences which Corrington reported to Webb.
Corrington observed to Webb that the attention being heaped upon Bukowski by the
upcoming third issue of The Outsider and the Loujon Press poetry collection helped
Bukowski "when he gets butcherknife moods.426
Sometime prior to April 1963, Webb apparently heard from Jory Sherman, his old
423
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West Coast Advisory Editor for The Outsider number one. Sherman seems to have
warned Webb that the attention Loujon was paying Bukowski might be
counterproductive to Bukowski's own well-being. Webb shared Sherman 's concerns
with Corrington, who responded that Sherman's assertions might be true, but that
"Sherman could be so neurotically pissed that he can't restrain himself. I think he
,
believes what he wrote you. But that cuts no ice.' 42 7
Corrington came down solidly in Bukowski's comer, primarily, it seems, because
of his faith in the strength of the personal relationship between himself, Webb and
Bukowski:
The problem is that you and I are sane and keep the demons chained.
Probably because of the quality of our women and our drives toward
success. But we cannot accept Sherman's word and lay off Buk's work.
This would make no sense. And I doubt greatly whether leaving his work
alone would work any kind of remedy at all. What else has he? He had
Jane, but that is underground. Now he has our respect and friendship and
the knowledge that we regard his work as important. If that destroys him,
I guess it will have to. Men have been wrecked by love, by hate, by envy ,
by autos. But we all end wrecked and dead. So I would not let Sherman
shake me up. 428
For the time being at least, it appeared that Corrington's faith in Bukowski was justified.
Bukowski's zeal for the project extended to contacting friends in an attempt to sell them
copies.
In early July 1 963, with production underway for It Catches My Heart in Its
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Hands, Bukowski wrote his friend Sherri Martinelli, editor of the Anagogic & Paideumic
Review to update her on the project:
My collection of poems via Webber [sic] will be out about Sept. first, and
I have seen the dummy copy, and even without the poems the book would
be worth 2$ because of the paper and the way he's hung it together, the
design, the love, the taste of good steak and avocado, he has put his gut
into the work and it is like a bell ringing or water running or stretching out
on the bed and looking up at the ceiling. When Madison Ave. sees what a
poor man can do with nothing they are going to learn that magic does not
grow at request; it must be thought about and prayed and gambled toward.
If you see the book you will know what I mean. 429
It Catches My Heart in Its Hands: New and Selected Poems 1955 - 1963 was
published in an edition of 777 copies as "Gypsy Lou Series no. 1 a Loujon Press Award
,
Book.' 430 As was their custom with all of their publications, this book was designed and
hand bound by the Webbs. This book was "commercially and artistically successful, and
,
it provided Bukowski with his first national exposure.' 4 3 1 In addition to quickly selling
,
out, it "drew critical appreciation from Henry Miller, Jean Paul Sartre and Jean Genet.' 4 32
Further, it has been argued that "the book has not lost any of its artistic beauty over the
decades and is still stunning to look at today." 4 33
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Jon Webb detailed the arduous and colorful history of lt Catches' design and
printing in the book's colophon, a device through which a publisher ordinarily provides
information such as author, title, publisher and date of publication. In this instance, Webb
used the colophon to great effect in depicting the genesis of It Catches. Because it gives
a distinct picture of the Webbs' working conditions and the care and passion with which
they followed their craft, this passage is presented in its entirety:
Gypsy Lou Series #1 : 777 copies of this book were printed by the editors
of Loujon Press, one page at a time, handfed with 1 2-point Garamond Old
Style for the poems, 18-point Pabst 0. S. For the titles - to an ancient 8 by
1 2 Chandler & Price letterpress; on Linweave Spectra paper throughout,
320 lb. For the cover, 160 lb. For the jacket, 75 lb. For the text, in shades
of white, winestone, saffron, bayberry, peacock, ivory, bittersweet,
gobelin & tobasco [sic]. The printing, all manual, was done thru the
steamy months of June to September, 1963, in a slave quarters workshop
back of a sagging ex mansion in the French Quarter in New Orleans; and
hand-bound in October - the workshop's windows gaping out into a
delightful walled-in courtyard dense to its broken-bottled brims with
rotting banana trees, stinkweed and vine, & moths; spiders, snails, bats,
gnats, ticks, wasps, silverfish, ants, flies, mosquitoes, cockroaches big as
mice & lizards, none of whom gave annoyance except accidentally: rats
galloping overhead at night loosened showers of 1800s dust & plaster over
completed pages stacked on every available level space, & seeping
rainwater complemented the mischief so that pages had to be done over;
bugs flew & walked into the running press to be ground up into ink;
lovemaking rodents scattered alphabets in the typecases; fuses blew with
awesome abandon, twice wiring in the aged walls caught fire; & thrice the
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press broke down, nesters mangled in the machinery or motor . . the
humidity burst open the composition rollers, kept ink from drying on
finished runs, & et cetera. But here is the book, written in blood (see # 3
of The Outsider with its 30-page Bukowski section), & printed in blood;
but not like Bukowski's more like the pseudo-stuff that bleeds from the
madras tissue between pages 96 and 97 if you wet it and squeeze - for
we've nothing at all to complain about: the experience was unforgettable,
one that could not be bought for gold - nor sold to the devil.434
Webb's lively and vivid prose captures both the heady atmosphere in which this book
was printed and the single-minded determination that characterized each Loujon project.
While it is certainly possible that Webb was engaging in hyperbole or giving voice to his
own literary aspirations in this striking prose, this colophon very likely offers a
reasonable description of the making of It Catches My Heart in Its Hands. It also offers a
glimpse into the pursuits Jon and Louise would mostly follow henceforth. With this
project, the Webbs turned their attention primarily from magazine production to book
publishing, for most of the rest of their careers. 435
Unsigned copies of It Catches sold at a pre-publication price of two dollars and
signed copies sold for a mere five dollars. The book's great current value - in excess of
one thousand dollars -- illustrates the substance and craftsmanship that characterized
Loujon publications.436
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Crucifix in a Deathhand
The design and manufacture of It Catches My Heart in Its Hands occupied the
Webbs to the exclusion of any other projects until their second Bukowski volume,
Crucifix in a Deathhand: Poems 1963-1965. In December 1964, Corrington responded
to a card from Jon Webb, after a silence long enough for Corrington to remark that he
was afraid Webb had been sick. Webb appareJ!tlY told Corrington of Loujon's plan for a
second Bukowski volume in his card, as Corrington responded, "The new Buk book
sounds fine. I'll be the first to order one (or probably the last) & look forward to seeing
· ,,43 7

1t.

Bukowski, too, was pleased with the prospect of a second Loujon Press collection
of his work. In a move that smacks more of being an attempt to aid the Webbs than a
means of simple self-promotion, Bukowski made no bones about his attempts to drum up
support for the new book. In a letter to Sheri Martinelli, Bukowski described, in general
terms, the upcoming book and his reasons for asking Martinelli's support:
Well, listen, my old man Webb is going to bring out another collection of
my wurks [ sic]--all newly written ditties which have not appeared in any
of the magazines. No title yet; I seem strangely resistant to thinking one
up. Anyhow, you are supposed to tell your friends and enemies to send 3
dollars to Jon Webb, 1109 Rue Royale, New Orleans 16, Louisiana,
asking for the new Buk book (no title). 3 bucks is the opening price, and
the only reason I huckster this way, like a shiney [sic] Jewish stockbroker,
is that the old man needs the money, and he's already shown me paper
samples and wild size outlay, and it's going to be another beauty-mad
product of format inventiveness.438
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History shows that Bukowski did not exaggerate in his praise of Webb's design, printing
and binding efforts on this new collection. Like all of their previous publications, this
book was meticulously hand crafted by the Webbs. Still, the production of this book was
not simply art for art's sake. There is a clear suggestion that, with Crucifix, Loujon
sought to broaden its financial base.
For this book, the Webbs entered a distribution agreement with New York
publishing house Lyle Stuart. As partnership with Lyle Stuart afforded greater
distribution possibilities, the press run for Crucifix, at 31 00, was much larger than that of
It Catches. The colophon of the latter book provides pertinent design information:
Gypsy Lou series #2 Thirty-one hundred copies of this first edition of
CRUCIFIX IN A DEATHHAND, handset in Bulmer Roman, American
Uncial & others, have been printed, handfed in single-page impressions,
on LINWEA VE SPECTRA paper in shades of ivory, white peacock,
gobelin, bayberry, bittersweeet & saffron, on an 8 by 1 2 C. & P.
Letterpress in New Orleans, La. The book was edited, designed, printed
and handbound by Loujon Press editors Louise and Jon Webb, with
delivery begun in April 1 965 of books as they were completed to publisher
Lyle Stuart, Inc., N.Y.C.
The partnership with Lyle Stuart appears to have been a mixed blessing. There
was apparently a certain amount of prestige to be had by entering into an agreement with
a commercial publishing house. If Webb's comments to his friend, Ed Blair are to be
given credence, Stuart wrote Webb sometime before early June, 1 966, indicating that
"Crucifix has been nominated for a Pulitzer," though Webb maintained that he saw no
prospect for the book winning the award. Webb called the nomination "amusing, for it
Correspondence of Charles Bukowski and Sheri Martinelli 1 960- 1 967, Steven Moore, (ed.), (Santa Rosa,
CA: Black Sparrow Press, 200 1 ): 304.
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can't compete with the Establishment.' 439 Just over a week later, the Pulitzer nomination
was still on Webb's mind, though he still denied the possibility that Crucifix in a
Deathhand could win: "On the Pulitzer, natch he can't win--but at least Mrs. Trinkhaus of
the P. Prize Committee:requested a photo and brief bio of Buk last week, which I sent to
,
her at Columbia U.' 440
In another letter to Blair, Webb suggested that Stuart was deficient in its
marketing strategy and slow to pay royalties. Webb told Blair that Bukowski had been
forced to write Stuart to ask about royalties. While this strategy netted Bukowski a check
for two hundred dollars, evidence suggests that the venture was not especially lucrative.
Stuart complained that sales of the book were slow. For his part, Webb believed that
Stuart was not being aggressive enough in marketing Crucifix in a Deathhand and
complained to Blair that, if he were in charge of distribution, that he would have already
sold most of the press run.44 1
Upon learning of the book's existence, poet and critic Kenneth Rexroth, who was
then living in Germany, wrote the Webbs to acquire a copy. Beginning his letter, "Dear
People," Rexroth continued:
Please send the Bukowski Crucifix. How did I miss it. I am a very strong
Bukfan. Did you send me It Catches? If not, send that to bill. If you want
them reviewed on KDFA - and feel like throwing around a lot of postage
money - send them by air to my present address . . . and I will do them
when I get home in the spring. More power to you & to Bukowski. (I
think I did It Catches for the NY Times - and have the book - but I don't
remember the title)442
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A hint of the Webbs' achievement is found in the following description by
Indiana University' s Lilly Library: "The first Loujon book, It Catches My Heart in its
Hands, by Charles Bukowski, was an innovation in book design and received wide
reco gnition, as have their subsequent publications. Order and Chaos Chez Hans Reichel
by Henry Miller received the Type Desi gn Corporation award in typography, type
direction and desi gn in 1 966.',443 Indiana University librarian William Cagle, writing to
acknowledge receipt of two copies of Crucifix in a Deathhand, called the book
,
"lovely.' 444
While it would be inaccurate to claim that Bukowski ' s career maintained an
undiminished upward trajectory after the publication of these books, it seems clear that
they were the beginnings of his success. This success, by any measure, has been
spectacular. Thirty-three Bukowski titles are currently in print from Black Sparrow
Press, the poet's longtime primary publisher. Three other titles have been in continuous
publication from the prestigious City Lights publishing house for more than a decade.
According to a Black Sparrow Press blurb, which accompanies all Bukowski books
issued by this publisher, Bukowski 's books have been translated into more than a dozen
languages. For all of this eventual success, Bukowski was essentially unknown when the
Loujon Press began publishing his work.

Courting the Patchens

Echoing the decision to devote a section of The Outsider three to the celebration
of a single artist, Webb decided that the centerpiece of the fourth issue of the magazine
would be a tribute to Kenneth Patchen. This homage was the culmination of the
44 3
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magazine's support of Patchen that had been maintained, in a more modest fashion, since
the first issue, and an outward manifestation of a personal relationship between the
Webbs and Kenneth and Miriam Patchen. The two couples had been in close contact over
the years, primarily via the U. S. Mail. Their correspondence explored a range of topics,
from the professional to the personal. Often, the letters centered on concern for
Kenneth's chronic back problems. Other times the letters referenced problems faced by
both the Patchens and the Webbs. Another regular topic was Loujon's support of the
Patchens and the Webbs' desire to publish both a Patchen tribute in The Outsider and, as
with Bukowski and Miller, an original Patchen book.
In a mid-summer 1 963 letter, after apologizing for not writing more promptly,
Miriam Patchen hinted at some of the recent horrors her husband had endured because of
his health problems. She also acknowledged the response to The Outsider's pleas for
readers to aid the Patchens: "First, however, let me say that readers of THE OUTSIDER
are, as you have discovered, warm, generous and aware of others. So many sweet words
,
and some sweetening of the pot, too.' 445 At least as dramatically as in Bukowski 's case,
then, here is evidence of The Outsider having a tangible, positive effect on the life of a
contributor. Bukowski's career received a tremendous boost from the Webbs' attention.
For the Patchens, publicity generated by The Outsider seems to have caused readers to
send them money.
The correspondence between Miriam Patchen and the Webbs also demonstrates
that what would become the Patchen section of issue 4/5 was a long time in planning,
and also part of a failed, broader strategy: Loujon had long planned to publish at least one
book of Patchen's, as well. While he and Louise were still laboring over the printing and
binding of Bukowski 's Crucifix in a Deathhand, Webb wrote Miriam Patchen a letter,
445
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included with which were samples of the fine, heavy paper being used in the production
of the Bukowski book. After describing the care and attention to detail with which they
were crafting Crucifix, Webb wrote Mrs. Patchen that:
We are going to send you a dummy of the format, which we think will
delight you-for we're racking our brains to figure out a way to have a
Kenneth Patchen book follow this one-and we want you and Kenneth to
see how we' ll do it. A completely new idea in format, we hear, and
completely non-profit. That's the trouble. How to pay the author. We're
giving Bukowski fifty of the books, which is all he wanted-in fact not
even that many, but we insisted. On the second book we plan or hope to
give I 00 copies to the author, and it would certainly be I 00 if only a way
could be found to do such a book. We don't know what Kenneth's
commitments are, or whether he has the material, or what-just that we'd
love our next book to be his. A limited edition too of 777 copies. You'd
surely be able to get at least 7 .50 a copy. 446
Planning continued, and Jon's correspondence with Miriam reflected not only excitement
and anticipation for publication of Patchen material, but Webb's trademark ambition to
create ever more well-made publications. Miriam Patchen replied quickly, and
apparently showed enthusiasm for Webb's offer. Webb 's reply to Mrs. Patchen was
likewise fast and enthusiastic. Though the Webbs were still hard at work on Crucifix in a
Deathhand, Jon assured Miriam that they were ready and anxious to begin work on The
Outsider four and, soon thereafter, on a Patchen book. As ambitious as had been their
earlier publications, Jon wrote, their work on the Patchen material would be even more
impressive, surpassing the work they had done on Bukowski' s "Outsider of the Year"
446
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tribute. Jon also indicated that he and Louise were on a fast timetable for the next issue
of the magazine:
We want to be printing #4 by Oct. 1 . Months of work there, but we want
the #4 our best issue. We fi gure between 40 and 50 pages in the Kenneth
section-if we get the responses we need. And we hope you have an
album of photos from early days till now. We plan it as a [sic] homage to
Kenneth from his creative early days till now. We'll soon let you know
how you can help, and you can help a lot on this section, especially with
helping us make contacts with writers who might give us a short piece on
Kenneth, or just a paragraph or two. 447
Webb's request that Mrs. Patchen supply a list of writers who might contribute work on
her husband was characteristic of his habitual networking and maximizing of resources.
Mrs. Patchen responded with an annotated, five page, hand written list of friends and
literary acquaintances, whom she thought might be useful for the tribute issue. The list
included writers and artists of international stature.
Poet Archibald MacLeish was on the list, his name followed by the annotation,
"Knew each other since the late 30's." Miriam suggested Webb contact Ferlinghetti,
describing him with the note, "Bookstore, publisher, reader(!)." She suggested that
James Laughlin, owner of the publishing house New Directions, might be willing to
contribute material. Longtime Patchen friend, Mrs. E. E. Cummings, was on the list, as
was Kenneth Rexroth, the San Francisco poet, described as an "acquaintance-might be
good-sometimes very acute." Jazz great Charles Mingus, Miriam suggested, "might be
prevailed upon to write the tale of Charlie Parker' s reading aloud Patchen's novel, The
Journal of Albion Moonlight to a group ofjazz musicians. Also included on the list were
447
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editor and critic Malcolm Cowley; longtime Trace editor, James Boyer May; Henry
Miller and T. S. Eliot. The list also included a number of other individuals of lesser
fame. 448
Webb further annotated Miriam's list noting the individuals to whom he sent
letters and the replies he received. His notes indicate that received the requested material
from Ferlinghetti, Cowley, Miller, Mingus, May, and several others, though some of the
other contacts appear to have been dead ends. While a few seem to have simply refused,
for reasons upon which Webb did not elaborate, Eliot presented the problem of already
being dead. 44 9
For reasons that remain unclear, Loujon did not publish the Patchen book. The
Webbs did not forget their plan to honor Patchen in their next issue of The Outsider,
though that issue would not be published for several years.

Publishing Miller and a Move to Tucson

After the publication of Crucifix in a Deathhand, Jon and Louise Webb moved
west, to Tucson, Arizona. The primary reason for the move, apparently, was to provide a
more healthy climate for Louise's chronic lung problems, and by the time she was feeling
better, the Webbs were already thinking of moving again, and their first impulse seems to
have been to re-locate back to New Orleans, as early as March 1 966. 450 A return to the
Crescent City was not to be, however, and the Tucson move became the first of several
after decades of relative stability in New Orleans.
The couple arrived in Tucson in December 1 965, during what Jon described as
"the worst rainy December in history here." They purchased a small house at 1 009 E.
448
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Elm Street where, eventually, the final issue of The Outsider would be published. Louise
had a long history of respiratory illness and it was thought that the dry, warm Westem air
would be good for her lungs.45 1 The warm, rainy weather they encountered there
apparently had a negative effect on Jon, however. He wrote to his friend Ed Blair that he
was ''just up from bed briefly--recovering from what Dr. said was going into
pneumonia.',4 52 Webb complained of a backache, which seems to have been the result of
his overextending himself in "fixing up" his and Louise's new home. 453 The new
residence seems to have been less than sound, as Webb wrote Blair that the rain had
caused an old cesspool under the patio to cave in, producing a ten feet deep, six feet wide
hole in their backyard.454 Jon wrote Blair of the sinkhole that he and Louise were ''using
,
it for a rubbish box_ ,4ss
Later, after the triumph of The Outsider 4/5 and the trauma of a destructive flood,
they moved briefly to Las Vegas, Nevada, and then to Albuquerque, New Mexico, where
they published their final item, Henry Miller's Insomnia, or The Devil at Large. But in
early 1 966, Loujon seems to have been in a fallow state, due to the Webbs' lack of
money to publish a fourth issue of The Outsider. The Webbs hit upon a plan to embark
upon a new, more modest business venture. "We are going to open a quality used
paperback -- some new later -- & little mag bookshop to get a bit of bread and butter
money," Webb wrote Blair.456 Webb seems to have been counting on the fact that the
couple's new home was only a few blocks from the University of Arizona campus to
provide business for the bookshop. Webb asked Blair, a book dealer himself, ifhe might
send "any old paperbacks you don't want," and enquired after a New York City address
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where Webb might be able to purchase "quality," though inexpensive used paperbacks
for resale. 457
Webb soon decided that it had been an error to impose upon Blair for free stock
for his bookshop, and wrote Blair to rescind the request. He told Blair that some items
had already been donated "from here and there, not much, but maybe soon we can get a
,
bookshop look.' 458 Webb wrote that he understood that a bookshop would not produce a
great deal of revenue, but "it might get us known with the university students, and I might
profit otherwise." He also worried that the proposed bookshop might be too time
consuming, and that he would have to weigh the potential benefits and losses resulting
from the time it would take to run such an enterprise. Regardless, Webb wrote that
Louise would be the one responsible for running the bookshop, and she was already
involved in taking a course in portrait painting, a skill, Webb suggested, which might
become profitable after she had mastered it. 459
In place of a new issue of the magazine, Webb decided to embark upon a different
sort of project, this time broaching an entirely separate medium, a spoken-word
phonograph record of Bukowski reciting some of his poems. 460 Though recovering from
his "spell" of pneumonia, Webb declared to Blair that he was now recovered and ready to
tackle the new project. The record project had its genesis, Webb wrote, in his managing
to get free advertising space in a Chicago-based literary journal because of an apparent
misstatement the journal made regarding Webb's record as a convicted criminal:
This is a secret, but I got the ad free--! raised holy hell about they're [sic]
putting in that phony ex-convict stuff, phony in that they didn't qualify the
term in application to me, and Nash got over-whelmed and donated this
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$500 page ad to us. And may give us another one next issue, and another.
If what he promised is done. 46 1
Unfortunately, Loujon had no new material to promote with this free advertisement and
Jon, under a tight deadline to get the advertising copy to Chicago, "got some beers and
,
sweated on what to promote and finally decided best to promote a record.' 462 Webb
admitted to Blair that he did not know how successful the new project would be. He
wrote: "Don't know if it will work, of course, but now I'm committed to do the record,
which is good to make me act now on something inasmuch as I can't act too hard on #4
without the surety of going on with it considering our cash fund."463 Still, Webb made it
clear that another issue of The Outsider was his primary goal, and that Tucson was a
good location from which to produce that issue. He wrote Blair "this setup ideal for #4
and we're rolling the ball on paper work steadily toward it, and it's [sic] coming out is a
,
sure thing in time.' 464
The record, apparently, was less of a sure thing than was the eventual publication
of a new issue of The Outsider. Before the month was over,. Webb was already having
second thoughts about the record. Webb wrote Blair that even though Bukowski planned
to visit him and Louise in Tucson at his own expense, at which time several hours of
,
material could be taped, the record would "be quite a gamble.' 465 Though the Webbs
continued to promote the Bukowski record more than two years later in The Outsider 4/5,
Loujon did not issue any such recording.
The chief reason for the Bukowski record not materializing was a stroke of good
fortune for Loujon, in the form of a suggestion by Miller that the press publish a
manuscript of his, a project that would become Order and Chaos chez Hans Reichel.
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Loujon simply did not have the resources to work on both projects simultaneously. Still,
while Webb was excited by the prospect of publishing a Miller volume, he had some
initial misgivings. In a letter to Blair, Webb wrote:
Well, Ed, looks like a break I've wanted may happen. A letter from Henry
Miller just in saying he was finally decided he wants Loujon Press to do
something of his, and is sending us copy that would make a little book.
Has some going over to do but I should get it next week. The hell of it
tho, if I find the copy okay for a little book, is that this break catches us so
damned short of cash. Most N. Y. publishers are ready to do anything of
his and here he gives us precedence and with no cash inducements on our
part, and we're caught short. 466
Webb was determined to proceed with the project, though, ifhe felt Miller's manuscript
warranted the "all-out treatment in format and over-all presentation" which were the
hallmarks of Loujon publications. Webb speculated he could complete such a project in
four months and realize enough profit to underwrite the next issue of The Outsider. 467
Webb quickly resolved to do the Miller book and shelve the Bukowski record.
"Yes," Webb, in short order, wrote Blair, "we're putting the Buk record aside--it can wait
indefinitely. I'm sure most of those who've already ordered the record will take the
Miller book instead--if not, get their money back." In addition to the excitement of
publishing a Miller book, and understanding the commitment of time and other resources
such a project would entail, Webb seemed willing to put the Bukowski record aside
because of tepid pre-order sales. "Not too many orders in tho yet on the record," he wrote
,
Blair. "Would be a slow mover.' 468
Once he was committed to the Miller project, Webb began moving quickly to
466
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make the most of this opportunity. Having noticed that Miller was quicker to answer a
letter from Louise than from him, Jon had his wife approach Miller with the notion of
Miller writing a children's book for Loujon's next project, after the current Miller volume
was published. Webb got the idea for a Miller children's book after reading a volume of
correspondence between Miller's friend Lawrence Durrell and Alfred Perl es, which
indicated that Miller was like "a magnet to kids, likes them and gets along fine with
them." Webb sensed an opportunity to publish a truly unique book, and seemed
optimistic that it might happen. "Wouldn't that be a switch?" Webb wrote to Blair. " Kids
going around with a Henry Miller book under their arms. The author's name in big
letters." After Miller wrote a letter to Louise, in which Webb reported Miller wrote:
"Would love to do a book for children--but when?" Webb decided that "Now I can
,
pursue the idea, knowing that he's interested.' 469 The children's book did not materialize
and, in another significant instance of what-might-have-been, Webb scribbled at the
bottom of the typed letter a brief addition to the letter's P. S.: "Oh, yeah, Andy Warhol
,
(of the Velvet Underground, N.Y.C.) wd like to illustrate the Miller book.' 470
Webb contacted publisher Lyle Stuart, his associate in publishing Bukowski 's
Crucifix in a Deathhand, informing the publisher of the potential Miller project. While
Stuart was apparently interested in once again collaborating with Loujon, Webb was less
sure about the wisdom of re-kindling their professional relationship. He wrote Blair of
the Miller book and his discussions with Stuart: "I dropped the word on the Miller book
in a letter to Stuart a week ago, and he writes right back 'The Miller book sounds like
something that we might very well be interested in doing with you. Let me know what
,
you think of it when you've seen the script." 47 1 Webb wrote Blair that, while he had
neither asked for nor wished Stuart's help publishing the Miller project, he was confident
469
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that, if it turned out to be necessary, he could obtain such help from Stuart. By late
March, Webb had decided that he definitely did not want Stuart to be involved in the
project and had informed Stuart of his decision. 472
The problem Webb now faced, he understood, was in marketing the new book for
the pre-publication orders that would allow them to begin work on the project:
Placing ads in the right places, to get pre-pub orders is expensive, so is a
good brochure mailed out in quantity to the right places, book dealers,
Miller fans and collectors, etc. Miller says he himself will send me a list
of people who collect his work, and so will Edward Swartz, pres. [sic] of
the H. M. Lit. Society.473
Webb believed that the only effective venues for advertising the Miller project would be
prohibitively expensive, publications such as The Village Voice.474 Still, by late March,
pre-publication orders were already starting to arrive, these the result mostly of word of
mouth publicity.
As was characteristic of him whenever he embarked upon a new publishing
endeavor, Webb was ambitious from the outset. Determined to produce an artistically
superior product, he contemplated setting the volume in Paganini typeface, which would
have to be ordered from Milan. In addition to the cost of the typeface itself, Webb knew
that the airmail expenses would be high. The extravagance was necessary, he reasoned,
because he had to "make it worth the price I'm going to ask for it.475
Webb wrote Blair to ask that Blair send him a copy of new volume by the poet
Brother Antonius, which he believed to be an example of fine press printing. Webb told
Blair that it was not a question of wanting to emulate the Brother Antonius book design,
47
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but that he wanted to keep abreast of what was being done by other fine press publishers.
The material Webb hoped Blair could supply might serve as inspiration for the current
project. "We're still in the throes of a definite format," Webb wrote. "No place here to
examine fine late books in limited editions," and that presented the problem of trying to
design the new book in a vacuum. Wanting to publish the best-designed book his
abilities would allow, Webb asked Blair to provide any useful examples of new and
exciting books that he might have.

"And throw in a few more you've got I might like to

see--to see how well done, not to copy. To try to beat," he wrote. 476
At the same time that Jon was contemplating the design of the Miller volume, he
and Louise continued to wish for a return to New Orleans. In several letters to Blair,
Webb mentioned this desire. In one such letter, he asked his friend for help in finding an
ideal home and workshop for Loujon in New Orleans: "Can't you find an old ex
mansion in N. 0. for us to work in? With a yard, quiet, low rent, and close to
transportati on?',477
By early June, Jon's confidence in the Miller project was strong. He was almost
ready to formally announce the new book--the announcement itself in Loujon's
customary high style--and he was calculating his pricing scheme for the various editions
of the book that Loujon would publish:
Formal announ�ement now being laid out, to go out end of this month, but
already 20 copies of the $35 ed. sold, and only 89 for sale. Price on pub.
will be $3 5--if order goes thru in England will be using blue oasis
morocco for the leather; it's very scarce in this country, and very
expensive, from anywhere it's expensive. Price of the Cork Edition on
pub. will be $ 1 2.50 a copy. Orders coming in pretty good at the $6.95
476
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pre-pub price, but it will be $9 pre-pub after formal announcement is sent
out. Hope to make the announcement a collector's item in itself fine paper
folded brochure deckled 80 lb two-color maybe fine type etc. Both
editions, the Cork of 1 ,400 copies and the leatherbound of 99, will be
elegantly boxed in heavy slipcases. The leatherbound I'm sure will be
sold out soon as the formal subscription announcements are sent out to my
special Miller people & collector list--have over a 1 000 names and
addresses now, not counting my own list of Loujon Press admirers. 478
The good news for Webb, it seems, was not only that the book was progressing well, but
that, with the help of his mailing lists, he would be able to target a select and, hopefully,
highly receptive group of potential customers. Production costs on the book were high,
of course, due to Webb's ambition for the project. He estimated that, "counting
brochures, mailing, packing, etc. And ads, so on," the project would cost about five
thousand dollars to complete.479 While such a financial commitment meant that any
money that came into the household "instantly goes out" to fund the book, he apparently
saw no reason to believe that this was a poor investment of his time or resources. 480 With
the sales Webb projected, he hoped to realize enough profit to buy a new, bigger press,
along with " a cutter, binding equipment, a folder, and such," along with paper and ink in
quantities large enough to publish the fourth issue of The Outsider. This proposed issue
of the magazine, Webb wrote Blair, would likely mark a return to Loujon's geographic
,
roots: "Will do #4 in New Orleans, we're pretty sure.' 48 1
Production continued and production costs continued to rise. By the middle of
June, Jon had already experimented with several formats and had invested around eight
478
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hundred dollars in design ideas that he had subsequently discarded. 482 He had spent
another eight hundred dollars adding a small flourish to the design that had come to him
as he was well into putting the books together. Jon knew that he wanted this book to
surpass his previous efforts, and compared the Miller book to Bukowski's It Catches My
Heart in Its Hands, which he called a "merry-go-round" of ease, compared to the
complexity of binding the new book, which represented his biggest challenge to date as a
book designer. While Webb described the format of It Catches My Heart in Its Hands as
being like a "bunch-of-Indians-whooping," a deliberate and successful attempt, he said,
to draw attention to the book, he wrote of the Miller book in more reserved, though still
affectionate terms. The new book had "cork all around the first cover, and we're
laminating an original photo of Miller onto the second cover; in every copy of both
editions. An 8 by 1 0 glossy. That little idea cost a bit too. And so far it's decided on
Florentine endpapers made in Italy; if I can get enough--order out now."483

Advertising Order and Chaos
In a piece of advertising matter which seems to have been directed specifically to
a New Orleans audience, the Webbs announced the first Loujon Press Henry Miller
volume, Order and Chaos chez Hans Reichel. The announcement was light and
enthusiastic in tone, as if catching up old friends on the Webbs' whereabouts and at the
same time informing them of this latest triumph:
Remember us? We left New Orleans because of the wet climate--one of
us who loves Indians says she has asthma. But this is to tell you that
HENRY MILLER (out of the blue, to help keep Loujon Press & The
Outsider alive) has given us a book to do, one NEVER BEFORE
482
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published. It's titled "Order and Chaos chez Hans Reichel," and we're
now busy printing it for publication Nov. 30, 1 966. 484
The announcement, more like a personal letter than an advertisement, told readers that
the Webbs were "pleased to be going all-out again on format, as we did with the now
famed poet Charles Bukowski books." As with It Catches My Heart in Its Hands and
Crucifix in a Deathhand, the Webbs would again be "handfeeding the 80 lb. deckle-edge
pages one at a time to our old C & P press, the type handset by Gypsy Lou." The book
was to be "handbound & boxed, with exquisite text papers from 4 countries, and an
intricate cork cover handmade in Portugal." Its dimensions would measure 1 0 by 8 3/4
inches, and each copy would contain "a tipped-in 8 by 1 0 original photograph" of Henry
Miller. The Webbs warned readers that supplies would be limited and urged them to take
advantage of lower pre-publication prices, while copies were still available. 485

Bukowski Miffed
While Order and Chaos Chez Hans Reichel was still in production, Jon Webb was
convinced that Bukowski was both angry with him and jealous that Loujon was doing
this first Miller book. Webb wrote his friend, Ed Blair, observing that Bukowski "even
seems mad I'm neglecting him long enough to work on a book for someone else." The
early reactions to the project may have worked to ease any discomfort Webb felt at
Bukowski's response. He had already sold 20 copies of the twenty-five dollar edition of
the book, an edition which only had an 89-copy run. Sales were also solid on the cheaper
editions, especially, he noted, on the $6.90 edition. For both editions, these were pre
publication prices. Webb stood to make significantly more money on copies sold after
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the book was actually published. 486
Webb was clearly optimistic about the book's impact upon the Loujon Press, even
though there had already been difficulties in getting the project going. A 96-thousand
page paper order had been improperly cut, necessitating repairs be made and shipments
routed through Phoenix and Los Angeles, before Webb could finally get his hands on the
paper, all of which resulted in a two-week production delay. Still, the delay allowed
Webb to attend to a number of other preliminary details and he believed· that the "Miller
,
book promises to be (a) big thing for us.' 48 7 He certainly had reason to believe that sales
would be strong, because the "Henry Miller Lit. Society'' had sent a list of almost 700
names of Miller collectors from across the United States and from abroad. Miller himself
had sent Webb a long list of names and addresses of a number of high-profile collectors
for Webb to contact. This latter list included the likes of Charlie Chaplin, Henri Matisse,
and Elizabeth Taylor, "and other queens of the screen, and actors, and most of the living
world-known writers, and millionaires in chateaus [sic] in Europe, and so on." These lists
did not include Webb 's own substantial mailing list of Loujon Press admirers. 488 Beyond
the fact that he expected the book to sell well, Webb clearly planned this book as a
special publication. His level of commitment to the proj ect was such that he even
intended the pre-publication announcement itself a collector' s item.489
The nature of Webb's pleasure at the book's prospects is instructive in
determining his values as a publisher. As happy as he clearly was with the fact of
publishing the book, and of attempting a spectacular production job, he clearly
understood that Order and Chaos Chez Hans Reichel 's sales potential was not sufficient
to cure Loujon's chronic cash flow difficulties. "Don't get idea we're rolling in dough
486
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from subscription orders," he wrote Blair. "A good many coming in but instantly every
cent goes out, and bills piling up waiting for more money to come in. Will cost about
$5000 to do this book right, counting brochures, mailing, packing, etc. And ads and so
on."490
Whether or not Bukowski had actually been unhappy with Webb for turning his
attention to Henry Miller, Bukowski's reaction to the Miller book was positive in the
extreme. Bukowski received his copy of Order and Chaos Chez Hans Reichel by mail on
April 6, 1 967, one day after receiving two copies of Crucifix in a Deathhand. His
response to Loujon's latest achievement was ecstatic:
How does one talk about a Lou & Jon creation--Order & Chaos--? I could
roll cigarettes and drink beer all night and write about it and end up with
all the pages, and perhaps myself, on the floor and still not have said it. 49 1
Bukowski was not sparing of his praise either for his own Loujon books or for the Miller
volumes. His reaction to the first Miller book speaks both to the quality of the
publication itself and to the lifestyle the Webbs endured in order to see their various
projects to fruition. It also demonstrates the fact that an independent observer could see
that Loujon had been publishing its materials on woefully outdated, old and barely
functional equipment:
I saw your press before it was dropped and smashed by the movers.
Surely only the prayers of the immortal mad in love with quiet beauty
could have held that, that . . . marvelous God damned washing machine
together thru this one ! They will never know, those who see this Miller
book will never know. Nor will they know the accomplishment gut
gamble of keeping yourself alive on nothing, grabbing at your own Thrifty
490
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Drugstore giveaway advance order sales in order to get type, ink, paper,
food, rent, clothes, oil, light, heat, energy to start the thing from zero to
miracle. 492
Bukowski's response to the new Miller book was far from unique. Upon receiving his
copy, poet and longtime friend of Jon and Louise Webb, Marcus J. Grapes, wrote a
rhapsodic passage in praise of the book.
Writing specifically of his "H" copy of the Black Oasis leather edition of the
book, Grapes told Webb that, though the book's content was solid, it was the book itself
as a work of art which was most impressive:
it could be the writings of mrs. barbara may harris of the women' s guild, a
guidebook to better gardening, and i think i'll still go nuts just feeling it,
touching the pages, looking at it's [sic] strange beauty changing into
something new each time i see it. i know you get hundreds of more
important people telling you how great the book is, but you must feel
some sense of . . . what's the word, pride? no . . . . some strange sense of
. . . majesty, of strong victory. you're doing something much more than
genius. anyone who loves books as i do, their separate and personal
integrity, the quiet favor they hold in their magic, anyone who know [sic]
this feeling of seeing and touching one of those books with that secret
flower-like laughter hop-scotched between their covers, anyone who can't
help but feel as i do when i touch the book. and next to IT CATCHES and
CRUCIFIX, it [sic] the ole 1 -2-3 knockout punch.493
Bukowski and Grapes' comments reflect the time and care Webb had lavished on the
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project, though they belie the chronic financial strain under which it was produced.
As usual for a Loujon publication, this first Miller book was met with glowing,
sometimes bordering upon ecstatic, praise from collectors and readers across the United
States. One customer wrote that "It's awesome to hear of this kind of book being made
in a country where 'existence for profit' squelches loving production.',4 94 A college
student in Bowling Green, Ohio, John Petrie wrote to say that:
I purchased the "99 copy leather" copy from the good Dr. Greenfield. He
decided that he preferred the cork edition (I think mainly because it was
hand-bound by yourself & Lou rather than the Schuberth people.) I have
received so many compliments on the book that it would be impossible to
count them all. 495
Petrie made it clear that it was the book's craftsmanship which made it so appealing.
"Most people," he wrote, "are especially amazed that in 1 967 there are still good people
,
like you & Lou who still care about the product of their work. ,496
John F. Font, Ph.D. , of San Jose California, wrote to say that he and his wife,
Lolly, had essentially conducted a small fundraiser for the press. Acknowledging his
pleasure at the receipt of a recent letter from the Webbs, Font wrote, "We feel we know
you so well, and (are) in many ways close to you both." These warm feelings translated
into action on Loujon' s behalf:
We talked about you to some friends last evening and showed them the
Miller & Bukowski books. They became as enchanted with you both as
we are. I told them about the press and the life subscriptions. The check
books came out and they are enclosed, as is ours. Each would like the
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subscription and a Henry Miller book. We would like the subscription and
2 of the Miller books. OK?497
As had happened so many times in the past, the beauty and obvious skill and effort which
had combined to produce these publications captivated the group. As seems to have been
routinely the case for Loujon publications, these items, once introduced, sold themselves.
John Martin, whose nascent Black Sparrow Press was just then picking up the
Bukowski torch, and who would, over the course of their more than thirty-year
relationship, publish dozens of Bukowski's books in both high quality, limited edition
hardback and in quality trade paperback editions, wrote Webb to add his voice of praise
to the ever rising chorus:
I know you're swamped, but I have to write and tell you that Order and
Chaos is a most beautiful book. It is beautifully printed, and the bindry
[sic] work on this limited edition is superb. I know it will .be very
successful and will sell out quickly, and I j ust hope when everything is
done there is enough profit left to compensate you both (at least in part)
for all the love and labor that certainly went into this great project. 498
Martin was expecting a proof copy of the book, and reminded Webb that he had sent a
check for "the regular issue" of The Outsider. He now sent another check for an
additional copy of the magazine. Martin, perhaps in the spirit of professional courtesy, or
perhaps like so many of Webb's other correspondents who simply wished to support the
,
press, asked Webb, "Do you need any tape or other supplies? If so, just ask.' 499 Webb's
annotation to Martin's letter indicates that, in addition to the copies of the book and
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magazine Martin ordered, Webb planned also to send an additional copy of The Outsider
for free.

Testimonials
The Webbs' enthusiasm for their new book was justified, if response from those
who eventually purchased this book constitute a valid barometer. Highly supportive
testimonials came from across the country. While evidence suggests that Webb solicited
his customers to offer their appraisal of Loujon's efforts, the uniform praise that the
books elicited speaks for itself, and was manifested not just in words, but in orders for the
books. The positive response was widespread. At Eastern Michigan University, Mrs.
Solveiga Rush, head of the Humanities Division, wrote of her copies of Order and Chaos,
"They are so beautiful! !" and placed an order for five more copies, also asking Webb to
reserve an additional copy for the EMU library, which, she promised, would soon send an
invoice. 500 At Bowdoin College in Maine, librarian Robert L. Volz ordered personal
copies of both Order and Chaos and Bukowski's Crucifix in a Deathhand, telling Webb
"The library will get these books when I am done with them."50 1
One Australian correspondent wrote, "You asked me to write my comment and
will do so," adding later "The book is beautiful, truly, and Miller is Miller." 502 Danish
journalist J orgen Aldrich wrote to let the Webbs know that he had written and published
a small article on the Loujon Press in Denmark. Aldrich called Loujon books
"magnificent" and wrote the Webbs that Order and Chaos "has got a place of honour
among my other rare books."503 In the United States, the Special Collections Librarian at
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Brown University wrote to confirm receipt of Order and Chaos chez Hans Reichel and
noted, ''what beautiful books they are." Referring to the New York Type Directors
Award, which an edition of the book had received, the librarian continued, "I can see
why the book has won an award. We hope you win another award for the Oasis leather
edition."504 Al Woodbury, who orchestrated scores for Hollywood films such as Porgy
and Bess, Bye Bye Birdie, and My Fair Lady. ordered multiple copies of several editions
of Order and Chaos, some of which said he intended to give to friends as presents. "All
who have seen my copy have drooled," Woodbury wrote. 505
The reaction of those who purchased these books was indeed overwhelming and
consistent in its praise for Loujon's achievement. Jory Sherman, advisory editor for
Outsider one, wrote to say that he was "overwhelmed":
The Henry Miller book is the most beautiful book I've ever seen, a piece
of art in its own right. It damn sure was worth your struggle and worth
waiting for by all of us who are privileged to own it. Every detail adds up
until the impact is almost overpowering! 506
Sherman's enthusiasm might be explained as the hyperbole of an old friend supporting
the efforts of a dedicated press, if they were seen in isolation. In fact, Sherman's words
were remarkable for the ways in which they paralleled the comments of other seemingly
astonished customers.
Television writer and director Orin Borsten, for example, said of his copy of
Order and Chaos chez Hans Reichel, "Nothing like it has ever graced my bookshelf."
Borsten waxed eloquent in his explanation of how he believed the book came into
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existence:
It is the work of gifted creators who have for many years loved the feel,
touch and weight of books, the texture of bindings, the fragrance of glue
and printer's ink -- and who, because of this great love for the book, have
shown the world how beautiful a book can really be, how papers and
binding can become an extension of the writer' s raging talent, lyricism,
joy in life. 507
Another enthusiastic customer offered "three cheers for the folks at Loujon," and
described Order and Chaos as "magnificent beyond words," a welcome addition to his
personal library "both in content and beauty."508 Still another customer wrote that that "I
had been in awe of Bukowski' s two beautiful books, but these are even more precious. 509
It is not surprising that fellow professionals in the book industry would appreciate and
support Loujon's efforts. Such support came from Books Universal in Livermore,
California. Though proprietor Mary Jo Tasto was herself experiencing financial
difficulties, she sent checks totaling more than one hundred dollars for a personal
subscription and copies of Order and Chaos. 5 1 0 In a letter written three weeks later, Tasto
indicated her wish to purchase additional copies of Order and Chaos and Bukowski's
Crucifix in a Deathhand. Since she, too, was cash poor, Tasto asked the Webbs to hold
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copies of the books for about a week, at which time she would send payment, while
making it clear that she would understand if the Webbs could not hold the copies for her.
"In any case -- I shall send the money Jan. 2nd and if your supply is gone -- keep the
money. Use it as you see fit and have a wonderful new year."5 1 1
Orders came in from literary publishers, large and small, domestic and
international. Stuart Horowitz, operations manager of New York City's AMS Press,
ordered three copies of Order and Chaos after a telephone conversation with Webb.
Horowitz acknowledged the books as having arrived in excellent condition, and offered
congratulations on what he called "a most handsome edition."5 1 2 In Great Britain,
bookseller and would-be small press publisher John Lyle explained to the Webbs that he
had very little money with which to run his own business:
However, since we may soon be trying the same expedient as you are, it
would be fitting to take out a Life sub. while we have a bit in the kitty, and
you can certainly count me in. Our currency regulations are such that
payment in dollars is much simplified if we have an invoice to show, so
could you please send me one, and add to it three copies of the Miller
book, Cork edn. I'd like a lot more, but it just can't be done in our present
state, though I know I'll regret it later. 5 1 3
The Type Directors Club Award

The loud and insistent praise for Order and Chaos Chez Hans Reichel as a
physical artifact was substantially validated in March of 1 967 when the Cork Edition of
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the book was honored by the Type Directors Club of New York. 5 1 4 The book was
exhibited at the Mead Library of ldeas, 200 Park Avenue, New York City, in the TDC' s
XIII Annual Awards Show, May 9 to May 3 1 , 1 967. It was also displayed i n the i n the
spring, 1 968 issue of Art Direction magazine. 5 1 5
Webb was clearly pleased with the positive attention Order and Chaos Chez Hans
Reichel was generating. He scribbled a hand-written note to Miller, informing him of the
Type Directors Club Award, also mentioning a message he had received from Reichel' s
widow: "Also Mme. Reichel wrote us long letter of delight & thanks for book's
format. "5 1 6
The book was lavish. This first of two Miller titles published by Loujon
represented a dramatic· step forward in Jon Edgar Webb 's development as a bookmaker.
Unlike the Bukowski volumes, of which only single editions exist, Webb produced Order
and Chaos in multiple, sumptuous, limited editions. A quote from poet Karl Shapiro,
attempting to assess Miller's literary accomplishments, precedes the text. Shapiro
claimed that Miller's writing is all of one piece, all part of a "magnum opus," a "single
anti-novel." Fitting the author with true outsider credentials, Shapiro declared that "His
work will never be able to enter a canon; it will always defy the traditional ; it is sabotage
to all that still stands of the museum of culture."5 1 7 While legitimate arguments could be
made today on either side of the question of whether Miller has tru ly been elevated to
canonical status, it is clear that this book, as a physical artifact, is worthy of admiration.
Lush and extravagant, Order and Chaos was crafted with care, ambition and skill.
At least six limited editions of Order and Chaos were published in 1 966, each
51 4
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distinguished by variations in binding. These editions were designated: "Crimson Oasis";
"Blue Oasis"; "Cork"; "Orange Oasis"; "Black Oasis"; and "Green Oasis." An additional
limited edition run was published in 1 967, the "A-Z Cork" edition. Ashley describes the
Black Oasis edition: "Gray cloth boards with black leather spine. Black, gray and mauve
dust jacket illustrated by Reichel painting 'homme dans la lune. ' Orange stained cork
slipcase."5 1 8 This edition was limited to eleven copies and originally sold for seventy
five dollars, apparently the most expensive edition published.
Even the less sumptuous editions were well received, however. Upon receiving a
copy, Indiana University librarian William Cagle, an early and consistent Loujon
supporter wrote Webb that "The Blue Oasis edition of Miller is here and is a lovely book
to handle."5 1 9 The least expensive, the Cork edition is described as: "stiff white
cardboard with white gauze sheet (lettering) glued on it. Black, gray and mauve dust
jacket illustrated by Reichel painting 'homme dans la lune. ' Slipcase covered with green,
pink, tan, and blue floral design paper." The Cork edition was published in December
1 966 in an edition of 1 ,399 copies. The publication price was fourteen dollars.
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So you can see why I love and admire your guts, going on as you have, getting your
wonderful work done, comes hell and high water. People who talk about the salt of the
earth don 't realize where it came from, who keeps it supplied. That you 've turned yours
into honey is another kind ofalchemy.
--Elizabeth Bartlett to Jon and Louise Webb, March 20, 1 969 520
My god the sorrow ofit
-- Kenneth Patchen, The Outsider 4/5

Chapter Eight: The Outsider Issue 4/5

Though it took more than four years before The Outsider 4/5 was actually
published, Webb followed through with the Patchen tribute, still relying heavily upon
Miriam's original list. Webb pulled together tributes and commentary on Patchen from a
broad range of writers. Some of the tribute material was original to The Outsider. In other
cases, Webb reprinted excerpts from work previously done on Patchen. Though not
intended as a scholarly exercise, and certainly not ending up that way, the result was a
small press equivalent of a festschrift to Patchen. Patchen's friends, acquaintances, peers
and admirers reminisced, praised and generally extolled the virtues of the man, producing
what could be described a biography in pastiche. Jack Conroy, in his short essay, noted
that "Since my friend Webb has enjoined me from any critical evaluation I'll have to rely
on tangential and peripheral items," but went on, knowingly, to engage in the critical
observation that Patchen served as a link between 1 920s-era Dadaism and the Beat
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culture of the 1 950s and beyond. 52 1 In tone, if not in actual content, Conroy's praise was
in line with the rest of the tribute material. Frederick Eckman re-affirmed a suggestion he
had made a decade earlier that Patchen compared favorably with William Blake. 522 Miller
called Patchen "the living symbol of protest."523 Not everyone who was asked for a
contribution was so forthcoming. Miller, through his secretary, Gerald Robitaille, wrote
that he felt "a block" which kept him from writing anything on Patchen. 524

Douglas Borzak & Co.

In August of 1 965, Jon Webb had apparently considered purchasing a press from
St. Louis, Missouri-based Mailing Machines, Inc., though this transaction did not occur
because Webb decided he could not afford to make the purchase. Confusion resulting
from the halting of this transaction seems to have cost Webb a $ 1 50.00 deposit he made
on the machine. 525 Webb's dream of an efficient, new press, however, would be realized,
however, in mid-February, 1 967, when Webb received an unexpected letter from
Chicago printer, Douglas Borzak.
Borzak had read an article in the trade journal, Book Production Industry. about
the Webbs' work with the Loujon Press and the hardships they faced getting their
publications into print. Borzak, whose only connection to the Webbs was through this
article, wanted to help. 526 His offer must have seemed almost too good to be true. He
asked Webb what size press would best suit his needs and assured him that arrangements
would be made to organize a group of Chicago-area printers and suppliers to purchase
521
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such a press. The only stipulation Borzak made was that he be able to tell potential
donors that each would receive one copy of every Loujon Press book published from then
on.
Borzak's explanation for his interest in helping Loujon was that he respected the
Webbs' work: "I admire what you and your wife are trying to do -- our operation is much
more commercial -- and I would get a great thrill out of helping you if I could." Borzak
also provided more immediate support for the Webbs. Noting that his wife was a college
English teacher who admired the work of Henry Miller and Lawrence Durrell, another
author Loujon was considering publishing, Borzak included a twenty-five dollar check
with his letter, to cover the cost of a "cork edition" copy of Order and Chaos.
Webb replied to Borzak's offer almost immediately. Borzak's letter, Webb wrote,
made him "pale" as he read it. In contrast to Borzak's brief note, Webb responded with a
five page, single-spaced letter, offering in some detail a history of the Loujon Press, its
triumphs and the obstacles still standing in the way of success. Webb assured Borzak that
"I've daydreamed of something of this sort coming to pass someday, but never really
expected it to happen. So the fearsomeness is a trepidation warning me to be careful :
don't say anything wrong, don't scare the man away!" Later, after declaring Borzak's
letter to be "strong and sweetly beautiful like Purcell 's music," Webb asked his unknown
benefactor, "Are you real? Is it true? Are there such people left in the world? We can't
grasp it as a reality."527
In his gratitude, Webb acknowledged Borzak's order of the cork edition of Order
and Chaos, but told him the book would be sent gratis. For his twenty-five dollars,
Borzak was to receive an autographed copy of the book's Blue Oasis edition, an
autographed copy of Bukowski ' s Crucifix in a Deathhand and issue three of The
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Outsider.
Finally, Webb addressed the central question raised by Borzak's offer, that of
what type of press would best meet Loujon' s needs. Webb's choice, though he admitted
the choice was not necessarily well thought out, since the he had never expected to be in
such a position as this, was an automatic feed Heidelberg letterpress. Regarding the
press's size, Webb wrote that he would need a machine at least 10 by 15 but not bigger
than 12 by 18 or 13 by 18. Heidelberg was an expensive brand, however, and Webb
understood that asking Borzak to consider such a purchase might sound presumptuous:
Do note please here I'm speaking of used presses when I mention the
magic world Heidelberg. I know what they cost, and could be I'm saying
the wrong thing already, bringing up a Heidelberg. A C & P rebuilt, or
one plenty old but still in excellent working condition, would make us
happy as hell, be sure. 528
Webb's excitement and uncertainty over his apparent good fortune was obvious as he
wrote of the high quality work he and Louise managed with both The Outsider and their
books on their old Chandler & Price press, regardless of its limitations in size and speed.
"So surely 1 0 by 15 would be suffice, [sic] except I've always wished for a press that
would do two of the Outsider pages at one time, cutting the presstime in half. 12 by 18
would. Would 10 by 15? Not likely."
Webb considered the possibility of leaving the decision of what sort of press to
purchase up to Borzak--assuming that Borzak would chose one within the size parameters
Webb had provided--which would be capable of variable speeds and "be able to produce
first-edition quality limited editions on fine paper." Webb understood that this was "a tall
order, I know--for a press I will be getting free. But you know it would do us no good to
get a press merely because it is motorized and wasn't capable of satisfying our demands
528
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of it." After finishing the letter, Webb again considered his needs and added a short note,
telling Borzak that perhaps Loujon's requirements would be better met with a press other
than a Heidelberg, as he was unsure if the Heidelberg could adequately handle the
deckle-edged pages that were a hallmark of Loujon books. He assured Borzak that he
would check with "good printers" he knew in the Tucson area and get their advice, then
send Borzak a report on what he had found.
The group Borzak was able to bring together eventually numbered in the dozens.
It was made up of an assortment of printers, librarians and others, all of whom shared a
common interest in the continued survival of the Loujon Press. Among these patrons was
Al Woodbury, an orchestrator for Hollywood film studios, whose credits included work
in Porgy and Bess, Bye Bye Birdie, and My Fair Lady. Woodbury was already a lifetime
subscriber to The Outsider, and he saw this endeavor as an opportunity to help the Webbs
in a manner that could truly have an impact on their work. His reply to Borzak's
solicitation not only showed his generosity and positive regard for Loujon, but also
suggested the continuing success of Webb's networking skills. Though Woodbury knew
Webb only through Loujon publications and the U.S. mail, he was eager to help:
Seriously, I am delighted that you have taken upon yourself this project. I
have long wondered about what I could do along this line, but couldn't
think of anything really effective that I could do except come across with a
few bucks toward a press on my own, which wouldn't have meant much,
being but a drop in the bucket. My adding to your bucket something can
be accomplished. While I have never met the Webbs face to face, I have
felt an affinity towards them and their work ever since I saw the first copy
of the OUTSIDER years ago. (Maybe it was just because they used to live
in the identical apartment in New Orleans that I had occupied in the fall of
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The press was shipped to the Webbs by a company known as Type & Press of Illinois
sometime prior to December 6, 1 967. The company inadvertently neglected to ship the
press' magnetic starter and "stop-start" control with the press itself, but soon corrected
their error. 530 By Christmas, Jon wrote Borzak thanking him for the press. Borzak's
group had apparently offered to purchase a paper cutter for the Webbs to go along with
the new press, but Jon requested that Borzak instead consider giving the money that the
group would pay for the paper cutter directly to the Webbs. Jon indicated that he and
Louise might be leaving Tucson soon, in order to move to a climate more suited to
Louise's precarious health and that the paper cutter would represent another large item
that would need to be transported. The money, on the other hand, would help him
publish and distribute issue four of The Outsider.

531

Webb's knack for garnering favorable publicity from local news media was again
in evidence as a reporter from the Tucson Daily Citizen wrote a substantial feature article
on the Webbs' new press, complete with a three column photograph showing Jon
inspecting a freshly-printed page and Louise leaning on the press and staring intently at
Jon. Webb seems to have managed the interview well, concentrating on past
achievements--the recently published Order and Chaos chez Hans Reichel, which had
been printed on Loujon's old Chandler and Price press. The book had been purchased,
according to the article, by celebrities such as the Beatles, Nancy Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald,
Red Skelton, Louis Armstrong and Jonathan Winters. The article also touched on the
Webbs' dreams for the future. The future held the promise of The Outsider four, a
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project which could be printed at two pages per day, several times the rate possible on
Loujon's old press, upon which Jon and Louise ''were lucky to finish one page every two
or three days. "532
Borzak, too, remained a Loujon supporter. On December 29, he wrote a letter to
Joel Roth, editor of Book Production Industry� the publication that had printed the article
on Loujon's plight which had originally inspired Borzak to come to Loujon's aid. In this
letter, Borzak noted that, while he was not actively looking for more members of the
group of Loujon benefactors, more members were always welcome, in that this would
help them to purchase supplies for the Loujon Press. He also asked that, in a follow-up
article, Roth mention the generosity of Type & Press of Illinois, who had re-built and
shipped the press to the Webbs at a reasonable price. Finally, Borzak asked that Roth
consider asking interested readers to employ Loujon for special printing jobs, another
way for Loujon to maintain operating capital. 533

Soliciting Funds

As the Webbs moved back into magazine production after five years devoted to
book publishing, they sought, as always, methods of financing their projects. As they had
done over the years with varying degrees of success, they again turned to their tried and
true method of selling lifetime subscriptions, which would include copies of everything
Loujon published from that time forward. In late 1 967, Jon sent out offers of such
subscriptions to people on Loujon' s mailing list. The responses seem to have been
generally positive, though not always without some friction. Webb appears to have been
less than perfect in identifying who among the names on his mailing list were already
532
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lifetime subscribers. One of these, Hans W. Mattick, Associate Director of the
University of Chicago Law School, chided Webb about Loujon only publishing two new
issues of The Outsider since he had become a lifetime subscriber, which meant that he
had in fact paid twelve dollars and fifty cents for the issues, which bore a newsstand price
of one dollar each. Mattick also gave Loujon a backhanded compliment, praising
Webb 's craftsmanship in the book arts, but questioning his judgment of literary merit:
I must say your printing, paper selection an� binding craftsmanship is a
major contribution to the book publishing field. And while I respect your
rights as an editor, it does seem to me that you have, on occasion in the
past, lavished master craftsmanship on some second-rate material (I refer
to the second Bukowski and the Miller -- how I wish you could have had
the Colossus of Maroussi, instead). 5 34
Still, Mattick agreed to send the fifty dollars Webb had solicited "because I respect what
you are doing and how you are doing it." Such a declaration of respect was far from
unusual in Webb 's correspondence. Among the responses he received to the lifetime
subscription solicitations was this one, from Parker Worley, longtime archivist for the
Amalgamated Printers' Association:
Lillian and I believe that good printers and editors and publishers should
be able to keep printing without undue problems of finance and with
adequate and suitable supplies and equipment. I guess this very often is
not the case, however. We hope that our subscription is at least a small
step in that direction for you. We certainly treasure the few things we
have from your press. 5 3 5
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For reasons which may have varied among customers, Loujon's offer was tempting, even
though some protested that funds were tight on their end as well. One individual, for
example, wrote to say of the offer that "It's a squeeze right now but am happy to be able
to come up with $50."536 Another lifetime subscriber who pleaded financial difficulty but
purchased the subscription anyway did so, he claimed, because of the superior job Loujon
had done on Miller's Order and Chaos chez Hans Reichel. "I'll go along with you on the
Life Subscription deal, since your Miller book was a sensationally beautiful work of art,"
wrote Kenneth Du Main, of Los Angeles. 53 7 New Orleans resident and Bibliophile,
William B. Wisdom, who upon Thomas Wolfe's death had purchased that author's
papers and manuscripts from executor Maxwell Perkins and later donated the entire
collection to Harvard University's library, also responded positively to Loujon's
solicitation. 538 In taking advantage of Loujon's offer, Wisdom wrote:
I have your letter of December 3 and I was very glad to hear from you
again. I am enclosing my check for $50.00 to cover cost of a Life
Subscription to everything produced from now on by Loujon Press -
deluxe first editions and Outsiders in book format for $50.00 each. 539
As good a deal as Loujon was clearly offering potential lifetime subscribers, not everyone
who responded was willing to take advantage of the Webbs' generosity. More than one
subscriber, for example, insisted on paying double Loujon's asking price for a lifetime
subscription. Robert L. Veatch, of Port Jefferson, New York wrote:
Enclosed please find a check for $ 1 00 for one Life Subscription to the
publications of your press. The difference from your offered price is little
536
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in comparison to the pleasure I have received from your Miller and
Bukowski publications and the pleasure of anticipation for your future
works. 540
More unusual even than Veatch' s generosity, perhaps, was that of York University
Libraries in Toronto, Canada. Given the notoriously tight budgets and oversight
mechanisms under which academic libraries operate, the action of Humanities
Bibliographer Shirley Doughty is all the more remarkable: "I am enclosing a cheque for
$ 1 00.00 for one Life Subscription to Loujon Press. You really shouldn't let them go for
$50.00. I am looking forward to seeing the Patchen and your future projects."541
Equally generous was librarian James F. Holly, of Macalester College, St. Paul,
Minnesota. In addition to purchasing a personal lifetime subscription, Holly ordered a
lifetime subscription for the library. Webb allowed Holly to purchase his personal
subscription in two installments of twenty-five dollars. Holly wrote that he hoped
Loujon's future publications might be "as many and as well executed as the ones received
so far."542
Though the library at the University of California at Berkeley had a policy in
place which prohibited purchasing standing orders from publishers, Allan Covici, a
librarian there who moonlighted as a bookseller through his business, "The Invisible
Bookman," wrote Webb that he had encouraged the acquisitions department at his library
to buy a lifetime subscription. He wrote Webb that he had told a colleague, "I hope
we're jumping at this offer: It's a bargain." As had Holly, Covici enclosed a check for a
personal lifetime subscription in his reply to Webb. 543
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Indeed, as they had been since the earliest days of the Loujon Press, academic
libraries and librarians continued to be among the Webbs' staunchest supporters.
Dartmouth College Rare Books Librarian Peter Michael Rainey wrote Webb to offer his
best wishes on "this splendid printing venture," and to announce that he was "delighted to
have Dartmouth included as one of the life subscription members of the Loujon Press. 544
At Syracuse University, Associate Dean for Academic Development Martin H. Bush
used office funds to purchase a lifetime subscription, presumably for the University,
while also sending a personal check for seventy-one dollars to buy three copies of Order
and Chaos, which he said he intended to give as presents. 545

A Period of Relative Calm

The late 1 960s were, briefly, a time of relative good fortune for the Loujon Press,
and not just because of Borzak's efforts. In August 1 968 Jon received a letter from the
New Orleans-based Fidelis Foundation, informing him that he had been awarded a
thousand dollar grant, in recognition of Loujon' s exacting and artistic work:
(F)or continuation of your studies, practice and execution in the art of
book making, with particular reference to your innovations in typography,
format, and book design; for your introduction of the use of new and
striking materials in book binding; and for your daring employment of
contrasting colors in paper with diminishing, underlapping deckle-edges.
Your contributions in these various aspects of the printed book necessitate
the painstaking hand craftsmanship which removes it from the commercial
but blazes new trails and sets new goals in the art of experimental book
544
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design. 546
The grant was particularly useful to the Webbs because there were "no strings attached,"
a condition which Webb always sought from his financial supporters. Jon and Louise
could thus use the money for any purpose they chose.
In January 1 968, Loujon had received a letter from John Hopper, editor of the
AMS Press of New York City, asking that the Webbs consider entering into an agreement
to reprint back issues of The Outsider; AMS, Hopper wrote, had thus far only reprinted
issues of better known literary magazines, such as Poetry and the Kenyon Review, but
were hoping to expand their coverage to include smaller, but still high quality literary
magazines as well. The deal would include a two hundred dollar advance to Loujon and
fifteen percent of the gross sales of the reprints. Hopper maintained that there was a
growing market for this product among school libraries and faculties, and claimed that
such reprints had already resulted in twenty-five percent increase in subscriptions for
some of the magazines involved.
Webb responded quickly to Hopper's offer. Though he was pleased with the
conditions Hopper had outlined, he was unable to enter into an agreement, because
several months earlier he had signed a contract with Johnson Reprint Corporation, which
also offered the fifteen percent royalties, though without the two hundred dollar advance.
Webb told Hopper that he would contact Johnson Reprint and request a similar advance,
or request that the contract be voided. 54 7 Webb' s enquiry produced positive results. The
Johnson Reprint Company agreed to add a two hundred dollar advance to the deal they
had made with Loujon. 548
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Working the New Press
A collection of hand-written notes from Jon to Louise during this period
illustrates the couples' methods and discipline as they worked with their new press. 549
Though these notes are undated, they were almost certainly written sometime in or
around 1 968, the period in which the final issue of The Outsider was being produced. The
notes vividly describe the Webbs' Herculean efforts to publish the combined numbers
four and five of The Outsider in a timely fashion. These notes give an unprecedented
view of Jon and Louise's working relationship and methods. They also demonstrate both
the loving relationship the Webbs enjoyed and the teamwork required to complete the
job. Typically beginning with a salutation such as "Honey," "Honey Angel," "Honey
Doll," or "Dearest Honey," and ending with "I love you," the meat of these notes records
the minutia of the day-to-day activities necessary to publish a Loujon Press publication.
The notes reinforce the assertion that Jon had earlier made that he and Louise had
developed a schedule of shift work for their projects. Jon took the night shift and Louise
took the day. With such a schedule, the two of them apparently only rarely saw one
another in a waking state. Jon's comments and instructions to his wife--unfortunately,
any replies written by Louise either no longer exist or have not been located--center
around practical, and sometimes personal interests. In one note, Jon reminded Louise
that they needed more stamps. Thinking frugally, he reminded Louise that she must mail
materials out in a timely fashion so that "the stamps won't be wasted."550 In another--also
concerned with buying more stamps, and bearing the notation "3 :30 a.m."--Jon
commented upon his health: "I sure have felt a lot better (almost no pain) since you know
when. A thousand thanks, honey."55 1 In other notes, Jon instructed Louise on such
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things as the types and amounts of paper stock to be ordered and proper folding and
inscribing techniques for Loujon�s extravagant personal notes sent to subscribers. In this
same note, Jon joked to Louise that good work would be rewarded. 552 "If you do this
good--1'11 think about giving you a raise. (That's the sense of humor the astrology said I'd
have tonight, in paper)." 553
In addition to the picture thes� notes paint of the Webbs' professional and home
life, they also reveal the couple's wanderlust. One note, again marked "3 :30 a.m.," after
describing the tasks Jon had for Louise the following day, added a postscript suggesting
that "If we can get someone to drive us we might go out Speedway to see the new motor
homes."554
The Webbs' peripatetic nature had characterized much of their lives together, but
now Jon clearly realized that new lifestyle considerations must be made. That the
couple's place of residence, and the age difference between them, was very much on
Jon's mind during this time is clearly revealed in another note, beginning "Dearest
Honey":
The more I think of it, the more I'm convinced the next move (from here)
is going to have to be up to you. You're 1 1 years younger than I am, & if
I should drop dead tomorrow you've got to think where best you'd like to
be except in Tucson. Where-ever you are I'm happy--if climate is right
for us both. So it's up to you, really, to decide--Lou--be realistic--where
most would it be best for you to be if suddenly you're alone in the world,
& that day could be any day. Face it. Where? Certainly not a strange town
or city. It's a big decision--but, personally, I am not the one to decide. If
only you could take N. 0., then that probably would be better to be alone
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in than Cleveland, I'm sure. Maybe we should take a trip there and see.
Years make a big change, & of course it is not the N. 0. now we knew.
Or you take a trip by yourself, tho I'd miss you. Love--Jon 555
While it is not clear which of the Webbs made the decision on where they would next
move, it is certain that they did not follow through with Jon' s wishes that the move be to
familiar territory. Their first move was to Albuquerque, New Mexico, where they
published their last book, Insomnia. The "frosty weather setting in this mile-high
Albuquerque climate" aggravated Louise's chronic lung problems, which had earlier
been exacerbated by the "copper-smelter-air-polluted" climate of Tucson, necessitating a
relocation to a more hospitable climate. 556 The couple relocated to 1 1 3 1 South 1 0th
Street, Las Vegas, Nevada, where they remained briefly and then moved a final time, this
time to Nashville, Tennessee.
The Webbs had discussed the Nashville move even before they left Tucson, and at
one point had even agreed to move to the Music City from Tucson. Apparently soon
after the two had discussed this move, Jon scribbled a three-page note to Louise,
proclaiming his relief at having made a decision as to where they would relocate. 5 5 7
Louise wanted to move either to the old, familiar environs of New Orleans, or their
hometown of Cleveland, where she still had family; Jon preferred Nashville because he
considered it to be a "publishing hub," which would make getting press supplies easier,
and because of the city's relative proximity to each of Louise's choices. 558 Jon wrote Ed
Blair that the move was "a big gamble -- & crazy, considering we're about broke," but
told his friend not to be too concerned because "that' s our life, sink or swim."559
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Jon was much more positive about the move in his notes to Louise. Relocating to
Nashville, Jon wrote to Louise, would be ideal, because the city was situated very near
the mid-point between New Orleans and Cleveland. Jon praised the proposed move as a
happy compromise: "And it's perfect -- our both agreeing on Nashville. It' s exactly
midway between Cleveland & N. 0. too. -- 532 to Cleveland -- & 530 to N. 0. What
could be better? So we have got to like the place." 560
Whether simply because he was relieved at their having reached a decision, or
whether it was because he had genuinely strong, positive feelings for Nashville -- or
whether he was simply trying to put the best face on the compromise for Louise' s benefit
-- Jon went to great lengths to put this decision into its best light and to demonstrate to
Louise his commitment to getting them, and the Loujon Press, securely established in
Nashville. Jon wrote "I cannot find a single thing wrong with our decision," but added
that the best course of action would be for him to fly to Nashville first and find a proper
place for the couple to live and work, rather than the couple simply packing their
belongings and finding lodging when they arrived in the new town. 561
Such a trip would come at the expense of an excursion Jon and Louise had
apparently been planning to Las Vegas. Jon pointed out that the Las Vegas trip would
cost at least five hundred dollars and that it would be wiser to invest that money into
finding a good home in Nashville:
It's the smart thing to do. We'll study the paper ads, & soon as we get a
good picture of costs of places there -- & the rentals -- & have several
good prospects to look at. I'll fly to Nashville & it would be perfect if we
had our place with address all settled before we leave Tucson. 562
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Jon took pains to suggest that there would be nothing capricious about his proposed
Nashville trip, or to the prospect of their relocation to that city. For him, Nashville seems
to have genuinely represented a fresh start.
The difference between a move to Nashville and the other places he and Louise
had discussed was apparently, for Jon, a feeling of comfort with the city itself. He wrote:
It'll be a trip this time without the misgivings I had with Vegas, or even
Kingman -- because with them I just was not sold on those places as being
right for us. I am 1 00% sure with Nashville. I would have had the same
misgivings with Cleveland or N. 0. -- if l'd gone to those places. But I'm
sold beforehand on Nashville, so I wouldn't be going there to find a place
there, feeling it's not the town for me, or us. It's the one town in the U.S.
I want to go to -- so I've got to find a place, & will. 563
Jon became more enthusiastic about the proposed move as he continued writing. He
realized that he had "always had a feeling for Nashville." The location was good for
Loujon's future prospects, "And you know basically I've �lways liked country music -
or "hillbilly records" as I used to call them."564
That Jon's enthusiasm for this move was greater than was Louise' s is reflected in
his admonition that, "Whether we like it or not AT FIRST, we've got to face it -
Nashville is right for us, and we're going to make it work." 565 He saw a future not only
for himself and Louise in Nashville, but also for The Outsider, suggesting that the city
could provide material for their magazine which might mirror their earlier success in
New Orleans:
So here we come, NASHVILLE ! Same as I did a section in The Outsider
on traditional jazz -- why not a section in Outsider #6 on the famous
563
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oldtimers [sic] of the Nashville sound? With photos, etc. Get to meet a
few -- & maybe even interest one or two in trying out a song by you. Not
impossible. You know how important a connection is in show biz. 566
When they arrived in Nashville, it was with the intention of doing many or all of the
things Jon had suggested to Louise that they might do there. Unfortunately, there simply
was not enough time left for Jon to see any of these endeavors to completion. When Jon
died in 1 97 1 , not only did Louise end up alone in Nashville, she was also forced, for a
time, to relocate to Cleveland, where she lived with her sister, Lee, and brother, Tony.
But for the moment, Jon and Louise could not know this was to be their future.
Now they were working hard on The Outsider, with Jon commenting that work was
progressing much more quickly than it had in their recently published Miller book, Order
and Chaos Chez Hans Reichel. "Best day yet at the press--look at pile of stuff done today
on shelves. Five runs through press. Used to take a week or more for that on Miller
book." As was his practice, Jon was pushing himself and working to keep pace with a
difficult schedule. "Got to try to keep up this pace this month--Soon be back at the
poems--about this time next week," she wrote. "Should have Patchen section about
done."567 Even so, Jon was not satisfied with their progress. In addition to the normal
pressures of producing an issue of The Outsider, the Webbs were also attempting to sell
their home and make plans on their next move. Still up and working one night sometime
after 4 a.m., he wrote, "Good to make progress each day. Got to do more than been
doing--tho today did 3 pages. Before we know it we'll know if house is sold or not. I'd
say we'll know by Dec. 3--or that week, for sure. Be a great thing to get off our minds."
The note also suggested a normal domestic tension, perhaps made worse by the pressures
the couple faced. "So got to keep busy till then--& forgive me when I don't watch TV
s66 Ibid.
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with you. Love you & want to--but later, honey." He ended the note with a drawing of a
valentine heart and his signature. 568
As if producing a special issue of The Outsider, the first issue of the magazine in
almost five years, were not demanding enough, the notes also point to Jon doing a
contract-printing job for a customer identified as "Minkoff."569 A note written at "almost
4 a.m." seems designed to convince Louise of the necessity of this added workload.
"Sorry, Honey," the note begins, "but until I get going on a routine workday--& till I get
the Minkoffjob settled (into routine) I've got to bum the midnight oil getting things
straightened out." The job, Jon supposed, could bring as much as three thousand dollars,
which, he indicated, would be very useful to the couple in their next home. 570
The notes suggest a domesticity which had evolved into a working partnership,
though clearly Jon was the guiding force behind the press. Jon praised Louise for her
work, as in the following passage. "You 're doing real good binder' s work on the
endpapers you've glued in so far -- thanks, honey, for relieving me of a big part of the job
on Outsider 4/5." The note ends on a domestic note, with Jon praising Louise' s cooking.
"Your meatloaf sure delicious at 4:30 a.m."571
Louise's contention that a good deal of Loujon's success could be traced to Jon's
skill at writing letters finds support from another note in this series, accompanying an
advertising flyer for Crucifix in a Deathhand. The flyer itself is replete with blurbs from
writers Miller and Patchen, publishers Roy Miller (New Directions), Jonathan Williams
(Jargon Books), and university librarians Herbert Drennon (Mississippi State University)
and Warren French (Kansas State University). In Jon's note to Louise he wrote, "Had to
write good letters with these -- & got done at 3 :30 a.m." He noted that he was glad the
568
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task of letter writing was finished for the evening, and affirmed his belief that it would be
worth sending the materials via parcel post air mail, "considering how we spend money
on other things. (Me, I mean, like hats & coat.) (and beer.)"

The Tucson Flood

Jon and Louise had both suffered severe health crises while in Arizona, but these
health problems were not to be the worst of their troubles during their Tucson stay. The
couple had pushed themselves to exhaustion with a routine of sixteen hour days spent
toiling �t the final issue of The Outsider and both were already weakened by their
illnesses before their home was flooded. Volunteer fire fighters attempted to help move
their belongings to safety, but still much expensive paper was lost, along with imported
typefaces and many carefully printed pages of Order and Chaos. 5 72
Ever the networker, Webb apparently wrote letters to his colleagues in the small
press, telling them of Loujon's difficulties. A September 3, 1 968, reply from poet
Douglas Blazek, also publisher of Open Skull Press and Ole magazine, compared Webb
to the Biblical figure Job. Blazek apparently was able to send a small amount of money
to help the Webbs. His reaction to Jon and Louise's condition seemed a mix of awe and
horror:
I personally don't know what to do or say. Really, I am lost. I know
philosophical platitudes are worthless now, advice, prayers--they all seem
futile. I guess that all I can do is offer to help you in any way that I can-
don't be bashful to ask, I'll do what I can. It seems as tho your marvelous
spirt [sic] is the real savior--a built in device that keeps you from going
under. Perhaps there is little us out here can do--that it is mainly that
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marvelous spirt [sic] that has its work cut out for it. 5 73
Though Blazek may not have been able to send a great deal of money, an associate at Ole
helped by writing a lengthy article for a Tucson newspaper describing the predicament in
which the Webbs found themselves. The article described Loujon's past
accomplishments and detailed its current problems, not only the flooded print shop, but
also the precarious health Jon and Louise each endured. 5 74

The Editor's Bit and Obit

The last page of the final issue of The Outsider was typeset by Jon Webb on
February 9, 1969 and printed by him the following day, after which came the enormous
task of collating and binding the fat, 211 page issue of what had now become a "book
periodical."5 75 This last issue of The Outsider, designated "winter 1968-69," included the
following notice: "THE OUTSIDER is/was published by Loujon Press. Address until
June 15, 1969, is 1009 East Elm, Tucson, Arizona 85719. Sold home & workshop to
help put this issue out - must move." The essential facts of this terse notice were
explained and expanded upon in Webb's regular column, the title this time amended to
"The Editor's Bit and Obit," an effort to reflect the dire situation in which the Webbs
found themselves.
The litany of troubles Webb described was not, for the most part, unfamiliar to
faithful readers of the magazine. The problems, as always, involved economy of labor
and cash flow issues: The Webbs continued to exert themselves past safe limits and had
too little money to easily publish their magazine. The health issues that Webb had hinted
at in earlier installments of "The Editor's Bit" now took on a darker and more insistent
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tone. Webb described the long hours he and Louise put in to produce the magazine and
the toll this protracted exertion exacted upon their bodies. "Two 8-hour shifts a day,
seven days a week, is not healthy," Webb declared, giving reason for a collapse he
suffered during production of the issue. Both Jon and Louise endured surgeries that
interrupted production--Jon for prostate problems, Louise for a "strangulated
intestine."5 76
Webb repeated the claim that he had made in the previous "Editor's Bit," that he
and Louise had sold all of their possessions in order to finance this issue. This time,
though, the deficit spending he described was far more acute than it had been for past
issues. This time, the Webbs had sold their car, and also their house, which necessitated
that they vacate the premises by June 15.5 77
As he carefully finished the printing, Webb ruminated over the twin problems of
finding money for postage to send the magazine to its eight hundred subscribers and
acquiring money for moving expenses. He asked his readers to consider making no
strings-attached donations to Loujon or, barring that, to consider purchasing additional
copies of the current issue. " ...Otherwise, it's done for, for good. We love it, and we
don't want that to happen, praying it won't." 5 7 8
The Outsider 4/5

The response to The Outsider 4/5 was massive, swift and enthusiastic. Novelist,
Guggenheim recipient ( 1935) and editor of leftist political journals such as The Anvil and
The New Anvil, Jack Conroy proclaimed the new issue was "a humming bird and a lulu,"
and assured Webb that he was "spreading the word" about the new issue to potential
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customers.

579

Conroy added that he might get to review the new issue for the Kansas

City Star newspaper.
A note from Lenore Borzak, wife of Chicago Group benefactor Donald Borzak
was typical: "I'm so excited by Outsider 4/5--but frustrated too because Don and I keep
grappling over who gets to see it. We need more copies!" Mrs. Borzak was so taken
with the issue that she endorsed the paycheck from her new job at Kendall College and
sent it to the Webbs, requesting as many soft cover copies of the magazine as the check
would cover, as well as one hard cover edition for her and her husband to keep. "I hope
this order will help your present predicament," she wrote. "Don is working hard to
provide you with a much larger sum."580
The response from within the small press and literary community was equally
positive. Dustbooks editor and publisher, LenFulton, who also served as chairman of the
Committee of Small Magazines Editors and Publishers wrote the Webbs that
"OUTSIDER 4/5 isFANTASTIC! But I imagine you've heard that already, eh? Your
dedication and labours are UNMATCHED in this world, believe." Fulton, unable to
afford to send money to help the chronically impoverished Webbs, offered to give Loujon
a free full page ad in the upcoming fifth number of Small Press Review. "In absence of
cash at present maybe this will help you a little."5 8 1 Allen Ginsberg sent a check for fifty
dollars, describing the gift as "small balm for some troubles."582
The Los AngelesFree Press reviewer, admitting that he had not seen issues one
through three, exclaimed that Loujon Press was "the Rolls Royce of publishers! " and
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described the luxurious nature of the latest issue in glowing terms. Issue 4/5 "is jacketed
with some elegant oriental rice paper, engraved of course. The paper is rich and varied,
different colors, different textures, different as hell. If you've never seen a Rolls Royce,
how could I really describe it to you?"583 At Indiana University's Lilly Library, William
Cagle called the issue "most impressive," and predicted to Webb "the publicity from this
-both in the press and from the attention it will attract itself--will put you back in the
spotlight."584 Library Journal "Magazines" columnist William Katz called the new issue
"the bargain of the year." Katz declared that he was impressed both with magazine's
physical beauty and with its impressive list of contributors. 585
This issue was "Handset, Mostly & Hand Bound At Loujon's Desert Workshop
Printery, Arizona U. S.A. by Lou & Jon Webb, and the Ghost of an Indian," according to
an inscription appearing just after the table of contents. The inclusion of an album of
work by cartoonist Kelsie Harder added an overtly political cast to the issue. This is
particularly evident in the cartoon which appeared at the beginning of the issue on a page
facing one of Patchens' painting poems. Patchen's poem, appearing against a chaotic,
abstract background, read, "my god the sorrow of it." Harder's cartoon played off of
Archibald McNeal Willard's painting, Spirit of '76. Instead of their musical instruments,
the patriots now carried rifles with long scopes, which they gleefully aimed at an unseen
target. Later in the issue, Harder's cartoons engaged religion, cultural imperialism, war
and peace, gender wars, marijuana, and other social concerns prominent in the late 1 960s.
Lest Webb be accused of turning The Outsider into a venue for unexamined social
commentary, though, the Harder album was introduced by Camels Coming editor
Richard Morris, who admitted that Harder "courts ridiculousness with his political
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statements," though concluding that "Kelsie tells it like it is."
In another nod to visual art, Allan Kaprow supplied a short piece combining
cartoon illustrations of furniture with a short prose poem, "Moving," subtitled "A
Happening." Beneath Kaprow's text was the more important message: "Ed: On the fifth
day, Loujon Press Moves In. See Editor's Bit, & Obit."
A full-page advertisement for Order and Chaos chez Hans Reichel appeared in the
issue, complete with laudatory blurbs from a variety of sources, including Choice,
Library Journal, Antiquarian Bookman and Brown University. A message from Webb
accompanying the other texts again reminded readers of the Webbs ' troubles:
Only a few left--lost a great many in the flood that wrecked our place in
the middle of doing this Outsider. See Editor's Bit, last page. 0. P. price is
now $25 a copy--except from Us. Need $$, so price is same as when pub.
As if to underscore their need to sell as many copies of Order and Chaos as
possible, the ad faced a page containing a long list of "friends who dug into their hearts &
pockets when illness and disaster struck time after time all during its pregnancy." Along
with Miller and Fulton were a host of benefactors, such as Borzak, probably unknown to
the reading public.
Webb continued his practice of including an "editorial" in the form of a poem to
kick off the issue. This time he chose a work by Trevor Godger-Hill, dedicated "to the
top pro novelists of America":
o shit that I could carve words in contours
of voluptuous breasts
capsules of redundant
society
compressed into pages
where nudity becomes
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the bare arse creased
shapely and poignant
for my long tongue
which licks, licks, licks
then at the exact page
..o fuck I wish
I could write like that
It would be unwise, perhaps, to read too much into the inclusion of this poem, but

it has an undeniable ring of capitulation, quite at odds with the "escaping outsider" which
decorated issue one. Still, the issue was different from those which preceded it mostly in
design and size, not in content. It had, by far, the most clearly "mainstream" physical
appearance of any issue of the magazine. The final issue of The Outsider may have
looked more like a university quarterly, but the writing it contained still held to Webb's
catholic publishing philosophy. A broad range of voices was contained in these pages,
from Beat Generation staples Ginsberg andFerlinghetti to the more formal work of
Levertov and trappist monk Thomas Merton. The Outsider regulars Kay Johnson, Miller
and Bukowski were also present.

Networking

Jon Webb maintained his steady and voluminous correspondence, even as he and
Louise continued work on The Outsider 4/5. Longtime acquaintance and fellow small
press editor-publisher, Douglas Blazek of Open Skull press responded to praise from
Webb on Blazek's publications, first offering congratulations on the acquisition of the
Heidelberg press and then, unbidden, offering an assessment of Loujon's place in the
small press world:
Take this as flattery if you wish, but from being in touch w/many small
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press editors I've learned just what an impact your books have had--going
all the way back to The Outsider # 1 . Everyone seems to intimately know
all of your work, the type of paper, press, troubles etc. you've used and
had; & everyone wants to publish beautiful books just like yours--but of
course they lack the equipment, dedication, patience, etc. It's easy to see
you'll go down in literary history. 586
While fairness demands that it be noted that Blazek, in this same letter, made a tentative
enquiry in regard to the possibility of Loujon publishing a brief poetry collection of his,
Skull Juices, the sentiments he expressed were in sync with reactions that Loujon
publications had been garnering for years. 587
Though Webb remained intent upon publishing his own Loujon materials, the
success the press had enjoyed made an association with Loujon, in one form or another,
of interest for other literary publishers with similar missions and readerships. During this
period, for example, Blazek was in the beginning stages of putting together a collection
called A Bukowski Sampler, of which he, through Quixote Press, a student literary press
at the University of Wisconsin, intended to publish 300 copies. Blazek indicated to
Webb that the book was primarily intended to expose University of Wisconsin students
to Bukowski's work.

588

He wrote to Webb asking permission to reprint Bukowski

material from back issues ofToe Outsider, and Webb granted permission. Blazek also
asked that Webb consider contributing a piece of writing on Bukowski for the collection,
though no such piece appeared in the book. 589
Robert Bly, an influential poet and editor of the 1 950s and 1 960s, also maintained
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contact with Webb during this period. Bly, who became well-known in the 1990s as a
leader in the men's movement through his book, Iron John, published a literary journal
named for the decades in which it was published: In the 1950s, the magazine was called
The Fifties; in the 1960s, it was called The Sixties. Bly's correspondence appears to have
been triggered by Webb's invitation to contribute poetry to the upcoming issue of The
Outsider, an invitation which Bly accepted. Bly's hand-written notes to Webb suggest a
deeper concern, though, than just with the mechanics of submitting poetry for
publication.
Bly wrote that he had hoped to pay a visit to the Webbs during a past trip to
Tucson, though other engagements got in the way of this happening. 590 Two months
later, Bly wrote again, this time to send the poems Webb had requested. In a move which
tacitly acknowledged the kinship between his own publishing efforts and Webb's, Bly
told Webb about his own efforts to find money to support his Sixties Press. Bly also took
the opportunity to comment upon the recent problems Loujon had faced as the result of
the Tucson flood. As was common with Webb's correspondents who commented upon
the flood, Bly seemed to have been greatly moved by the Webbs' troubles: "Sorry I'm
late--I've been running around trying to get some money for my own press. But thank
God we don't have floods here! Fantastic thing--I hope you're both well and working
again now." 59 1 Bly's poem, "blown-up german fortifications near collioure: in Disgust
at Europe" appeared in The Outsider 4/5.
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Marcus J. Grapes

Another artist whose place in literary history had not yet been established, but
with whom Webb developed a relationship during the mid-1960s was Marcus J. (Jack)
Grapes. In the days when Grapes began his relationship with the Webbs, he was a young,
unknown poet and comic actor who had once considered studying optometry. He later
followed the Webbs' professional example, becoming editor of a respected and ambitious
literary journal, ONTHEBUS, which took its title from a quote from Tom Wolfe's
Electric Kool Aid Acid Test. Like the final issue of The Outsider, ONTHEBUS was
thick and perfect bound, essentially published in book format. Grapes also followed the
Webbs' example in his selection policies, at least to the extent that he regularly published
the work of Charles Bukowski.
As he had done with Bukowski, Kaja, and others, Jon Webb nurtured Grapes'
artistic development. Like Kaja, Grapes had been a New Orleans neighbor and his
relationship with Loujon spanned several years. Grapes, in fact, sometimes visited the
Webbs' home in theFrench Quarter. On one of those times, a rainy night during the
production phase of Crucifix in a Deathhand, the room was packed with unbound pages
of the book. Jon Webb sat at a makeshift desk, composed of a piece of plywood laid over
two orange crates, with a big can of glue and a large paint brush, gluing pages into their
bindings. Years later, Grapes told Bukowski biographer Neeli Cherkovski that Webb had
reminded him of Tom Sawyer, working his paint brush on the books. Even more striking
to Grapes was the tool Webb used to cut pages. Rather than a professional-grade paper
cutter, Webb relied on a machete for this delicate task. 592 Years after that night, in a letter
to Webb, Grapes reminisced about "you and lou and the nights I came down desperate
with despair into you [sic] tiny room bed and books piled high for glue, sitting on the
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little crate next to your desk talking about 'it all."'593
The young poet and the past-middle-age editor began a correspondence, with
Webb serving as a sounding board and, it appears, as mentor. Grapes, for example, wrote
Webb to tell him that he had "been working pretty hard, both in school and on my
poetry." As with so many of Webb's correspondents, Grapes' letters revealed areas of
their author's private hopes, fears and ambitions. The passage below retains Grapes'
characteristic use of lower-case for the first person pronoun and replacement of question
marks with periods:
i have been writing quite a bit lately. i really shouldn't because I spend
less time on my studies but what can i do. i spend whole nights sitting up
just writing and reading and cursing myself for not doing my school work
and then write some more. i really don't know what the game is going to
be. Whatever it is i plan to make the most of it. But i'm sure now, more
than ever before, that I will be writing for the rest of my life. Whether I'm
destined to be one of the million who gas up day in and day out on some
thin dream, well . . . . .if each of us didn't believe it, what would there be. 594
Webb published Grapes' poetry in issue three and showcased his work in the final
issue of the magazine. With the clear emphasis the issue placed upon the Kenneth
Patchen tribute section of The Outsider 4/5, it would be easy to overlook the special
Grapes' section crafted for this issue. "A Marcus J. Grapes Album of Untitled Poems,"
fifteen in all, ran for eight pages. The album was sandwiched around a design element
characteristic of Webb's attention to artistic detail, a tissue-thin page which held a
caricature-portrait of Grapes, "a pen and ink portrait by N. 0. French Quarter artist F.
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McBride."595 The poet was shown in the incongruous mixture of ruffled, dainty collar
and Captain Marvel t-shirt, a book grasped in his hand and an ear horn hanging in the air
beside his head.
Grapes, like Bukowski before him, wrote Webb an emotional letter after Webb
informed him of the decision to showcase his work in "album" format. Grapes' letter
was more than just an expression of gratitude for the immediate honor of the "album."
Grapes spoke to the relationship of his growth as a poet and the encouragement he had
received over the years from Webb:
Jon, i'm embarrassed, i'm at a loss what to say or do about this "album"
thing on me. marcus j. grapes. a marcus j. grapes album. Christ! i know
you're busy, but will you listen a minute. i have to tell you this, so you'll
know, so it's be [sic] said. yes, you're right, my poetry was getting up
there, i mean up there printed, in mags, a few anthologies, books, etc. i
remember when you accepted a few of my poems for outsider, was it four
years ago?, and then i wrote to buk mr Bukowski then, and except for
yourself, i began sending my poetry to other mags, other people. i
remember the first time i saw a few of them published, the night i came
down carrying the magazine in my arm as if it were a dead bird or
something. my poems, my poetry, in there, in print, god, it was awful, it
was dead, it was me sticking my foot clumsy as it was into the closet door
and my mouth all at the same time. does anyone get over being published
for the first time? and i kept at it, writing, making the poems, getting
people to see them and print them, and all the time vaguely aware that
from the time you said you'd publish a few of my poems in your next
outsider (the two buk books and miller book followed) from that time you
595
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took a coupla my poems, i began to write, better, with a sense of what i
was doing, or rather, no sense of doing anything but making the poems,
hoping the poems were poetry, and that the poems didn't destroy the
poetry, or versa-vice. whether i would have begun writing that way
anyway, whether i had reached one of those moments of change in my
style, etc, and your confidence in me was coincidence, well, it doesn't
matter now.596
Webb had apparently been impressed enough with Grapes' poetry to send repeated
requests for a submission for The Outsider 4/55 97 But there appears to have been more to
their relationship than simple friendship and respect, and this added aspect caused Grapes
some unease, vis-a-vis the exposure his work received in The Outsider. Though it is
unclear to what extent this was so, Grapes was, in some fashion, a financial contributor to
the Loujon Press.
Grapes was clearly concerned about both Loujon's precarious state and the
implications that his contributions to relieve the Webbs' financial burden might have on
his relationship with Webb and, perhaps, on the legitimacy of the appearance of his work
in the pages of The Outsider when he wrote:
look jon. i'd put my balls on the table for you. you know that. have
helped before and will again. but it's hard. it really is. and i say that
because if i drop a few sawbucks in the mail i'll get the same thank you's
and so forth, and every little bit helps, but if i really dig in again and try to
help, it doesn't mean it's a swipe off the cow's ass. it's now. i don't even
know as i write this what'll be, but damnit, you got more rotten luck than
596
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any artist alive i know, and if the poets (bad and good ones alike) can't
help, you can put your dungarees on and head for the field, 'cause "there
ain't nobody else here 'cept you an me, and sometimes i wonder about
you." well, let [sic] call it a day for now. do what you want with the
poetry the rest is what counts. give my love to lou. and please, take care
of yourself. maybe someday, we'll get a chance to really know each other.
the hard way.
It remains unclear what and when Grapes first contributed to Loujon's financial
well-being, but an initial contribution was apparently made sometime prior to April 1967.
Evidence suggests that Grapes had either given a substantial gift, or Webb believed that
Grapes was in a position to do so, even to the point of considering Grapes as a "partner"
in some fashion. Webb had sent Grapes a copy of Order and Chaos Chez Hans Reichel,
and, in a thank you note praising the book, Grapes wrote:
thank you for the compliment about the partner bit. believe me, if I could
talk some money man into angeling Loujon Press, I'd do it. I'm not that
rich man, but I am fortunate enough to have been able to help out when I
could, and as I have told you, I do it out of love for something beautiful
that will outlive us all. if what I have done, and can continue to do is
enough to keep you just inside the line of quitting and not quitting, then I
am satisfied. I see where you are close to getting the Heidelberg Press;
three books a year, if you could get out three a year, there'd be no
stopping you. well, I'll do what I can when I can, as much as I can. wish
I had it to go all the way and back you. you can sure as hell bet there'd be
no "string" attached. I can't believe there are some people who have the
$$ are willing to angel, but who would want to interfere with what you're
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doing in even the smallest way. it's beyond me. 598
Though nothing more specific than what follows has been uncovered, the
following passage further demonstrates that Grapes , like so many other admirers of the
Webbs and their work, had either found a way to help them continue to publish or Webb
perceived him to be in such a position:
i like to fiddle with my poetry making the books and no need to write
again ever if i don't want to. you talk about the album and a grant of 7 g's
and a book with you, and shit jon, i'd give my eye tooth for a book by you,
but only when i've got the poetry to give you and you know and i know
that right now i don't , maybe in a few years, but not now , so lets' [sic] not
kid ourselves or make false promises because you felt you owe me
something. that's nonsense and bullshit. if and when you do a book on
me it'll be when i've got the biggest batch of POETRY that'll set
everybody's balls singing. 599
The fact that Grapes appears to be turning down an actual offer by Webb of a Loujon
Press book of his work is striking , given the clear love and respect Grapes repeatedly
expressed for Loujon publications. This refusal seems tied to Grapes ' belief that the offer
might be in exchange for his having aided Loujon.
The extent of Grapes' help is not specifically clarified--whether he actually
provided aid which amounted what Webb alluded to as a seven thousand dollar "grant,"
for example. Later in the letter, Grapes explicitly referred to aid he had provided and, in
addition to implying that Webb might be flattering him because of this perceived debt ,
asked that his help to Loujon be kept secret. Though the bulk of the letter concerned
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Grapes' love of privacy, the reason that he wished for his help to the press remain secret
seems to have involved his desire to avoid the appearance of a conflict of interest on
Webb 's part and, so, a devaluation of the publication of Grapes' poetry in The Outsider:
my wife got mad at me for pulling the humble act with you, but she
doesn't know the position i am in. flattery only makes me suspicious if it
comes from someone i respect. i figure, somethings [sic] wrong. he
should be telling me the truth about the poetry. anyone else to criticize me
doesn't matter because i can go away feeling well, stupid ass-ole, what
does he know. i 'm the best damn poet there is so fuk [sic] him. but when
someone who should know better tells me what i tell myself, it's scarry
[sic]. and besides, we can't confuse me the poet with me the guy who has
helped you out a bit. no one can ever know about that. i mean that. that
would confuse every issue that can ever come up. but when you do things
like the album, underneath naturally is the fear that it' s because of the
other thing, and so the humble act is a protection against being made an
ass of, i guess. but let's leave it.600
Despite any misgivings Grapes might have had about the effect his financial support
might have had on the poet-publisher relationship, Grapes was quick to vigorously praise
Loujon's accomplishments.
When The Outsider 4/5 was finally published and Grapes received his copy, he
wrote Webb both to express his gratitude and to complement him on the high quality of
the magazine, specifically with regard to its beauty as a physical artifact. Though also
relaying his wife's admonishment that the new issue should sell for substantially more
that the meager four dollars for soft cover and six dollars for hardcover that Webb was
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charging, Grapes wrote ecstatically about Webb ' s most recent publishing achievement:
have the book in front of me. and what can I say. you put your guts on a
man's table dressed with parsley and what good is a toast. I smell the
book. I run my hand along the paper and the pages and wiggle it in my
hands. and I wonder what you and lou must feel, to see it, leaving you
like a cord from inside. and to think that it may be the last one, and not
even sure what will be after. 60 1
In addition to his praise for the new issue, Grapes expressed regret that he could not be of
greater financial assistance to the Webbs. After telling Webb that he wanted to do more,
but was unable, he placed an order for five additional hardcover copies. With the money
he sent as payment for the extra copies, Grapes included "a little extra -- for stamps."602
Evidence also shows that, Grapes' apparent fear that his contributions might be
construed as influencing his acceptance in The Outsider aside, Webb did manage to keep
a wall between his benefactors and his editorial decisions. For any anxiety he felt
regarding his financial assistance to the Webbs, Grapes was far from alone in his
willingness to send money.
Simon Perchik

Poet Simon Perchik, whose work appeared in The Outsider 4/5, was concerned
with helping the Webbs financially as early as mid-August 1 969 .603 Perchik wrote of an
uncertain financial "nibble," perhaps referring to a National Endowment for the Arts
grant which would eventually come through for Loujon. Perchik also alluded to some
"photo-poems," which would prove to be a bone of contention between the two men and
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help to illustrate Webb's absolute unwillingness to allow any benefactor to "buy'' his or
her way into control of a Loujon publication. By December of that year, Perchik had
arranged contact between Webb and such a potential benefactor, the poet-photographer,
identified only as "Larry." The man appears to have been a professional photographer
who was considering a publishing arrangement with Loujon for a new collection of
"photo-poems." Perchik assured Webb that this project would result in a unique and
valuable book:
If you do do the book, it will be a book containing art work no one else
even is trying to do: these photo-poems are dependant on each other
unlike what anyone else is doing or trying to do. There are books of
poems to photos or photos to poems, but there is no book yet of photos
that synthesize words into poems. You have that chance. Please take it.

604

Webb may or may not have been seriously interested in publishing such a book, but the
project's demise appears to have been assured by Webb's belief that the photographer
poet wished to exert creative control. A telephone call from the photographer to Webb
seems to have gone badly, with Webb coming away from the conversation unwilling to
proceed with the project. Webb's repeated declarations that he did not want benefactors
interested in having a say in what was published, and in what manner, are here
demonstrated to be genuine. Even after Perchik wrote to apologize for the photographer
and try to make amends, the book was doomed:
We tried to call you back last Sunday. No one answered. You & I have
known each other by mail for over 10 years. Is that worth a favor? Call
Larry. He has a million questions to which there can be no answers. But
maybe one more call will convince you--one way or the other--whether or
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l ved .605
not you want to b ecome mvo
Whether or not Perchik's hoped-for telephone conversation materialized, the book did
not.
Money was still coming in, though slowly, so Webb could afford to maintain his
principles. Subscriptions, for example, still arrived, with declarations such as:
With all the so called patrons and dough around can never figure out why
someone hasn't by now come through and set you most deserving people
on your feet properly for a breather at least. With two teenagers I can
afford this like a hole in the head but my wife backs me up on it. Here's
my $ 50 . 606
Doubtless such lifetime subscription orders were welcome and helped Jon and Louise
keep both the press and their household together, but some benefactors took it upon
themselves to go beyond what their personal checkbooks could provide. One of these
people, Elizabeth Bartlett, established her own Loujon support network.

Elizabeth Bartlett
Elizabeth Bartlett (1 920-1 994) was a regular correspondent in the months
preceding and following the publication of The Outsider 4/5. Bartlett was a widely
published poet whose work had appeared in such publications as Harper's, Saturday
Review, and Commentary. as well as numerous anthologies. Bartlett' s poem, "The
Walnut Tree," appeared in The Outsider 4/5 and was later accepted for publication by
Viking Press in a 1 970 collection, The American Anthology.607 Bartlett had hoped to
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interest the Webbs in publishing her poetry collection, Threads. 608 When a deal failed to
materialize, she placed the manuscript with another publisher and later pledged the fifty
dollar advance that was due her to helping the Loujon Press.
As best as she was able, Bartlett offered the Webbs more than just kind words. In
March, 1 967, she bought and shipped an electric press motor to the Webbs, "c/o the
Pacific Motor Trucking Co., and should arrive intact in 4 days. I'm glad to help, if it can
be of use to you."609 In December, 1 967, she sent the names and addresses of special
collections librarians at several California university libraries, suggesting that Webb
might have some luck in selling them subscriptions. 6 1 0 In January 1 968, she wrote the
Webbs that she was trying to get a fifty dollar advance on a collection of her poetry
which had been accepted for publication, "but have been put off by someone who is a
cussed stickler for 'usual procedure."' Bartlett was upset, she wrote, because "I want the
money for my Loujon subscription."6 1 1 Later, knowing that the Webbs had acquired their
new press, Bartlett wrote that she "had hoped to find you the heavy cutter to go with it,
but the plans of mice and men etc."6 1 2
Bartlett's energy and enthusiasm in championing the Webbs and their press is
impressive on its face, but her efforts seem more remarkable when one considers that she
had been the recent victim of a serious car accident and, while she was working on
Loujon's behalf, had to endure significant pain and regular physical therapy in an attempt
to help heal a whiplash in her lower back. 6 1 3
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The Webbs had apparently already decided by mid-June 1 969 that their next
move would be to Nashville, and Bartlett wrote to offer her encouragement for the
move. 6 1 4 A few weeks later, the Nashville move was in jeopardy, and Bartlett offered
advice on the move Jon and Louise were now considering, back to Cleveland. Bartlett,
based upon perceptions of that city supplied by her husband, urged Jon and Louise to
make a trip to Cleveland just to visit family, but to use the visit as a time to weigh other
options. Bartlett suggested that the Webbs consider moving to Mexico.
Bartlett helped, at least in a modest fashion, with sales of The Outsider 4/5 ,
promoting the issue, and the Webbs' newly re-extended offer of twenty lifetime
subscriptions, to friends. She also personally sold several copies of the issue. 6 1 5 Soon
after receiving her contributor's copy, Bartlett wrote to thank the Webbs for including her
poem in the issue and to congratulate them on what she described as "a beautiful job-
heartbreakingly so." In the same letter, she enclosed a check for at least one additional
copy of the magazine, referenced a couple, "the Maytags," whom she had apparently
convinced to buy a copy, plus included names of ten more friends she thought might be
interested in also purchasing copies. Bartlett told Webb to tell the people on the list that
Elizabeth Bartlett had suggested he contact them. 6 1 6
Bartlett was not content to merely refer Webb to her friends, though. In March,
she reported selling one copy to Willis Barnstone, a lecturer at the University of
California Riverside, and another to Connie Ransdell, on staff at the University of
California Santa Barbara. Bartlett charged ten dollars for each copy of the magazine,
"since Outsider 4/5 is a collector' s item."6 1 7 A couple of months later, she sold more
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issues, placing "2 of the 3 copies: to Don Sawyer and Tanya Menci. Their checks should
be coming along soon."6 1 8 She later wrote that she would be "getting a chance for more
Outsider orders next week, when I go to UCLA."6 1 9
Bartlett's commitment to helping the Webb's continued at least through the
waning months of 1969, when she planned a "Loujon Party" fundraising event in Santa
Barbara. Bartlett asked the Webbs to send her fifty copies of the "Editor's Bit, & Obit"
which she would include in her invitations. The event seems to have been well organized
and ambitious:
Finally, we have a date on Sunday, Dec. 14, P.M. for our Loujon Party.
Mailing lists and invitations are in process - the goal, 50 people, $250. A
church in Isla Vista, the UCSB student community, has extended its
kitchen and lounge facilities, and if the weather permits, dining outdoors
on the lawn. Menu: a Margarita cocktail, choice of turkey, ham, roast
beef, tongue, with slaw, potato salad, relishes, cherry tomatoes, hard rolls,
ice cream, cookies, coffee. Plus door prizes of your Miller, Bukowski,
and Outsider 4/5. Here's to success! 620
In her letter, Bartlett also alluded to an "anthology check" which she hoped would reach
the Webbs by Christmas. "I know how much it takes for normal expenditures, not to
mention your others."62 1 From all evidence of the Webbs' chronic financial difficulties,
Bartlett's gifts and fundraising activities, along with her sales and sales leads probably
made a significant difference in their household and business income.
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Corrington

Corrington maintained a good relationship with the Webbs, despite having had a
nasty and unexpected falling out with their protege, Bukowski. Corrington and
Bukowski had met for the first time in the Webbs' New Orleans apartment during
Bukowski's initial visit to the Webbs' home. Bukowski, uncomfortable with
Corrington's professorial demeanor and academic concerns, began an argument with
Corrington which effectively ended their friendship. 622 Soon after, Bukowski attacked
Corrington in print.
In the Winter 1 965-1 966 issue of the little magazine, Steppenwolf, Bukowski
savaged Corrington personally and professionally under the guise of a review of
Corrington's latest book, Lines to the South and Other Poems. 623 The tone of the review
can perhaps be surmised by the title Bukowski chose: "Another Burial of a Once-Talent."
The review was vituperative in the extreme, saving its only praise for "Surreal for Lorca,"
a poem which had appeared in The Outsider, and which Bukowski felt contained a line
stolen from his own work. 624
Perhaps because he knew Bukowski through Webb, Corrington sent Webb a copy
of Bukowski's review. Enclosed with the. review was a letter, which in part ruminated on
the early Loujon days when Webb and Corrington were thinking of the future:
Somewhere back there, you and I were writing back and forth, wondering
how IT CATCHES would affect Chas, who had been a good man and a
good poet, and who then was not known two blocks from his house. We
decided something like, "he's good, and he deserves a good book." And
yet I remember we both still wondered. 625
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To Corrington, Bukowski' s attack was akin to having a good friend die. He described
Bukowski ' s review as an attack on "somebody who has done the best he could by you,"
an action which negated "that fine luxury you call loyalty."626
Webb was not entirely sympathetic to Corrington's hurt feelings. After hearing
from Corrington, Webb wrote in a letter to Ed Blair that Bukowski's review of
. Corrington' s work was "damned brilliant."627 Acknowledging that Corrington was "quite
hurt and upset," Webb told Blair of Corrington' s bungling of his face-to-face meeting
with Bukowski. Corrington, Webb wrote, "had to keep at the academic talk of univ.
stuff, and of degrees he had and others had, which put Buk way down."628
Webb probably did not speak of his negative impression of Corrington' s behavior
with Corrington. Despite any awkwardness the Bukowski-Corrington falling out may
have caused the Corrington-Webb relationship, Corrington remained a friend to Jon and
Louise. With an undated letter, apparently written soon after he had sent them
Bukowski's review, Corrington seems to have included some sort of care package-
though the wording of the letter is ambiguous and could almost as easily be read as a
submission of material to The Outsider. Still, he specifically encouraged the Webbs to
contact him if they needed his help: "Let me know when the stuff I'm mailing arrives. I
sure hope it'll be of some use. Keep in touch, & if things get real bad, phone me collect.
Give our love to Lou. As ever, Bill."629 Not only was Corrington clear in his concern for
Jon and Louise, he seemed also to have been ready to, on some" leveI,' put aside his
problems with Bukowski. In the same letter, he wrote that he was "finished thinking
about Chas' review." He wrote that he didn't "much see how I can write him, but when
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you see him, or write, tell him to drop me a line."
Corrington seemed ready to blame Bukowski's common-law wife, Francis, for the
rupture in their relationship. "You reckon that pig he married had anything to do with
this? I remember Lou showed me a letter from her last year after Crucifix was published.
It stunk." Corrington affirmed his belief that "nothing counts more than friends, except
your own children. "630
In mid-November 1966, Corrington wrote to congratulate Jon and Louise on their
upcoming Henry Miller volume, Order and Chaos chez Hans Reichel, and to alert them
that he would be sending a check for a copy of one of the less-expensive editions.
Corrington's career was going well. He was by then teaching at Loyola University in
New Orleans and he had a novel in press with Putnam in both the United States and
England. There seems to have been some discussion of the Webbs returning to the
Crescent City, as Corrington asked their plans, and if these plans still included "coming
back to New Orleans." Corrington offered his services as "a kind of address while you're
in transit," and made it clear that he and his wife, Joyce, were anxious to see tlie Webbs.
"New Orleans isn't much," he wrote, "but you all will surely brighten it."63 1
In July 1 968, a few months before The Outsider 4/5 was published, Corrington
wrote in apparent answer to a letter from Webb. By this time, Corrington was becoming
well established in literary and academic circles. He was editor-at-large for Loyola
University of New Orleans' new literary magazine, the New Orleans Review, and had
recently returned to New Orleans after a stint as a visiting professor at Berkeley, where
he had "met Ginsberg and Ferlinghetti, met Saul Bellow and of course Josephine Miles,
Tom Parkinson, Bill Stafford, Mark Schorer etc."63 2 After updating Webb on his recent
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success in placing stories and poems in a variety of prestigious publications, he wrote of
his disappointment that the New Orleans Review had not yet managed to acquire any
writing from Bukowski:
I don't know if he's in one of his anti-you and me periods or not. What
the hell, I still tell people he's one the greats, but I guess they think I'm
nuts after the way he's put us down. 633
Corrington asked if Webb were interested. in poetry or fiction submissions, but also made
it clear that he would be happy to do any writing chores Webb might need for the
upcoming issue of The Outsider, and re-affirmed his desire for Jon and Louise to return
to New Orleans. "We'd love to see you and work together," he wrote. 634
Regardless of the hardships which Jon and Louise endured in making Outsider 4/5
a reality, the "book-periodical" was a success by almost any definition. Unfortunately,
since it was the last issue of the magazine that would see publication, Jon was not to work
again with Corrington or, save for a final, highly ambitious project with Henry Miller, in
the form of Insomnia, or the Devil at Large, with any of his old network of friends,
mentors and proteges.
One of the many undated notes that Jon wrote to Louise after one of his all-night
shifts provides an appropriate summation to Jon's career as a magazine publisher. While
it is not certain that this note was written with regard to the final issue of The Outsider, in
content and style it demonstrates Webb's personality, his commitment to the magazine,
and his pride in sharing the experience with Louise: "After hours of work I got the final
touch I wanted to make the issue end with the bang I wanted. P.S. Sure was a cold night
,
-- but the beer kept me wann.' 635
With The Outsider 4/5 finished, all that remained of Loujon's productive lifetime
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was a move to Albuquerque, New Mexico, and the press's grandest, most ambitious
project yet.

Insomnia, or The Devil at Large
When the Lilly Library's William Cagle received a copy of The Outsider 4/5, he
sent his congratulations and praise for the new issue. Cagle also offered Webb a bit of
unsolicited advice on how to increase his cash flow:
(Trying not to sound like a self-appointed business manager, but. ... ) Why
not follow this up with two or three short, 20 or 30 page works before you
tackle another big job. Many of the contributors to The Outsider 4-5 are
collected widely by both libraries and private persons and a short work by
any one of them published at, say, $6.50 for trade copies and $15.00 for a
limited, signed issue. Book shops like House of Books and Phoenix
would place good orders, I am sure, and you might make a little profit
before your next work of love. (With apologies.... )636
Cagle's advice aside, the Webbs next project proved to be the most ambitious in Loujon
history. This project was Insomnia, or the Devil at Large, Loujon ' s second volume of
Henry Miller's work, the final publication to bear the Loujon imprint. Insomnia was a
massive undertaking, a mixed-media production, combining fine bookmaking, a portfolio
of Miller's watercolors, and beautifully crafted wooden cases to house the material.
Jon saw the project as a potential economic bonanza for he and Louise and spared
no expense or effort in making Insomnia a fully realized masterpiece. Evidence shows
that he and Louise had experienced a measure of domestic strife in the early days of
Insomnia's production, though, much of it centering on each of the Webbs' precarious
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physical conditions and their unsettled financial situation. Jon seems to have been more
convinced of lnsomnia's potential of helping the Webbs achieve financial solvency than
was Louise, who apparently did not hesitate to make her objections clear. Jon believed
that Insomnia would allow he and Louise to become financially independent: "So, honey,
don't gripe at this Miller job -- it's really our jackpot for the future."63 7
As Insomnia began taking shape, with both Jon and Louise hard at work on the
project in their Albuquerque, New Mexico workshop, Jon sent his son a copy of the
broadside Loujon printed as advertising matter for the project. In the brief letter he
penned to accompany the broadside, Jon described the conditions under which he and
Louise were working, and hinted at their hopes for the future:
i'm sure this broadside will give you a decent idea of the immense job
we're on now -- & only us two doing it. I [sic] been going too many hours
a day -- 18. Lou too. But we just can't live anymore -- can't afford. This
job is most costly yet -- & more handwork than any previous job. And it's
a gamble, too. But I'm convinced we'll make it. Not sure yet where we
are gong from here. We love all of you -- & only wish we were close to
you -- Dad. 638
In a postscript, Webb implied that whatever move he and Lou made next, it probably
would not involve relocating near to Jon, Jr. and his family in Southern California. The
Webbs were intent on moving, "But not sure Lou can take L. A. smog."639 Instead of Los
Angeles, Jon and Louise finally realized their plan of moving to Nashville.
The Webbs announced the Insomnia project in their customary, high style, with a
lavish, detailed broadside which described "this most monumental production yet to be
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designed, handcrafted and published by Loujon Press."640 The project, which would
consist of a total of 999 copies divided into seven "deluxe editions," was described as
being made up of:
(1) a portfolio of 12 calligraphic water colors reproduced exquisitely in
color as they were painted; and (2) a book introduction holograph from his
long handwritten ms. candidly detailing the courting by "this reputedly
famous old man" (his words) of Hoki Hioko Tokuda, the young Japanese
singer Miller undodderingly escorted not long ago to the altar, & to whom
the book & portfolio are dedicated.64 1
The advertisement noted, not unexpectedly, that "a private press is always in need of
cash," and attempted to entice buyers to alleviate Loujon's cash flow difficulties by
making a pre-publication purchase of Insomnia at a 40 percent discount.
A column in Library Journal announced the upcoming publication to librarians,
detailing the pre-publication price schedule and describing the hardships the Webbs had
to endure in publishing Insomnia. Referencing Loujon's advertising broadsheet, LJ noted
that "The text, printing process, and the moving spirit behind what promises to be one of
the most interesting books of the year is outlined in a beautiful broadside (free) which
may be obtained from the Webbs."642 Acknowledging the many difficulties the Webbs
had endured during the Insomnia project -- "....press breakdowns, a ceiling collapse that
tattered stacks of printed pages & a mountain wind gust that blew in windows next day
sprinkling glass particles everywhere just prior to insurance coverage . . .."-- LJ
encouraged librarians to support "a most worthy effort." "Hopefully," the column
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intoned, "enough money will be raised for another number of The Outsider. 643
Insomnia, a project the Webbs completed from their new home on South Second
Street in Albuquerque, was yet another enormous undertaking for the couple. Both the
effort put into the project and the beauty of its final outcome were reflected in the price
Loujon asked for the various editions they published. Loujon's marketing campaign for
Insomnia began with the above mentioned broadside advertising the upcoming Miller
"Portfolio & Boole' for sale at pre-publication rates of 40 percent discount. Returning
Loujon customers and personal friends of Miller received an offer for pre-publication
discounts of 50 percent. Copies ordered before September 30, 1 970 would be sold
according to the following schedule. In each case, the first price represents a 40 percent
discount and the second price represents a 50 percent discount:
For Ed. G: G: $30, not #36. For Ed. F: $55 a copy, not $66. For Ed. E:
$82.50 a copy, not $99. For Ed. D: $ 1 1 2.50 a copy, not $ 1 3 5 . For Ed. C:
$ 1 47.50 a copy, not $ 1 77. For Ed. B: $250 a copy, not $300. 644
These large discounts did not apply to the most expensive version of Insomnia, Edition
A. ·This deluxe edition, which included an original Henry Miller painting, sold for a
regular price of $ 1 ,200.00 and a pre-publication price of $ 1 ,000.00. Miller agreed to
reduce the pre-publication price for "Loujon friends (his too), making it $900--or $300
less than the $ 1 200 publication price. "645
Even at these prices, much higher than for any previous Loujon publication, the
Webbs said publicly that they did not stand to make a great deal of money on the
Insomnia project. One reason for this, Webb explained, was that Loujon had been forced
to "give in to a colossal short term loan at high interest plus a jaw-dropping percentage of
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the gross." Under such conditions, he claimed, the best Loujon could hope for was to
clear enough money to publish two more issues of The Outsider. As the project neared
completion, Jon Webb sent letters to pre-order customers describing the ordeal he and
Louise had endured to publish the book and portfolio, and to thank their customers for
being patient. Webb described the effort required simply to construct the wooden cases
that housed the book and prints:
From the stack of original 4-by-8-foot wood sheets to the finished
handmade portfolios, more than 30 separate hand operations were labored
through. And only the two of us on this job--seven morning-to-midnight
days a week for almost a year. 646
While there is no conclusive reason to doubt Webb's sincerity regarding the financial
straights Loujon found itself in during the Insomnia project, there is evidence that, at least
at one point in the production cycle, Jon Webb was convinced Insomnia was going to be
a profitable venture.
In a handwritten note to Louise, much of which was concerned with a recent
discussion the two had engaged in regarding which of them might die first, and what
financial security the other might have, Jon assured Louise that Insomnia was going to
provide a monetary windfall which would provide them "more money in a few months
than any of your family or mine can make & see in the bank in 5 or 10 years."647 While
his meaning is not entirely clear -- perhaps he was referring to the high-interest loan
referenced in the advertising matter for the book--Webb appears to have suggested to
Louise that he wanted to sink a sizable amount of money into Insomnia's production,
banking on the investment providing a solid return, which would provide the couple with
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financial security: "That's why on this Miller book I want to add at least $20,000 -- or
more -- to our (or your) never needing to beg for support as you grow older, either with
me or alone without me."648

Acclaim for Insomnia

This book received attention on par with previous Loujon publications. With
what might be described as stereotypical British restraint, an assistant librarian at Oxford
University's Bodleian Library acknowledged receipt of the book in a letter to Louise
Webb: "I am writing to let you know that we have just received our copy of Henry
Miller: Insomnia or the Devil at Large. This is a great effort, and you must both have
worked very hard. "649
As happened, apparently spontaneously, so many times when admirers received
Loujon publications, Insomnia, too became cause for a Loujon fundraising event.
Bernadine SzoldFritz, a well-connected Beverly Hills matron who years later would
appear as herself in the motion picture Reds, one of the "witnesses" to the leftist, literary
idylls of socialist author Jack Reed's circle of friends, wrote that:
I am enthralled with the Insomnia! And at the same time, a little unhappy
because I find my belly shriveling up to think of how much labor it took-
loving labor of course, but oh dear, you have put all of yourselves into it-
and HOPE you get it all back, with bonuses."650
Fritz told Louise that she intended to host a party "and invite special friends in for a
'viewing. "' Included among the guest list would be those people she believed to be
potential purchasers of the Miller portfolio. Fritz, claiming shame because the book
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"ought to cost a dozen times what you stipulate," also ordered a second copy to give as a
birthday present to the actress Jennifer Jones. Fritz indicated that she was in a rush to
acquire the new copy, so that it would arrive before Jones' birthday party. "However, if
it does not come in time I'll give her this one, and wait for the other, for myself. It's just
about the most superb production I can remember ever having seen."65 1
The small press publishing community supported the project in principle, though
the precarious financial nature of such businesses made it difficult for individual
publishers or booksellers to help with Loujon's cash flow. Fellow small press publisher
and printer Noel Young, then head of the Noel Young Press, but soon to found the Capra
Press, which would publish books by Bukowski, Miller, and numerous avant garde
literary figures, was pleased to hear of this newest Loujon Project.652 Young, one of
Loujon's lifetime subscribers, wrote to tell the Webbs that "the new Miller Portfolio
sounds marvelous." While Young was unable to help financially, he did write that he
would take Webb's advertising material for the new book to the Santa Barbara Museum
of Art, in hopes that they might order a copy of Insomnia. 653 Melissa Maytag, of the
Unicom Bookshop in Goleta, California, wrote:
I have also talked to as many people as I could, and I hope to be able to

present you with orders as soon as possible. Perhaps we'll be too late, but
it' s worth a try! ! I expect to make a paltry one or two copy order for the
shop itself next month ... again, it's so late, and printing on our own, on a
small Golding, and I see the problems of $ and printing. 654
Maytag closed with the promise of immediately contacting the Webbs with any new
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orders "as they appear."
Insomnia, or The Devil at Large, represented Miller's attempt to help the Webbs
recover from financial difficulties.655 Even with Miller's help, the Webbs were obliged
to continue their practice of finding whatever outside assistance they could to make the
new book a reality. Webb, for example, requested and received free production materials
from a major paper manufacturer, the Brown-Bridge Mills, Inc. of Troy, Ohio.656 The
company empathized with Loujon's predicament: "We, too, are finding it equally as hard
to produce a quality product in a society where price, and not quality, dictate who gets the
order." In addition to sending free supplies, an official there expressed an interest in
purchasing a copy of the most recent Loujon publication, as he felt "it would make a
lovely addition to our home library."657
Webb also sought in-kind assistance for the new project. Literary agent and
photographer William Webb enthusiastically agreed to allow Webb to use one of his
pictures in the book in exchange for a copy. "What fool wouldn't accept your generous
offer of a Miller portfolio in exchange for a mere photograph!" The photographer, who
claimed to have the largest collection of Henry Miller shots in the world, believed he
knew which particular shot Webb needed, but suggested he might bring an assortment of
photographs during a planned visit with the Webbs in their Albuquerque home.658
When the project was in its preliminary stage, Donald Borzak used news of this
development to keep members of the Chicago investors group updated on Loujon
activities. Borzak, first noting the problems the Webbs had experienced due to the
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Tucson flood, 659 wrote to his co-investors:
They also have been in contact with Henry Miller regarding an
opportunity he has given them to do a book of his watercolors. I hope the
Webbs will be able to start on it when this issue of the Outsider is finished.
I've got copies of Jon's and Mr. Miller's correspondence with each other
and it is very exciting to me--but just too lengthy to send you copies.
If the Chicago investors felt they had any reason to worry about Loujon continuing to
produce quality work after the hardships endured by the Webbs, Insomnia likely
assuaged those worries. The final product, published in nine separate Loujon editions,
was lavish.
Each edition was bound in "white 1 4-ply art pebble board cover," with a foil dust
jacket. The color of each dust jacket was unique to its edition. Editions "A" through "G"
were encased in specially designed wooden boxes and included fine prints of twelve
Miller watercolors. Different editions included differently signed and inscribed
watercolors. For the most ambitious edition, "A," for example, all twelve prints were
signed by Miller and personally inscribed to the purchaser. This edition also included an
original watercolor inscribed to the buyer. Edition "A" was published at $ 1 ,200. The
least expensive of the lettered editions , "G," was published at $60.00. The primary
difference between this and the more expensive editions seems to be that the Miller prints
were unsigned.
Loujon also published an "economy" edition, which included the Miller prints but
not the wooden case. A second edition was published in the summer of 1971 , after the
death of Jon Webb. This edition included a colophon written by Louise Webb on a
photocopy of Webb's obituary notice from a New Orleans newspaper:
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Because of the enclosed writeup, I need money for a memorial, full page
ad to run in the Village Voice for Jon, and this set is one of the 20 copies
of "Insomnia" we set aside for ourselves. - Mrs. Jon E. Webb. 660
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I love you Jon

--Louise Webb, carved into the bark of a tree, June 9, 1 971

Chapter Nine: Death in Nashville

It seems fitting that Jon Webb died soon after completing a major publishing
project and another cross-country move. It seems equally fitting that his death received
coverage in the local newspaper, one last example of the press in a new town covering
the latest Loujon developments.
On July 1 8, 1 97 1 , The Nashville Tennessean Sunday Magazine published a cover
story that was originally intended to be about the Webbs and their recent relocation to
Nashville. Instead, under the headline "A Good Man Dies," writer Max York offered a
tribute to Jon and Louise and the legacy of their work. The article began:
Death came the other day to a gentle man. He was a stranger in town, and
few of us mourned his passing. But since his death, poems have been
written in his honor. We had written a magazine story about his coming to
Nashville and about his good works and his hopes for a good future here.
He died before it could be printed. Now that story becomes this. 66 1
The story as it was originally planned told not only of the Webbs' successes with their
press and their plans for another issue of The Outsider, but also of their coming to
Nashville in order to give the country music industry a try.
In order to do this, the Webb's sold their Heidelberg press, only recently
purchased for them by Borzak and his colleagues in the Chicago investment group, and
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headed to Tennessee. Jon admitted that the move was a gamble. Clearly, though,
gambling was not an unknown proposition to the Webbs. The gamble was mitigated by
Louise's long-time avocation of songwriting. "But we felt we were ready," John told a
reporter. "Lou's been writing songs for 20 years. I'm a good editor. I'll help her."662 Jon
went on to say that they had a "pretty good" portfolio of material ready and were going to
start trying to sell their material when they had compiled one hundred good songs. 663

Jon Webb's Decline

The Webbs lived in Nashville for only about four months before Jon began
complaining of vertigo. This was probably not the first time he had experienced warning
signs of neurological problems, though. When he and Louise made their initial, aborted
decision to relocate to Nashville, Jon wrote that the decision had taken "a big load off my
mind," and that "My head has been aching for days, down to back of my neck, and of a
sudden the ache is gone."664 Whether or not the earlier pain was symptomatic of the
malady that would eventually lead to his death, soon after their actual move to Nashville
it became clear that Jon indeed had a serious health problem. A rash of dizzy spells
became acute and Webb went to the emergency room at the Vanderbilt University
hospital. The vertigo, tests revealed, resulted from problems with his carotid artery, and
Webb was admitted to the hospital where he had to endure a series of painful tests.
The doctors found that, in addition to vertigo, Webb suffered from high blood
pressure and bruit sounds, anomalous noises emanating from both of his carotid arteries.
After undergoing an arteriogram, which produced intense burning sensations in his leg
and jaw and the sense of a phantom hemorrhage in his mouth, he was told that he had
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possibly suffered an earlier stroke and that there appeared to be a lesion on his carotid
artery. His doctors informed Webb that he would have to undergo surgical tests. Though
these tests were considered to be relatively safe, he was told there was a risk factor, a one
in five hundred chance of death. Webb's son, Jon Edgar Webb, Jr., a registered nurse
who was nearing completion of his degree in chiropractic medicine, tried to reassure his
father, but Webb clearly was worried about the outcome of the tests. 665 He pointedly
told his son that if there were a one in five hundred chance of dying when he got onto an
airplane, he would never fl y. 666
Webb, his "nerves shot," was also going through nicotine withdrawal after not
smoking a cigarette in ten days. Father and son spoke in some depth of Webb's
symptoms, the older man clearly nervous and concerned with his health. He asked about
the nature of neurosurgery and the definition of lesions--wondering if lesions could mean
"an abscess in the brain." Though he was concerned about his father's health, Jon, Jr.
calmly explained the medical definitions of each symptom and condition his father
brought up. After speaking with his son for about ten minutes, Jon spoke to his daughter
in-law and each of his grandchildren. While he was honest about his pain and concerns
during the time he spoke with his son and daughter-in-law, with the grandchildren, each
of whom addressed him as "Jon," he affected an air of calm and excitement, asking about
school and their other activities.
In a telephone conversation of June 1 , 1 97 1 , the day before he was scheduled for
surgery, Webb informed his son that the doctors had found "something unusual" in their
tests. Seeking to cheer his father, Jon, Jr. quipped, "That you've got brains?" followed by
nervous laughter. The problem, Jon said, was that "for at least several years there's been
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a complete occlusion in my right carotid artery." The condition of Webb' s right carotid
artery was so poor, he said, that the doctors were unwilling to disturb it for fear of
making matters worse. His left carotid artery also showed signs of occlusion and it was
here that the doctors would operate.
Jon, Jr. reassured his father that his condition did not seem to be grave and that
the surgery on his neck would amount to no more than a "plumbing job." He told his
father that he should be out of the hospital in three days, then spend two weeks
recovering. Webb was set to be prepped for surgery at 6:30 the following morning, with
the procedure to commence at 8 :00 a.m.
About forty-five minutes after this conversation, Jon, Jr. again telephoned his
father. The son asked if Bukowski had been in touch and Webb answered in the negative.
He then asked if his father had heard from Miller. He had, Webb reported, and Miller had
informed him that he was suffering from a circulatory problem in his leg, which Jon, Jr.
suggested he might be able to help with chiropractic treatments. They discussed Webb' s
desire to move West after his surgery, perhaps back to Las Vegas where he had a friend,
a young blackjack dealer and writer who was fond of Bukowski' s poetry. 667 Jon, Jr.
asked his father what plans he had for The Outsider. Webb indicated that the magazine
would continue production, though he would have to hire a printer for future issues, who
would work under Webb 's supervision. During all of this, Louise only reluctantly left
Jon's side. Webb told his son that Louise had been with him in the hospital until he sent
her home for rest, but that she would be back at 6:30 the following morning.
Webb told his son of yet another conversation he had had with the doctors
concerting the risks involved in the procedure. The doctors had asked him again if,
knowing the risks, he still wanted to go through with the surgery. "What am I going to
667
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do," he asked his son, "chicken out with them all looking down at me?" Before hanging
up the telephone, Jon, Jr. asked his father, should the worst happen and he not make it
through surgery, if there were anything he would like him to do, such as care for Louise.
A tape recording of Webb's reply is, in part, unintelligible, though he appears to have
answered in the positive. He then said, "She'll be a wreck, though," before his voice
again drifted away. Jon, Jr. told his father, "Well, The Outsider will live on" and said he
would call Bukowski to update the poet on Webb's condition, a prospect which pleased
Webb. They discussed, vaguely, plans for a forthcoming issue of The Outsider, which,
Webb now indicated, would be the final issue of the magazine, but would be a triple
issue, numbers six, seven and eight.
Though Jon, Jr. and his wife, also a health care professional, repeatedly reassured
Webb that his surgery was to be relatively minor, and that he should not worry about the
outcome, they contacted a friend on the hospital staff at Vanderbilt and asked her to
check on Webb's progress after the procedure and report back to them. Probably
reflecting how serious they actually felt the surgery to be, they cautioned the friend not to
contact Louise, for fear that the news might be overly stressful. Jon admitted to the friend
that he was "terribly worried," and noted that his father seemed anxious.
Sometime prior to undergoing surgery, Jon wrote his last poem, a brief and
heartfelt look at human existence, which read like an examination of his own life and
current situation:
Going on down,
Changing with the weather.
Doing our best at staying together.
Raining in our hearts,
Snowing in our brains...
Adrift in lonely depots,
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Missing all the trains.
Someone found the poem beside Webb ' s bedside and Louise kept it.668
Jon went into surgery at 8:00 a.m. and was wheeled into the recovery room at
9:25. The brief nature of the surgery led family members to assume the best. Indeed, the
blockage was removed from Webb 's carotid artery, but there was a serious complication.
Webb's physician told Jon, Jr. that the surgery went well, but that his father unexpectedly
had suffered a stroke. In response to a question from Jon, Jr., the physician admitted that
Webb' s chances were now "almost to the point of a toss of a coin. The new
complications arose when a clot broke away and entered Webb's bloodstream. Webb
sank into a coma and suffered kidney failure, and then was placed on a respirator.
Doctors told Louise that she should expect the worst. If Jon were to survive, doctors told
Louise, there was a strong possibility that he would be mentally impaired. Louise told
Jon, Jr. that she wanted her husband alive, regardless of his condition. 669
In a conversation with Jon, Jr., Louise told her stepson that she wanted him to be
with her in Nashville, but neither had easy access to travel funds. A roundtrip train fare
between Los Angeles and Nashville, they discovered was $325.70 and the family was not
able to gather these funds. Louise suggested that Jon, Jr. borrow money from Bukowski,
but quickly realized that this would not work, because he, too, was poor.
Doctors allowed Louise five-minute visits with Jon every other hour. Otherwise
alone, she faced the prospect of Jon's death in the company of her sister and brother-in
law. In the meantime, she received a card from Miller, expressing his concern over Jon's
condition. 670 Louise remarked to Jon, Jr. that there were still a number of unfinished
volumes of Miller's Insomnia at the Webbs' home, which could be completed and sold.
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Jon, Jr. asked Louise for Miller's telephone number, which she gave him. Jon, Jr. called
Miller to update him on Webb's medical status.
Miller, who was going into the hospital himself for surgery to repair a blocked
artery in his leg, expressed concerned with Webb's condition. Upon being told that Webb
had been in a coma for five days, Miller responded, "Five days? My God. I'm sorry to
hear. He's had one thing after the other. I don't know what to say." Miller asked how
long Webb might last and, when Jon, Jr. responded that he had seen people survive for
three weeks in such a state, Miller said, "He's survived most everything, hasn't he?"
Repeating that he didn't know what to say, Miller told Jon, Jr. that "If you talk to Gypsy,
give her my best and my hopes."67 1
On June 5, Jon, Jr. visited Bukowski and tape-recorded their conversation, which
centered on Webb's condition. "There's not much you can say about--1 hear the chances
are pretty bad," Bukowski said. They reminisced about Webb's work with The Outsider
and Bukowski's visits with Jon and Louise. "Old Jon picked me up out of nowhere,"
Bukowski said, speaking of his debt to Webb. "(He) just planned the beautiful pages."
Jon, Jr. kept in close contact with Louise, speaking with her by telephone several
times each day. Louise told Jon, Jr. that her sister was waiting with her at the hospital for
Jon to die so that they could return together to the sister's home in Cleveland. Louise
told her stepson that she did not want to go to Cleveland and Jon, Jr. repeated to her a
promise he had made to his father. If Jon were to die, Louise would have a home with
Jon, Jr. and his wife.
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Jon Edgar Webb's Death

Jon Edgar Webb died on June 9, 197 1. 672 He was sixty-eight years old. Soon
after Jon's death, Louise used a nail to scratch a memoriam in a backyard tree, after the
age-old fashion of young lovers. A photograph exists showing Louise, holding a small
dog in her arms and leaning, eyes closed, against the tree. Dug deeply into the bark is the
legend, "6/9/71. I love you Jon. Lou."673
With Jon's death, Lou was left near destitute, pending the settlement of her
husband's life insurance policy. She found herself in an unfamiliar city where she knew
few people. She had no money to pay Jon's three thousand dollar hospital bill, nor did
she have money for rent. Her assets included a few pieces of furniture, and some
remaining Loujon Press materials, such as leftover Miller prints from the Insomnia
project, which she hoped to sell to a local bookstore. Louise told a newspaper reporter
that "Jon never cared for money. It was just something he could use to buy paper and ink.
He didn't care for money just to have money."674
When the insurance money became available, Louise traveled briefly, going to
Las Vegas and then California to see Jon, Jr. and his family. During the visit to Jon, Jr.,
she broached the idea of publishing another issue of The Outsider, though this was not
pursued because of the enormous cost in time and money a new issue would entail. After
the California visit, Louise drifted back to Ohio, where she stayed briefly with her sister,
Lee, and brother, Tony. Louise moved back to New Orleans and supported herself for
several years by working in a tee-shirt shop, until she developed lung cancer and moved
in with her sister, who had, by this time, relocated to Slidell, a New Orleans suburb. At
this writing, Mrs. Webb remains in Slidell.
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Jon Edgar Webb Memorialized

After Jon died, Louise considered publishing a tribute to him in the form of a
"photobiog," to which she alerted potential customers through mention in little magazines
such as the Literacy: Times. As had been the Webbs' custom, she hoped to finance the
project through advance orders, which she offered for $25.00. 675 The book, which was
also announced in the highly regarded and durable Wormwood Review, was not
published.
Jon Edgar Webb's death did not go unnoticed in the little magazine community,
nor did his memory quickly fade. In 1974, Wormwood Review Editor Marvin Malone
worked to arrange publication of Webb's short story, "The Crowded Tomb," in Curt
Johnson's little magazine, December. In a letter to Louise, Malone wrote that the story
"will have a good audience there," and indicated that the only changes Johnson had made
were for punctuation, typographical errors and repeated words.676 For his part, Johnson
wrote of the piece, "Good story. Got style."677
This was not the first time Marvin Malone had attempted to maintain the memory
of Jon Edgar Webb. Malone devoted the entirety of issue 45 of his magazine to a Webb
memorial. He wrote "as a little mag editor and a collector of little mags, I regard Jon and
Gypsy Lou Webb's The Outsider as the most effective little mag of the 1960s."678
Malone described this memorial issue as an attempt to gather together comments from
three generations of writers who were affected by Jon Webb: Henry Miller; Marcus
Grapes, and Charles Bukowski. Miller, for reasons that are currently lost to history,
declined to respond with more than a cursory note which was, at best, misleading. The
note began with the salutation, "Dear Mr. Malone" and continued:
,
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I'm afraid I'm of no use to you. I never met Jon Webb and our
correspondence was limited to discussion of the 2 books he printed.
Besides, I'm over my head in work--and am sick of work. Want only to
write what I want to write for my own pleasure. 67 9
Considering the fact that Miller had been both benefactor and author for Loujon, even to
the extent of paying the Webbs' hospital bills, this refusal is curious, though not
altogether out of character, considering his earlier refusal to send Jon a piece on Patchen
for The Outsider 4/5.
Much more personal and forthcoming was the essay by Grapes, written in the
form of a letter to Jon Webb. In the following passage, Grapes' idiosyncratic punctuation
and capitalization are retained:
what did they want from you. it wasn't the poems in THE OUTSIDER, or
the poets. some you liked and some you didn't like. some you heard of,
some you hadn't heard of and never did again, some were Bukowski. but
that wasn't it. and the books, the beautiful books, sure there was no
arguing with the format, or the design, the sheer poetry not in them but of
them. it was something else. something they couldn't define. THE
OUTSIDER was so totally outside of anything else, so totally itself, so
much you and lou. 680
Grapes finished his tribute with the suggestion that The Outsider offered poets a journal
that was fundamentally different from other, more staid "footnotes and tea parties"
publishing venues. "It stood there, what it was, and it pointed in directions even further
away."68 1
Jon Webb's story "All Prickles--No Petals" was reprinted here, too, erroneously
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described as having been out of print since its first publication, not in Manuscript, but in
The New Day, Jon's prison newspaper.
Another highlight of the issue was an essay by Bukowski. In describing what Jon
and Louise Webb achieved with their press, Bukowski listed many of the "names" who
had published there. But, Bukowski wrote, "If this seems like a name-dropping contest,
it isn't":
It was simply that the flame bent toward THE OUTSIDER. It was the
gathering place, the tavern, the cave of the gods and the cave of the devils
. . . it was the place, it was in . . . it was literature jumping and screaming,
it was a record of voices and it was a record of the time, it was THE
OUTSIDER, it was Jon and Louise Webb, and now Jon Webb . . . has
vanished. 682
As was sometimes his custom in the 1960s and early 1970s, Wormwood Review editor
Malone made a punning play on the magazine's title, using the pun, in fact as a substitute
title for that issue. On the cover of this particular issue, beneath a stock photo of a full
blown, 1930's-era traditional New Orleans jazz funeral, complete with a horse-drawn
hearse and scores of people lining the streets, the title read, "Jon Could See True."
A more immediate reaction to Webb's death came from Bukowski in The Serif, a
publication of the Kent State University Libraries. As he was in the process of writing a
short memorial essay for Cleveland, Ohio, poet and little magazine publisher d. a. levy,
who had shot and killed himself only weeks before, Bukowski received a telephone call
from Louise Webb informing him of Jon's passing. Perhaps because both men had been
responsible for publishing Bukowski' s poetry, he saw fit to memorialize them together.
Bukowski wrote:
It was last night that Louise Webb phoned me that Jon Webb had died.
682
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Jon Webb, editor of THE OUTSIDER and publisher of 2 of my books,
and a friend and a beer-drinking companion. I was bombed when Lou
phoned (other troubles), and here was death again and I walked about the
room with a coleman [sic] burner on and symphony music on the radio,
and I thought, no god damn it, I was supposed to go first, I am always
talking about suicide and death, and here I am, and hardly feeling fine, and
today the letter came asking me to talk about levy. I can't say anymore
except that I get angry and sad when a good man dies or is killed, and that
isn't reasonable because we're born to die, and maybe that helps make
poetry and anger and sadness. The music plays; I smoke half a cigar stub,
there's a beer . . . levy, levy, levy, you're gone. jon, jon, jon, you're gone
too. my heart heaves out the belly of itself.683
Though the larger world scarcely noted Webb's passing and, outside his network
and the small press subculture Loujon's accomplishments remain largely unknown, the
Webbs' work has not been completely forgotten. In 1 994, Louise participated in another
tribute to the Loujon Press, helping with the production and publication of two fine art
prints designed from original printing blocks from The Outsider. The prints were
commissioned by the Webbs' long-time friend Edwin Blair, a New Orleans rare book
dealer, and printed by New Orleans print maker Francis Swaggart from print blocks Blair
"retrieved from a damp French Quarter attic."684
Blair had long wanted to publish a tribute to Webb and the Loujon Press, having
written Louise in 1 983, suggesting the publication of a "memorial book" which would
follow the line of Jon's creative life, beginning with excerpts from The New Day and
Four Steps to the Wall, include a long section on The Outsider and the Loujon Press,
683
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correspondence between Jon and Bukowski or Jon and Henry Miller, a section on Jon
and Louise's travels, and a Bukowski short story about the Webbs. 68 5
While the memorial book did not materialize, the fine prints were published and
well-received. Louise not only inspected the work as it was being done, but added
annotations to complement and explain the history and meaning of various blocks. The
prints were designated Skyscraper686 and Ursulines, after the two New Orleans addresses
where The Outsider was published. By all accounts, the prints were of a quality that
made them a fitting complement to The Outsider, done as they were on "heavy cotton,
acid-free paper, with black and terra cotta ink on cream, and fine additional Japanese
colored papers."68 7 Among the early orders for these prints was one from a former
contributor to The Outsider, novelist William S. Burroughs. A review noted that "the
significance of The Outsider, and its regeneration through Skyscraper and Ursulines, is
both historical and contemporary, a timely reminder of what was and what is."68 8
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Conclusion

In Jon Edgar Webb's obituary, an acquaintance spoke to Webb's importance in
New Orleans' literary history. The quote, from Ben C. Toledano, identified as a New
Orleans Republican leader and local literary connoisseur, 689 seems, on its face, naively
contradictory. Upon closer consideration, however, this quote yields perhaps more truth
than even its author intended:
This man is the closest thing we've had to a real literary fi gure in New
Orleans within the avant garde framework within the past 20 years. He is
one of the few people we've had who has been in the mainstream of
things. 690
While it is likely that Toledano was attempting to claim that Jon Webb's achievements
placed him squarely among the movers and shakers of middle-twentieth century avant
garde publishing--a claim which has merit--the pairing of avant garde and mainstream
seems both jarring and self-negating. The facts of Jon Edgar Webb's life are, however,
such that contradiction and paradox are useful tools with which to examine his activities,
achievements and his continuing infl uence upon contemporary literature.
Indeed, one of the major problems in making sense of Webb's achievements is in
constructing a reliable timeline for his life and career. The fact that this is problematic is
itself ironic, since Webb was highly adept at gaining publicity for himself and his literary
689
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pursuits, frequently making reference to his personal history and career achievements in
published interviews. Unfortunately, Webb seems to have frequently mixed fact and
useful half-truths in his published interviews and it is not always easy to determine where
one ends and the other begins.
Webb offered a portrait of himself in "A Note by the Author," which was
published on the dust jacket of his novel, Four Steps to the Wall. Entirely accurate or
not, the effect is compelling:
As for myself, I was born forty years ago in Cleveland. At fourteen I left
town to travel on my own. The only people who seemed to interest me
were alcoholics, prostitutes, hoboes, gamblers and criminals ( convicted
and unconvicted) of every stripe from murderers to confidence men. I
enjoyed hearing them talk and soon I was trying to get "in" with them but,
sympathetic as my ear was, they would have no part of me. I studied on
the go, and even spent a couple of years in an eastern university. I was a
police reporter on the Cleveland News, but I flopped at that. I got married
to the wrong woman and she to the wrong man, and I skipped to Toronto
where I worked in a publishing house, but there, too, I failed. I returned to
Cleveland and got in with an advertising racket, which made me a good
deal of money. This wasn't very exciting, so I did some bootlegging and
kept trying to become a part of the criminal world. 69 1
Webb's autobiographical sketch is striking in several respects, primarily in that it
anticipates and suggests the "outsider" status around which Webb would later build his
magazme.
In describing the world of criminals, prostitutes and gamblers to which he was
drawn, Webb also provides a parallel to the literary and personal landscape of Charles
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Bukowski, a writer that Webb would help to gain notoriety and prominence in the 1 960s.
Webb 's self-disclosures here also, in some ways, echo the sentiments of Beat Generation
figures such as Allen Ginsberg, Herbert Hunke and Jack Kerouac. In his classic 1 958
novel, On the Road, for example, Kerouac wrote, "The only ones for me are the truly
mad."
Webb was by no means a Beat, however, and the "outsider" types he describes are
hardly the bodhisattva saints lionized by Kerouac and many of his Beat Generation
brethren. As Webb's biographical sketch continued, he provided a brief explanation of
how he came to be a prisoner, and the ways in which his incarceration affected him:
One day I borrowed a gun from a friend and stuck up a jewelry store. I
did a few more jobs and was caught and sentenced to 1 0 to 25 years in the
Ohio State Reformatory. . . . Strangely enough, now for the first time I
was happy, because I was finally "in." I began writing about the men I
met in prison. During my term, I was editor of the prison weekly. I was
released after three years and put on parole for seven. It was then that I
met the right girl and I'm still with her. 692
Webb 's claim to being happy in prison because he was "finally in" could be construed as
foreshadowing a major design element of The Outsider number one. In that issue, a
drawing depicts what appears to be a man breaking into prison and being welcomed by
another prisoner. The drawing contains the legend, "Bravo, another escaping Outsider . .
. enter, man, and be calmed!" The "right girl" to whom Webb referred was Louise.
Webb concluded the biographical sketch with an explanation of how he became a
writer:
I began to write in earnest and published in many of the "little" magazines.
For a living, I wrote the equivalent of thirty-five books the length of this
692
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one (under seven names) about criminals, crime and justice for several
national magazines. During that period I also started this book. I finished
it only after I gave up all other writing. 693
Though it would have been impossible for readers in 1 948 to know, here Webb was
providing a link to the passion which would color the final, most productive years of his
life, his work as a little magazine editor and publisher, which, in effect, took him
professionally full circle to his earliest days as a writer. Still, of course, the biographical
sketch fails to provide a full accounting of Webb 's career.
In broad strokes, it is reasonably certain that the following claims about Webb's
life can be affirmed: Webb was an entrepreneur; newspaperman; convicted armed robber;
teacher; novelist; book and magazine editor and publisher; and a master of networking,
promotion and publicity. He was also a devoted husband to Louise. It is arguable that the
traits which allowed Webb such versatility in both legitimate and criminal enterprises
stood him well in his publishing efforts, for he was not just an editor, publisher and
printer; he was also charged with the responsibility of marketing a product emanating
from a marginal cultural enterprise to the broadest possible range of potential consumers.
In order to survive, he had to successfully market his wares. To do this, he had to
command attention. Fortunately, as is necessary for anyone attempting to launch a
publishing venture, Webb knew how to identify and cultivate contributor, publicity and
marketing resources. Most important, he understood how to make at least small,
important parts of the literary world take notice and abet him in his publishing exploits.
This last fact bears pondering in any discussion of Webb's achievements. His
press was, in its fashion, avant-garde, as is easily seen by the contributors list from each
issue and an examination of the material he published. One of the most compelling
pieces of evidence for the avant garde nature of The Outsider, and one which is scarcely,
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if ever, mentioned is the inclusion of a section of William S. Burroughs deconstructive
novel, The Soft Machine, in The Outsider number one.
But, unlike many of its fellow little magazines of the 1 960s, The Outsider was
conceived of and executed as a fine print venture, not a cheap and quickly made affair, as
were so many little magazines of the period. 694 Webb was demonstrably aware that the
quality of his magazine as a physical artifact was at least as important as was the quality
of the literature contained in its pages. This great care and attention to physical detail
was very likely one reason that Webb was able to gain the attention of important
members of the literary and critical establishment of his day.
Such attention was clearly a concern for Webb. He understood that The
Outsider's success depended not only upon its acceptance by members of the avant garde
literati who would hopefully subscribe and provide the lion's share of its content, but also
upon the approval and support of mainstream media, and particularly upon nationally
circulated newspapers and magazines. Major publications such as The New York Times,
The Village Voice and Library Journal were aware and supportive of Webb 's publishing
activities; Loujon Press publications were often reviewed or otherwise promoted in their
pages. Smaller newspapers and little magazines also offered Webb and the Loujon Press
welcome publicity.
Webb, too, seems to have been keenly aware of the need to cultivate libraries,
especially academic libraries, and librarians to his cause. This is shown by the large
number of libraries which subscribed to The Outsider and purchased Loujon Press
books. 695 Libraries as diverse as those at Yale University and the University of
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Tennessee purchased subscriptions to The Outsider. Loujon books were not only widely
purchased by university libraries, but were also the object of much praise by librarians. 696
Still, the closest surviving witness to Webb 's business skills maintains that he was
not particularly gifted in this aspect of his career. Even considering her husband' s
prodigious accomplishments as an editor and publisher, during a 200 1 interview Louise
Webb responded to a question regarding Webb 's skills as a businessman with a single
word: "Lousy." In response to a question about any pre-publication business plan, Mrs.
Webb indicated that any such plan was limited to Webb 's correspondence with the
various poets and writers he hoped to include in the pages of The Outsider. 697
Indeed, from a purely income vs. expenditure standpoint, all available evidence
clearly demonstrates that the Loujon Press, during its on and off, roughly ten-year
lifespan, was much more of an artistic and literary venture than it was a business. The
venture was, one could argue, essentially art for its own sake. Though Jon Webb tried,
with the final Miller book at least, to reap substantial profits, the press was never more
than, at best, a break-even proposition.
Mrs. Webb credited Loujon's association with the New Jersey-based B. DeBoer
distribution company with the successful distribution of The Outsider. She said that her
husband's greatest business attribute was his ability to write convincing letters.698 A
wealth of evidence demonstrates that Webb, indeed, was adept and dogged in writing
pointed and convincing letters to potential contributors, backers and benefactors. That
said, it would be dangerous to underestimate the full nature of Webb 's correspondence.
He didn't just ask people for help in the form of money or submissions. He asked for, and
between Webb and various librarians, demonstrating Webb's understanding of the importance of library
sales to Loujon's success and his dedication to cultivating such sales.
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received, advice. Webb sought advice in several areas related to publishing, including
which poets or writers to query for submissions, the brand and capabilities of printing
presses he should use, and strategies for marketing and distributing The Outsider outside
the United States. This willingness to accede to the advice and expertise of his
correspondents put him in a good position to keep lines of communication open and
proved highly beneficial to Loujon's agenda. Webb was, in effect, an expert at
networking. His penchant for correspondence kept him in touch with a broad spectrum
of writers, poets, editors, publishers, printers, journalists, librarians and others who
shared similar interests in the areas of avant-garde writing, little magazines and fine,
limited-edition book making.
Evidence also shows that Webb, a former newspaperman, was adept at cultivating
media outlets in order to secure coverage for Loujon's activities. Further, evidence
suggests that he was not above bending facts to make his life and ventures appear more
enticing to reporters, and thus to potential contributors, readers or benefactors. Not long
before his death, Webb gave an interview in which he provided a candid illustration of
this tendency to reconstruct the facts of his life to their greatest advantage:
I became a printer only because I couldn't find anyone to do it the way I
wanted it done. Printers come to me and ask how I manage to come up
with such beautiful work. Sometimes I tell them it was all by accident.
Sometimes I'll tell them I've been doing it all my life--just to end the
·

conversation.
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were he the narrative voice in a novel about his life, Jon Edgar Webb would be an
unreliable narrator.
This is not meant to suggest that Webb, ultimately, created an enduring, false
image of himself and his work. In the main, what he said has been forgotten, as have
those things that were written about him during his life. Even Webb's published fiction,
some of which was critically praised, now goes unremembered. What is remembered
about Jon Edgar Webb is contained in the artifacts he and Louise produced through the
Loujon Press. His undeniable achievements in this arena speak for themselves. He was a
driven editor-publisher and printer, a meticulous craftsman with an eye for literary talent
and a gift for detailed bookwork.
By far the most significant discussions of Webb's legacy and the value of the
Loujon Press have been in conjunction with Bukowski scholarship. The major Bukowski
biographies provide the closest thing to an in-depth examination of Webb and Loujon,
but the portrait they paint is, by design, skewed heavily toward Webb and his press's
relationship with Bukowski. While this is beyond question one of the most salient
aspects of Loujon's historical significance, there is a great deal more to the history of
Webb and his press that has been overlooked.
Any mention of The Outsider or the Loujon Press almost inevitably includes at
least a cursory nod to three elements for which the press is generally known: widespread
respect for the physical beauty of the publications as artifacts, an abbreviated listing of
the major writers who were published in their pages, and the relationship between Loujon
and Bukowski. A fourth element, the almost maniacal work schedule Jon and Louise held
to in order to see their publications into print, is often mentioned as well. All of these
elements are true and easily demonstrable. This last point is not meant to suggest that the
simple fact of Webbs' hard work makes them historically significant. Instead, it is
mentioned as a previously unexamined element of the Loujon working environment. The
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Webbs work ethic helped set them apart from many of their contemporaries in little
magazine and small press publishing.
Jon Webb, in his role as editor-publisher, was possessed of a singular vision. He
was also possessed of a powerful drive to see that vision become a reality. In spite of any
tendency to embellish or modify the facts of his life, or perhaps, in some ways because of
it--after all, this tendency often translated into successful marketing ploys for the Loujon
Press--Webb must be considered among the important American literary small press
publishers of the second half of the twentieth century.
Webb's greatest achievement, the Loujon Press, was significant both for the list of
authors it published and for the quality of the publications themselves as artifacts. At
least one poet, Bukowski, owed the Loujon Press a significant measure of the enormous
success he enjoyed later in his career. As for artistic beauty, The New York Times Book
Review singled out the Loujon Press as being among a select group of small press
publishers whose work was both expensive to produce and handsome. The Outsider, the
Times observed, was "laid out expertly," and had "the printing quality of fine books."700
During the 1 960s, Library Journal routinely singled out the Loujon press for praise in its
"Magazines" review section, once, in fact, urging readers to buy the latest issue of The
Outsider, which was by then almost three years old. 70 1 The sheer beauty of the books
themselves, too, was impressive. Readers by the score wrote letters to the Webbs
extolling the high artistic achievements they had made in book design for the four Loujon
Press books.
It is not difficult to understand why. Not only did Webb set extraordinary
standards of quality for books and journals as literary artifacts and publish a broad cross
section of emerging poets and writers, many of whom are now considered important
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literary fi gures, but he, almost single-handedly, thrust Bukowski into the spotlight as a
serious and accomplished poet worthy of national critical attention. While critics may
argue the literary and technical merits of Bukowski and the others, such as the stew of
Beat Generation and Black Mountain fi gures who appeared in multiple Loujon Press
publications, it would be difficult to argue against the impact Webb's poets, and
Bukowski in particular, have had on world literature and, to some extent, upon the
broader cultural landscape.
As no previously published account of the Loujon Press has attempted such a
detailed and ambitious examination, it is not surprising that certain elements of Loujon
history have been either ignored or misinterpreted in the past. The primary flaw in past
examinations of Loujon history is the absence of any meaningful discussion of Jon
Webb's reliance upon friends, acquaintances and even total strangers for advice and
support-financial and otherwise. Playing against the stereotype of the fiercely
independent small press publisher and, indeed, against the implications of a magazine
styling itself as The Outsider, Webb appears to have been an almost compulsive
collaborator. These collaborative tendencies manifested themselves from the earliest
days of the Loujon Press, with Webb' s willingness to seek advice from Walter Lowenfels
and continued through issue one of The Outsider, as Webb collaborated with the various
"advisory editors" who helped identify potential contributors and distribution methods
and opportunities. As the magazine continued its run, Webb continued with his
collaborative activities, albeit in a less overt manner. His correspondence with Walter
Lowenfels continued, though the use of designated advisory editors ceased. John
William Corrington became heavily involved in Loujon business, beginning with issue
one of The Outsider and maintained some level of involvement until Loujon died along
with Jon Edgar Webb. Corrington was at least as important to Loujon's development as
was Lowenfels, playing an active role in Loujon's promotion of Bukowski's career.
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Most published accounts honor Jon and Louise Webb' s intimate collaboration as
the two halves of the Loujon Press, though very little examination has been published of
which member of the couple was responsible for particular duties. And, while surviving
correspondence and published interviews clearly demonstrate that Jon and Louise did
collaborate fully in the physical aspects of production-typesetting, binding and so
forth-the evidence clearly suggests that Louise's participation did not generally extend
to strategic planning for either content or distribution. Louise worked hard on production
and, through her typesetting efforts and illustrations, helped to make Loujon publications
achieve a superior appearance. But the idea that Jon and Louise were responsible for the
Loujon Press together, in isolation, and in equal measure, is not entirely accurate.
Jon Edgar Webb maintained a policy of accepting high quality poetry and prose
for his beautifully crafted Loujon publications. He repeatedly insisted that he had little
regard for the avant-garde vs. mainstream attributes of the writing he published. Rather,
he claimed, his only requirement was that the work, in his judgment, be of high quality.
In the pages of The Outsider can be found work by highly respected mainstream poets,
such as Howard Nemerov and Marvin Bell, along with Black Mountain poets Robert
Creeley and Denise Lervertov; the work of Beat Generation writers Allen Ginsberg,
William S. Burroughs and Gary Snyder found their way into The Outsider, as did poetry
form Trappist monk Thomas Merton. These were only some of the individual voices
whose work found publication in Loujon Press publications. The Webbs also published
the work of dozens more individuals who were, and remain, essentially unknown. As
such, it is difficult to pigeonhole the Webbs and their press.

The Loujon Press and Pierre Bourdieu

The non-commercial nature of the Loujon Press makes it a reasonable target for
Bourdieuian criticism. Indeed, Bourdieu addresses the issue of literary publishing verses
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commercial publishing at some length in The Rules of Art. Bourdieu argues that
commercial publishers are vested in short term, high economic return ventures, while
literary publishers -- the avant garde -- are vested in long term productions. Each
enterprise is employed in gaining a particular type of capital. The commercial publishers
seek economic capital, more or less to the exclusion of symbolic capital. The literary
publishers seek symbolic capital, but also economic capital in the long term. The literary
press bestows symbolic capital upon its authors. This capital is derived from the press's
adherence to the norms of its field. In the long term, this symbolic capital may engender
economic capital as well.
To the extent that the expenditure and bestowing of the two types of "capital" are
the primary indicator of the presence of an avant-garde sensibility, the Loujon Press
perfectly illustrates Bourdieu's contention that literary presses, by their nature, are
involved in long term production schedules and that they are not bound up simply in the
quest for immediate economic reward. 702 Even after material had been solicited and
accepted, the first issue of The Outsider took over a year to produce. Jon Edgar Webb
printed each page of each copy of that first issue on an antique, non-motorized letterpress.
To save money, Louise Webb typeset much of the issue. For technical reasons, each page
required Webb, a small man in his late fifties, to make four careful impressions of platen
to paper. It is hard to imagine a more labor intensive, or slow moving, publishing
enterprise than this.
The laborious work aside, what truly distinguishes Loujon as an example of the
Bourdieuian notion of the avant garde is the fact that the Webbs clearly understood the
value of symbolic capital. For the first issue, the Webbs solicited poetry and prose from
702
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dozens of writers who had more or less recently been endowed with the symbolic capital
of the counter culture. Drawing heavily upon poets who had appeared in the seminal
New American Poetry 1945-1 960, the Webbs established their own symbolic capital by
associating themselves with these new "insider" outsiders. Bourdieu's theories would
predict that The Outsider would not be embraced by the wider 1960's-era culture because
it manifested a habitus completely out of sync with the dominant culture. On the other
hand, Bourdieu's theories suggest that, eventually, as the writers whose work appear in
the pages become "canonized" via the educational system, The Outsider would gain in
stature within the dominant culture. It is here where Loujon perhaps departs somewhat
from Bourdieuian analysis. While it is easy to grant that most members of the dominant
socio-economic class never heard of The Outsider, and, indeed, would likely have
rejected its contents, many of their cultural caretakers did embrace the magazine and
Loujon's subsequently published books. These caretakers were librarians, who
subscribed in large numbers to The Outsider and bought many copies of Loujon Press
books for their collections.
The fact that librarians so readily embraced Loujon publications probably stems
from three reasons: Loujon publications were beautifully designed and crafted artifacts
which were sold very cheaply; they contained work from writers who, as a result of the
librarians' professional training, seemed have some potential cultural significance 703 ; and
Jon Edgar Webb had a knack for promotion and salesmanship. It is in Webb's ability
(albeit on a limited scale) to combine the values of symbolic capital (the "outsider" poets)
with economic capital (his ability to successfully market his publications to libraries)
where Loujon seems a little out of step with Bourdieu. Still, in The Rules of Art,
Bourdieu observes that avant garde presses need money to survive.
703
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As Bourdieu would predict, The Outsider and other Loujon publications have
become more and more accepted as time has passed. Indeed, a quick scan of titles
available via the Internet website, Bibliofind, (www.bibliofind.com) reveals that almost
anything published by this press commands high prices from collectors. A complete set
of the five issues of The Outsider might fetch, for example, between five and eight
hundred dollars.
A more interesting example of symbolic capital in the case of Loujon involves
its relationship with Bukowski. Prior to being published in The Outsider, Bukowski's
poetry had appeared only in very short run, culturally marginal poetry magazines and
chapbooks. 704 As The Outsider had gained cultural capital via the "established" outsiders
-- Ginsberg, Kerouac, Miller, Creeley and so forth -- who had appeared in its pages, this
capital was transferred in some degree to Bukowski when he shared the pages with these
better known writers. The Webbs clearly recognized Bukowski as a strong, if unknown,
member of the field in which they were operating, because in their third issue they
awarded him the most symbolic capital at their disposal, naming him "Outsider of the
Year," and announcing that they would publish a major collection of his selected poems.
This book, It Catches My Heart in Its Hands, was glowingly reviewed in such culturally
diverse venues as The New York Times Book Review and The Village Voice, bestowing
upon itself, its author and its publisher a measure of symbolic capital it;i both the
dominant and avant garde literary fields -- a neat trick, indeed.
An ironic reversal has occurred in recent years, as Bukowski's literary reputation
has grown to the point where he has become something of a cultural icon. Indeed, his
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work has been translated into more than a dozen languages and, eight years after his
death, newly collected volumes of poetry and prose appear at least once a year,
presumably to sales strong enough to warrant such publication. A number of
biographical and critical studies of Bukowski have appeared from major publishers in
recent years and his symbolic capital, it would seem, is quite high. It is therefore not
completely surprising that it is in the realm of Bukowski studies that almost all
contemporary recognition of the Loujon Press exists. The poet's biographers never fail to
devote a number of pages to Bukowski's relationship with -- and debt to -- the Webbs. In
this way, the symbolic capital, which Loujon helped Bukowski to accrue all those years
ago, is now returning great dividends toward the reconstitution of Loujon's reputation.

The Context of Success

The Loujon Press was successful within the context of Jon and Louise Webb's
aspirations. Loujon published The Outsider and four fine press books, distributed them
to wide and sustained acclaim. Financially, the Loujon Press was less successful.
Webb clearly believed that most little magazines circa the early 1 960s were not
nearly daring enough in their content, and he was not shy in stating his views of his
fellow little magazine editors. He charged that American little magazines, in general,
were "sick," and in need of an "editorectomy."705 The problem, as he saw it, was these
editors represented a culture which was not interested in innovation. The magazines
Webb raged against were "crumb-picking from the vastness of creative talent in the
USA," and publishing "the same goddamned shitty poetry and prose we've been reading
in little magazines since Jack Conroy's earthy Anvil made the ritzy-minded but famed
Double Dealer read like a copy of House Beautiful edited by Henry Thoreau."706 The
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danger, he proclaimed, was that conservative editorial policies could mislead "the young
upcoming writer of today right back into the rut of his usual formal academic learning of
the mechanics of poetry and prose taught him in schools." Webb advocated a literary
revolution of sorts, calling for artists who could engage in "creative protest against
imprisonment of articulation in any form whatsoever." He called for timid editors to be
"lined up and shot - into immediate obscurity."707
Years later, Jon explained to a reporter that he felt one of his strengths as editor of
a magazine primarily concerned with printing poetry was that he, himself, was not a poet.
He also claimed that it was necessary for him, at times, to print poetry that did not appeal
to his personal taste. Sometimes, it was enough that a particular poem represented a new
type of poetry, which deserved publication by simple virtue of that fact. 708 Louise
suggested, in a 2002 interview that giving voice to new and unknown poets was one of
the greatest achievements of the Loujon Press. 709
Significant scholarship has been conducted on the literary small-press movement
in America, but much work remains to be done on individual presses and editors. The
goal of this dissertation has been to develop a complete picture of Jon and Louise Webb's
accomplishments in the context of the little magazine and small press movement,
recognizing Loujon as a product of its time and place and forged by the Webbs'
motivations and goals. It is the hope of this researcher that this dissertation has
contributed to the understanding of the American literary small press in ·general and of
the Loujon Press in particular.
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